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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this procedures manual is to describe 

methods to be used in experimentally characterizing the per-. 

formance of electrostatic precipitators for pollution control. 

A detailed description of the mechanical and electrical 

characteristics of precipitators is given. Procedures are 

described for measuring the particle size distribution, the 

mass concentration of particulate matter, and the concentra

tions of major gaseous components of the flue gas-aerosol mix

ture. Procedures are also given for measuring the electri

cal resistivity of the dust. A concise discussion and out

line is presented which describes the development of a test 

plan for the evaluation of a precipitator. By following this 

outline useful tests may be performed which range in complex

ity from qualitative and relatively inexpensive to rather 

elaborate research programs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Many different types of measurements must be m~de in 

order to accurately evaluate the p~rformance of an Plectro

static precipitator installea to remove suspended partic11l~te 

matter from an industrial process st~eam. Among th~ require~ 

measurements are determinations of the compositions of the 

gas and suspended particles and of the ?acticles' electr~cal 

resistivity, concentratlon, and size distri~ution. Also, 

the precipitator geometry and 0perating ~arameters must he 

recorded for proper interpretation of the ~easurernents. 

This document provides information ~n~ gui~elines for 

use in planning and conaucting tests to 0btain the necess~r•1 

data. 

A brief ~escription of elect~ostati~ precipitatnrs an~ 

various evaluation m~thods is pr0viderl in the remain~e~ of 

this section. In Section 2 the methods of measuring prgc; 

pitator operating parameters ana the techn~cal h~ckgrou~1 

and procedures fo~ flue gas and particulate charaGter;z?ti0~ 

are disc~ssed. Section 3 describes the logic a~a procedure 

to ~e used in developing a test plan for the evaluatio~ of 

~ precipitator. The Appendices contain detailed info!m2tjon 

on the test methods, as well as a listing of the F~ae~a1 

Stationary Source Performance Standards and Feder.al Source 

Testing Reference Methods. 

l .1 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR INSTALLATIONS 

1.l.l Types of Electrostatic Precioitators 

Two general types of electrostat~c pr~cip~t~tors ~re use~ 

to control ~articulate emissions from stationa~y sources: 



dry and wet electrode precipitators. Within eac~ of these 

categories, precfpftators may be further classifled by elec 

trode geometry. Figure l shows a typical parallel plate 

precipitator. This is by far the most common electrode 

configuration for large installations. Another common 

electrode geometry is a wire-pipe or cylindrical type. 

Dry electrostatic precipitators are installed in indus-

tries with widely varying gas conditions~ temperature, and 

pressure. In the electric utillty industry there are two 

positions in the flue ducts for locating the collectors-

either on the hot gas or cold gas side of the air preheater 

Wet electrode ~recipitators operate in a manner simllar 
to hot or cold side units with the difference that a thin 

film of liquid flows over the collection plates to wash off 

the collected particulate. In some units, Li.quid is also 

sprayed into the interelectrode space to provide cooling, 

conditioning, or a scrubbing action. The spray is collected 

with the aerosol particles and proviaes a secondary means 

of wetting the plates. The operating temperatures are gen

erally less than 65°C. Wet electrode precipitators are 

wi<lely used in the metals industries. 

l.1.2 Characteristics of Typical P~ecipitator Installations 

Electrostatic precipitators constructed as indust~ial 

gas cleaning devices vary widely in size an<l conf igurat!on. 

The differences in size depend on the type of industrial 

p~ocess where they are used, the gas volume to be handled, 

the gas residence time, and the desired collection efficiency. 

Electrostatic precipitators a~e as large as 12 mete~s high, 

2 
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Figure 1. Typical wire-plate electrostatic precipitator. 
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45 meters wide, and 30 meters long. Gas volume flow rates 

are as much as 1500 m3 /sec. For large gas volurn~s, however, 

several precipitators are usually placed in parallel. At 

some installations, the parallel precipitators are stacked 

vertically to minimize the use of ground space, especially 

if they are retrofitted. Figures 2 through 4 show some typi

cal precipitator installations. 

1.1.3 Parameters Which Govern Electrostatic Precipitator 

Opet"ati.on 

The theoretical collection efficiency, n, of a precipi

tator for particles of <liameter D, is given by the Deutsch 

equation 1 

n = l - exp (-wD A/Q) ( l) 

A = total effective collecting electrode area (m2
) , 

Q =total gas flow rate (m 3 /sec), and 

w0 = migration velocity (rn/sec) of a particle with dia

meter D. 

The migration velocity is the terminal velocity of a char.gea 

particle in the boundary layer near the collecting electrode 

and is largely a function of five variables: 

where 

w = D 

D = the particle diameter, 

j = the current density in the interelectrode space, 

v = the applied voltage (actually the electric 

field is more accurate, 

directly), 

Cg = the gas composition, and 

T = the gas temperature. 

4 
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If the particle size distribution is unknown, the Deutsch 

equation is sometimes used with an empirical parameter, D~, 

called the precipitation rate parameter, substituted for w0 . 

For this application, ~ would represent the overall mass 

collection efficiency. 

The six parameters A, Q, j, V, Cg, and T are the minimum 

number which must be measured in addition to the electrode 

design in order to diagnose poor precipitator performance. 

Of course, the actual collection efficiency can be known 

only after measuring the inlet and outlet mass loading con

centrations, and a rigorous analysis requires a knowledge 

of the particle size distribution. 

The quantity A/Q, measured ih units of rn 2 /tm 3 /sec) is 

the specific collection area (SCA) used to describe the ef

fective size of a precipitator. An SCA value of 40 m2 /(m 3 /sec) 

would be considered small for most applications and 1.20 

m2 /(m 3 /sec) would be considered large. High SCA values may 

indicate a problem dust, a high efficiency design, or rne~ely 

a conservative design. 

The total collection area, A, must be obtained from 

the precipitator design drawings and is usually known by 

the plant engineer. 

An approximate value of the total gas flow rate. Q, 

can be obtained by making a mass balance at known plant 

operating conditions, or by inquiring of plant personnel. 

During testing, however, a detailed gas velocity distribu-· 

tion determination by a pitot traverse across the duct or 
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stack will give a more accurate value for total gas volume 

flow rate. A well defined gas flow rate distribution is 

necessary for proper isokinetic sampling during particulate 

sampling tests (Le.!.., the sampling velocity 5.s equal to the 

gas velocity). Detaile~ velocity tr~verses and gas analyses 

also permit the d iscovet:y of gas leaks into 0r 011t of the 

precipitator. 

The electric current and primary and secondary voltages 

are indicated by panel meters in the precipitator control 

room. In some instances secondary voltages must be measured 

using voltage dividers installed by test personnel. 

Experienced personnel are able to obtain qualitative 

estimates of the effectiveness of particle charging, to ob

serve resistivity problems, or to detect electrode misalign

ment from the experimental data listed above. 

1.2 PARTICULATE SAMPLING FOR ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR 

EVALUATION 

~.1.2 General Problems 

Measurements of particle size and concentration are usually 

made at both the precipitator inlet and outlet to obtain 

an accurate characterization of the precipitator performance. 

Gas velocities may vary from 15 rn/sec to 30 m/sec, in 

ducts leading toward or away from the precipitator, to as 

low as 1-2 m/sec in transforms immediately upstream or down··· 

stream of the precipitator. 
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If samples are taken near the preci.pitato~ proper, then 

low gas velocities pose problems because of the difficulty 

of sampling isokinetically at such locations. Large dia

meter nozzles are required to sample at low gas velocities 

when the normal sampling train flow rates are used. 

Particulate concentrations may range from 0.001 to 

10 g/rn3 
, depending upon the type of source and the efficiency 

of the precipitator. Sampling times requi~ed to obtain accurate 

data vary approximately inversely with the dust concentration. 

At precipitate~ outlets it is not uncommon to sample for 

l2 hours to collect a sufficient amount of dust. Sampling 

times can also be discontinuous if studies are being conduc-

ted to isolate the effects of rapping ~eentrainment or hopper 

blowoff during dust removal. 

At some sources, condensation can occur within the pol-· 

lution control system or in the stack, and particles may 

grow larger and change composition, or be created, by this 

mechanism. Both the concentration and size distrjbution 

of the dust effect the precipitator performance. 

A source of difficulty in testing a wet electrostatjc 

precipitator is the possible presence of mists and entrained 

water droplets, perhaps with suspendea solids, in the gas 

at the outlet sampling location. Also the particles can 

act as condensation nuclei for water droplet growth, thus 

causing an apparent change in the particle size distribution. 

Entrained water can cause filters or substrates to become 

soaked and erroneous measurements of the flue gas wate~ 

vapor content can occur if precautions are not taken. 

In many instances the duct dimensions at the sampling 

location can pose problems, especially if sampling from 

the top of a duct is required. The duct may be up to 7 
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meters in depth. A hoist must be constructed to handle the 

probes required for obtaining samples near the bottom of 

such a duct. 

When a pr ed. pi ta tor i. s sampled i.rnmed ia tel y upstream o>: 

downstream, especially when long probes are req11i~ea, it 

is important to keep the pro~~ from earning in contact ~ith 

the corona wires as severe electrical shock c~n result. 

Unless the probes are properly grounded, sampling down

stream can also result in electrical shock from the charged 

particles leaving the precipitato~. 

In a dry electrostatic precipitator the dust is collected 

on vertical plates which are rapped on a regular basis. 

Upon rapping the dust falls into hoppers and is removed 

from the precipitator. During the rapping cycle, however, 

some of the collected aust is reentrained into the gas 

stream and contributes significantly to the losses. This 

causes cyclic~l variations in the outlet dust concentration. 

Air flow may 3lso extend into the hoppers causing dust 

to be blown up and out of the hopper ana back into the gas 

stream. This is generally localized in the lower portions 

of the precipitator, and a comprehensive sample traverse 

is necessary to include the higher dust loading at the 

bottom of the precipitator. 

In conducting source sampling for hot side precipitator 

evaluations, high temperatures can cause special problems. 

These include difficulties in probe handling and leak seal

ing, filter material integrity, condensation of gaseous com

ponents upon cooling, instrument failure, etc. 
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In some instances, it is neither feasible nor economical 

to test an entire system of parallel precipitators in detail. 

It is reasonable to make detailed tests on a single unit 

and to infer the performance of untested units in the same 

system from electrical pe~formance data. 

1.2.2 Particulate Mass Measurements 

Measurements of the particulate mass concentration are 

made by pumping the dust laden gas through a system contain

ing a filter and a means of measuring the volume of the gas 

stream sampled. The total material collected on all surfaces 

within the system is recoveted and weighed. This weight, 

normalized to a unit of gas volume, is the suspended par

ticulate concentration. The samples are collected using 

a prescribed traversing procedure, which, in effect, yields 

an approximate integration of the average mass ernis~ion ~ate 

past a cross-section of the duct or stack. The velocity 

distribution of the gas is also measured as part of the test. 

The gas flow r.ate and velocity distribution and the par

ticulate mass ~oncentration are used to calculate the mass 

flow rate or emission rate at the point of interest. Mea

surements of the mass flow rate are made at both the inlet and 

outlet to determine the precipitator collection efficiency. 

Section 2.2 contains a summary of the methods for conducting 

mass measurements. Appendix B describes i~ detail how to 

carry out the procedures in EPA Method 5 particulate mass 

measurement. 

1.2.3 Particle Sizing Techniques 

Measurements of particle size distribution in industrial 

flue gas streams are made for several reasons. The aerosol 
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must be characterized as completely as poss~ble ln order 

to assess the potential for adverse health or environmental 

effects; emission measurements can be useful as a process 

monitor; and the aerosol particle size distribution must 

be known in order to completely quantify the behavio~ of 

a control device. Also, particle size measurements on un

controlled sources are useful in precipitator design. 

In recent years the emphasis on pollution control has 

been placed on "fine" particles which are defined by the 

EPA as those particles having aerodynamic diameters smaller 

than 3 micrometers. Fine particles are more difficult to 

control than large particl~s, and because thev are respi

rable, may constitute a greater hazard to health. 

Several techniques must be applied if information on 

particle size over a wide ra~ge of diameters is required, 

or if real time data is desirable. As a general rule of 

thumb, most particle sizing techniques yield accurate in

formation over approximately a factor of ten range in par 

ticle diameter. The particle size range with which this 

manual .is concerned is 0.01 to 10 µrn. Therefore, several 

techniques must be used. 

Section 2.3 contains a summary of the instruments that 

are available for particle sizing, and a discussion of their 

applicability to specific tests. Appendices C and D contain 

detailed descriptions of the procedures for measurement of 

particle size distributions in flue gases. 

l.2.4 Particulate Resistivity Measurements 

The electrical resistivity of particulate matter, present 

in the effluent gas stream, is an important factor that affects 
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the operating characteristics of an electrostatic precipi

tator. In a conventional single-stage dry electrostatic 

precipitator, the corona current must flow through a pr~· 

viously collected dust layer to reach the grounded callee 

tion electrode. This flow of current requires an electric 

field (E) in the dust layer proportional to the corona cur:-

rent density (j) and the particulate resi~tivity (o) as given 

by 

E = jp ( 2) 

The electr tc field in the dust layer causes a potential di f-· 

ference (~V) acr.oss the dust layer proportional to the dust 

layer thickness (t), 

!:N = Et { 3) 

which is reflected in the operating V-I characteristic of 

the precipitator. 

If the resistivity of t~e dust layer increases fo~ a 

given current density, the electric fielrl in the layer w~ll 

increase proportionately. If the electrjc field in the inter

stices or on the surface of the dust layer exceeds the field 

strength for electrical breakdown, an electron avalanche 

will occur similar to that which occurs adjacent to the corona 

wire. Th is electrical breakdown acts as a 1 imi t on the allow·· 

able elect~ical conditions in the precipitator. 

The manner in which electrical breakdown at the collec

tion electrode limits the precipitator performance is depen· 

dent upon the value of the resistivity of the dust and the 

thickness of the layer. If the resistivity is in the mod

erately high range (10 11 ohm-cm) the breakdown will generally 

initiate electrical sparkover between the precipitator elec-



trodes; whereas if the resistivity is very high (>10 12 ohm-cm}, 

breakdown of the dust layer will occur at a voltage too low 

to propagate a spark across the interelectrode region. This 

gives rise to a condition of reverse ionization or back corona 

which will introduce positive ions into the interelectroae 

space, reducing the electrical charge on the particles. 

If the particulate resistivity is too low (<l0 7 ohm

crn), particles will be dischargAd immediately upon touching 

the collection electrode. If this occurs there will be no 

electrical forces holding the collected particles to the 

plate and they tend to be reentrained into the gas stream. 

In view of the importance of the resistivity of the 

dust layer as a prime factor in limiting the performance 

of a precipitator, it is necessary to determine the resis · 

tivity of the material to be collected in order to perform 

a-comprehensive evaluation of a precipitator. 

Techniques of measuring particle resistivity are dis

cussed in Section 2.4 and Appendices E and F. 
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2. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

2. 1 ELECTRICAJ_, AND MECHANICAL CHARACTERI~A'l'ION OF AN 
ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR 

In order to perform a comprehensive ~nalysis of the 

performance of a p~ecipitator it is necessary to obtain 

information on the design and o~erating parameters of 

the complete installation. These data are generally 

used, with the test results, to make comparisons with 

other precipitator evaluations or with performance pre

dictions of theoretical or empirical models. Plant or 

process operating data should also be obtainea as part 

of each test programr and correlated with the control 

device performance. Plant data are routinely recorded bv 

the plant persnnnel and arrangements can usually be rna~e 

to obtain copies of these records or to have a member of 

the test crew record the data during a test. 

In the remainder of Section 2.1, the nomenclature 

which is used to describe electrostatic precipitators is 
defined and a number of parameters which shoul~ ideally 

be measured or noted as part of a precipitator evaluation 

are listed. Some of the d~ta listed are essential to 

a meaningful evaluation, while some may be difficult 

or impractical to obtain and must he sac~ificed. Also, 

some precipitator installations may have individual pecu

liarities which require that additional data he taken. 

Although this manual is intended as a comprehensive guide, 

the~e is no substitute for intelligent and experienced 

judgement in the discrimination of essential from nonessen

tial data. 
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2.1..l Electrical and Mechanical Design Data 

The objective of a precipitator design is to combine the 

component parts into an effective arrangement that results 

in an optimum collection efficiency. Experience, efficiency 

requirements, and economics generall.v dictate th~ best arrange

ments. However, precipitator te~hnology can be improved 

through the study and comparison of the electrode design, 

the total collecting surface area and total length of discharge 

electrode in one bus section, the total area of collecting 

surfaces cleanea bv each rapper, the ratio of the area of 

one bus section to the total, the number of power supplies, 

the collecting surface area associated with one power supply, 

the number of fields, the total collecting surface area com

pared to the gas flow ~ate, and other parameters deemed impor

tant during the evaluation. 

For completeness, determinations of the following items 

pertaining to the physical layout of the precipitator should 

be made during the test. This data may be obtained by observa

tion, from plant personnel, or from manufacturers' literature. 

Number of precipitators - A single precipitator is an 

arrangement of collecting surfaces and discharge electrodes 

contained within one independent housing. (See Figure 5.) 

Number of chambers per precipitator - A chamber is a 

gas-tight longitudinal subdivision of a precipitator. A 

precipitator without any internal dividing wall is a single 

chamber precipitator. A precipitator with one dividing wall 

is a two-chamber precipitator, etc. (See Figure 5.) 
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Figure 5. Typical precipitator arrangements. 
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Number of fields - A field is the phvsical portion 0f 

the precipitator in the direction of gas flow that is ener

gized -by a single power supply. A field can aenote an arrange· 

ment of bus sections in parallel or series as long as this 

arrangement is energized by a number of ?arallel power sup

plies. (See Figure 5). 

Number of 12ower SUPElies - A power supply is a transfor-

mer I rect:i. f ier (T/R) arrangement with either i3 full or h3lf 

wave voltage output. Usually a single power supply energizes 

more than one bus section. 

Number of bus sections in each field - A bus section 

is the smallest portion of the precipitator which can be 

electrically de-energized independently. It is advantageous 

from a performance standpoint to have as much sectionalization 

as possible in a precipitator for two reasons. Localized 

electrical problems will not disrupt the performance of a 

large part of the precipitator, and since inlet sections nor

mally operate at lower current densities than outlet sections, 

these should be separated electrically. 

Total number of bus sections in the p:r:ecipi ta tor ·- The 

total number of sections in a precipitator is equal to the 

number of fields multiplied by the number of bus sections 

per field. 

Number of gas passages - A gas passage is the volume 

of the precipitator between anv two adjacent collecting surfaces. 

Effective precipitator dimensions - The volume inside 

the precipitator through which the flue gas passes determines 

the effective height, width, and length of the device for 

the collection of dust. The effective length is equal to 
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the total length of the collection surface in the direction 

of gas flow; the effective height is equal to the total height 

of the collecting surface measurea from top to bottom; and 

the effective width is equal to the total number of gas passages 

multiplied by the center to center spacing of the collecting 

surfaces (ignoring the shape of the collecting surface). 

Gas distribution devices - A gas distribution device is 

any physical plate, screen, or baffle positioned at the entrance 

to a precipitator to cause a change or smoothing effect in 

the gas flow characteristics. 

2.1.l Collecting Electrode System 

The collecting surfaces are the individual gr.ounded 

components on the surfaces of which the particulate matter 

is collected. The shape of the collecting electrode is de-· 

signed to maximize the electric field while minimizing dust 

reentrainment. 

Type of collection electrodes - Many shapes of collecting 

electrodes are used in electrostatic precipitators. For 

dry precipitators it is important that dust reentrainment 

be minimized during rapping. In well designed precipitators 

where gas velocities are kept low and gas flow uniformity 

is maintained within limits of good practice, there is little 

or no direct scouring of dust from the plates. All preci

pitators have some sort of baffle arrangement on the collec

tion plate to minimize gas velocities near the dust surface 

as well as to provide stiffness to the plate. Some of these 

baffle-plate designs are known as Opzel plates, Rod curtain 

plates, Zig-Zag plates, V Plates, V-pocket plates, channel 

plates, offset plates, shielded plates, and tulip plates 

{See Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Various types of collection electrodes. 
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Active collecting surface area - This is the total pro

jected area of the collecting surface exposed to the electro

static field (effective length multiplied by the effective 

height and number of sides). 

Plate to plate distance - This is the distance between 

the centers of two adjacent plates on a line perpendicular 

to the gas flow. The maximum current and electric field 

are strongly dependent upon the electrode spacing. 

Aspect ratio - The collecting plate aspect ratio is the 

effective length divided by the effective height (L/H). 

2.1.3 Discharge Electrode Svstern 

This system is designed in conjunction with the collec

ting electrode system to maximize the electric current and 

field strength. The discharge electrode is also referred 

to as the corona electrode, cathode, high voltage electrode, 

or corona wire. Several properties of the corona or nischarqe 

electrodes can influence precipitator efficiency and shoula 

be included in a test report. 

Type of discharge electrode - The discharge electrodes 

are held at a high electrical potential during the preci~i-

tator operation to ionize the gas and establish electric 

fields for particle charging and precipitation. The elec

trodes may be in the form of cylindrical or square wires, 

barbed wire, or stamped or formed strips of metal of various 

shapes. Some discharge electrode geometrjes are shown in 

Figure 7. 

The discharge electrode may be suspended individually 

from an insulating superstructure, with weights attached 

to the lower ends, or they may be mounted on frames, or masts. 

Figure 8 shows two ways that electrodes may be mounted. 
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Figure 7. Typical forms of discharge or corona electrodes. 
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Discharge electrode dimensions -- The physical dimen

sions of the corona electrode should be noted. The diameter, 

or width of this electrode is an important factor in con

trolling the electric field in the interelectrode space, 

and the starting voltage. The effective length of the dis· 

charge electrode may also be of interest; it is equal to 

the height of the collection electrode. 

Discharge to collecting electrode spacing - The applied 

voltage divided by the distance between the discharge and 

collecting electrodes is the average electric field. 

Number of discharge electrode per gas passage - The 

total number of electrodes (corona wires) along the length 

of one gas passage may be of some interest in mathematical 

modeling of the precipitator. 

Total number of discharge electrodes - The number of 

electrodes in one gas passage multiplied by the number of 

gas passages. 

Total effective discharge electrode length - The total 

number of electrodes multiplied by the effective electrode 

length. 

Spacing of discharge electrodes in the direction of gas 

flow - The distance between discharge electrodes in a single 

gas passage has a significant effect on the precipitator .vol

tage-current characteristic. 

2.1.4 Electric Power Supplies 

Each power supply consists of four components as shown 

in Figure 9: a step-up transformer, a high voltage rectifier. 
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Figure 9. Power supply system for modern precipitators. 
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a ~ontrol element, and a sensor for thP control svstPrn. 

A step-up transfotmer is required hecause the operating 

voltages for modern precipitators range from about 20 to 

100 kV. The high voltage rectifier is requjred to convert 

the seconda~y AC voltage to half or full wave voltage in 

order to be compatible with the electrostatic ptecipitator 

requirements. 

One function of the control system is to vary the ampli

tude of the unfiltered voltage waveform that is applierl to 

the discharge electrode system. Control can be applied to 

either the ptimary or secondary side in the power supply. 

but it is usually on the primary (low voltage) side. The 

control system can be operated either manually or in one 

of several automatic modes. Automatic controls are usuallv 

installed. A well designed automatic control system main

tains the voltage level at the optimum value, even when the 

dust characteristics and concentration exhibit temporal fluc

tuations. 

Transformers - In many precipitators, performance is 

limited by the maximum voltage or cur~ent ratings of the 

power supply transformers. The transformer ratings should 

be noted and reported. 

Rectifiers - The rectifiers change the alternating current 

to a pulsating DC current, either full or half wave. In 

general, half wave power supplies allow a greater degree 

of sectionalization, although the sections are not completely 

independent, since control is normally associated with the 

transformer primary. Full wave rectification is used where 

higher average currents are desirable, as for example, where 
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large dust loading or extremely fine particles lead to a large 

space charge which limits the maximum current. 

Number of transformer - rectifier (T/R) sets - The 

general layout and number of T/R sets should be noted~ i.e., 

the number per field, number per chamber, the number per 

precipitator. This should be shown in a schematic drawing 

similar to Figure 5. 

Spark rate - The spark rate is the number of times per 

minute that electrical breakdown occurs between the corona 

wire and the collection electrode. A spark-rate controller 

establishes the applied voltage at a point where a fixed number 

of sparks per minute occur (typically 50-150 per corona section). 

The sparking rate is a function of the applied voltage for 

a given set of precipitator conditions. As the spark rate 

increases, a greater percentage of the input power is wasted 

in the spark current, and consequently less useful power 

is applied to dust collection. Continued sparking to one 

spot will cause erosion of the electrode, and sometimes, 

mechanical failure. 

Voltage-Current Characteristic - Voltage-current rela

tionships for the primary and secondary circuits of each 

T/R set for both clean and dirty plate conditions are verv 

useful in interpreting precipitator behavior. Clean plate 

V-I data, however, must be obtained immediately after shut 

down after thorough plate rapping to remove excess dust or 

from data taken during tests occurring in the process of 

precipitator installation and shakedown. The dirty plate 

V-I measurements usually take place after particulate emis

sion tests because it is undesirable to disturb the precipi

tator before the tests. When mass testing and particulate 

sizing measurements are being conducted, voltage and current 

readings should be reco(ded regularly for each power supply. 
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Figure 10. Voltage divider network for measuring precipitator secondary 
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Many precipitator control rooms have panel meters for 

each T/R set which show the primary and seconaary voltages 

and current and the sparking rate. If meters are not in

stalled on the transformer secondary, a temporary voltage 

divider network can be installed on the precipitator side 

of the recitifer network as shown in Figure 10. Typically, 

the resistor R2 has a value of about lxl0 9 ohms and R1 has 

a value of about 12xl0 3 ohms. Because of the voltage drop 

across R2, this resistor should be well insulated. If it 

is necessary to measure the secondary current. a voltmeter 

can be placed across resistor R3 in the Surge Arrestor net

work. R3 is typically 50 ohms or less. Some manufacturers 

may place a current meter with very low internal impedance 

across this resistor and allow all the precipitator current 

to pass through the meter. The resistor is installed to 

prevent isolating the power set should the meter be removed 

from the circuit. To obtain accurate data in this case, 

a calibrated current meter can be installed in series with 

this current meter. Figure 10 shows a typical precipitator 

T/R circuit but many individual installations may have their 

own peculiarities. 

Since many commercial precipitators do not have secondary 

voltage and current meters installed, it is worthwhile for 

anyone involved in precipitator evaluations to build and 

calibrate several divider networks for field use. 

2.1.5 Rapping Systems 

Type of rappers - Differences in precipitator design 

also occur in the types of rappers used to remove dust collected 

on collection plates and discharge electrodes. 
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Mechanical rappers may be located within the shell of 

the precipitator with the rapping system consisting of ham

mers which are lifted by a rotating shaft until they pass 

over the top of the shaft and then fall under ~he force of 

gravity and strike anvils connected to the collection plates 

or discharge electrode frames. (See Figure 11.) 

A second type of mechanical rapper is located outside 

of the precipitator shell with the anvils externally mounted 

and extending through the shell. In such a system, seals 

must be provided between the anvil and shell to prevent gas 

leakage. Rapping cycles can vary from a single impact to 

multiple blows for each rapping sequence and the rapping 

cycle can be changed by varying the frequency of rap. 

Pneumatically or electromagnetically operated rappers 

may be of the impact or vibratory type. These rappers are 

connected to the discharge or collection electrode frame 

through the precipitator shell. The impact rapper functions 

by lifting a weight to a height determined by a pneumatic 

or electromagnetic controller and allowing the weight to 

fall against an anvil when the holding force is released. 

Vibratory rappers impart vibrations to the electrodes through 

rods extending into the precipitator shell. 

12) . 

(See Figure 

Different rapping systems are used because of differences 

in dust types and manufacturers philosophy, as well as cost 

and maintenance considerations. The plant engineer will 

usually know the type of rapper and the sequence and timing 

of the rapping cycle. 

Rapping variables - The efficiency of a precipitator 

is affected by the rapping interval, the rapping intensity, 

and the length of each rapping cycle. Rapping reentrainment 
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Figure 17. Mechanical type rapper, 
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contributes a significant fraction of precipitator emissions 

and it is usually desirable that oarticulate sampling at 

a prec]pitator outlet cover a time span which includes seve;.al 

rapping cycles. This will help ensure a more representative 

outlet mass loading. A different strategy would be used, 

of course, if the contribution of rapping to the outlet dust 

loading were the object of investigation. 

Interval of rapping - It is desirable to know the time 

interval of rapping for each electrode in each field of the 

precipitator. Usually the upstream fields are rapped more 

frequently than the downstream fields because dust builds 

up more slowly on the outlet side. 

Intensity of rapping - It is desirable to determine 

with what force the electrodes are being rapped within each 

field. Although this is an interesting quantity, it is 

usually impossible to obtain experimentally, except as part 

of elaborate research programs. Some qualitative information 

may be obtained from the plant engineer or manufacturing 

literature. 

Duration of the rapping cycles - It is desirable to 

note the length of time of each rapping cycle for each elec·

trode system in each field of the precipitator. 

RapPer sectionalization - Precipitators are rappea field 

by field with the inlet fields usually being rapped more 

often, as noted in the report. 
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2.l.6 Dust Removal Systems 

It is important during any precipitator evaluation to 

determjne that the dust removal system is working properly 

and to specifications. If the system is not working properly. 

discussions should take place with plant personnel to see 

whether these problems can be fixed in a reasonable time 

span. If this is not the case, then testing should be de

layed. 

Hoppers are used to collect and store dry particulate 

which is removed from the electroaes. If hoppers ar.e allowed 

to overflow. the collected dust will be reentrained thereby 

greatly reducing precipitator efficiency, or electrical short 

circuits may occur which disable part of the precipitator 

power supplies. Baffles are frequently placed in hoppers 

to minimize undesirable gas flow which may lead to reentrain

ment (hopper sweepage). 

If the precipitator system is operated with internal 

pressures less than ambient, then air in-leakage through 

the hopper can cause a reentrainment of the dust from the 

hoppers. 

Several types of systems exist for removal of dusts 

accumulated in hoppers. These include container removal, 

dry vacuum, wet vacuum, screw conveyors, and scrape bottom 

systems. 

As much information about the dust removal system should 

be obtained and reported as possible. 
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2.2 MASS EMISSION MEASUREMENTS 

2.2.1 General Discussion 

As part of most electrostatic precipitator studies, 

the particulate collection efficiency is determined experi

mentally by making measurements of the mass concentration 

and gas flow rate at the precipitator inlet and outlet. 

A number of test procedures have been developed for per

forming mass emission measu~ements on process streams. All 

of the "standard" sampling trains are similar and basically 

are composed of a nozzle, a probe, a filter, one or more 

devices for monitoring gas flow, and a pump. Generally pi tot 

tubes and thermocouple assemblies are also used to measure 

the gas velocity and temperature. The nozzle ~s streamlined 

to minimize flow disturbances and the diameter is chosen 

for isokinetic sampling. The probe must be r.igid so that 

the nozzle can be positionea accurately at the selected 

sampling points. 

Filters of various compositions and geometries are usea, 

although glass fiber is most common. Any filter chosen must 

be an efficient collector of submicron particles. A gas 

meter and sometimes a calibrated orifice are used to measure 

the gas flow rate and total volume sampled. Condensers are 

used to measure the water vapor content as well as for pump 

and meter protection. In some instances impinger bubblers 

and liquid traps are used and the contents analyzed after 

sampling for various volatile elements. 

Many emissions contain substances which condense at 

temperatures well above ambient to form solid or liquid par

ticles. Care must be taken that the temperature in all parts 

of the system upstream from the filter be kept at temperatures 
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high enough to prevent condensation. Also, there is con

siderable deposition on the surfaces of the nozzles, probes, 

etc.r and these must be thoroughly cleaned as part of normal 

sampling and analysi~. 

Three systems which are commonly used to measure mass 

emissions are described in the following paragraphs. 

2.2.2 ~PA-Type Particulate Sampling Train (Method 5f 

Official performance testing of control devices on 

stationary sources in the Uniten States must be conducted 

with the "EPA Method 5 Sampling T~ain" illustrated in Figure 

13. A heated sample orobe is used to transport the particulate 

sample to a glass fiber filter which is maintai.ned at l60°C 

or more. A reverse type pitot tube is attached to the probe 

to insure that isokinetic sampling con~itions are maintained 

during a traverse of the duct or stack. According to the 

EPA methoa the glass fiber filter must have a penetration 

value equal to or less than that of MSA 1106 BH (approximately 

0.005% for a standard 0.3 µm DOP aerosol penetration test 

at 5 cm/sec face velocity). Gases, vapors, and any particles 

that penetrate the heated filter enter a series of impingers 

or condensers that are immersed in an ice bath. They trap 

the uncombined water that is present in the gas stream so 

that the moisture content can be determined; they also pre

vent the hot, humid gases from entering the gas metering 

system and pump. 

After the traverse, the filters are dried and the probe 

is washed to remove and collect particulate matter from the 

probe walls for subsequent analysis. The EPA Method 5 requires 
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that acetone be used for the probe wash. This creates a 

problem when the long metal probes are hot from sampling, 

so distilled water is often used instead of acetone. The: 

probe wash liquid is collected and evaporated to dryness 

so that the amount of particulate matter removed from the 

probe can be weighed. This weight, and the weight of the 

particulate matter on the filter, and the measured gas flow 

are used to determine the mass emission rate of the source. 

Approved systems of this type are currently available in 

low (230-472 cm3 /sec) (0.5-1 ft 3 /min.) and high (up to 170 

LPS) r6 ft 3 /min.) flow rate configurations. A modification 

to the EPA particulate sampling procedure (Method 17) has 

been proposed to allow the use of in-stack filters (See Ap

pendix G). 

2.2.3 ASTM-Type Particulate Sampling Train 

The American Society of Testing and Materials has described 
a particulate sampling train which is illustrated in Figure 

14. The main difference between this method and the EPA 

Method 5 is the use of an in-stack particulate filter. With 

this arrangement, a thimble-shaped filter is used to sample 

high mass concentrations, and a conventional, disk-shaped, 

filter is used for low mass concentrations. It is important 

to heat the filter holder to insure that the filter temperature 

is maintained above the dew point temperature if condensible 

vapors are present in the gas stream. The advantage of this 

system is that the particles are trapped before they enter 

the probe and a probe wash is not required. Also, external 

heating of the filter is often unnecessary. A condenser 

and gas cooler are still required between the probe and the 

gas metering system. The pitot tube, pump, and other parts 

of the system are sim1lar to the EPA Method 5 Sampling Train. 

The thimble-filter system is not an EPA approved method but 

it is often used in engineering tests to evaluate the per

formance of a control device. 
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2.2.4 ASME-·Tvpe Particulate Sampli_ng 'L'ra]n 

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers has 

described in its Power Test Codes the use of a sampling 

train to measure particulate emissions from industrial 

sources. To meet the ASME specifications the particulate 

sampling train must have the following parts: 

A tube or nozzle for insertion into the qas stream 

and through which the sample is drawn. 

A filter (thimble, flat disk, or bag type) for re

moving the particulate. For the purpose of the Power. 

Test Code, 99.0% efficiency by weight ~s satisfactory. 

A means of checking the equality of the velocity of 

the gas entering the nozzle and the velocity of the 

gas in the flue at the point of sampling. 

A method by which the quantity of gas sampled is de

termined. 

A pump for drawing the gas stream through the nozzle, 

filter, and metering device along with the necessary 

tubing. It is important that the temperature of the 

gas be above the dew point until after it has passed 

the filter. 

This sampling procedure is not very restrictive. Both 

the EPA and ASTM particulate trains comply with the ASME re

quirements. 
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2.2.5 General Sampling Procedures 

Because the EPA Method 5 is required for all compliance 

testing, it is the only one discussed in this section and 

in Appendix B where the details of performing a mass emis-

sions test are described. 

The general sampling procedure outlined herein is 

presented in the EPA Test Method 5 "Determination of Par

ticulate Emissions from Stationary Sources. n.2. Before sampl i.ng I 

however, it is necessary to determine the number of sampling 

points appropriate for the particular duct or stack under 

consideration. EPA Test Method 1 "Sample and Velocity Tra

verses for Stationary Sources" 2 describes the computations 

to determine the number of sampling points for both the velo

city traverse and mass sampling traverse. The number of 

points will depend on the size and shape of the duct. If 

the velocity traverse indicates that the velocity profile 

in the duct is very unstable, the number of sample points 

should be increased to obtain a more accurate integrated 

mass emission rate (See Figure 15). 

The use of the S-Type pitot tube, and its calibration 

for measuring the stack gas velocity and flow rate, is de

scribed in the EPA Test Method 2 "Determination of Stack 

Gas Velocity and Volumetric Flow Rate (Type S Pitot Tube) ." 2 

The S-Type pitot tube is used because it is less susceptible 

to clogging in high dust loading environments. It is also 

advantageous to perform a temperature traverse of the duct 

during the velocity traverse. This can be easily accomplished 

by attaching a thermocouple temperature sensor near the end 
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Figure 15. Typical gas velocity distribution at the inlet to a precipitator. 
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of the pitot. During actual mass sampling both the tem

perature and gas velocity are monitored to allow isokinetic 

sampling at each traverse point. 

Mass sampling at electrostatic precipitators can pose 

problems because of the dust concentration gradients acr~ss 

the inlet and outlet ports. Precipitator inlet mass loadings 

are usually high, while outlet loadings can be up to a fac

tor of 10 3 smaller. Extended sampling times are required 

in many situations at precipitator outlets. Problems in 

obtaining average inlet and outlet mass loadings can also 

occur at sources which have cyclical operations. Outlet 

mass concentrations at precipitators also fluctuate because 

of the collection plate rapping cycles. The person preparing 

for a sampling procedure must take all of these variables 

into account when designing a test plan. 

2.3 PARTICLE SIZE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

2.3.1 General Discussion 

Any detailed experimental program designed to evaluate 

an electrostatic precipitator must include measurements on 

the particle size distributions at the inlet and outlet. 

These size distributions can then be used to calculate .the 

precipitator collection efficiency versus particle size, 

or "fractional efficiency curve". 

Overall precipitator efficiency is strongly influenced 

by the inlet particle size distribution. The migration velo

city, defined in Paragraph 1.1.3, is equal to the product 
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of the electric field (E) and the particle electrical mobility. 

Figure 16 is a graph of electrical mobility versus particle 

size for a laboratory aerosol which shows a minimum value 

at approximately 0.1 to 0.3 µm diameter. Because of th~s 

minimum in mig~ation velocity, fine particles, which are 

defined by the EPA as partj.cles having aerodynamic diametets 

smaller than 3 µm, are more difficult to collect than larger 

particles. Unfortunately, fine particles also contribute 

more to visible light scattering and opacity and present a 

greater health hazard than do the larger particles. 

At any given mass concentration, fine particle size 

distributions accumulate far greater total charge than large 

particle size distributions. The space charge associated 

with fine particles frequently causes sparking at relatively 

low voltage; this is sometimes a limiting factor in precipitator 

performance. Although most of the mass emitted from a particu

lar pollution source may consist of large particles, in gen

eral, the largest number of particles is in the fine particle 

range. Thus, high mass collection efficiency does not always 

imply high number collection efficiency nor does it insure 

that a particular opacity standard will be met. 

An ideal particle size measurement device would be located 

in situ and give a real time readout of particle size distri· 

butions and particle number concentration over the size range 

from 0.01 µm to 10 µm diameter. At the present time, how

ever~ particle size distribution measurements are made using 

several instruments which operate over limited size ranges 

and do not yield instantaneous data. 

Particle sizing methods may involve instruments which 

are operated in-stack, or out of stack where the samples 
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3re taken using probes. For in-stack sampling, the sample 

aerosol flow rate is usually adjusted to maintain near is0-

kinetic sampling conditions in order to avoid concentratjon 

errors which result from under or oversampling large par

ticles (dia. > 3 um) which have too high an inertia to follow 

the gas flow streams in the vicinity of the sampling nozzle. 

Since many particulate sizing devices have size fractionation 

points that are flow rate depenJent, the necessity fo~ iso

kinetic sampling in the case of large particles can result 

in undesirable compromises in obtaining data - ei.ther in 

the number of points sampled or in the validity or precision 

of the data for la~ge particles. 

In general, particulate concentrations wjthin a duct 

or flue are stratified to some degree with strong gradients 

often found for larger particles and in some cases for small 

particles. Such concentration gradients, which can be due 

to inertial effects, gravitational settling, lane to lane 

efficiency variations in the case of electrostatic precipi

tators, etc., imply that multipoint (traverse) sampling must 

be used. 

Even the careful use of multipoint traverse techniques 

will not guarantee that representative data are obtained. 

The location of the sampling points during process changes 

or variations in precipitator operation can lead to significant 

scatter in the data. As an example, rapping losses in dry 

electrostatic precipitators tend to be confined to the lower 

portions of the gas streams, and radically different results 

may be obtained, depending on the magnitude of the rapping 

losses, and whether single point or traverse sampling is 

used. In addition, large variations in results from successive 
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m1Jltipoint traverse tests can occur as a result of dif

ferences in the location of the sampling points when the 

precipitator plates are rapped. Similar effects will occur 

in other instances as a result of process variations and 

stratification due to settling, cyclonic flows, etc. 

Figure 17 illustrates temporal concentration variations due 

to rapping for two particle sizes at a point in space loca

ted in a duct immediately downstream of a dry electrostatic 

precipitator. 

Choices of particulate measurement devices or methods 

for individual applications are dependent on the availability 

of suitable techniques which permit the required temporal 

and/or spatial resolution or integration. In many instances 

the properties of the particulate are subject to large changes 

in not only size distribution and concentration? but also 

in chemical composition (for example, emissions from the 

open hearth steel making process). Different methods or 

sampling devices are generally required to obtain data for 

long term process averages as opposed to the isolation of 

certain portions of the process in order to determine the 

cause of a particular tvpe of emission 

Interferences exist which can affect most sampling 

methods. Two commonly occurring problems are the condensation 

or vapor phase components from the gas stream and reactions 

of gasr liquid, or solid phase materials with various por · 

tions of the sampling systems. An example of the latter 

is the formation of sulfates in appreciable (several milli

gram) quantities on several of the commonly used glass fiber 

filter media by reactions involving sox and trace constitu

ents of the filter media. Sulfuric acid condensation in 

cascade impactors and in the probes used for extractive 

sampling is an example of the former. 
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If extractive sampling is used and the sample ls con

veyed through lengthy probes and transport lines, as is the 

case with several particulate sizing methods, special at·· 

tention must be given toward recognition, minimization, and 

compensation for losses hy various mechanisms in the trans 

port lines. The degree of such losses can be quite large 

for certain particle sizes. 

In this section. individual particulate sampling systems 

and procedures are discussed. These are categorized accor~ing 

to the physical mechanism that is used to obtain the data: 

inertial, optical, electrical, or diffusional. 

2.3.2 Inertial Particle Sizing Devices 

Two devices which fall into the inertial sizing category 

are impactors and cyclones. In both of these devices, the 

aerosol stream is constrained to follow a path of such curva

ture that the particles tend to move radially outward toward 

a collection surface because of their inertia. Subsequent 

analysis of the particle size distribution may be made by 

gravimetric means, quantitative chemical analysis, or micro· 
scopic inspection. 

Particle size distribution measu~ements related to preci
pi tator evaluation have largely been made using cascade tmpac· 

tors, which are effective in the size range from 0.3 to 20 µm 
diameter; although, in some cases, hybrid cyclone-impactor 

units, or cyclones have also been used. The particle size 

distributions are normally calculated from experimental data 

by relating the mass collected on various stages to the theo

retical or calibrated size cutpoints associated with those 

stage geometries. 
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Cascade impactors - Because of 1ts compact arrangement 

and mechanical simplicity, the cascade impactor has gained 

wide acceptance as a practical means of making particle size 

measurements in flue gases. In most cases, the impactors 

can be inserted directly into the duct or flue. eliminating 

many condensation and sample loss problems which occur when 

probes are used for extractive sampling. 

Figure 18 is a schematic which illustrates the principle 

of particle collection which is common to all cascade impactors. 

The sample aerosol is constrained to pass through a slit 

or circular hole to form a jet which is directed toward an 

impaction surface. Particles which have lower momentum will 
follow the air stream to lower stages where the jet velocities 

are progressively higher. For each stage there is a character

istic particle size which theoretically has a 50% probability 

of striking the collection surface. This particle size, 

or 0 50 , is called the effective cut size for that stage. 

The number of holes or jets on any one stage ranges from 

one to several hundred depending on the desired jet velocity 

and total volumetric flow rate. The number of jet stages 

in an impactor ranges from one to about twenty for various 

impactor geometries reported in the literature. Most commer
cially available impactors have between five and ten stages. 

Parameters which determine the collection efficiency 

for a particular geometry are the gas viscosity, the particle 

density, the jet diameter o~ width, the jet-to-plate spacing, 

and the velocity of the air jet. 

Most modern impactor designs are based on the semi-em

pir ical theory of Ranz and Wong.~ More comprehensive theories 
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have been developed by Davies and Aylward 5 and by Marple. 6 

In practice, deviations from ideal beh~vior in actual impac

tors dictate that they be calibrated experimentally. 

A large number of experimental studies have been 

published on cascade impact0r design and performance i~ the 

laboratory environment. Most of these have been reviewed 

in the dissertatjons of Marple 6 and Rao. 7 Recently, 

Cushing et al 8 have presented calibrati.on data on several 

commercially available cascade impactors. Figures 19, 20, 

21., 22: and 23 show schematics of the commercial impactor 

designs which are commonly used in source testing. Table 

I gives a listing of the manufacturers, and some operational 

information for stack sampling. The details of cascade impac · 

tor applications are discussed in Appendix C. 

It is usually impractical to use the same impactor at 

the inlet and outlet of a preci~itator when making fractional 

efficiency measurements because of the large difference in 

particulate loading. For example, if a sampling time of 

thirty minutes is adequate at the inlet, for the same im

pactor operating conditions and the same amount of sample 

collected, approximately 3000 minutes sampling time would 

be required at the outlet (a collection efficiency of 99% 

is assumed). Although impactor flow rates can be varied, 

they cannot be adjusted enough to compensate for. this dif

ference in particulate loading without creating other 

problems. Extremely high sampling rates result in particle 

bounce and in scouring of impacted particles from the lower 

stages of the impactor where the jet velocities become ex

cessively high. Short sampling times may result in atypical 

samples being obtained as a result of momentary fluctuations 

in the particle concentration or size distribution within 

the duct. Normally, a low flow rate impactor is used at 
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Name 

Andersen Stack Sampler 
(Precollection Cyclone 
Avail.) 

Univ. of Washington 
Mark III Source Test 
Cascade Impactor 
(Precollection Cyclone 

: Avail.) 

Brink Cascade Impactor 
(Precollection Cyclone 
Avail.) 

Sierra Source Cascade 
Impactor - Model 226 
(Precollection Cyclone 
Avail.) 

MRI Inertial Cascade 
Impactor 

TABLE I 

COMMERCIAL CASCADE IMPACTOR SAMPLING SYSTEMS 

Nominal Flow rate 
(cm 3 /sec) Substrates 

236 Glass Fiber (Available from 
manufacturer) 

236 Stainless Steel Inserts, 
Glass Fiber, Grease 

14.2 Glass Fiber, Aluminum, 
Grease 

118 Glass Fiber (Available 
from manufacturer) 

236 Stainless Steel, Alumi
num, Mylar, Teflon. 
Optional: Gold, Silver, 
Nickel 

Manufacturer 

Andersen 2000, Inc. 
P.O. Box 20769 
Atlanta, GA 30320 

Pollution Control 
System Corp. 
321 Evergreen Bldg. 
Renton, WA 98055 

Monsanto EnviroChern 
Systems, Inc. 
St. Louis, MO 63166 

Sierra Instruments, Inc. 
P.O. Box 909 
Village Square 
Carmel Valley, CA 93924 

Meteorology Research, Inc. 
Box 637 
Altadena, CA 91001 



the inlet and a high flow rate impactor at the outlet. The 

impactors are then operated at their respective optimum flow 

rates, and the sampling times are dictated by the time re

quired to collect weighable samples on each stage without 

overloading any single stage. 

Series cyclone particulate sampling technlgues - Pro

totype series cyclone sampling systems have been developed 

for industrial source sampling. 9 In general, series cyclones 

are easy to use, trouble-free, and efficient collectors of 

large quantities of size segregated particulate. Their main 

drawbacks are that their size limits the number of size segre

gated samples during each test that can be obtained as com
pared to most commercial impactors and an accurate theory 

of operation has not been developed. However, the ability to 

collect large quantities of sized material for analysis makes 

these devices irreplaceable for some applications. 

The Source Assessment Sampling System (SASS) i.ncorporn.tes 

three cyclones and a back up filter. 10 A schematic of this 

system is illustrated in Figure 24. It is operated at a 

flow rate of 3065 cm 3 /sec (6.5 ft 3 /min) ~ith approximate 

cyclone cut points of 10, 3, and l micrometer aerodynamjc 

diameter and a gas temperature of 205°C. Besides obtaining 

information on the particle size distribution, this system 

collects gram quantities of particles for later chemical 

or biological analyses. The SASS train is large and requires 

extractive sampling through a heated probe. The cyclones 

are mounted in an oven to keep the air stream at stack tern ... 

perature or above the dew point until the particles are 

collected. This system is supplied with nozzles, a probe

pitot-tube-thermocouple assembly, cyclones, back up filter, 

oven, a gas conditioning chamber, and a flow metering device 

pump adapted from the Aerotherm High Volume sampling System. 
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Cyclone calibration details are fu~nishe~ along with equa

tions for calculating approximate cyclone cutpoints for ope~a

ting conditions other than those measured during the calibra

tion procedure. 

It is mandatory that the gas velocity and temperature 

through the cyclones be maintained at a constant setting 

while sampling, because the cyclone cut points are dependent 

upon the gas flow rate and temperature. This usually means 

that periods of nonisokj_netic sampling may occur. Depending 

on the magnitude of fluctuations in the velocity of the 

sampled stream, this may or may not introduce significant 

errors in the sizing process. 

Southern Research Institute, under EPA sponsorship, 

has designed and built a prototype three-stage series cyclone 

for in-stack use. A sketch of this system is shown in Figure 

25. It is designed to operate at 472 crn 3 /sec (l ft 3 /min.). 

The calibrated cut points for these cyclones are 3.0, 1.6, 

and 0.6 micrometer aerodynamic at 21°C. A 47 mm Gelman filter 

holder is used as a back up filter after the last cyclone. 

This series cyclone system was designed for in-stack use 

and requires a six inch sampling port. A sampling system 

similar to that for a high flow rate impactor is usually 

adequate, although a more powerful pump may be required under 

some sampling situations. As with the SASS train, a constant 

flow rate through the cyclone system is required to maintain 

stable cyclone cut points. 

Figure 26 shows a second generation EPA/Southern Re

search series cyclone system under development which con

tains five cyclones and a back up filter. It is a compact 

system and will fit through 4 inch diameter ports. The 
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Figure 26. Five Stage Series Cyclone System. 
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~nitial prototyp~ was made of anodize~ aluminum with stain

less steel connecting hardware. A second prototype, for 

in-stack evaluation, is made of titanium. 

Figure 27 shows laboratory calihrations of the five 

cyclone prototype system. The cut points, at the test con

ditions are o.32, 0.6, ~.3, 2.6 1 and 7.5 µm. A continuing 

research program includes studies to investigate the depen

dence of the cyclone cut points upon the sample flow rate 

and temperature so that the behavior of the cyclones at stack 

conditions can be predicted more accurately. 

Small cyclone systems appear to be practical alterna·· 

tives to cascade impactors as instruments fo! measuring 

particle size distributions in process streams. cyclones 

Offer several advantages: 

Large, size segregated samples are obtained. 

There are no substrates to interfere with analyses. 

They are convenient and reliable to operate. 

They allow long sampling times under high mass loa~ing 

condittons for a better process emission 2v~rage. 

They may be operated at a wide range of flow rates wlth

out particle bounce or reentrainment. 

On the other hand, there are some negative aspects of 

cyclone systems which require further investigation: 
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Unduly long sampling times may be required to obtaln 

large samples at relatively clean sources. 

The existing theories do not accurately predict cyclone 

performance. 

Cyclone systems are bulkier than impactors and may requjre 

larger ports for. in-stack use. 

As discussed above, cyclones are now used on an experi

mental basis by the EPA and EPA contractors If current 

research programs ar.e successful in developing a better under

standing of cyclone behavior, they may play a very important 

role in control device evaluation. 

2.3.3 Optical Measurement Techniques 

The basic operating principle for one type of optical 

particle counter is illustrated in Figure 28. Light is 

scattered by individual particles as they pass through a 

small viewing volume, the intensity of the scattered l~ght 

being measured by a photodetector. The sizes of the partjcles 

determine the amplitude of the scattered light pulses, and 

the rate at which the pulses occur is related to the particle 

concentration. Thus, a counter of this type gives both size 

and concentration information. The simultaneous presence 

of more than one particle in the viewing volume is interpreted 

by the counter as a larger single particle. To avoid errors 

arising from this effect, dilution to about 300 particles/ 

cm 3 is generally necessary. Errors jn counting rate also 

occur as a result of electronics deadtime and from statistical 

effects resulting from the presence of high concentrations 

of sub-countable (D < 0.3 µm) particles in the sample gRs 

stream. 11 The intensity of the scattered light depends upon 
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Figure 28. Operating principle for an optical particle counter. Courtesy 
of Climet Instruments Company. 
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the viewing angle, particle index of refraction, particle 

optical absorptivity~ and shape, in addition to the particl~ 

size. The schematic in Figul'."e 28 shows a system which uti · 

lizes "integrated near forward'' scattering. Different view

ing angles might be chosen to optimize some aspect of the 

counter performance. For example, near forivard scattering 

minimizes the affect of variations in the indicated particle 

size with index of refraction, but for thi.s geometry~ there is 

a severe loss of resolution for particle diameters near l µm. 

Right angle, or 90° scattering smooths out the response curve, 

but the intensity is more dependent on the particle index 

of refraction. 

Available geometries are: 

Bausch & Lomb 40-1 

Royco 220 

Royco 245, 225 

Climet CI-201, 208 

Near Forward Scattering 

Right Angle 

Near Forward 

Integrated Near For.ward 

Optical particle counters have not been used extensively 

in stack sampling because they cannot be applied directly to 

the effluent gas stream. The sample must be extracted, cool

ed, and diluted~ a procedure which requires great care to 

avoid introducing serious errors into calculations of the 

particle size distribution. The main advantage of optical 

counters is the capability of observing emission fluctuations 

in real time. After extraction, the useful particle size 

range is approximately 0.3 to 1.5 µm. 

2.3.4 Ultrafine Particle Sizing Techniques 

There are two physical properties of ultraf ine particles 

(diameter < 0.5 µm} which are size dependent and which can 
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be predicted with sufficient accuracy under controlled con

ditions to be used to measure particle size. These are the 

particle diffusivity and electrical mobility. Although ultra

fine particle size distribution measurements are still in 

a developmental stage, instruments are available which can 

be used for this purpose, and some field measurements have 

been made. A practical limitation on the lower size limit 

for this type of measurement is the loss of particles by 

diffusion in the sampling lines and instrumentation. These 

losses are excessive for particle sizes below about 0.01 µm 

where the samples are extracted from a duct and diluted 

to concentrations within the capability of the sensing devices. 

Diffusional sizing - Diffusion batteries may consist 

of a number of long, narrow, parallel channels, a cluster 

of small bore tubes, or a series of screens. Figure 29a 

shows a typical parallel channel diffusion battery, and 

Figure 29b shows the aerosol penetration characteristics 

of this geometry at two flow rates. The parallel plate geom

etry is convenient because of ease of fabrication and the 

availability of suitable materials, and also because sedi

mentation can be ignored if the slots are vertical, while 

additional information can be gained through settling, if 

the slots are horizontal. 

Sinclair 12 and. Breslin et al 13 report success with more 

compact, tube-type and screen-type arrangements in laboratory 

studies and a commercial version of Sinclair's geometry is 

available.* Although the screen-type diffusion battery must 

be calibrated empirically, it offers convenience in cleaning 

*Thermo-Systems, Inc., 2500 N. Cleveland Ave., St. Paul, 
Minnesota 55113. 
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Figure 29a. Parallel plate diffusion battery. 
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Figure 29b. Parallel plate diffusion battery penetration curves for 
monodisperse aerosols (12 channels, 0.1 x 10 x 48 cm). 
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and operation, and compact size. Figure 30 shows Sinclair's 

geometry. This battery is 21 cm long, approximately 4 cm 

in diameter, and weighs 0.9 kg. 

Variations in the length and number of channels (tubes, 

or screens) and in the aerosol flow rate are used as means 

of measuring the number of particles in a selected size 

range. As the aerosol moves in streamline flow through the 

channels, the particles diffuse to the walls at a predictable 

rate, depending on the particle size and the diffusion bat

tery geometry. It is assumed that every particle which reaches 

the battery wall will adhere, therefore, only a fraction 

of the influent particles will appear at the effluent of 

a battery. It is only necessary to measure the total number 

concentration of particles with a condensation nuclei counter 

at the inlet and outlet to the diffusion battery under a 

number of conditions in order to calculate the particle 

size distribution. 

Diffusional measurements are less dependent upon the 

aerosol parameters than the other techniques discussed and 

perhaps are on a more firm basis from a theoretical standpoint. 

Disadvantages of the diffusional technique are the bulk 

of the diffusional batteries, although advanced technology 

may alleviate this problem; the long time required to measure 

a size distribution; and problems with sample conditioning 

when condensible vapors are present. 

Electrical particle counters - The most complete set 

of experiments performed in order to determine the relation

ship between particle size and charge were reported by Hewitt 1 * 
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stainless steel screens. 
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in 1957. These experiments confirmed theoretical predictions 

that there exists a unique charging rate for each particle 

size if the charging region is homogeneous with respect to 

space charge density and electric field. 

In the course of his work, Hewitt developed a mobility 

analyzer, shown in Figure 31. Charged particles enter through 

the narrow annular passage A, and experience a radial force 

toward the central cylinder due to the applied field. By 

moving the sampling groove B, axially, or by varying the 

magnitude of the applied field, the mobility of the charged 

particles can be measured. In Hewitt's experimental work, 

the particle size was known, and the mobility determined 

the charge. If, however, the particle charge were known, 

the mobility would determine the particle size. This concept 

has been used by Whitby, Liu, et al 15 at the University of 

Minnesota to develop a series of Electrical Aerosol Analysers 

(EAA). A ruggedized field test unit based on the earlier 

University of Minnesota designs is now commercially available.* 

A schematic of this system is shown in Figure 32. 

The EAA has the distinct advantage of very rapid data 

acquisition compared to diffusion batteries and condensation 
nuclei counters {two minutes as opposed to two hours for 

a single size distribution analysis.) 

Disadvantages of this type of measurement system are 

difficulties in predicting the particle charge, and the frac

tion of the particles bearing a charge, with sufficient accu

racy, and the requirement for sample dilution when making 

particle size distribution measurements in flue gases. 

*Thermo-Systems, Inc., 2500 N. Cleveland Ave., St. Paul, 
Minnesota 55113. 
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Figures 33, 34, and 35 show typical particle size dis

tributions and a precipitator fractional efficiency curve 

measured in the field with impactors, an optical particle 

counter, and a diffusional ultrafine apparatus. 

The details of sampling with optical particle counters, 

diffusion batteries with condensation nuclei counters, and 

EAA using extractive sampling and dilution techniques are 

presented in Appendix D. 

2.4 PARTICULATE RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS 

2.4.1 General Discussion 

The resistivity of the dust collected in a precipitator 

has a direct influence on the efficiency of collection. 
If the resistivity is greater than about 5 x 10 10 ohm.cm, 

the electrical field developed in the collected particulate 

layer can exceed the breakdown field strength. Excessive 

spark rates and back corona can occur, necessitating preci

pitator operation at lower current densities with resul
tant degraded performance. If the particulate resistivity 

is less than about 10 7 ohm.cm, the electrical forces holding 

the dust to the collection plates will be low. Excessive 

reentrainment can occur yielding lower performance. There

fore, to perform a complete evaluation of a precipitator 

installation, it is important to determine the particulate 

resistivity. 

The particulate resistivity can be determined in the 

laboratory or in the field. In the laboratory, the dust 
sample is placed in a suitable test cell, and the current 

passed through the dust layer under a given voltage is 
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measured. Resistivity is calculated from these values and 

known geometrical factors. For field determinations of re

sistivity, a variety of resistivity probes are available. 

These probes are inserted into the gas stream to extract 

or collect the dust either electrostatically or inertially. 

Resistivity can be determined from the V-I curves generated 

if electrostatic collection is used or from the measured 

values of current passing through the collected dust layer 

under given applied voltages and geometrical factors. 

Since the resistivity is determined while the dust is in 

its original or natural environment, the data are referred 

to as in situ resistivity values. The equipment and pro

cedures used for measuring resistivity in the laboratory 

and field have been recently reviewed. 16 

The question of whether laboratory or in situ resistivity 

data should be acquired depends upon many factors. The 

question is somewhat simplified when the viewpoint is restric·

ted to the evaluation of existing precipitator performance 

characteristics. 

First, consider a "hot side" installation operating 

in the temperature range of 200°C to 400°C. It is generally 

accepted that in this temperature range the resistivity is 

not significantly influenced by environmental factors. 

Therefore it is assumed that in situ and laboratory mea

surements will give comparable results. However, too little 

in situ information is available to substantiate this as-

sumption. Since high temperature probes are not presently 

generally available, laboratory data are usually used. 

If a "cold side" installation operating between 100°C 

and 200°C is to be evaluated, the in sttu data are recom

mended. In this temperature range the resistivity can be 
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affected greatly by the environment. Furthermore in eval~ating 

precipitator performance, one generally desires data taken 

simultaneously with the measurement of other operating char

acteristics. Laboratory dat~ have been successfully used 

for situations in which no conditioning agents were being 

used and the particulate was generated from low sulfur coals. 

There is an ongoing attempt by sever.al investigators to de

velop a sophisticated laboratory technique which will allow 

one to utilize laboratory resistivity data when evaluating 

"cold side'' precipitator operation. 

2.4.2 ~abor.atory Determination of Particulate Resistivity 

There are two almost identical standards avail~ble f~r 

the determination of bulk particulate resistivity in the 

laboratory. These are the ASME Power Test Code 28 17 and 

the APCA Informative Report No. 2. 18 The preferable dust 

specimen for these tests is an isokinetically obtained high 

volume sample taken at the precipitator inlet. Samples used 

include: hopper samples proportionately blended basea on 

a known precipitator efficiency and the number of fields, 

samples from individual hoppers, and samples from ash stor-

age facilities. The hardware, environmental ·control, and 

procedures recommended by the above standards are given in 

detail in Appendix E. Figure 36 shows typical resistivity 

data as a function of temperature and water concentration 

in an air environment obtained using these standards with 

exception of recommended voltage gradient. Many laborato~ies 

use equipment and procedures significantly different from 

the above standards. These variations have developed with 
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respect to specific research goals ana in efforts to elimi

nate observed shortcomings. An example of an alternate pro

cedure is also detailed in Appendix E. 

2.4.3 In Situ Particulate Resistivity Measurement 

An in situ determination of particulate resistivity 

makes use of a point-to-plane probe which can be inserted 

directly into the gas stream upstream of the precipitator. 

A high voltage is applied to the point-to-plane electrode 

system such that a corona is formed in the vicinity of the 

point. The dust particles are charged by ion5 created in 

the corona, and precipitated by electrical forces onto 

the collection plate. Thus, the probe is intended to simu

late the behavior of a full-scale electrostatic precipitator 

and to measure the resistivity of the dust in a way that 

simulates the operating condition. 

In the point-to-plane technique, two methods of making 

resistivity measurements on the same sample may be used. 

The first is the "V-I" method. In this method, voltage-cur

rent curves for the point-plane system are obtained before 

and after the electrostatic deposition of the dust. 

Alternatively, a disc the same size as the collecting 
disc is lowered onto the collected sample. Increasing vol

tages are then applied to the dust layer and the currents 

recorded until the dust layer breaks down electrically and 

sparkover occurs. More information can be found in the paper 
l 6 

by Nichols concerning the advantage and disadvantage to using 

in situ resistivity probes. 

Several types of resistivity probes have been developed 

and are currently available. In Appendix F, full details for 

the use of one particular probe are given. 
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2.5 PROCESS EFFLUENT GAS ANALYSIS 

2.5.1 General Discussion 

In evaluating the performance of a precipitator it is 

adv~ntageous to know something of the constituents of the 

effluent gas stream, excluding the particulate matter. 

A gas analysis generally concerns the amount of N2 , 

02, co, C0 2, and H2 0 in the effluent. These can usually 

be determined using an ORSAT apparatus or one of the EPA 

Stationary Source Test Methods developed for gas analysis. 

Experimental studies on modifying combustion and condition
ing the particles to modify their resistivity, and the ef

fect this has on emissions, has resulted in the need for 

measuring the amounts of several other gas constituents such 

as NH 3 , 80 2 , 50 3 , NOx' etc. These measurement methods are 

briefly described in the following section. 

2.5.2 Qualitative Gas Analysis 

Interviewing key plant personnel or obtaining the proper 

records should be sufficient to determine the qualitative 

nature of the process gas stream. This data should include 

the average fractional amounts of C0 2 , CO, 0 2 , N2 , and H2 0 

in the process effluent gas stream during normal operation. 

Depending on the industrial process under consideration, 

there may also be measurable amounts of NH 3 , S0 2 , 50 3 • NO, x 
HF, sulfuric acid mist, or other volatile substances present. 

Other qualitative information which should be gathered 

includes the average gas temperature at the precipitator 

inlet and outlet, and the average actual and standard volu
metric flow rates through the precipitator. 
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2.5.3 Quantitative Gas Analysis 

Flue gas constituents normally specified for analysis 

are N2, 02, CO, and C02, and H 20. In addition to these anal

ysis, 802 and 503 concentrations are usually measured and 

sometimes the NOx, HF. or other vapor concentrations are 

determined. 

Oxygen, co, an<l C02 concentrations are measured with 

a commercial Orsat-type apparatus. Two Orsat-type analyzers 

are used to determine the oxygen content of the gas entering 

and leaving the precipitator simultaneously. Comparisons 

of the inlet ana outlet oxygen concentration provides a 

check for leakage of gas into or out of the precipitator. 

Although in principle leakage can be determined from an 

examination of inlet and outlet gas velocity profiles, in 

practice, flow disturbances at available sampling locations 

often severely limit the accuracy with which flow determina

tion can be made. Therefore, the simultaneous inlet and 

outlet oxygen determinations may be a more sensitive indica

tor of the physical integrity of the precipitator casing. 

The Environmental Protection Agency has developed several 

Stationary Source Test Methods for the determination of var

ious flue gas components. These methods, of course, are 

not the only way by which the quantity of the gases can be 

measured. There are many other acceptable analytical methods 

developed by different testing societies. such as the ASME 

and ASTM. EPA Test Method Number 4 describes a procedure 

to determine the H2 0 content of the flue gas. EPA Test 

Method Number 6 can be used to determine the 50 2 content 

of the flue gas. EPA Test Method Number 7 explains a method 

for measuring the njtrogen oxide in the flue gas. The amount 

of sulfuric acid mist and 502 content can be determined using 

the EPA Test Method Number 8. 
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Figure 37 illustrates a system not described in the 

Federal Register, which has been found to be accurate and 

convenient to use for measurements of S02 and S03 concen

trations. This is the Controlled Condensation System de

veloped for the EPA by TRW Systems Group 19 to accurately 

determine S02 and S03 concentrations in process gas streams. 

This procedure is applicable in high or low mass loading 

environments with temperatures up to 300°C and S02 concen

trations up to 6000 ppm. 

The Controlled Condensation System is based on the 

separation of SOa as H2S04 from S02 by cooling the gas stream 

below the dewpoint of H2S0 4 , but above the H20 dewpoint. 

Cooling is accomplished by a water-jacketed coil where the 

H2SO~ is collected. Particulate matter is collected by a 

quartz filter mat inserted in the line prior to the conden

sation coil. The particulate filter system is maintained 

at a temperature of 288°C to insure that none of the H 2 SO~ 

will condense on the filter mat or filter holder. 

The Controlled Condensation Coil (CCC) is a modified 

Graham Condenser. The water jacket is maintained at 60°C. 

This is adequate to reduce the flue gas below the dewpoint 

of the H2 SQ4. Following the CCC are two impingers for re

moving the S02 and H2 0. The 50 2 scrubber is a bubbler 

filled with a 3% solution of H202 in water. The water vapor 

is removed by a silica gel filled impinger. A vacuum pump 

with a capacity of 472 cm 3 /sec is recommended. The total 

volume of gas sampled is measured with a dry gas meter. 

The sampling rate/time is normally 135 cm 3 /sec for one 

hour. An indication of the proper amount of sample comes 
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Figure 37. Schematic diagram of apparatus for the collection of S03 
by the condensation method. 
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from watching the condenser coil. When the H2SQ4 fog has crept 

about one-half to two-thirds of the way along the coil, the 

sampling can cease. After sampling has been completed, the 

probe and coil are rinsed with deionized H20 and the recovered 

solution is analysed in the lab. The amount of H2S04 in the 

condensation coil and probe can be determined by a sulfate 

or H+ titration. Because of its simplicity and sensitivity, 

the H+ titration is preferred. This recommended acid/base 

titration uses Bromophenol Blue as the indicator, since the 

endpoint of the NaOH and H2S04 titration falls near the pH 

range (3-4.6) of the Bromophenol Blue color change. Complete 

details can be found in the reference above. 
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF TEST PLANS FOR ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR 

EVALUATION 

3.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Details of precipitator operation and particulate sam~ 

pling procedures are given in the preceding sections and 

the appendices. This section is intenaea as a summary or 

outline to be used in the development of a test plan. Spe

cific references to other more detailed sections are also 

included. 

The scope of precipitator tests ranges from short visits 

to the site where the plant personnel are interviewed and 

the precipitator operating conditions are observed, to 

very elaborate experimental programs where it is attempted 

to completely characterize the properties of the flue gas 

aerosol and the electrical and mechanical conditions of the 

precipitator. Short visits may be sufficient to obtain data 

for diagnosis of precipitators which are malfunctioning, 

but more elaborate tests are almost always required if the 

precipitator is a poor or inadequate design, or if the proper

ties of the dust limit performance. 

For the purposes of developing test plans, it is possible 

to define three categories or levels of effort. These are 

denoted in this document by Level A, Level B, or Level C. 

A Level A test consists of the minimum effort that can be 

expected to yield positive results. It is the least expen

sive and also the most qualitative. Level C tests are com

prehensive, expensive, and enough data is accumulated for 

definitive analyses. A Level B test falls between a Level 
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A and a Level B test in its expense and information 

gathered. A Level B evaluation includes all of the infor

mation obtained by a Level A evaluation and a Level C in

cludes both Level A and Level B data. Table II is a flow 

diagram showing the major considerations for each level 

of effort. 

3.2 LEVEL A PRECIPITATOR EVALUATION 

Points to be considered in a Level A analysis are out

lined in Table III. Information should be obtained on each 

of the items listed and references are shown on the table 

of the sections of this report which contain more detailed 

discussion. 

Attempts should be made to determine if any of the power 

supplies show abnormally low readings. Any information that 

is available concerning the composition of the flue gas, 

the particle size distribution, and opacity should be obtain

ed. In situ and laboratory measurements of the particulate 

resistivity are also incluaea in a Level A test. Any evidence 

of excessive rapping losses should be noted. 

3.3 LEVEL B PRECIPITATOR EVALUATION 

The decisions involved in planning for a Level B pre

cipi tator evaluation are outlined in Table IV. A Level 

B evaluation includes all of the information obtained by 

a Level A evaluation plus measurements of the mass concentra

tion at the precipitator inlet and outlet and quantitative 

gas analysis. Decisions must be made of the type of par

ticulate sampling trains and gas sampling equipment to be 

used. 
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TABLE II 

THREE LEVELS OF EFFORT FOR PRECIPITATOR EVALUATION 

LEVEL 

C B A ENGINEERING AND OPERATING DATA 

Precipitator Design & Operating Data 
Qualitative Gas Composition 
Particulate Resistivity (and approximate 

size distribution} 
Opacity 
Any Evidence of Rapping Reentrainment 

Two men on site for two aays. Two man 
weeks for analysis and reporting. 

PARTICULATE MASS CONCENTRATION AND PRECIPITATOR 
EFFICIENCY 

Pre-test Site Survey, Port Installation 
Inlet and Outlet Mass Sampling 
Quantitative Gas Analysis 
Consider Test For Rapping Losses 

Five men on site for 5 days. One man month 
for analysis and reporting. 

PARTICLE SIZING AND PRECIPITATOR FRACTIONAL 
EFFICIENCY 

Inlet aria Outlet Particle Size Distribution 

Ten to fifteen men on site for one to two 
weeks. 

Six to twenty man months for analysis, 
modeling, and report writing. 
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A. Precipitator Design and Operating Data 

(From observations, interviews, records) 

Mechanical Design 
Collecting Electrode System 
Discharge Electrode System 
Electrode Rapping Systems 
Electrical - T/R-Systems 
Dust Removal Systems 
Current Mechanical and Electrical 
Condition 

Current Collection Efficiency 

Refer to Section 2.1 

TABLE III 

LEVEL A EV~LU~TION 

DESIGN AND OPERATING INFORMATION 

B. Flue Gas Characterization 
Qualitative 

(From interviews, or 
existing data) 

Volumetric Flow rates 
Qualitative data on frac

tional amounts of H2 0, 
02, Nz, CO, C02. 

Evidence of S0 2 , S0 3 , H2 SO., 
or any other substance 
affecting ESP performance. 

Inlet & Outlet Gas Temperatures 

Refer to Section 2.5 

C. Particulate Resistivity 

(Measured) 

Laboratory Measurement -
Grab Sample 

In situ Measurement - Rcsis
~tivity Probe at Inlet Port 

Refer to Section 2.4 and 
Appendices E and F. 



A. Pee-test Site Survey 
(Observation, inter
view, records) 

Sampling Locations 
Accessibility 
Work Platforms 
Number of Ports 
Diameter of Ports 
Laboratory Space 
Typical Flue Gas Conditions 
Typical Mass Concentrations 

and Particle Size 
Distributions* 

Necessity of Substrate 
Conditioning 

*Qualitative 

Refer to Section 1 and 
Appendix A 

TABLE IV 

LEVEL B EVAT,UATION 

PARTICULATE MASS SAMPLING & QUANTITATIVE GAS ANALYSIS 

B. Precipitator Inlet and Outlet Mass Sampling 

Sampling Train Type 
Flue Depth 
Traversing Capability 
Velocity/Temperature Traverse 
Gas Temperature 
Probe Heating 
Filter Integrity 
Isokinetic Sampling 
Sampling Times 
Entrained Water 
Number of Samples 
Process Variations 
Rapping Puffs 
Hopper Blow-off 
Integrated or Time Averaged Sample 

Refer to Section 2.2 and 
Appendices B and G 

C. Quantitative Gas Analysis 

ORSAT Measurement of 0 2 , 

N, I co, C02 
EPA Methods Measurements 
of S02, H2SO,, NOX, S03 

Alternate Method for Mea
surement of SOz & SO; 

Other Gases Particular 
to Source Under Considera
tion. 

Reier to Section 2.5 and 
Appendix G 



If the process or emissions are thought to be cyclical, 

a decision must be made whether or not to obtain represen

tative samples during each part of the cycle. Again, per

tinent sections of this report are referenced in the table. 

3.4 LEVEL C PRECIPITATOR EVALUATION 

Level A and B tests may not yield sufficient data if 

the objectives of the tests include resolution of an opacity 

problem or space-charge problem, or if a theoretical model 

is to be used to compare with the test results. For each 

of these, it is necessary to measure the particle size dis

tribution. Therefore, in addition to the Level B evaluation 

procedure, the Level C evaluation outline in Table V lists 

procedures for measuring the inlet and outlet particle size 

distribution and the precipitator fractional efficiency. 

Some information on rapping losses can be obtained with op

tical particle counters, as described in Section B.4, or 

by sampling with impactors during and between rapping cycles. 
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\D 
m Size Range 

TABLE V 

LEVEL C EVALUATION 

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS 

A. Inlet B. Outlet 
Process Variations Process Variations 

Rapping Puffs 

0.3-10.0 µm 

Cascade 
High Loading 

Brink 

Impactors 
Low Loadinq 

Andersen 
MRI 
Sierra 
U. of W. 

Isokinetic Sampling 
Jet Velocitv Limits 
Nozzle Selection 
Precutter Selection 
Loading Limits 
Substrate Integrity 
Number of Samples 
Traversing 
Vertical/Horizontal 
Condensible Vapors 
Heating/Entrained Water 
Extractive Sampling 
Sampling Times 

Hopper Blow-off 

Measurement Methods 

0.3-10 µm 

Series Cyclones 
Accuracy/Resolution 
Sampling Times 
Back Up Filters 
Filter Integrity 
Filter Loading 
Constant Flow rate 
Entrained Water 
Traversing 
Isokinetic Sampling 
Extractive Sampling 
Probe Losses 

Refer to Section 2.J.2 

0.3-10 µm 0.01-0.3 µm 

Optical DiEfusional/E1\A 

Extractive Sampling 
Sample Conditioning 
Dilution o( Sample 
Gas Composition 
Condensible Vupors 
Heated Lines 
Probe Losses 
Real Time Monitoring 
Duct Pressurcc 

Refer to Sections 2.3.3 & 2.3.4 
and l\ppcndix D 

Refer to Section 2. 3.2 and Appr-n,·]ix C 
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APPENDIX A 

AEROSOL FUNDAMENTALS, NOMENCLATURE, AND DEFINITIONS 

A.l GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The particulate matter suspended in industrial gas streams 

may be in the form of nearly perfect spheres, regular crystal

line forms other than spheres, irregular or random shapes, 

or as agglomerates made up from combinations of these. It 

is possible to aiscuss particle size in terms of the volume, 

surface area, projected area, projected perimeter, linear 

dimensions, light scattering properties, or in terms of drag 

forces in a liquid or gas (mobility). Particle sizing work 

is frequently done on a statistical basis where large numbers 

of particles, rather than individuals, are sampled. For this 

reason the particles are normally assumed to be spherical. 

This convention also makes transformation from one basis to 

another more convenient. 

Experimental measurements of particle size normally cannot 

be made with a single instrument if the size range of interest 

extends over much more than a decimal order of magnitude. 

Presentations of size distributions covering broad ranges of 

sizes then must include data points which may have been obtained 

using different physical mechanisms. Normally the data points 

are converted by calculation to the same basis and put into 

tabular form or fitted with a histogram or ~mooth curve to 

represent the particle size distribution. Frequently used 

bases for particle size distributions are the relative number, 

volume, surface area, or mass of particles within a size range. 

The size range might be specified in terms of aerodynamic, 
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Stokes, or equivalent PSL diameter. There is no standard equa

tion for statistical distributions which can be universally 

applied to describe the results given by experimental particle 

size measurements. However, the log-normal distribution func

tion has been found to be a fair approximation for some sources 

of particulate and has several features which make it conven

ient to use. For industrial sources the best procedure is 

to plot the experimental points in a convenient format and 

to examine the distribution in different size ranges separately, 

rather than trying to characterize the entire distribution 

by two or three parameters. The ready availability of inex

pensive programmable calculators which can be used to convert 

from one basis to another compensates greatly for the lack 

of an analytical expression for the size distribution. 

A.2 PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS 

Figure Al shows plots of generalized unimodal particle 

size distributions which will be used to graphically illustrate 

the terms which are commonly used to characterize an aerosol. 

Occasionally size distribution plots exhibit more than one 

peak. A size distribution with two peaks would be called bimodal. 

Such distributions can frequently be shown to be equivalent 

to the sum of two or more distributions of the types shown 

in Figure Al. If a distribution is symmetric or bell shaped 

when plotted along a linear abscissa, it is called a "normal" 

distribution (Figure Ale). A distribution that is symmetric 

or bell shaped when plotted on a logarithmic abscissa is call-

ed "log-normal" (Figure Ald). 

Interpretation of the frequency or relative frequency 

shown as f in Figure Al is very subtle. One is tempte~ to 

interpret this as the amount of particulate of a given size. 

This interpretation is erroneous however and would require 
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that an infinite number of particles be present. The most 

useful convention is to define f in such a way that the area 

bounded by the curve (f) and vertical lines intersecting the 

abscissa at any two diameters is equal to the amount of par

ticulate in the size range indicated by the diameters selected. 

f then is equal to the relative amount of particulate in a 

narrow size range about a given diameter. 

The median divides the area under the frequency curve 

in half. For example, the mass median diameter (MMD) of a par

ticle size distribution is the size at which 50% of the mass 

consists of particles of larger diameter, and 50% of the mass 

consists of particles having smaller diameters. Similar defini

tions apply for the number median diameter (NMD) and the sur

face median diameter (SMD}. 

The term "mean" is used to denote the arithmetic mean 

of the distribution. In a particle size distribution the mass 

mean diameter is the diameter of a particle which has the ave

rage mass for the entire particle distribution. Again, similar 

definitions hold for the surface and number mean diameters. 

The mode represents the diameter which occurs most commonly 

in a particle size distribution. The mode is seldom used 

as a descriptive term in aerosol physics. 

The geometric mean diameter is the diameter of a pa~ticle 

which has the logarithmic mean for the size distribution. 

This can be expressed mathematically as: 

log D1 + log D2 + • • • • log DN 
log Dg = N (AJa) 
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or as 

(Alb) 

The standard deviation (a) and relative standard deviation 

(a) are measures of the dispersion (spread, or polydispersity) 

of a set of numbers. The relative standard deviation .is the 

standard deviation of a distribution divided by the mean, where 

o and the mean are calculated on the same basis; i.e., number, 

mass, or surface area. A monodisperse aerosol has a standard 

deviation and relative standard deviation of zero. For many 

purposes the standard deviation is preferred because it has 

the same dimensions (units) as the set of interest. In the 

case of a normal distribution, 68.27% of the events fall within 

one standard deviation of the mean, 95.45% within two standard 

deviations, and 99.73% within three standard deviations. 

A.2.1 Cumulative and Differential Graphs 

Field measurements of particle size usually yield a set 

of discrete data points which must be manipulated or trans

formed to some extent before interpretation. The resultant 

particle size distribution may be shown as tables, histograms, 

or graphs. Graphical presentations are the conventional and 

most convenient format and these can be of several forms. 

Cumulative size distributions - Cumulative mass size dis

tributions are formed by summing all the mass containing par

ticles less than a certain diameter and plotting this mass 

versus the diameter. The ordinate is specifically equal to 
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M(j) ~ 
j 

L Mt. 
t=l 

where Mt is the amount of mass contained in the size inter

val between Dt and Dt-l' 

The abscissa would be equal to D .. Cumulative olots can be 
J 

made for surface area and number of particles per unit volume 

in the same manner. Examples of cumulative mass and number 

graphs are shown in Figures A2b and A2a, respectively, for 

the effluent from a coal fired power boiler. Although cumula

tive plots obscure some information, the median diameter and 

total mass per unit volume can be obtained readily from the 

curve. Because both the ordinate and abscissa extend over 

several orders of magnitude, logarithmic axes are normally 

used for both. 

A second form of cumulative plot which is frequently used 

is the cumulative percent of mass, number, or surface area 

contained in particles having diameter smaller than a given 

size. In this case the ordinate would be, on a mass basis: 

j 

Cumulative percent of mass less than 
I Mt 

size : t=l 
N x 100%. 

L Mt 
t:l 

The abscissa would be logo .. 
J 

Special log-probability paper 

is used for these graphs, and for log-normal distributions 

the data set would lie along a straight line. For such dis-

tributions the median diameter and geometric standard deviation 

can be easily obtained graphically. Figures A3a and A3b show 

cumulative percent graphs for the size distribution shown in 

Figure A2a and a log-normal size distribution. 

Differential size distributions - Differential particle 

size distribution curves are obtained from cumulative plots 
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by taking the average slope over a small size range as the 

ordinate and the geometric mean diameter of the range as the 

abscissa. If the cumulative plot were made on logarithmic 

paper the frequency (slope) would be, taking finite differ

ences: 

Ci(log D) 

M. - M. l 
] J- ( A3) 

and the abscissa would be DG = IDjDj-l where the size range 

of interest is bounded by o. and D. 1 . M. and M. 1 correspond 
J J- J J-

to the cumulative masses below these sizes. Differential number 

and surface area distributions can be obtained from cumulative 

graphs in precisely this same way. Differential graphs show 

visually the size range where the particles are concentrated 

with respect to the parameter of interest. The area under 

the curve in any size range is equal to the amount of mass 

{number, or surface area) consisting of particles in that range, 

and the total area under the curve corresponds to the entire 

mass (number, or surface area) of particulate in a unit volume. 

Again, because of the extent in particle size and the emphasis 

on the fine particle fraction, these plots are normally made 

on logarithmic scales. Figures A2c and A2d are examples of 

differential graphs of particle size distributions. 

Log-normal size distributions - The formation of aerosols 

by different means frequently result in particle size distribu

tions which obey the log-normal law. For log-normal particle 

size distributions the geometric mean and median diameters 

coincide. 

The normal distribution law is, on a mass basis: 
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1 ( A4) 

The log-normal distribution law is derived from this equation 

by the transformation D + log D 

f :::: dM (A5) 
d(log D) 

= 

where a , the geometric standard deviation, is obtained by g 
using the transformation D + log D in equation A4. This dis-

tribution is symmetric when plotted along a logarithmic abscissa 

and has the feature that 68.3% of the distribution lies within 

one geometric standard deviation of the geometric mean on such 

a plot. Mathematically, this implies that log cr
9 

= log 0 64 • 14 

-log o
9 

or log 0
9

-109 015 . 86 where 084 . 14 is the diameter below 

which 84.14% of the distribution is found, etc. This can be 

simplified to yield: 

a "' g 
(A6) 

<J :::: 
g 

(A 7) 

(AS) 

When plotted on log-probability paper, the log-normal 

distribution is a straight line on any basis and is determined 

completely by the knowledge of n
9 

and o
9

• This is illustrated 

in Figure A3b. Another important feature is the relatively 

simple relationships among log-normal distributions of differ

ent bases. If D , D , D , and D a~e the geometric mean 
gm gs gvs gN 

diameter of the mass, surface area, volume-surface, and number 
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distribution, then: 

log 0
98 

= log D - 4.6 log 2 o , (A9) gm g . 

log D = log D - 1. 151 log 2 a , and gvs gm · g 
(AlO) 

log DgN = log D - 6.9 log 2 o . gm g 
(All} 

The geometric standard deviation remains the same for all bases. 

More examples of particle size distribution graphs are 

given in the data reduction sections of Appendices C and D. 

The following section in this Appendix lists useful definitions, 

equations, and nomenclature for aerosol sampling. 

A.3 NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS 

A.3.1 Definition of Particle Diameter 

Aerodynamic diameter / DA -- The aerodynamic diameter of 

a particle is the diameter of a sphere of unit density which 

has the same settling velocity in the gas as the particle of 

interest. 

Aerodynamic impaction diameter, DAI - The DAI of a particle 

is an indicator of the way that a particle behaves in an iner

tial impactor or in a control device where inertial impaction 

is the primary mechanism for collection. If the particle Stokes 

diameter is known, D
8

, the DAI is equal to: 

(Al2) 
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where o is the particle density, gm/cm 3
, and 

c is the slip correction factor. 

Stokes diameter, D
8 

- If the density of a particle is 

known, the Stokes diameter may be used to describe particle 

size. This is the diameter of a sphere having the same density 

which behaves aerodynamically as the particle 6f interest. 

For spherical particles, the Stokes number is equal to the 

actual dimensions of the particle. 

An average density for the particles can be obtained from 

volume-weight data using a helium pycnometer if large enough 

samples are available. The validity of size information based 

on an average density depends upon the uniformity of the density 

from particle to particle, particularly with respect to size. 

Visual inspection of some size-classified samples from flue 

gases sometimes shows a variation in color with size which 

would seem to indicate compositional inhomogeneities. 

Equivalent polystyrene latex (PSL) diameter - The intensity 

of light scattered by a particle at any given angle is dependent 

upon the particle size, shape, and index of refraction. It 

is impractical to measure each of these parameters and the 

theory for irregularly shaped particles is not well developed. 

Sizes based on light scattering by single particles are there

fore usually estimated by comparison of the intensity of scattered 

light from the particle with the intensities due to a series 

of calibration spheres of very precisely known size. Most 

commonly these are PSL spheres.* Spinning disc and vibrating 

orifice aerosol generators can be used to generate monodisperse 

*Available from The Dow Chemical Company, P. o. Box 68511, 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46268. 
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calibration aerosols of different physical properties. Because 

most manufacturers of optical particle sizing instruments use 

PSL spheres to calibrate their instruments, it is convenient 

to define an equivalent PSL diameter as the diameter of a PSL 

sphere which gives the same response with a particular optical 

instrument as the particle of interest. 

Equivalent volume diameter - Certain instruments, such 

as the Coulter Counter, have, as the measured size parameter, 

the volumes of the individual particles. Size distributions 

from such techniques are given in terms of spheres having the 

same volume as the particles of interest. 

A.3.2 Mean Free Path of Gas 

The mean free path of a gas, which is the average distance 

that molecules travel between collisions, is an important para

meter in determining the aerodynamic behavior of particles. 

For practical purposes, the mean free path is given with suf

ficient accuracy by the following equation. 

A = 
2µ 

1. Olxl0 6 P 
(8.3~l~~n ~ (Al3) 

where µ is the viscosity of the gas, poise, 
p is the pressure of the gas, atm, 

T is the temperature, °Kelvin, and 

MM is the mean molecular weight. 

A.3.3 Slip Correction Factor 

Stokes law can be applied to submicron particles if a 

correction factor, C, is used. 
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where 

C = 1 + ~A 1 23 0 41 (-0.440) • + • exp , 
- A 

A is the mean free path of the gas, µm, and 

D is the particle diameter, µm. 

(AJA) 

The constants in equation Al4 were determined empirically 

for air at standard temperature and pressure,· and are thus 

only approximate for stack conditions. If the exponential 

term is neglected, equation 14 is referred to as the Cunning

ham correction factor. 

A.3.4 Viscosity of Gas 

A parameter which appears in many equations describing 

flow fields, drag forces, and shear forces in liquids and gases 

is the viscosity. 

In order to find the viscosity of the flue gas,µ, the 

viscosity of the pure gas components of the flue gas must first 

be found. Viscosity is a function of temperature, and the 

temperature difference in different flue gases can be quite 

significant. The following equations (derived from curves 

fitted to viscosity data from the Handbook of Chemistry and 

Physics, Chemical Rubber Company Publisher, 54 Edition, 1973-

1974, pp. F52-55), are used to find the viscosities of C02 

(lJ1), C0(µ2), N 2 ( µ3), 0 z( lli+) and H 20( i.is). 

].11 = 138.494 + 0.499T - a. 267 x 10- 3 T 2 + 0.972 x lO _,T 3 

llz = 165.763 + 0.442T 0.213 x 10-3 T 2 

]J; = 167.086 + 0.417T 0.139 x 10 - 3 T 2 

].14 = 190.187 + 0.558T - 0.336 x 10 - 3T 2 + 0.139 x 10-i; T 3 

].ls = 87.800 + 0.374T + 0.238 x 10-4 T 2 

where T is the temperature of the flue gas in degrees C~lsius. 
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The uni ts of µ are 10-6 g/cm-sec. Next. these values of µ 1 

through µ 5 are used in a general viscosity equation for a 

mixture of any number of components (See "A Viscosity Equa

tion for Gas Mixtures" by C. R. Wilke, Journal of Chemical 

Physics, Volume 8, Number 4, April 1950, page 517) used to 

find the viscosity of the flue gas: 

n µ. 
E l 

( Al5) µ = 
i=l r 1 j=n 

+ x. L: x.¢. -] 
l j=l J lJ 

j;ii 

where ¢ij is given by the equation: 

~ + 
Ia ~J2 (µ./µ.) (M. /M.) 4 

(Al6) ¢ .. = l J J l 
l] [1 + J ~ ( 4/ 12) (M. /M.) 

l J 

and M = molecular weight of a component in the mixture, 

X = mole fraction of a component in the mixture, 

µ =viscosity, g/cm-sec; u1, \.l2, etc., refer to the 

pure components at the temperature and pressure of 

mixture, µ is the viscosity of the mixture, and 

¢ = dimensionless constant defined above. 

A.3.5 Particle-Gas Interactions 

Particle relaxation time - For the purposes of this doc

ument, the particle relaxation time, t, may be defined as the 

time required for a.particle to accelerate from some initial 

velocity to the velocity of the carrier gas. 

T = 18 µ 
(Al 7) 
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where pp is the particle density, gm/cm 3 , 
D is ·the particle Stokes diameter, cm, 

c is the slip correction factor, and 

µ is the gas viscosity, poise. 

Particle stopping distance - The particle stopping distance, 

~' is the distance travelled by a particle as it decelerates· from 

the initial velocity of the gas to zero velocity. 

2, = TV {Al8} 

where 1 is the relaxation time (sec), and 

V is the initial velocity of the particle (cm/sec). 

Stokes number - The Stokes number, ~, is the ratio of 

the particle stopping distance and some characteristic dimen

sion of the sampling system. For example, if the stopping 

distance for particles of a given diameter is much smaller 

than the diameter of a sampling nozzle, (lb << 1) the particles 

will be sampled accurately in spite of flow disturbances due 

to the nozzle design or sampling velocity. If the particle 

stopping distance is comparable in magnitude to the nozzle 

diameter; however, the particles may cross flow streamlines 

and either enter or miss the nozzle in quantities which are 

not proportional to the sample flowrate. Th~s, for ~ on the 

order of 0.1 or greater, isokinetic sampling is required. 

Particle mobility - The ratio of the velocity of a par

ticle to the force causing steady motion is called the mobi

lity, b. 

b = c (A19) 
31TµD 
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where µ is the gas viscosity, poise, 

D is the particle diameter, cm, and 

C is the slip correction factor. 

A.3.6 Cascade Impactor Terminology 

Blank -- A blank usually refers to a controlled test run 

in which the particles are removed by a prefilter. If the mea

sured stage weight is found to change significantly and consis

tently, the normal runs should be corrected for background. 

Bounce -- Bounce in this document refers to inadequate 

retention of particles which strike the impaction surface. 

If the particle does not adhere, it is said to bounce. 

Condensation -- Condensation in an impactor refers to 

the coalescence of vapors either into liquid particulate in 

the gas stream or on the impactor walls. 

Control -- A control run is a technique which is used 

to confirm that variables are isolated. The control is made 

up to be as similar as possible to an actual run, but it is 

not run through the test situation. The control is then 

examined as would an actual test run. If the experimental 

variable changed significantly, the experiment is not properly 

set up. 

Cut-point The cut-point of an impactor stage is the 

particle diameter for which all particles of equal or greater 

diameter are captured and all particles with smaller diameters 

are not captured. No real impactor actually has a sharp cut

point, but the Dso of a stage is often called its cut-point. 
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Dso -- the D~o of an impactor stage is the particle ~ia

meter at which the device is 50 percent efficient. Fifty per

cent of the particles of that diameter are captured and 50% 

are not. 

where 

The impactor cut-point, or D5 . is given by: 

Ds o = 
18 till o. 
c p v. 

p J 
(A20) 

w = Stokes inertial impaction parameter, determined 

by calibration, dimensionless, 

µ : gas viscosity, poise, 

Dj = impactor jet diameter (for slot impactors, the slot 

width, cm), 

v. 
J 

= gas velocity through impactor jet, cm/sec, 

c = slip correction factor, dimensionless, 

=particle density, g/cm 3
• 

D50 (AI), aerodynamic impaction diameter, is found by setting 

c and Pp = 1. O. 

Dso (A), the aerodynamic diameter, is found by setting pp= 1.0, 

and 

D50 (S), Stokes diameter, is found by setting 9? = the actual 

particle density. 

Grease -- In impactor terminology, grease is a substance 

which is placed on an impactor stage or substrate to serve 

as an adhesive. 

Isokinetic sampling -- This is sampling with the bulk 

fluid velocity through the impactor nozzle equal to the velo

city in the duct. This is necessary to prevent sample bias. 
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Preconditioning -- Unwanted weight changes of impactor glass 

fiber collection substrates may be reduced by placing a large 

number of substrates inside the duct to be sampled, and pumping 
filtered flue gas through them for SAveral h0urs. Such a pro-

cedure is referred to as "preconditioning" the substrates. 

Precutter or precollector -- A collection device, often 

a cyclone, which is put ahead of the impactor in order to re

duce the first stage loading. This is necessary in some stre~ms 

because the high loading of large particulate would overload 

the first stage before an acceptable sample had been gathered 

on the last stages. 

Re-entrainment -- Re-entrainment in an impactor is the 

phenomenon of particles which impacted on a given stage being 

picked up by the gas stream and moving downstream to another 

stage. 

Stage -- A stage of an impactor is usually considered 

to be the accelerating jet (or plate containing multiple jets) 

and the surface on which the accelerated particles impact. 

Substrate -- The removable, often disposable, surface 

on which impacted particles are collected. Substrates are 

characteristically light and can be weighed on a microbalance. 

Wa - Wall losses are that portion of the parti-

cles in the gas stream which impact with and adhere to sur

faces in the impactor other than the substrates. They should 

be collected if possible and assigned to the proper stage catch. 
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APPENDIX B 

PARTICULATE MASS CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS 

This appendix contains the details for conducting par

ticulate mass concentration measurements using the EPA Ref

erence Method 5 procedure (See Appendix G). The information 

is presented in four sections. Section Bl describes the 

equipment used in conducting these tests. SectioP B2 is 

concerned with preliminary procedures prior to sampling. 

Section B3 details the actual mass sampling procedures. 

Section B4 deals with data analysis after testing has been 

concluded. The sampling system described is depicted in Fig

ure 13 of Section 2.2.2. 

B.1 GENERAL SAMPLING EQUIPMENT 

B.1.1 Temperature Measurement 

Several temperature measurements are required in con

ducting a test for particulate mass loading, including the 

temperature of the stack gas, the particulate filter, and 

the cooled sample stream. The relative errors encountered 

in temperature measurements are usually small since absolute 

temperatures are used in all gas law calculations. In source 

tPsting, dial thermometers and thermocouples are usually 

used for making temperature measurements. 

Two common scales are used in temperature measurement, 

the Celcius scale and the absolute Kelvin scale. Conversions 

for these are shown below for °C to °K and °F to °C. 

°K = °C + 273° 

°C = 5/9(°F - 32) 
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Mercury bulb thermometers - The 'mercury bulb thermometer 

operates by measurement of mercury expansion with temperature 

increase. This expansion is linear over the range of the 

temperature scale. Glass mercury thermometers break easily 

and this is a risk in source sampling. 

Dial thermometers - Two types of dial thermometers are 

available for use in sampling. One is bimetallic and the 

other is a gas bulb thermometer. The bimetallic thermometer 

contains a strip of two different metals bonded together. 

Because of the different thermal expansion coefficients of 

the two metals, the bonded strip will deform with tempera

ture, and depending on the configuration of the strip, this 

deformation will be transferred to a dial movement which 

contains a temperature scale. 

Gas bulb thermometers rely on the expansion of an inert 

gas with temperature. This expansion is sensed as a change 

in pressure. The dial· temperature scale is actually a pres

sure scale. Gas bulb thermometers are used for lower tempera

ture ranges. 

Thermocouples - Thermocouples are the most popular device 

for measuring high temperatures. These consist of two dis

similar wires welded together at one junction (See Figure 

Bl) . These two wires are joined to a third wire held at 

a reference temperature. The difference between the tempera

ture in question and the reference junction temperature causes 

an electromotive force in the system which can be sensed by 

.a potentiometer. Several metal pair types are available. 

Generally Chromel/Alumel will be the best choice due to 

resistance to oxidation. This pair is useful in the range 
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from -184°C to 1260°C. Other common pairs are Copper/Con

stantan (-184°C to 350°C) , Iron/Constantan {-l58°C to 10l0°CJ . 

and Platinum/Platinum 10% Rh (0°C to 1538°C) . 

Pressure is defined as a force per unit area. Most 

pressure measurements are made with local atmospheric.pres

sure as reference. The pressure above atmospheric is con

sidered positive, and that below negative. The absolute 

pressure at a point is the atmospheric plus the pressure 

differential. 

An easy way to measure a low pressure is to balance a 

column of liquid against the pressure. The magnitude of 

the pressure can be calculated based on the measured height 

of the liquid column. Devices which do this are called 

manometers. In source sampling, manometers are often used 

for the determination of the stack gas velocity ana the 

sample train flow rate. For small pressure differentials, 

the manometer is often inclined to increase the sensitivity. 

The inclined manometer is used to measure the stack velocity 

pressure and sample stream orifice pressure differential. 

It is advantageous to use manometers which have some means 

of protection against accidental blow out. 

Mechanical pressure gauges are also available to measure 

low differential pressures commonly encountered as velocity 

pressure and orifice meter heads in sampling systems. The 

Magnehelic gauge manufactured by F. w. Dwyer, Mfg. in Michigan 

City, Indiana is an example of such an instrument. Inclined 

manometers, however, are generally more reliable and easier 

to use. They are also easier to repair. 
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B.1.3 Velocity Measurement 

The measurement of velocity in a duct utilizes one of 

the simplest dP.vices in most sampling systems, the pitot tube. 

These devices are necessary because it is impossible to deter

mine the total volumetric flow through large ducts. Only 

by measuring the velocity at many points and knowing the 

area of the duct can an accurate determination of duct volu

metric flow be made. The pitot tube will not directly mea

sure the average duct velocity but measure only the instan

taneous velocity at the point at which it is located. 

Several configurations are possible for pitot tubes. 

One, the Prandtl type is shown in Figure B2. The static 

pressure is measured at point w. The velocity pressure is 

measured at point P. The velocity, V
5

, then is given by 

where v s 

pp 

p 
w 

cP 

PS 

is 

is 

is 

is 

is 

v s 

the 

the 

the 

the 

the 

p w 
[

2 (P -P ) ] 

gas velocity, cm/sec, 

measured velocity pressure, mm Hg, 

measured static pressure, mm Hg, 

pi tot coefficient, dimensionless, 

density of the stack gas, gm/cm 3
• 

This pitot tube shown in this figure is usually called a 

standard pitot tube: the Cp value for this configuration 

is approximately 0.99. 
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Figure 82. Standard pitot tube. 
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One configuration which does not resemble the standard 

pitot is the reversed or Stausscheibe CS-type) pitot tube. 

The S-type pitot tube is used primarily for stack testing 

because of one major advantage: it will not rapidly clog 

in gases with heavy dust concentrations. An example of one 

of these is shown in Figure B3. The s-type does not give 

the same velocity pressure as the standard pitot tube. The 

observed delta P is larger for a given velocity because the 

rear part of the tube faces downstream. This Ps is a wake 

pressure which is lower than the static pressure. When used 

with a water manometer, the S-type pitot tube equatio~ be

comes 

where vs is the 

6P is the 

Ts is the 

ps is the 

M s is the 

and 

cP is the 

(
T 6P) ~ 

V
5 

= 422.67 C PsM 
p s s 

gas velocity, cm/sec, 

velocity head (Pp-PS) I mm Hg 

stack gas temperature, oK, 

absolute stack gas pressure, mm Hg, 

molecular weight of the stack gas, 

pi tot tube correction factor. 

gm/gm-mole, 

For the limits of 0.025 to 25.4 cm of water velocity pressure, 

Cp for a standard (Prandtl) pitot tube usually takes on values 

of 0.98 to 1.00. The CP of an s-type pitot tube usually 

is between 0.83 and 0.87. Each must be calibrated before 

a test, preferably in a gas stream in which the gas properties 

and velocity are similar to those of the test conditions. 

The calibration of a pitot tube requires a gas stream 

of constant and known velocity. Thus, a wind tunnel facility 
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Figure 83. S-type pitot tube. 
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should be available. However, the s-type pitot tube can 

be calibrated against the standard pitot tube. This is the 

procedure designated fn EPA Reference Method 2. 

The 

where 

following equation applies in this case: 

6P \ 
= std c 

Ptest 
c 

Pstd .6.Ptest 

C = Coefficient of the S-type pitot tube, 
Ptest 

c 
Pstd 

= Coefficient of the standard pitot tube, 

= Velocity pressure measured by the S-type 

pitot tube, and 

= Velocity pressu~e measured by the standard 

pitot tube. 

To calibrate the S-type pi tot tube, the· velocity pres

sure is measured at the same point with both the S-type and 

standard pitot tubes. Both pitot tubes must be properly 

aligned in the flow field. The appropriate values are 

inserted in the above equation and the coefficient for the 

S-type pitot tube is calculatea. If c is not known, 
Pstd then a value of 0.99 should be used. 

The coefficients for the S-type pitot tube should be 

determined first with one leg, then with the other leg pointea 

downstream. If the computed coefficients differ by more 

than 0.01, the pitot tube should not be used without proper 

labeling. 

v , s 

The determination of the average stack gas velocity, 

is one of the greatest sources of error in stack sampling. 

Therefore, it is recommended that the pitot tube be recali-

brated on a regular basis. 
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At extremely low or high velocities the pitot method 

is inaccurate and unreliable. There are several other mechanical 

and electronic methods which are available, hot wire ane

mometers, rotating vane anemometers and certain fluidic 

devices. 

B.1.4 Nozzles 

The nozzle is considered the i.nitiul sampl:i.it'J ~,.,,,:.t.<'.'T1 

boundary. It removes a portion of the effluent f~om the 

duct and delivers it to the sampling probe. The nozzle has 

several restrictions in its use: 

1. It should not disturb the duct gas stream flow. 

2. It should not alter the particulate being sampled. 

3. It should not add to the sample being collected. 

4. It should be of a size allowing easy access. 

For particulate sampling, the nozzle should disturb 

the gas flow as little as possible or the sampl~ i.d 11 not 

be representative. Any nozzle will disturb the flov;, b 1•t 

a thin wall, sharp edged nozzle disturbs it the least. In 

the case of particulates, any bends in the nozzle will cause 

impingement of larger particles. The nozzle must then be 

cleaned carefully and any material found within it must be 

added to the total collected particulate. 

B. 1. 5 Probes 

The probe is the sampling interface between the gas 

stream in the duct and the external sampling train (See 

Figure B4). It is exposed internally and externally to 

the flue gas at the nozzle end and ambient air at the exit 

end. The probe should not alter the sample in any way. 

It must be able to support itself. It must be easy to clean 

and it must not add to the sample. Ideally the sample should 
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Figure 84. Probe and nozzle assembly. 



be delivered to the sample train at the stack temperature. 

In most instances this requires that the probe be heated 

to maintain the sample at stack conditions ana prevent con

densation. Structurally the probe must support itself, the 

nozzle, the pitot tube, and sometimes a thermocouple. This 

strength is obtained by use of a metal sheath around the 

probe. The requirement of probe cleaning conflicts with 

the structural needs. The surface of a glass tube is much 

more easily cleaned than a metal tube, but it is more fra · 

gile. In most cases glass probes over 2 meters in length 

are impractical. If a metal tube is used, some material 

may become trapped in the rough surface of the probe. 

In the case of extremely high temperatures, the only 

practical choice is to use a water-cooled, high quality, 

stainless steel probe. 

Glass has another advantage which should be considered. 

It is for all practical purposes chemically inert. This 

is not true of stainless steel especi~lly if there are acid 

gases present in the gas stream which is being sampled. 

B.1.6 Gaseous Sample Collectors 

There are four main types of gas sample collection de

vices. One type is the cold trap which condenses vapors in 

the sample flow stream. Another type is that which contains 

a solid adsorbent. This removes the gas from the stream 

by surface adsorption. The third type is the grab sample 

container. The fourth uses the principle of gas absorp

tion by a liquid. 

Gas absorbers are generally called impingers or bubblers. 

Their efficiency depends on the diffusivity of the gases, 
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the retention time in the devices, the bubble size, and the 

gas solubility. There are four general types of irnpingers; 

the midget impinger, the fritted glass bubbler, the modified 

irnpinger tip bubbler, and the most commonly used type, the 

Greenburg-Smith irnpinger. 

B.1.7 Particulate Sample Collectors 

Filtration is the basic method for particulate collec-· 

tion. There are three major types of filters available to

day: the flat glass fiber filter, the ceramic Alundum 

filter, and the glass fiber bag. 

Alundum thimbles are subject to variations in their 

particle retention efficiency as they are used because 

of changes in their porosity as a particulate cake forms 

on them. Therefore new filters should not be used when 

testing relatively clean gas streams. In addition, when 

the thimble is used in relatively clean gas streams, only 

small amounts of particulate may be collected and weighing 

accuracy suffers. There are sometimes problems with unknown 

penetration characteristics of the glass fiber bags and 

flat filters. In many sampling trains a small cyclone pre

collector is used to remove larger particulate and allow 

longer sampling times. 

B.1.8 Sample Flow Rate Meters 

The sharp edged orifice meter is a simple and accurate 

method to measure instantaneous volumetric flow rate. In 

source sampling it is used in conjunction with a total vol

ume gas meter. As the gas passes through the orifice re

striction, a pressure drop is created. The following equa

tion is used for determining the flow rate through an orifice. 
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K m (
T l.IP ) ~ m om 
Pm Mm 

where Qm =Gas flow rate, crn 3 /sec, 

Km = Proportionality factor determined by calibration, 

T = Upstream gas temperature, °K, m 

llP = Orifice meter pressure drop, mm H20, om 

Pm = Upstream absolute pressure, mm Hg, and 

Mm = Molecular weight of gas, gm/cm-mole. 

For a given orifice, Km must be determined by calibration. 

Km is a function of Reynolds number and thus will not be 

a constant over the entire range of flow rates. However 

for a small range of Qm, such as for most sampling cases, 

Km is a constant. Thus it is important to calibrate the 

orifice for the range of flow rates anticipated. Generally 

commercial sampling trains have orifices with delta P
0

rn 

of 0-25 cm HzO over the useful flow rate range. For cali

bration, see Section B.1.9. 

B.1.9 Total Sample Volume 

The total volume of gas sampled must be determined in 

most sampling trains. This provides the volume necessary 

to calculate the particulate concentration. Dry gas meters 

with capacities from 0.094-10.8 liters/sec (0.2 to 150 ft 3 /min) 

are generally used. For sampling, the smallest dial face 

division should be 5 cm 3 {0.0l ft 3
) because the meter move

ment is not smooth over one revolution. The dry gas meter 

is calibrated using a wet test meter. In a wet test meter 

the gas displaces water in a chamber and causes the rotor 
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to revolve. It should be noted that the gas leaving the 

wet test meter is saturated with water vapor. The setup 

for calibrating a dry gas meter and sampling orifice is 

shown in Figure BS. The pertinent information should be 

entered on a form similar to that shown in Figure 86. The 

following equation is used to determine how well the dry 

gas meter performs as compared with the wet test meter. If 

the ratio defined by the equation is less than 0.99 or great

er than 1.01, then the dry gas meter should be readjusted 

and recalibrated. 

where 

'Y = 

y is the ratio of accuracy of the wet test meter to 

the dry gas meter, 

vs is 

Pb is 

Td is 

T is 
w 

AM is 

vd lS 

11 ;_ s 

the gas volume passing through the wet test 

meter, cm 3 , 

the 

the 

gas 

the 
oK, 

the 

the 

absolute barometric pressure, mm Hg, 

average temperature Of the gas in the dry 

meter, ,, KI 

temperature of the gas in the wet test meter, 

orifice 

volume 

meter 

of gas 

pressure drop, mm Hg, 

passing through the dry gas 

meter, cm 3
, and 

the time, seconds, for sampling the gas volume, 

v . w 

The data in Figure B6 can be used to calibrate the orifice 

meter. In making these calculations the wet test meter is 

used for the flow rate, Qm' and 

= 
v 

w e 
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Figure 85. Set-up for calibration of dry gas meter and orifice meter. 
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DRY GAS METER NO. ----------- ORIFICE METER NO. 

DATE ~-------------~ WET TEST METER NO. ------------

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE Pb=----- mm Hg CALIBRATED BY--------------

ORIFICE WET TEST DRY TEST TEMPERATURE 
METER TIME 

SETTING METER WET TEST DRY TEST 

tiM VOLUME VOLUME 
td1 td td f) I km 

Vw vd \'\/ 0 mm Hg 
cm3 cm3 OK OK OK OK 

sec 

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

2.5 

3.0 

3.5 

4.0 

AVERAGE • 3630-083 

Figure 86. Data sheet for calibrating dry gas meter and orifice meter. 



A.1.10 Gas Conditioning 

Often the gas sample must be conditioned or treated 

before or while it is passed through the sampling train 

components. This is done either to oreserve the sample 

or to prevent damage to the sampling train. Typical gas 

conditioning operations include condensing, drying, heat

ing, and dilution. 

Condensing 

Condensers are used to remove water and other vapors 

from the gas sample. They work on the priniciple that the 

partial pressure of water vapor decreases with a decrease 

in sample temperature. For example, as indicated in steam 

tables, the partial pressure of water vapor at 0°C is only 

0.15% of the partial pressure at 150°C. Thus the use of 

an ice bath type condenser is an effective way to remove 

water vapor from a gas sample. This provides the moisture 

content which must be determined in order to calculate the 

molecular weight of the stack gas. 

The ice bath condenser is also used in source sampling 

to protect other components from damage. The deposition 

of water vapor and water soluble constituents in such com

ponents as the dry gas meter and pump can cause severe 

damage. 

The ice bath condenser usually consists of several wet 

and dry impingers connected in series, but it may be as simple 

as a piece of coiled tubing. A measured initial amount of 

water is put into the impinger-type condenser to assist in 

the condensation process. When the sampling train is opera

ted a known amount of sample gas is passed through the system. 
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By observing the pressure and temperature operating condi

tions, the amount of water condensed, and the amount of gas 

passing through the system, the moisture content of the gas 

stream can be calculated. 

Drying 

In source sampling trains, gas drying is used to ac

complish the same objectives as condensing. The drying opera

tion is achieved using special chemicals which have a great 

affinity for water vapor. One such chemical is silica gel. 

The silica gel strongly adsorbs water and hence its change 

in weight can be used to calculate the moisture content of 

the gas stream. Indicating silica gel, which is granular 

and has a bright blue color, can be obtained commercially. 

As it becomes saturated with water vapor, its color changes 

to a light pink. If this method is to be used to determine 

the moisture content of a gas sample, care must be taken 

to insure that all particulate matter is removed first and 

there is no other major constituent in the gas stream which 

may also be adsorbed by the silica gel. The silica gel re

leases (desorbs) the adsorbed water vapor upon heating to 

177°C and can be reused. 

Often the condenser and drying tube are used in series 

to increase water vapor collection efficiency and obtain 

a high capacity for the water removed. Large mesh silica 

gel (6-16) is used with a filter support backing to prevent 

the possibility of entrainment of small particles which might 

damage other components. 
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Heating 

The heating operation is used solely to preserve the gas 

sample prior to passing it through the particulate collector. 

This is an effective method of preventing condensation of water 

vapor and high molecular weight substances. Therefore it is 

common practice to heat sampling probes and particulate collec

tors such as filters to prevent deposition by condensation. 

If such a condensation process were allowed to occur, it would 

cause loss of gaseous constituents from the gas sample. In 

addition to causing a sampling error these materials could 

be deposited in accessible areas of the sampling system and 

lead to later malfunctions. 

Ideally it is a good policy to try to maintain stack gas 

temperatures throughout the sampling train preceding the filter. 

However, high temperatures favor chemical reactions such as 

oxidation of hydrocarbons in a gas stream containing appreciable 

amounts of oxygen. Low temperatures, as mentioned, are conducive 

to condensation of water vapor and high molecular weight hydro

carbons. Hence a compromise is required and most probes and 

heated filter boxes operate at about 121°C. Heat sensitive 

sampling train components will not be affected by this tempera

ture. Water vapor will not condense and some of the safety 

problems involved with the handling of hot equipment will be 

alleviated. Particulate compliance tests require that a gas 

stream temperature no higher than 115°C be maintained prior 

to particulate filtration. Any condensables which are taken 

out by the probe and filter under this condition are considered 

to be part of the particulate catch. A recent ruling however, 

allows the use of temperature up to 120°C when testing at fossil 

fuel utility boilers. 
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Dilution 

Addition of a dry gas can be an effective method for pre·

venting condensation. When this gas is added the sample is 

diluted. Condensation is prevented because the dry gas is 

capable of supporting a part of the water vapor from the gas 

sample even though the temperature of the mixture is reduced. 

The dry gas must be added in such a manner that the original 

sample constituents are not altered. This could be a problem 

with respect to particulate matter because the dilution (mix

ing) process could cause such events as particle agglomeration, 

deposition, and condensation. 

B.1.11 Pumps 

The purpose of a pump is to pull the sampled gas through 

the sampling train components. The detail of the particular 

type of pump required will depend on several criteria. The 

pump must provide adequate.flow and pressure characteristics 

and be durable and portable. The pump must be able to overcome 

the pressure drop of the other sampling train components and 

thereby provide the desired f lowrate. It must be able to 

provide a wide range of flowrates as required by isokinetic 

sampling conditions. Often the head loss across the filter 

increases through the sampling tests. This puts an added bur

den on the pump which must still be able to maintain the required 

sampling rate at the nozzle tip within the stack. 

The pump must be leakless when it is located ahead of the 

gas meter in the sampling train. If it isn't, then the metered 

volume will be greater than the sampled volume and hence the 

measured particulate concentration will be. less than the 

true particulate concentration. The EPA Method 5 sampling 

train falls in this category. In many of the other sampling 

trains, the pump is located after the gas meters and there

fore no error is involved if a leak exists in the pump. 
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The pump must be durable in that ]t is exposed to corro·· 

sive environment of the sample gas. During most source tests 

it is in constant operation and should be a long life component. 

The design should enable this component to be maintained easily; 

the key components should be accessible and replaceable ~ith 

a minimum amount of time. 

The need for portability becomes readily apparent when 

performing source tests, and consequently a small, lightweight 

pump is desirable. 

There are several types of pumps suitable for source sam

pling trains. All are of positive displacement types which 

are capable of producing relatively high vacuums (J686 mm 

of Hg below atmosphere pressure) and operate with a direct 

linear correspondence between the flow rate and inlet pressure, 

In commercial source sampling equipment, reciprocating dia

phragm and rotary vane pumps are commonly used. 

The diaphragm pump operates on the moving diaphragm princi-

ple. Gas is drawn into the chamber on a suction stroke and 

pushed out on the discharge stroke. On the suction stroke 

a suction valve is open, allowing gas to flow in. On the dis

charge stroke the suction valve closes and a discharge valve 

opens allowing the gas to flow out. This intermittent operation 

can cause some flow fluctuation (pulsation) in the sampling 

train. However, this problem can be somewhat reduced by running 

two such pumps in parallel or by a specifically designed surge 

chamber in the flow line. The diaphragm in these pumps is 

made out of metal, rubber or plastic. 

The rotary vane pump is one rotor in a casing, which is 

machined eccentrically in relation to the shaft. The rotor 

contains a series of movable vanes which seal against the pump 

casing. The vanes are free to slide in and out of the slots 
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as the rotor turns. If the pump must be leakless, then only 

the fiber vane type pump with an oiler should be used. The 

oiler may have to be modified so that no ambient air leaks 

into the system through the ojl bowl. 

B.l.12 Flow Control 

Flow regulation for most s~mrling trains is accomplished 

bv u:-::-:ng a throttling valve preced:ing the pump. This valve 

varies the vacuum the pump must wo~k against and thereby changes 

the flow rate. A more sophisticated arrangement uses two 

valves. One precedes the pump and provides a coarse control 

while a second one is installed in a recycl~ (by-pass) loop 

to protect the pump and provide a fine control. This latte~ 

arrangement is used in the EPA Method 5 particulate sampling 

train. This double valve arrangement is also easier on the 

pump, allowing longer pump life. 

Tbe major regui~ernents of the flow control valve are: 

ral tt allows sensitive flow rate aajustment to meet propor

tional sampling (isokineticl conditions and (b) it does not 

allow any lea~age. Both these requirements depend upon tbe 

valve construction. The leakage pi::oblem poses the same poten .. 

tial error as was discussed for the pumps. Good quality 

needle valves are required in most source sampling applica 

tions. 

B.2 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR SAMPLING-PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES 

B.2.1 Introduction 

Before a sample is taken, several preliminary tests must 

be made to determine some of the characteristics of the sam

pling location and the gas stream. The results of these 
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preliminary tests are the basis for determining suitability 

of the sampling location, the nozzle size, number of sampling 

points, sampling time, and nomograph settings. 

B.2.2 Physical Sampling Location Characteristics 

The sampling location should be at a position where the 

gas flow is sufficiently uniform that an accurate sample can 

bs obtained. Eight to ten duct diameters downstream and two 

duct diameters upstream fr.om any disturbance such as bends, duct 

inlets, duct outlets, or changes in diameter should give suffici

ently uniform flow. If the flow at the sampling location is 

very uniform, a minimum number of twelve sample points per 

sample may be used. If the upstream and downstream diameter 

requirement is not met, the flow at the sampling location is 

likely to be very non-uniform ana require an increase in the 

number of sampling points. In such a case, Figure B7 is used 

as a guide to determine the number of sample points necessary 

to define the velocity profile adequately. Figure 87 is used 

by reading the number of sampling points corresponding to both 

~he number of downstream (A) and upstream (B) diameters and 

selecting the greater number of sampling points. A quick pitot 

tube survey should indicate whether a sufficient number of 

points has been chosen to define the velocity profile adequately. 

After the number of sample points is selected, the cross sec

tion of the duct is divided into a number of equal areas as 

shown in Figure BS. In th~ case of round stacks, the sample 
point is located such that half of the area increment repre

sented by that point is radially on each side of the sample 

point. The location of sampling points is determined as shown 
in Table Bl. The area increments must be small enough to insure 

that the flow at the sampling point in each area is representa

tive of the flow in the area; however, the total number of 

area increments must be limited enough so that all the points 

may be sampled within a reasonable period of time. 
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Figure 87. Minimum number of traverse points per sample obtained 
from "Distances to Disturbances", upstream and downstream. 
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CROSS SECTION OF CIRCULAR DUCT 
DIVIDED INTO 12 EQUAL AREAS, 
SHOWING LOCATION OF TRAVERSE 
POINTS. 
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CROSS SECTION OF RECTANGULAR DUCT 
DIVIDED INTO 12 EQUAL AREAS, WITH 
TRAVERSE POINTS AT CENTROID OF 
EACH AREA. 
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Figure 88. Examples of equal area sample points. 
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TABLE Bl 

Duct Trave~sing Length Factors 

LENGTH FACTORS, KL 

(Fraction of stk. Cliam. fr: om inside wall to traverse pt.) 

Traverse 
Point NUMBER OF TRAVERSE POINTS ON A DIAMETER 

1 . ] 46 .067 .044 .033 .025 .021 .018 .016 .014 .013 .011 .OU 
2 .854 .250 .147 . .l05 .082 .067 .057 .049 .044 .039 .035 .032 
3 .750 .295 .194 .146 .us .099 .085 .075 .067 .060 .055 
4 .933 .705 .323 .226 .177 .146 .1-25 .109 .097 .087 .079 
5 .853 .677 .342 .250 . 201 .169 .146 .129 .116 .105 
6 .956 .806 .658 .355 .269 .220 . J.88 .165 .146 .132 
7 .895 • 774 .645 .366 .283 .236 .204 .180 .161 
8 .967 .854 .750 .634 .375 .296 .250 .218 • ~.94 
9 .918 .823 .731 .625 .382 .306 .261 .230 

.1.0 • 975 .882 .799 • 717 .618 .388 .315 .272 
11 .933 .854 .780 .704 .612 .393 .323 
l.2 .979 .901 .831 .764 .694 .607 .398 
13 .943 .875 .812 .750 .685 .. 602 
1 4 .982 .915 .854 . 796 .739 .677 
1.5 . 951 .891 .835 .782 .728 
l6 .984 .925 .871 .820 . 770 
1.7 .956 .903 .854 .806 
18 .986 .933 .884 .83~ 

19 .961 .9J3 .868 
20 .987 .940 .a0 s 
2J. .965 .~21 

22 .989 .945 
23 .968 
24 .989 
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In rectangular ducts or stacks, the cross section is di

vided into a number of equal area rectangles. The sample is 

taken at the centroid of each rectangular area. These areas 

should be laid off such that the ratio of the length to the 

width of the elemental areas is between one and two. 

The minimum number of sample points is twelve, and the 

same criteria as for round ducts is used to insure that the 

velocity profile is adequately defined. The equivalent dia

meter of a square duct is approximated by 2LW/L+W where L and 

W are the duct cross-sectional dimensions. 

In most cases the dimensions of the ducts obtained from 

construction drawings are accurate; however, the inside dimen

sions should still be measured if feasible, particularly in 

the case of horizontal ducts on the bottoms of which dust 

deposits of considerable thickness are often found. The pitot 

tube may be used to make this measurement but the ends should 

be protected to prevent material from the back wall from clog

ging the ends. Another critical measurement is the length 

of the port extension. With these measurements, the pitot 

tube is marked at the points to be sampled. If the outermost 

points are less than one inch from the walls, they should be 

located at one inch and noted on the sampling form. The re

quired length of the probe {pitot tube) for each of the points 

may be marked with hose clamps, tape, or other suitable mater

ial compatible with flue gas conditions. 

Stack pressure is determined with a leveled and zeroed 

manometer. The pitot tubes are aligned perpendicular to the 

flow stream in the stack and one of the two pitot lines is 

disconnected from the console. If the stack pressure is posi

tive gauge pressure, the manometer will show positive deflection 

with the one pitot line connected to the positive side of the 

manometer. If the stack pressure is negative gauge pressure, 

the manometer will show positive deflection with the one pitot 
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tube line conncected to the negative side of the manometer. 

The stack gauge pressure (P
5

) in millimeters of Hg is obtained 

by adding the stack to ambient differential pressure, 6P0 , 

to the ambient pressure (PAMB) -

The preliminary flue gas temperature is obtained by a suitable 

means such as a stem thermometer placed in the sampling port 

or a thermocouple with an appropriate readout device. 

B.2.3 Velocity Determination 

Before velocity measurements are taken, the inclined mano

meter must be leveled and zeroed and must remain level during 

sampling. The openings of the pitot tubes should be shielded 

f rorn any wind currents but not be completely closed off when 

the manometer is zeroed. Correct connection of the pitot tube 

lines may be checked by blowing gently on the upstream pitot 

tube opening and noting the response on the manometer. The 

probe is then inserted, the pitot reading noted and the pitot 

tube lines are switched both on the console and on the probe. 

If the manometer reading is the same as that prior to switch

ing the pitot tube lines it is reasonably certain that there 

is no significant leak in the lines. If a leak is detected, 

it must be eliminated before any readings are taken. 

The pitot tube lines must not be pinched or the tube 

stopped up during the traverse. If fluctuations in the mano

meter are noted, pieces of cotton or glass wool may be placed 

in the pitot tube lines to dampen the fluctuation but should 

not be packed too tightly. Since the pitot tube measures 

pressure differences, there is no actual air flow through 
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the lines. If one line is completely plugged, however, the 

results will not be accurate. In some instances condensation 

of water within the pitot tube lines can cause difficulties 

and erroneous readings. 

Once the traverse has been completed and the pressure 

and temperature readings have been recorded the velocity 

may be determined. Velocity may be calculated as follows: 

where (Vs) is the ~tack gas velocity, cm/sec, 
avg 

Ts is the average stack temperature, OK! 

bP is average stack gas velocity head, mm Hg, 

Ms is the molecular weight of the stack gas, 
basis, gm/gm-mole, 

P
5 

is the absolute stack pressure, mm Hg, and 

Cp is the pitot tube correction factor. 

B.2.4 Stack Moisture Content 

The stack moisture content is an important factor in 

stack sampling. Nozzle size selection and sampling rate 

wet 

are both dependent on the moisture content. A condenser 

method or a determination (based on the dry bulb tempera

ture with knowledge that saturated conditions exist in the 

stack) are two ways of determining moisture content. A 

wet bulb-dry bulb technique requires less equipment but 

must be limited to non-acid gas streams with moisture con

tents of less than 15% and dew points less than 52°C. The 

condenser method works well for most gas streams and is rela

tively easy to perform. 
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B.2.4 .. 1 Condenser Method 

Several condenser techniques can be used to determine 

stack moisture content. One such technique uses a Greenburg

Smith impinger approximately half full of water followed 

by a straight impinger approximately half full of silica 

gel. A measured volume of stack gas, usually 10 cubic feet, 

is drawn through the impingers at a moderate flow rate. 

The total change in weight of the irnpingers is the weight 

of the moisture caught. The impingers should be in an ice 

bath while the stack gas is drawn. 

With the impinger volume increase in milliliters, Vwc' 

the stack gas volume in cm 3 (V ) corrected by the dry gas m 
meter correction factor, the absolute average meter tempera-

ture in °K (Tm) , and the meter pressure in mm of mercury 

{Pm), the moisture fraction (Bw0 ) is calculated as follows: 

3 {294.4\( Pm ) vwc (1243.34 cm /rnl(H20)) + Vm\ Tm) 76 0 mm 

B.2.4.2 Saturation Method 

If water droplets are present in the stack and the stack 

gas temperature is below 100°C, the gas stream may be assumed 

to be saturated. The moisture content is read from the satu

ration curve on the psychrornetric chart ai the stack gas tem

perature, Figure B9. 
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B,2.4.3 wet Bulb-Dry Bulb Met~o0 

In this method two thermometers are placed in the gas 

stream. One is dry and the other has a wet sock over the bulb. 

The temperatures are read after they stabilize. If the stack 

or duct pressure is near atmospheric pressure, the percent 

moisture may then be found from the psychrornetric chart, Figure 
BlO. 

The percent water vapor by volume is found directly on 

the ordinate axis. Inputs are the dry bulb temperature on 

the abscissa, the wet bulb temperature, and the sloping lines 

which terminate at the saturated vapor line. 

When obtaining wet bulb-dry bulb readings with a sling 

psychrometer, the plane of the thermometers should be perpendicu

lar to the flow of gas. If it is parallel to the flow, the 

dry bulb should be upstream of the wet bulb. The gas velocity 

past the wet bulb should be from 3.7 to 9.3 meters per second. 

Sufficient time must be allowed for the wet bulb temperature 

to stabilize or inaccurate results will be obtained. 

B.2.5 Molecular Weight of the Stack Gas 

The most common method of determining the composition 

of combustion effluents is the Orsat apparatus. Although flue 

gases vary in composition, they normally contain C02, co, 02, 

H20, and N2. The Orsat analysis determines the quantities 

of these components (except H20) present by successive removal 

using suitable absorbents and measurement of the volume changes 

of the original sample. The Orsat analysis, as it is normally 

used, measures the percentage of C02, 02, and CO in the sample. 

The difference is largely N2. By changing the absorbents other 

components may also be measured. 
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After the Orsat analysis has been performed, the molecu

lar weight of the stack gas may be determined by the following 

equation: 

[

proportion by vol.] 
= (B ) ( 18. D) + (BDG) l: of component on 

wo dry gas basis X [ MSC of J 
component 

where MS is the molecular weight of the stack gas, 

BDG is dry gas fraction of the stack gas, and 

Msc is the molecular weight of each component of the 

stack gas. 

B.3 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR SA.~PLING FOR PARTICULATE AND GASE; 

B.3.1 Isokinetic Sampling 

To obtain a representative particulate sample, the sample 

must be collected at a rate as nearly isokinetic as possible, 

i.e., the kinetic energy of the gas stream in the stack is 

equal to the kinetic energy of the gas stream through the sam

pling nozzle. Since the composition of the two gas streams 

is the same, this energy balance simplifies to: the velocity 

in the stack is equal to the velocity through the nozzle. 

If a particulate sample is not pulled isokinetically, inaccu

rate results may be obtained. 

Whenever an object is placed in a moving gas stream, some 

disturbance of the flow patterns will occur. The purpose of 

isokinetic sampling is to minimize any disturbance caused by 

the sampling nozzle. A sample collected isokinetically through 

a sharp-edged nozzle, should create very little disturbance. 

Figure Bll illustrates this point. 
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Figure 811. lsokinetic flow patterns. 
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Large (heavy) particles tend to travel in a straight line 

and are not greatly affected by flow disturbances, whereas 

small (light) particles tend to follow the flow lines. In 

a gas stream with a homogeneous distribution of large and 

small particles, over-isokinetic sampling will give a low particu· 

late mass rate {PMR) because fewer large particles will be 

caught than are representative of the flow stream from which 

the gas was withdrawn. On the other hand, under-isokinetic 

sampling will give a high PMR due to a greater. than represen

tati~e number of large particles that will be caught. 

The velocity of 3 gas stream in a stack generally vari~s 

from point to point~ therefore, Lii~ ilow rate or velnc~ty through 

the sampling nozzle must be adjusted to maintain isokinetic 
conditions at each sampling point. In the sampling train, de

termination of the nozzle volume and the flow rate through 

the nozzle are based on dry gas volume and flow rate measured 

at approximately ambient temperatures. For this reason, 

the flow rate through the orifice meter which corresponds 

to the desired flow rate through the sampling nozzle must 

be determined. The stack velocity as measured by the pressure 

drop (~P) across the pitot tube and the velocity through 

the nozzle as measured by the pressure drop (6H) across an 

orifice meter at the end of the sampling train must be equal 

in order to maintain isokinetic flow. To speed up this cal

culation, two nomographs were developed by the old National 

Air Pollution Control Administration (NAPCA) . Through the 

use of these nomographs, the proper size sampling nozzle may 

be selected and the flow adjustments required to maintain 
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i:3okinetic sampling conditions may be dete~mined. An alter

nate method employs the use of one of the NAPCA nomographs 

or a calculator for adjusting flow rates along with a mathe

matical method of nozzle selection. These two procedures 

give equivalent results. 

B.3.2 Sampling For Effluent Gases 

When effluent gases and particulates are to be sampled 

simultaneously the sampling must be performed isokinetically. 

It is advisable however, to choose a nozzle which will give 

a low volumetric flow rate to optimize gas absorption effi

ciency in the impinger train; 142 crn 3 /sec (.3 ft 3 /rnin) or 

less is desirable. If only gases are to be sampled and if 

they are well mixed, isokinetic sampling is not necessary. 

B.3.3 Nozzle Selection and Nornograph Setting 

Isokinetic sampling involves maintaining the flow rate 

through the sampling nozzle such that the velocity in the 

nozzle equals the velocity in the stack at the sampling point. 

Obviously, the flow rate through almost any size nozzle could 

be adjusted such that this velocity requirement is met. 

There are certain physical limitations, however, placed on 

nozzle size by the sampling equipment: pump capacity, port 

diameter, filter efficiency, and the critical flow through 

the Greenburg-Smith irnpingers. Another limiting factor in

volves the reliability of the sample. Small nozzles can 

yield less representative samples when large particles are 

present. As the ratio of nozzle tip area to stack cross-sec

tional area decreases, the chance of sampling at a point 

where the flow is not representative of the flow in the 

stack area that the point represents increases. The nozzle 
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should also be at least a little larger than the largest 

particles that might be encountered in the stack. Some 

guidelines for nozzle size selection are gi~en in the next 

section. 

B.3.4 EPA Reference Method 5 Procedure 

Isokinetic sampling, the condition of equal velocities, 

implies a mathematical relationship between the two pressure 

drops, ~P and ~H. The pressure drop measured by the pi tot 

tube, fiP, indicates the stack velocity and the desired velo

city through the sampling nozzle. The pressure droo across 

the orifice plate, 6H, represents the flow rate of dry gas 

through the dry gas meter. This relationship has been incor

porated into two stack sampling nomographs, Figures Bl2 and 

Bl3. To operate the nomog~aphs~ a factor which is a composjte 

of the test constants is obtained from one nomograph and 

is used to set up the second nomograph. This factor will 

be called "C". As the pressure drop across the pitot tube 

(fiP) changes from point to point, an updated desired value 

for the orifice pressure drop (6H} is found from the second 

nomograph. The flow rate may then be adjusted to give this 

desired pressure drop across the orifice which establishes 

isokinetic conditions. 

In using the first nomograph, the following parameters 

are required to determine the "C" factor which will be car

ried over to the second nomograph: 

1. Pressure drop (fiH) across the orifice plate when 0.75 

cubic feet per minute of dry gas is flowing and the pres

sure and temperature are 760 mm mercury and 21.1~c 

respectively is determined. Note that the calibration 

factor of the orifice must be determined in the lab. 
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2. Percent H2 0 in the stack gas is determined prior to 

sampling. 

3. Expected temperature at the orifice must be estimated 

from experience. It is usually at least ten degrees 

Fahrenheit higher than ambient temperature and is the 

same as the outlet temperature from the dry gas meter. 

4. The ratio of absolute stack pressure to atmospheric 

pressure is also required. This ratio is approximately 

equal to one. 

Proceed to find "C" as follows: 

A. Obtain a point on the "reference one" line by connecting 

the orifice pressure drop, 6H, (for 0.75 cu~ic feet per 

minute) to the temperature of the orifice plate (Tm). 

B. Draw a line from this point on the "reference one" line 

to the percent H20 to obtain a point on the "reference 

two" line. 

C. Connect this point to the pressure ratio point; this 

line crosses the "C" scale and gives the value required 

to set up the second nomograph. 

After the initial velocity traverse, and prior to sampling, set 

up the second nomograph as follows: 

A. Set the vertical sliding scale so that the "C" factor men

tioned above is at the reference point. 

B. From the velocity traverse, calculate the average ~P. A 

line from this point to the stack temperature intersects 

the probe tip {nozzle) diameter scale. 
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C. From the nozzles on hand, select one near this size. 

Reconstruct the line through the stack temperature and 

use the selected probe tip diameter to give a reference 

point on the 6P scale. 

D. A line from the reference point on the ~P scale to the 

permanent reference point on the AH scale locates the 

pivot point on the K factor line. Lock the pivot bolt 

that carries the clean plastic rule at this point. The 

nomograph is now set up for isokinetic sampling. Note 

that stack temperature is assumed to remain constant. 

For each point of the sampling traverse the pressure drop 

across the pitot tube, AP, is used as input to the nomograph. 

The output is the desired pressure drop across the orifice, 

AH, which is required to maintain isokinetic flow. If the 

temperature of the stack changes appreciably during sampling, 

(±5% on an absolute temperature basis) the oivot point must 

be reset. Once the pivot point on the K factor line has been 

set, it is suggested that the maximum and minimum ~P's from 

the velocity traverse be used to determine the range of ~H's. 

This range should lie between 0.3 and 6 inches of H20. If 

it does not, a different choice of nozzle tip diameter should 

be considered. 

B.3.5 General Sampling Procedures 

B.3.5.1 Preparing the Glassware 

The glassware must be prepared and placed in the sampling 

box. All of the glassware should be clean and dry. The glass 

liner in the probe should be washed and the nozzle attached 

to the probe. In the sampling box, the sample first passes 

through a glass cyclone which has a flask attached to the 

bottom to catch large particles that the cyclone separates 

from the gas stream. The sample then goes through a fritted 

glass filter holder. The filter holder is 6.4 cm to 10 cm in 
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diameter. A glass fiber filter is placed over the fritted 

surface. The filter should be preweighed to ±0.0001 grams. 

From the filter the sample goes into the condenser section. 

The type and number of impingers to be used in this section 

is dictated by the type of sample to be taken. The different 

irnpinger solutions and their uses are listed in the following 

paragraphs. Gummed labels can be used to label the impingers 

and should be placed near the top to prevent water from be

ing absorbed from the ice slurry. The impingers should be 

weighed to ±0.1 gram before and after sampling. A very light 

coating of silicone lubricant should also be placed on the 

ball joints connecting the glassware to insure a vacuum-tight 

seal. The impinger solution volume is normally 200 ml. 

B.3.5.2 Impinger Trains 

The following tables give some recommended impinger (IMP) 

trains. 

Preparation of Impinger Solutions 

80% Isopropanol: 160 ml Technical Grade isopropanol + 
40 ml deionized {DI) water. 

6% H20 2 : 40 ml Reagent Grade 30% Hydrogen Peroxide + 160 
ml DI water. 

0.1 N NaOH: 20 ml 1 N NaOH + 180 ml DI water. 

1 N NaOH: 40 grams Reagent Grade NaOH (pe~let form) 
dissolved in DI water made up to 1.0 liter volume. 

Alkaline arsenite solution (0.500 N NaAs02 in 2.5 N NaOH): 
Dissolve 100 grams Reagent Grade NaOH (pellet form) and 
32.5 grams of NaAs0 2 in DI water and dilute to 1.000 liter 
with DI water. 

0.1 N H 2 SO~: 10 ml 2 N H2S04 diluted with DI water to 
200 ml. Prepare 2 N H2S04 by adding 1 volume of Reagent 
Grade concentrated H2S04 (18 M) to 17 volumes of DI water. 

0.1 M zinc acetate: 22 grams Zn(C2H302)2. 2H20 in 1.0 
liter DI water. 
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I. Particulate Only 

II. 

Application: Hot mix plants, ore sintering processes, 
gypsum manufacturing, etc. 

IMP. POLLUTANT IMPINGER TIP 
NO. CONTENTS OR COMPONENT CONFIGURATION 

1 DI Water Particulate Straight 
2 DI Water Particulate Greenburg-Smith 
3 Dry Water Straight 
4 Silica Gel Water Straight 

Particulate + Sulfur Dioxide 

Application: Non-ferrous smelters, Portland cement 
kilns, coal-fired boilers, fluid catalytic cracking 
units, sulfuric acid plants, boiler recovery stacks 
{kraft paper mills). 

IMP 
NO. 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

CONTENTS 

80% 
isopropanol 
6% H2 02 
6% H2 02 
Dry 
Silica Gel 

POLLUTANT 
OR COMPONENT 

Particulate, 
H2 SO,. , 503 
S02 
S02 
Water 
Water 

IMPINGER TIP 
CONFIGURATION 

Straight 

G-S 
G-S 
Straight 
Straight 

NOTES: 1. The impinger train must be purged with two 
cubic feet of ambient air at the end of the 
run to sweep S02 out of impinger #1 into im
pingers 2 and 3. 

2. The first impinger not onlv is effective i~ 
trapping sulfuric acid but will als~ trap 
submicron particulate that passes through 
the filter. 

III. Particulate + Chlorine and/or Chlorides 

(G-S} 

Application: Pulp bleaching (effluent from}, Magnesium 
plants (drying of magnesium chloride). 
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IMP 
NO. 

l 

2* 

3 

4 

5 

CONTENTS 

DI Water 

Alkaline 
Arsenite 
Solution 

Alkaline 
Arsenite 
Solution 

Dry 

Silica Gel 

POLLUTANT 
OR COMPONENT 

HCl, Cl 
Particulate 

HCl, Cl 2 

Particulate 

HCl, Cl2 

Water 

Water 

IMPINGER TIP 
CONFIGURATION 

G-S 

G-S 

G-S 

Straight 

Straight 

*NOTE: It is important to measure the volume of this 
solution as accurately as possible since the 
analysis will be based on the molar quantity of 
arsenite remaining. 

IV. Particulate in the Presence of Hydrogen Fluoride 

Application: Alumina reduction plants and phosphate 
fertilizer manufacturing (acidulation process). 

IMP 
NO. 

1 

2 

3 
4 

CONTENTS 

Water 

water 

Dry 
Silica Gel 

POLLUTANT 
OR COMPONENT 

Particulates, 
inorganic 
fluoride 
particulate 

Particulates, 
inorganic 
fluoride 
particulate 

Water 
Water 

IMPINGER TIP 
CONFIGURATION 

G-S 

G-S 

Straight 
Straight 

NOTE: Use filter bypass instead of fritted filter. 

V. Particulate + Ammonia 

Application: Effluent from manufacturing, prilling 
and drying of ammonium nitrate or ammonium phosphate 
fertilizer. 
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IMP 
NO. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

CONTENTS 

Water 

0.1 N H2so .. 

0.1 N H.,.so .. 

Dry 

Silica Gel 

POLLUTANT IMPINGER TIP 
OR COMPONENT CONFIGURATION 

Par-ticulate G-S 

NH3 Straight 

NH3 Str-aight 

Water Straight 

Water Straight 

NOTE: Water is used in the first imp~ngr:>•· in r,rder t:i~t 
particulate may be me;isu1.'.'ed. 'I'he contents ,,f. ;:hi.s 
impinger will be saturated with amm0ni~. Partial 
recovery of ammonia from the fj rst impin~1·::.. rr<~ / 
be accomplished by purging the impinger t~din with 
approximately 2 ft 3 of ambient air. 

VI. Particulate + Hydrogen Sulfide 

A. Application: Carbon black plants (furnace effluent). 
lime kilns (kraft paper mills). 

IMP 
NO. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

CONTENTS 

0.1 M zinc 
acetate 

0.1 M zinc 
acetate 

Dry 

Silica Gel 

POLLUTANT 
OR COMPONENT 

Water 

Water 

IMPINGER TIP 
CONFIGURATION 

G-S 

Straight 

Straight 

B. Application: kraft pulp mills, boiler recovery 
stacks. 

IMP 
NO. CONTENTS 

1 water 

2 0.1 M zinc 
acetate 

3 0.1 M zinc 
acetate 

4 Dry 

5 Silica Gel 

POLLUTANT IMPINGER TIP 
OR COMPONENT CONFIGURATION 

Particulate Straight 
503, H2S01+ 

H2S G-S 

H2S G-S 

Water Straight 

Water Straight 

NOTE: With a conventional sampling train H2S and S02 
cannot be determined simultaneously. 
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B.3.5.3 Checking the Sampllng Train for Leaks (Vacuum Check) 

A vacuum-tight system is necessary to prevent any dilution 

air from being pulled into the sampling line. After the probe 

and sample box are connected and suspended from the monorail 

or other support, the umbilical cord containing the sample 

line, pitot tube lines and thermocouple leads may be connected. 

The inlet side of the cyclone is then sealed for the vacuum 

check. The pump is then started with the coarse valve closed 

and bypass val~e open. As the c6arse valve is slowly opened 

the vacuum will begin to increase. The bypass valve is slowly 

closed until the vacuum reaches 381 mm gauge. At this vacuum 

the flowrate through the dry gas meter should not exceed 9 cm 3
/ 

sec (.02 ft 3 /min). If a leak is present all connections 

should be checked to eliminate the leak and the above procedure 

repeated. The seal on the cyclone must be removed slowly before 

the pump is turned off to prevent liquid backup in the impingers. 

After the above vacuum check is performed the probe liner is 

connected to the cyclone and a vacuum check on the total sys-

tem may be performed. The pump is started again and the coarse 

valve is slowly opened. After the flow starts, the nozzle 

tip is sealed and vacuum should start to build in the system. 

When the sample line vacuum reaches 381 mm the coarse valve 

should be closed .. The vacuum should hold steady if there are 

no leaks. If it holds for about fifteen seconds, the nozzle 

tip is opened and the vacuum should drop. Then the pump is 

turned off with care not to back up liquid in the irnpingers. 

Under no circumstances should the pump be turned off while 

the nozzle tip is sealed. The power line is then plugged in 

and the heater turned on. The probe heater, if used, should 

be connected and the probe heater turned on. The pitot tube 

manometer may then be zeroed by shielding the end of the pitot 

tube from any wind or disturbance. The ends should not be 

plugged, however. The orifice manometer should also be zeroed. 

The manometer must be level at this time and throughout the 

sampling period. The pitot tube should also be checked to 
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be sure the lines are hooked up properly. The man on the plat

form can blow lightly on the upstream pitot tube while the 

console operator checks the manometer displacement. Before 

sampling begins, the console operator should be sure the 

manometers are leveled and zeroed, the temperature indicator 

is working properly, and the nomograph or calculator is pro

perly set up. 

The console operator should have decided on how long to 

sample at each point. The number of sample points is determined 

by generally accepted rules, e.g. velocity traverse, but the 

sampling time is based on knowledge of the plant operations and 

the approximate particulate loading which may be obtained from 

plant personnel on a pretest. The sample collected on the 

filter should be large enough to weigh accurately and be repre

sentative of the conditions in the stack; however, care must 

be exercised to prevent the filter from clogging, or in wet 

stacks, the impingers from filling up. It is preferable to 

sample for at least an hour. If the process is cyclic ana 

portions of the cycle give high particulate mass rates (PMR) 

which are not upset conditions, these portions of the cycle 

must be included in the sample. The sample size should be 

at least 850 liters at standard conditions. If conditions 

permit, some adjustments in nozzle size and sample flowrate 

can often be made to satisfy time requirements. It is usually 

best to sample each point for no less than three minutes as 

this allows time for adjusting flows and recording data. 

B.3.5.4 Sampling 

When the console operator is ready and the probe and sample 

box have heated sufficiently, the initial dry gas meter reading 

is recorded and the sampling probe is pushed carefully into 

the duct to the point nearest the back wall. This allows the 

probe to cool in hot stacks as it comes out, shortening the 
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time required for cooling after the sample is taken. This 

also allows the use of the stack heat to help heat the probe. 

The nozzle must not hit the back wall or the inside of the 

port where deposited material might contaminate the sample. 

If this procedure is followed, the last point sampled will 

be the point nearest the port. As soon as the probe is po

sitioned the operator should record the time and start the 

run by turning on the pump, opening the coarse valve and 

adjusting the bypass valve until the desired flowrate calcu

lated from the nornograph or K factor is obtained. The data 

should then be recorded. The probe crew should be notified 

15 to 30 seconds before the probe is to be moved and the 

signal to move to the next point is given approximately 

5 seconds before that time. When the probe is repositioned, 

the operator should read the new 6P, use 'the nomograph or 

calculator, adjust the flow ~ate, and record the dnta required 

on sampling field data sheets. The opening at the port 

should be plugged to prevent dilution or abnormal distortion 

of the flow patterns in the stack. After the last point 

has been sampled, the operator turns off the pump and re

cords the meter reading. If more than one port is to be 

sampled, the sampling box is transferred to the next port 

and the above procedure repeated. The probe is then removed 

carefully from the port so the open end of the nozzle does 

not hit the port. The probe should also be kept horizontal 

and the nozzle plugged as soon as possible after it is re

moved from the stack to prevent loss of sample. In some 

cases condensate will collect in the probe and if the probe 

is tipped, some of the sample might be lost. The particulate 

trapped in the probe can represent a significant portion 

of the total sample. Normally three sample runs are taken. 

Each run normally consists of two traverses. Each run is 

considered as a separate sample, and the calculations are 

performed for each sample. The results of the runs are 

then averaged. 

Before making a second run the percent isokinetic of 

the first run should be checked. The nornograph or calculated 
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~ factor should be changed and an additional sample taken 

if the percent isokinetic varies by more than ±10% from 

100%. (See Data Reduction Section.) 

B.3.5.5 Sample Handling 

At the end of each sample run the electrical power 

is disconnected and the hot side of the sample box is openea 

to allow the glassware to start cooling. The pjtot tube 

lines to the probe are disconnected and the probe is removed 

from the box and the ends plugged as soon as possible. 

The impingers may now be removed and weighed. After the 

impingers are weighed, the liquid in the impingers is placed 

in clean sample bottles to be taken to the lab. Some particu

late or condensable compounds will occasionally get past 

the filter and be collected in the liquid. The sample catch 

from the filter and the probe washings should be collected 

and stored separately from the impinger catch. The probe 

and nozzle are washed carefully and the washings collected 

in a clean sample bottle to be taken to the lab, evaporated 

and then weighed. The cyclone and flask and the connecting 

glassware are washed and the washings added to the probe 

washings. The weight of any water caught in the cyclone 

must be determined and added to the irnpinger weight gain. 

The filter is removed from the holder, folded with the parti

culate side in and placed in an envelope to be taken to 

the lab and weighed. The filter holder is washed and the 

washings added to the probe wash. Usually distilled water 

is used to wash the glassware, but in some instances, ace

tone may be used. Precautions must be taken to eliminate 

the possibility of tampering with, accidental destruction 

of, and/or physical and chemical action on the samples. 

To reduce the possibility of invalidating the results, 

all components of the sample should be carefully removed 
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from the sampling train and placed in sealed, nonreactive, 

numbered containers. The samples are then delivered to 

the laboratory for analysis. It is recommended that this 

be done on the same day that the samples are taken. If 

this is impractical, all samples should be placed in a carry

ing case (preferably locked) in which they are protected 

from breakage, contamination, and loss. 

Each container should have a unique identification 

to insure positive identification and to preclude the possi

bility of interchange. The identification of the container 

should be recorded on the analysis data sheet so it will be 

associated with the sample throughout the test and analysis. 

The samples should be handled only by persons associated 

in some way with the task. A good general rule to follow is 

"the fewer hands the better", even though a properly sealed 

sample may pass through a number of hands without affecting 

its integrity. 

B.4 MASS CONCENTRATION DATA REDUC~ION 

After performing particulate mass measurements on the 

inlet and outlet of an electrostatic precipitator, the data 

must be reduced to obtain particulate emissions concentrations 

and other pertinent parameters. 

To illustrate these calculations, an example of data col

lected on a single test will be presented along with the appro

priate calculations to obtain the necessary results. 

From the particulate source test data given in Table B2 

we find: 

Orifice t.Pavg ·- 3.69 mm Hg 
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TABLE 132 

EXAMPLE - PARTTCULA'l'E SOURCE 'l'EST DATA - ESP INLET 

General 

Firm - CM & S Public Service 
Source - Coal Boiler #1 

Sampling Location - ESP Inlet 

Personnel - K.M.C., J.D.M., & W.B.S. 

Date - 3/18/77 
Test No.-5 
Witnessed by - D.B.11. 

Traverse 
Pt. 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 

Totals 

Averages 

Time 
(sec) 

300 
300 

300 
300 
300 

300 
300 
300 
300 
300 

300 
300 

3600 

Dry Gas 
Meter Pitot 6P 

(xlO- 3 m3 ) mm Hg 

53.5 
244.4 

415. 7 
677 .4 
929.5 

lOBB. 3 
1311.S 
1613.4 
1928. 6 
2137. 9 

2331.3 
2560.1 

2800 

.99 
1. 08 

l. 18 
0.45 
l. 53 

1. 62 
] . 77 
1. 76 
1. 55 
1.18 

l.12 
1. 08 

1. 28 

Orifice 
mm liq 

4.52 
4.89 

4.86 
4.30 
3. 31 

3.16 
2.97 
2.80 
3.29 
3.10 

3. 38 
3.74 

3.69 

EguiEment 

Gan Meter No.-3 
Sample Box No.-8 

Probe No.-3 Length-305 

Nozzle Dia. - 0.89 cm 

Filter No. Silica Gel 
212 87 

Probe wash Sample No. -

Meter Temp. 
6H Inlet Outlet 

oc "C 

23 20 
24 20 

24 21 
24 22 
25 22 

25 /.2 
25 22 
25 22 
26 22 
27 23 

28 23 
28 24 

25.3 21. 9 

cm Cp-.87 

No. 

KClO 

Stack 
Temp. 

"C 

146 
146 

150 
150 
145 

147 
151 
1 51 
153 
150 

147 
145 

148.4 

Pump 
Vacuum 
mm Hg 

152.4 
152.4 

152.4 
177.8 
177 .8 

15:;>. 4 
152. 4 
152.4 
127. 0 
152.4 

177.8 
177.8 

Conditions 

Orifice [}H - 3. 74 mm Hg 
Assumed %H 2 0 - 8% T - 149°C s 
Assumed f\PAVG-1. 5 mm Hg 

P /P -1.0 
Assumed TM-26.7eC mA - 9.29 m2 

Bar Pressure - 749 mm Hg 
C-FL!ctor - .860 
Probe neater Set - 135°C 
Filter Oven Set - l21°C 

stack 
Pr.essure 
-7.5 mrn Hg 

Imping er Outlet 
Max Temoerature 

10°C 

Condensate 
Collected 

#1 100 ml 
#2 50 ml 
#3 10 ml 

l\H i\VE=3. 69 mrnHg 

Test End - 12:00 noon 
Test Start-11:00 a.m. 

C01 02 
11.0% 6.0% 
11.5% 5.5% 

12.0% 5.8% 

Silica Gel Mass 
Charge - +46 grams 

Filter anc1 Probe 

\<lash Catch - 150 mg 



T = 23.6°C = 296.9°K 
mavg 

B.4.1 Volume of Gas Samolen 

where 

T 

v = v 
me mstd 

= 2 8 294 j74~ + 3.69) 
. 297 760 

= 2.75 DNM 3 

Vmc is the volume of gas sampled through the dry 

gas meter at standard conditions (2t°C, 760 

mm Hg ) , DNM 3 
• 

vm is the volume of gas samples through the dry gas 

meter at meter conditions, ml. 

std is 21°C, 294°K. 

T is the average dry gas meter temperature, 
m 

23°C, 297°K. 

Pbar is the uncorrected barometric pressure at the 

outlet of the orifice meter, 749 mm Hg. 

~Have is the average pressure drop across the orifice 

meter, 3.69 mm Hg. 

Pstd is the absolute pressure at standard conditions, 

760 mm Hg. 

B.4.2 Volume of H20 Vapor in Stack Gas 

Water condensed in impingers = 160 ml, water absorbed 

on silica gel = 46 grams. 
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where v we 

v 
WC 

= 206 1.00 (6.2383xl0") (294) 
18.0 760 

= 0.28 rn 3 

is the total volume of water in the sampled gas 

at standard conditions (21 °C, 760 mm Hg), 
3 m . 

is the total volume of liquid H20 colle~ted in 

impingers and on silica gel, 205, ml. 

Ptt 20 is the density of water at standara conditions, 

l. 00 g/ml. 

R is the ideal gas constant, 6.2383 x 10 
.. 

mm Hg 

cn1 3 /grn mole-°K. 
0 0 

Tstd is the standard temperature, 21 C, 294 K. 

Pstd is the standard pressure, 760 mm Hg. 

M8 0 is the molecular weight of water, gm/gm-mole. 

B.4.3 Moisture Content of Stack Gas: 

where 

= 

B = 
WO 

0.28 
2.75 + .28 = 

ta 

v 
WC 

+ v 
WC 

0.0924 or 9.24% 

Bwo is the mole fraction or proportion by volume of 

H20 vapor in the stack gas. 
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V is .28 rn3 H2 0 vapor at standard conditions. 
WC 

V is 2.75 rn 3 of dry sampled gas at standard conditions. 
mstd 

B.4.4 Molecular Weight of Stack Gas 

From Orsat analysis per EPA Method 3: 

CO 2 ave = 11. 5% 

0 2 ave = 5.8% by volume (dry basis) 

CO ave = 0% 

From moisture analysis per EPA Method 5: 

From EPA Method 3: 

% N2 (dry basis) = 100% - (% C02 + 02 + % col 

=100% - {17.3%) = 82.7% 

MW= (l-Bwo)(BC0
2

MC0
2 

+ B0
2

M0
2 

+ BCOMCO + 8N2MN2) + 

=(1-.0924) [(0.115) (44.0) + (0.058) (32.0) + (0.0) (28.0) + 

where 

(0.827) (28.0)] + (0.0924) (18.0) 

=28.96 gm/gm-mole 

M is the molecular weight of the stack gas, 
w 

gm/gm-mole, wet basis. 
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B. 
1 

is the mole fraction of the component gas. 
M. is the molecular weight of the component gas. 

1 

B is the mole fraction of the water vapor in th~ WO 
stack gas. 

B.4.5 Excess Combustion Air (Per EPA Method 3) 

%EA = (%02) - 0.5(%CO) x 100 0.264(%N.d - (%0;.) + 0.5{%CO) 

= (5.8) - 0.5(0) 
0.264(82.7) - (5.8) - 0.5(0) 

=36% 

where %EA is the percent excess combustion air. 
%02 is the percent 02 by volume on a dry !J3::;j s. 

%N2 is the percent N2 by volume on a dry ha:.;:. 

%CO is the percent co by volume on a dry bd::::" 

0.264 is the ratio of 02 to Nz in air by volume. 

B.4.6 Particulate Emissions Concentration 

= 

where C' s is 

Mn is 

v 
mstd 

is 

C' s 

150.0 
2.75 

M . 
n 

= 54. 55 mg/DNM 3 

the concentration of particulate matter 

in the stack gas, mg/DNM 3
• 

the total particulate mass collected on 

filter media, 150.0 mg. 

the volume of stack gas sampled (volume 

dry gas meter} , DNM 3
• 
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B.4.7 Stack Gas Volumetric Flow Rate (per EPA Methoj 2) 

where 

(V ) 
s avg 

(V ) is the average stack gas velocity. m/sec. 
8 avg 

KP is 128 .83~( gm ) ~ 
sec gm-mole- °K 

Cp is the pitot tube coefficient. 

(T8 )avg is the average stack gas temperature, °K. 

(lt:p)avg is the average of the square roots of velo

city heads of stack gas, in HzO, deter

mined according to EPA Methods 1 and 2. 

P
5 

is the absolute stack gas pressure, mm Hg. 

~ is the molecular weight of the stack gas, 

gm/gm-mole (wet basis). 

From Table B2: 

(If; p) avg = 1.13 

cP = o.860 

= 748.25 mm Hg 

Mw = 28. 96 gm/gm-mole 
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[ 
421.7 J 

= (128.83) (0.860) (1.13) (748.25) (28.96) 

(V ) = 17. 4 7 m/sec 
8 avg 

Then calculating the average stack gas volumetric flow rate: 

where 

Then, 

Q
5 

= 3600 sec 
hr 

T ·aP St. S --------
(T ) pstd 8 avg 

Q
5 

is the average volumetric flow rate at dry standard 

conditions, DNM
3
/h 

Bwo is the mole fraction of water vapor in the stack gas, 

dimensionless, and 

As is the cross-sectional area of the stack at the 

sample point, 9.29 m3 (from the Particulate Test 

Data Sheet). 

Q
5 

= (3.600 x 10 3
) (.9076) (17.47) {9.29) 

= 3.64 x 10 5 DNM 3 /h 

(294) (748.251 
( 4 2 l. 7 } (7 6 0 ) --

Therefore, the particulate inlet mass emission rate can be 

calculated by PMR
5 

= Q
5 

C
8 

where PMR s is the average particulate inlet mass emission 

rate, (mg/hr calculated by the concentration 

method). 

PMR 3.64 10 5 DNM 3 

54.55 mg/DNM 3 = x hr s 

= 1.986 x 10 7 mg/hr of particulate. 
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B.4.8 Average Isokinetic Ratio 

where I avg 

(Vn)avg 

(Vs) avg 

is 

is 

is 

the 

·the 

I avg 

average 

average 

entrance. 

the average 

. (Vn) avg 
(V ) x 100 

• 8 avg 

percent isokinetic. 

gas velocity into the nozzle 
., 

gas velocity of the stack gases. 

Writing :the·· equ'ations· ~for the riozzl.e -ve;loci ty independent 

of the velocity pressure measured in the stack. 

tVhere 

A '1 n 

(Vn)avg is the aver.age, nozzle veloc.i:tY.· 
Vm is ·the.: vqlume of gas through the dry; ·gas 

meter,· DNM3 (dry) • , . · ... '·. 

Ts is the average absol_ut~· ·stack g~s' .:temperature 
oK. ,';' 

p 
s is the average absolute stack pressure, mm Hg. 

p 
m is the average absolute dry gas meter pres-

sure, mm Hg .. , 

(P = t.rn + Pbar) m 
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Then, 

T is the average absolute meter temperature, m 

Ma is 

A is n 
8 is 

(V ) = 
n avg 

I 
avg = 

OK 

the average mole fraction of 

gas, (l-Bwo>. 
the area of the nozzle, 2 

m . 
the total sampling time, sec. 

l (2.8) 421.7 752.69 
294 748.21 .9076 

(6.22 x 10 5 m2
) (3600 sec) 

= 19.88 m/sec 

the 

{V
0

)avg 

(V
5

)avg 
= 19.88 = 1 14 114% 

17.47 • or-'-· 

dry stack 

To conform with the federal performance standards, the 

average isokinetic rate Iavg' must be >0.90 and <1.10. In 

this example, since Iavg does not fall within these limits, 

this test would be discarded. 

B.4.9 Mass Collection Efficiency Calculation 

This example has shown calculations for a test at a 

precipitator inlet. Similar calculations are made on nata 

taken at ESP outlets. After determining the inlet and outlet 

mass loading concentrations, the precipitator. efficiency 

can be calculated from 

%EFF = PMRinlet - PMROutlet 

PMRinlet 
x 100% 

PMRinlet = Particulate inlet mass emission rate. 

PMROutlet= Particulate outlet mass emission rate. 
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APPENDIX C 

CASCADE IMPACTOR SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 

This appendix contains detailed guidelines for the opera

tion of cascade impactors to measure the particle size distri

butions at the inlet and outlet of electrostatic precipitators. 

These instructions are taken from "PROCEDURES FOR CASCADE 

IMPACTOR CALIBRATION AND OPERATION IN PROCESS STREAMS", 

EPA-600/2-77-004, by D. B. Harris. Minor modifications were 

made to make them specifically applicable to precipitator 

evaluation, and a more detailed description of data reduc-· 

tion techniques and data presentation formats has been added. 

C.l THE PRESURVEY 

The key to performing a successful fractional efficiency 

evaluation is thorough planning based on a complete pretest 

site survey. The survey should provide adequate information 

at as low a cost as possible. Some sites will require more 

information and some less. As far as is possible, the in··

fnrmation noted during the presurvey should be measured rather 

than obtained from plant records or personnel. 

As the presurvey is generally conducted by one or two 

men ''traveling lightly," the appar~tus used during the pre

survey should be as light and compact as possible. A pre

survey sample train is shown in Figure Cl. This system can 

be built into a single, suitcase-size package, and serves 

well as a presurvey sample train. The impactor which is 

to be used during the main test program should normally be 

used during the presurvey. This is because the suitability 

of substrates and adhesives must be checked out. These 

problems are discussed more fully in later sections. 
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Figure C1. Presurvey sampling with a cascade impactor. 
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In general, the presurvey work should be done using 

the techniques described in this guideline. Less precision 

is required, but the accuracy must be high enough to provide 

useful information in designing the test program. The de

cisions which must be made are summarized in Table Cl. 

C.2 EQUIPMENT SELECTION 

C.2.1 Impactor Selection 

The selection of the proper impactor for a particular 

test situation is primarily dependent upon the mass load-

ing of the gas stream and its effect on sampling time. There 

are three major criteria to be met to match an impactor to 

a particulate stream. 

1. The sampling period must be long enough to provide 

a reasonable averaging of any short term transient 

in the stack. 

2. The loading on a given impactor stage must be low 

enough to prevent re-entrainment. 

3. The sampling rate through the impactor must be low 

enough to prevent scouring of impacted particles 

by high gas velocities. 

For these reasons, an impacto· with a comparatively low 

sample rate must be used in a gas stream with a high mass 

loading. The low sample rate allows a longer sampling time, 

although in some situations it will still be undesirably 

short. Conversely, in a low mass loading situation such 

as a control device outlet, a high sample rate device must 

be used if a significant amount of sample is to be gathered 

in a reasonable amount of time. 
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........ 
00 

Item 
·~-·--

Impactor 

Sampling rate 

Nozzle 

°' Pre-cutter 

Sampling time 

Collection substrates 

Number of sample points 

TABLE Cl. IMPACTOR DECISION MAKING 

Information Required 

Loading and size estimate 

Loading and gas velocity 

Gas veloc:.ity 

Sjze and loading 

Loading and flow rate 

Temperature and gas 
composition 

Velocity distribution 
and duct configuration 

Cdterfa 

a. If particle concentT:ation below 5.0 µm is less 
than 0.46 gm/am 3 (0.2 grain/acf), use high flow 
r.ate impactor. 

b. If particle concentration below 5.0 µm is greater 
than 0.46 gm/am 3 (0.2 grain/acf), use low flow 
rate impactor. 

a. Fixed, near isokinetic 

h. Lim)t so last jet velocitv does not excee<l: 
60 m/sec greased 
35 m/sec without gcease 

a. Near isokinet}c, ±10% 

b. Sharp eaged; min 1.4 mm ID 

If pre-cutter loading is comparable to first stage 
loading--use pre-cutter. 

a. Per Figure C4 

b. No stage loadjng greater than 10 mg 

a. Use metallic foil or fiber substrates whenever 
possible 

b. Use adhesive coatings when~ver possible 

a. At least two points per station 

b. At least two samples per point 



A cascade impactor can normally yield useful information 

over a range of sample rates differing by a factor of 2 or 

3. As high efficiency control devices cause the outlet 

mass loading to differ from the inlet by a factor of l~ , 

the same impactor can seldom be used on both inlet and out

let. Both high and low flow rate impactors are usually re-· 

quired to determine the fractional efficiency of electro-

static precipitators~ Some commercial impactors are constructed 

such that their stage and nozzle configurations can be altered, 

and they can serve as either high or low sample rate impac

tors. Others are fixed with respect to sample rate. 

C.2.2 Sample Trains 

Figure C2 is a flow diagram of a typical impactor sample 

train. As shown, it is desirable to have the impactor inside 

the stack with a straight nozzle. The various parts of the 

sample train are discussed below. 

A sampling probe leading to an impactor outside of the 

duct should be used only if absolutely necessary. The probe 

should be as short as possible and contain the fewest possible 

bends. It is recommended that a pre-cutter cyclone be mounted 

at the probe inlet to remove particles larger than approximately 

ten micrometers and thus reduce line losses. 

Heating system -- The criteria for heating are given 

in Section C.4.3. If heating is required, the entire impac

tor must be either wrapped in a heating tape or put in a 

custom-fitted heating mantle. The temperature control should 

be based on the temperature at the outlet end of the impactor. 

Of ten the temperature is measured between the last stage 

and back-up filter. The impactor temperature can be con

trolled either manually or automatically. An automatic con-
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troller has usually been found to be worth the money by 

releasing the operator for other tasks. 

Flue gas conditioning -- It is usually necessary to 

cool and dry the flue gas before it reaches the flow measur

ing section. Condensation in the orifice would distort the 

measurement; also, it is useful to protect the equipment 

from the condensate, which, in 802-containing gases, is 

likely to be sulfuric acid. The type of condensers shown 

are usually satisfactory. Packed bed drying columns are 

commercially available. The heat exchange coil is used to 

bring the gas temperature to essentially ambient so that 

there will not be a significant temperature gradient across 

the flow measuring devices. 

Flow measuremen -- At least two flow measuring devices 

are used in series. Normally, a calibrated orifice is used 

in conjunction with a dry gas meter, as shown. At very low 

sample rates the dry gas meter may be inaccurate. The com

monly used diaph~agrn-type positive displacement gas meter 

becomes increasingly inaccurate at flow rates less than five 

percent of ~ated capacity. For a typical stack sampling 

gas meter this would be approximately 23.3 cm 3 /sec {0.05 

cfm}. Another calibrated orifice or a rotameter should then 

be used as the second flow meter. 

Vacuum pumps -- The vacuum pump should usually be placed 

at the end of the sample train. This is because vacuum pumps 

tend to leak and all of the flow measurements must be made 

upstream of any leak. The flow rate can be controlled by 

using an inlet side air bleed or with a recirculating bypass. 
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Pressure measurements -- Most of the pressure measurements 

are made with manometers, but calibrated differential pres-

sure meters are equally acceptable. The in-stack pressure 

needed is the static pressure, which is not exactly the down

stream pressure of an S-type pitot tube. A true static pres

sure measurement should be made. It is not necessary that 

this be part of the impactor train, but it can be. 

The pressure at the downstream end of the impactor, 

between the last stage and the final filter, must be known. 

It can be measured, but this is often inconvenient. If a 

flow rate pressure drop calibration is available for the 

impactor (without final filter), it is normally acceptable 

to calculate the pressure drop. Correction must be made 

for pressure and temperature differences between the cali

bration conditions and the actual conditions. 

The pressure at the inlet to the metering devices must 

be known. In the system shown in Figure C2, the pressure 

is metered ahead of the calibrated orifice and the orifice 

pressure drop is used to calculate the pressure going into 

the dry gas meter. The dry gas meter pressure should be 

measured if there is a reason to think the procedure above 

was not adequate. 

Temperature measurements -- It is necessary to know 

the temperature at all points where the pressure is measured. 

Any convenient device of known accuracy can be used to make 

the measurements. The measurement in-stack can easily be 

made at the probe end with a thermocouple. The temperature 

at the downstream end of the impactor is made directly be

hind the final filter and is used to control the heating 

tape if one is used. If the heat exchanger in the train 
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brings the gas temperature to about ambient, only one tem

perature reading will be necessary at the flow meters. This 

is usually most conveniently done at the dry gas meter, as 

taps are available on the meter. 

C.2.3 Balance Requirements 

For the accurate weighing of r.ollected material a balance 

with a sensitivity of at least 0.05 mg is required. This 

is especially true for the lower stages of the low sample 

rate impactors where collection of 0.3 mg or less is not 

uncommon. The balance must also be insensitive to vibration 

if it is to be used in the field. It is also desirable to 

have a balance with a large weighing chamber. These capa

bilities are available in several electrobalances marketed 

in the United States. 

More information on selected sampling train components 

can be found in Appendix B, Section B.l. 

C.3 IMPACTOR SUBSTRATES 

C.3.1 Collection Substrates 

For reasons which have been discussed, very accurate 

determinations of impactor stage catch weights are necessary. 

Impactor stages are generally too heavy for the tare capacity 

of field-usable precision balances. Thus, a substrate which 

can be weighed on the balance is used. Generally, these 

substrates are made of metal foil or glass fiber. 

Glass fiber substrates -- Glass fiber substrates are 

used on some commercial impactors. In addition to providing 
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a lightweight impaction surface, glass fiber mats greatly 
reduce re-entrainment due to particle bounce. They are su-

perior to greased metal substrates in very high temperature 

applications where the greases tend to evaporate. Care must 

be taken when using glass fiber substrates in streams con

taining sulfur dioxide, however. Recent experimentation' 

has shown that glass fiber materials often exhibit anomalous 

weight gains due to sulfate on the substrates. Apparently, 

sulfur dioxide in a gas stream can react with basic sites 

on most glass fiber materials and form sulfates. 

There are two approaches to alleviate this problem. 

Substrates which will gain weight from sulfate uptake can 

be preconditioned in the flue gas before. weighing. Two to 

six hours of exposure to the flue gas will suffice where 

mass loadings are high and sample times are short. In the 

situations where sample times are long and the collected 

amount of particulate matter is small, it may be necessary 

to condition the substrates for as long as twenty-four hours 

to eliminate significant sulfate uptake and weight gains. 

Repeated weighings to check weight gains are necessary to 

confirm that the substrates can be used. Another approach 

is to use a fibrous substrate which shows little weight gain 

in a sulfur dioxide stream, if one can be found. It should 

be noted that the particle retention characteristics of dif

ferent fiber materials vary, and the impactor calibration 

could change significantly if the substrate is changed. 

Greased substrates -- "Grease" must of ten be used on 

metal foil substrates to improve their particle retention 

characteristics. This is particularly important with hard, 

bouncy particles. Impactor stage velocities of 60-65 

m/sec have been used on greased substrates with good results, 

while particle bounce can become a problem at about half 

of that rate on ungreased substrates. 
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Finding a suitable grease can be difficult. The grease 

should not flow at operating temperature~ and it must be 

essentially nonvolatile. Gas chromatographic materials such 

as polyethylene glycol 600 have exhibited more consistent 

characteristics than materials such as stopcock grease. 

Another class of materials which may be suitable are high 

vacuum greases; Apiezon L and H in particular have performed 

well at temperatures up to 120°C. The greased substrates 

must be tested as blanks in filtered process gas before they 

are used in the test program. 

The greases are normally applied as suspensions or solu

tions to 10-20 percent grease in toluene or benzene. The 

mixture is placed on the substrate with a brush or eyedropper, 

baked at 204°C for 1 to 2 hours, and then desiccated for 

12 to 24 hours prior to weighing. It is important to avoid 

an excess of grease. The desiccated, greased substrate 

should be tacky, but not slippery, with a film thickness 

about equal to the diameter of the particles which are to 

be captured. 

Horizontal operation of the impactors with greased sub

strates is not recommended due to possible flow of the grease. 

Care must also be taken to ensure that grease is not blown 

off the substrates (which tends to occur at jet velocities 

greater than 60 m/sec). To some degree, grease blow-off 

can be avoided by using a light coating of grease on the 

last stages. This is normally sati.sfactory from an adhesive 

standpoint, as the last stages usually have the lightest load

ing along with the highest jet velocity. Inspection of the 

stage catches is the best way to check on this problem. 
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C.3.2 Back up Filters 

Back up filters are used on all impactors to collect 

the material that passes the last impaction stage. Binder

less glass fiber filter material is normally used for this 

purpose in all the impactors, although the exact configura

tion varies. 

Glass fiber back up filters have the same problems as 

do glass fiber substrates. Their use in process gases con

taining sulfur dioxide is suspect, and blanks must be run 

to check out the problems. Pure Teflon filters may alleviate 

this problem if they can be used. 

C.4 PREPARATION AND SAMPLING 

C.4.1 Substrate Preparation 

It is assumed that the substrates have been properly 

prepared and that the necessary quality assurance steps have 
been taken. The substrates should be carefully weighed and 
kept in a desiccator until they are to be placed in the im

pactor. 

C.4.2 Impactor Orientation 

Whenever possible, the impactor should be oriented ver

tically to minimize gravitational effects such as flow of 

grease or fall-off of collected particles. Sampling situa

tions requiring horizontal placement will occur, and extra 

care must be taken on such occasions not to bump the impac

tor against the port during entry or removal. 
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C.4.3 Heating the Impactor 

All condensable vapors must be in a gaseous state until 

they exit from the impactor, unless a condensate is the prime 

aerosol being measured. In gas streams above 177°C, auxill

iary heating should not be required. Below l77°C the exit 

temperature of the impactor should be maintained at least 

10°C above the process temperature if condensable vapors 

are present. A thermocouple feedback temperature controller 

has proven useful. 

When condensable vapors are present, it is sometimes 

necessary to heat the impactor probe to prevent any conden

sate formed in the probe from enter~ng the impactor and con

taminating the substrates. water vapor is the primary problem. 

The probe temperature should be maintained above the vapor's 

dewpoint. 

Whether the impactor is being heated in the duct or 

externally with heater tape, an allowance of 45 rninut~s warrnun 

time is recommended as a minimum to ensure that the im~~ctor 

has been heated to duct or operating temperature. Th~:Gocouol~ 

monitoring of the impactor temperature and gas temperature 

is recommended. 

C.4.4 Probes 

Sampling probes leading to an impactor outside of the 

duct should be used only if there is no other way. They 

should be as short as possible and contain the fewest possible 

bends. It is recommended that a precutter be mounted at 
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the duct end of the probe to remove the large (>10 µrn) par

ticles and thus reduce line losses. 

C.4.5 Nozzle and Sampling Rate Selection 

It is preferable to use as large a nozzle <liameter as 

possible to minimize sampling errors resulting from nozzle 

inlet geometry. When very small nozzles have been used 

with the Brink impactor, there have been some cases in which 

large amounts of material were retained in the nozzle or 

the nozzle was completely blocked. It is recommended that 

the inlet nozzle not be smaller than 1.4 mm, ana some tyoes 

of particulate material may require a larger minimum nozzle 

size. In some instances bent nozzles are necessary due to 

port location and gas dir.ection, but these should be avoioed. 

Problems occur in cleaning bent nozzles, and it is diffi-

cult to determine the size interval in which the deposited 

material originated. If they cannot be avoided, bends shnuld 

he as smooth as possible and of minimum angle in order to mini

mize the losses in the fine particle r.egion. 

For hard, "bouncy", particulate, the sampling rate must 

be such that the last stage velocity does not exceea 60 m/sec 

for greased collection surfaces_ or 35 m/sec for ungreased 

plates if no suitable substrate can be found to limit partjcl~ 

bounce. The flow rates above should not be considered t'.1.:; 

final word on nozzle velocity. Particle bounce has been 

observed at nozzle velocities as low as 10 m/sec. Some par

ticulate materials are "sticky" and will adhere at well ab~ve 

the maximum velocity for har.d particles. The exoosed substrate 

should be visually examined for evidence of re-entrainment 

and the rates adjusted accoraingly. 
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It is apparent that sample rate and nozzle size are 

closely coupled. The requirements for isakinetic or near

isokinetic nozzle flow sometimes im9ose a compromise on nozzle 

selection. The general ·order of oriorities when c~oosinq 

the s~mple rate is nozzle diameter rat least 1.4 mm). last 

staqe jet velocity and flow rate requi~e~ for jsokinet~c 

sarnolino. Selection of n~i~lA diamet~r and imnRctor fl0~ 

rate combinations for achieving near-isokinetic sampling 

conditions can be made from Figure C3. 

If a choice must be made between undersized and over

sized nozzles, undersized nozzles will usually result in 

lower sampling errors than will oversize. 

C.4.6 Use of Precollector Cyclones 

In many instances the percentage (by weight) of material 

with sizes larger than the first impaction stage cut point 

is quite high. In such cases a precollector cyclone is neces

sary to prevent the upper impactor stages from overloading. 

A precutter should always be used for the first test. If the 

weight of material obtained by the precutter is greater than 

or equal to that on the first stage, the precollector should 

bP used in all subsequent runs. Cyclones can be obtained from 

the impactor manufacturer or can be shop made. The use of 

two first stages in series has also been suggested and appears 

to be a valid approach; however, no data are available. 

C.4.7 Impactor Flow Rate Measurement 

The flow rate through an impactor must be accurately 

measured in order to set the isokinetic sampling ~ate and 

to determine the correct impactor stage cut points. Unfor

tunately, it is usually very inconvenient, and sometimes 
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impossible, to measure the impactor flow rate at the condi

tions present in the impactor. The gas is normally drier, 

cooler, and at a lower pressure by the time the flow rate 

is measured; and the flow must be corrected to impactor con

ditions. The use of calibrated orifices and dry gas meters 

is discussed below. 

Units -- The equations presented are valid only if the 

units of the various terms are consistent. For instance, 

the pressure drop terms could be in units of mm H2 0 or cm 

H2 0 or something else, but all pressure drop terms must have 

the same units. The same is true for the other properties. 

Note that pressure and temperature are both absolute measure

ments. 

Orifice meters -- The gas flow rate through a particular 

orifice meter is related to the pressure drop across that 

orifice by an equation of the form: 

where 

Q2 = C l:iP 
p 

l Cl) 

Q = volumetric flow rate at upstream conditions, 

6P = pressure drop across orifice, 

p = density of gas at upstream conditions, and 

C = dimensional constant, (length) 5 (mass) (time)-- 2 (force}- 1 • 

Solving for the constant, C, in equation {Cl), one ob

tains: 

c = ~ 
t.P 

(C2) 

As C is a constant at all conditions, its value can be 

obtained at a convenient set of conditions with a known flow 

rate and used later to calculate the flow rate. Equation (C2) 
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carr be rewritten to: 

c = CC2a) 

The subscript "c" indicates that these parameters were 

determined during a calibration. Density and flow rate are 

at upstream conditions. 

Substituting equation (C2al into equation (Cl) yields 

an equation suitable for obtaining flow rates from a cali

brated orifice: 

(C3} 

The subscriot "m" denotes the parameters of the gas 

as it is being "measured". All are at conditions immediately 

upstream of the orifice. 

For use with impactors, the measured flow rate, Qm, 

must be converted to a flow rate at stack conditions, Q
8

. 

Assuming that the stack gas was dried as well as altered 

in temperature and pressure, the stack flow rate is related 

to the measured flow rate by: 

where B = WO 

p = 

T = 

The 

p 
m 

= Qm T 
m 

water removed from flue gas, 

metric fraction, 

absolute pressure, and 

absolute temperatu.re. 

subscript II S II refers to stack 
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At the usual conditions of relatively high temperature 

and low pressure which occur during stack sampling, the flue 

gas behaves very much like an ideal gas. The density of 

an ideal gas can be approximated as: 

p __ P (MWl 
(R) (T) 

where R = the universal gas constant, and 

MW = the molecular weight of the gas. 

(CS) 

Equations (C3), fC4), and {CS) can be combined and re

arranged into a form which gives the pressure drop which must 

exist across the calibrated orifice, 6Pm, to obtain the re

quired impactor flow rate, Q
5

• 

b.P m 
(C6) 

where (MW)m = molecular weight of the stack gas at the orifice, 

normally the dry molecular weight, 

(MW}c = molecular weight of the calibration gas. 

Dry gas meter -- The dry gas meter, like the orifice, 

can only directly measure the flow rate of the gas which 

passes through it. This measured flow rate can be converted 

to the flow rate through the impactor (which is at stack 

conditions) using equation (C4a): 

Q == Q (Tmxp s) ( l - B ) 
m s T

5 
Pm wo 

(C4a) 
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C.4.8 Sampling Time 

The length of the sampling time is dictated by mass 

loading and size distribution. An estimate for initial tests 

can be obtained from Figure C4. Two conflicting criteria 

complicate the choice of the sampling time. It is desir~ble 

from the standpoint of minimizing weighing errors to collect 

several milligrams on each stage. However, most size dis

tributions are such that the upper stages are overloaded 

and are re-entraining particles by the time the lowe~ stages 

reach a few milligrams. A rule of thumb is that no stage 

should be loaded above 10 mg, but the determining factor 

is whether or not re-entrainment occurs. As is discussed 

later, a comparison of the relative distribution determined 

by a long run with that from a shorter (about half as long) 

run can be used to check on re-entrainment due to stagP. over

loading. 

C.4.9 Readying the Impactor 

As equipment is not always cleaned as well as it should 

be, the impactor should be inspected prior to use. The nozzles 

must be clean, gaskets in good shape, and the interior clean. 

Nozzles can be cleaned with fine wire if necessary. 

After inspection, the impactor should be carefully loaded 

with the preweighed stage substrates and assembled. Teflon 

thread sealant tape or antiseize compound should be applied 

to the threads, especially when high temperatures (>215°C) 

are encountered. The thread sealant tape generally works 

better and causes fewer problems but probably cannot be 

successfully used at temperatures above 290°C. 

If supplemental heating is required, a heating device 

and temperature monitor need to be added. A thermocouple 
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mounted in the gas flow immediately after the impactor 

is best for controlling impactor cut points. 

The supplemental heat can be supplied with either a 

heating mantle which has been made to fit the impactor or 

by using heating tapes. If the tapes are to be used, a heat

ing tape of sufficient wattage is wrapped around the impac

tor. Glass fiber tape works well for holding the heating 

tape. Insulation such as asbestos tape is then wound around 

the impactor. Glass fiber tape again is used to hold the 

asbestos in place and also acts as additional insulation. 

The impactor can now be mounted on the appropriate probe, 

taken to the sampling position, and installed in the sam

pling system. 

C.4.10 Pre-Sample Checks 

Impactors are prone to leak, and they must be checked 

at operating temperature for le~ks. This can be done in 

several ways. The nozzle can be plugged and the impactor 

pressure-tested or vacuum-tested. Because impactors are 

basically a series of o~ifices, they should have a constant 

flow to pressure drop relationship. Checking the pressure 

drop on various flows of filtered air will point out devia

tions from normal operations--both leaks (external or inter

nal} and plugged jets. 

C.4.11 Taking the Sample 

The impactor should be preheated for at least 45 minutes 

before sampling. If supplemental heat is being used, the 

impactor should be brought up to t~mperature outside the 

duct and then allowed some time to equilibrate after insertion. 
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The nozzle should not point into the flow field during this 

phase. Without supplemental heat, the whole warm-up is con

ducted within the duct, again with the nozzle point~d away 

from the flow field. 

A preaetermined flow rate must be maintained to ensure 

stable cut points. Any attempt to modulate flow to prnvidP 

isokinetic sampling will destroy the utility of the ddt~ '· 

changing the cut points of the individual stages. Rapid 

establishment of the correct flow rate is especially impor

tant for the short sampling times typically found at the 

inlets to control devices. Capping the nozzle during preheat 

in the flue is also desirable. 

C.4.12 Number of Sample Points 

As the velocity and particulate distributions in indus·· 

trial ductwork are unlikely to be ideal, a large number of 

samples are often required for accurate particulate measure 

ments. A velocity traverse should be run to check on the 

velocity distribution. At least two points within a duct 

should be sampled in each measurement plane, and at least 

two samples taken at each of these points. These are the 

minimum sampling efforts and are appropriate only for loca

tions with well developed flow profiles in the absence of 

significant concentration stratification. If the flow pro

file at the inlet or outlet is uncertain due to duct con

figuration and/or the mass loading is not uniform, the number 

of samples may need to be increased for ~eliable results. 

C.5 SAMPLE RETRIEVAL AND WEIGHING 

C.5.1 Impactor Clean-up 

The careful disassembly of the impactor and removal 

of the collected particulate are essential to the success 
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of the test program. The crucial points are to make sure 

that the collected material stays where it originally im

pacted and to remove all the particulate. After the sam

pling run, the impactor should be carefully removed from 

the duct without jarring it, removed from the probe, and 

allowed to cool. Disassembly can be difficult in some cases, 

particularly if the impactor was used at elevated tempera

tures. 

Typically, not all of the particulate which collects 

in an impactor collects on the substrates. Some accumulates 

on the interior surfaces, especially in the nozzle. By con

vention, all of the particles collected upstream of a given 

impaction stage are assigned to that stage. 

The collection of these "misdirected" particles is 

often troublesome. If the particles are hard and dry, they 

can be brushed off into the weighing container. A No. 7 

Portrait brush or its equivalent is suggested, and care must 

be taken to prevent brush hairs from contaminating the sample. 

If the particles are sticky or wet, some type of washdown 

procedure should be used. The solvent must be considerably 

more volatile than the particulate matter. 

C.5.2 Drying and Weighing 

All of the samples must be dried to constant weight, 

with 2 hour checks used to establish the uniformity of the 

weights. Hard, nonvolatile particles are often dried in 

a convection oven to 100°C, desiccated until cooled to room 

temperature, weighed, then check weighed. Volatile mater

ials will require some other technique using low temperature. 

Whatever the technique used, constant weight of the sample 

with further drying is the criteria to be met. 
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C.5.3 Data Logging 

Permanent records should be kept of all pertinent infor

mation. It is generally nec~ssary to keep records in three 

places--in the lab with the balance using a bound notebook, 

and using either looseleaf data forms of a bound notebook 

at both the inlet and outlet of the control device. Table 

C2 presents a fairly complete listing of the information 

required concerning an impactor run. In addition, records 

of the weighing of the catches must be kept. Notes should 

be taken on any abnormalities which occur and on the ap

parent condition of the stage catches. 

C.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

The field use of cascade impactors is a difficult task. 

The accuracy required is more appropriate for a laboratory 

program than for a field test. There are many places in 

the operational sequence where errors can occur in spite of 

a conscientious effort to do a good job. Quality assurance 

attempts to discover inaccuracies before they are propagated 

throughout the test program. The techniques presented in 

this section are not the only ways to ensure quality data. 

However, they have been used successfully in field testing 

with impactors. 

C.6.1 Impactor Techniques 

Glass fiber substrates As has been discussed previously, 

glass fiber substrates are not without problems. Two poten

tially serious problems are S02 uptake on the substrate and 

mechanical or manual abrasion of the filter mat. 
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Date 
Time 
Run Code Number 
Impactor Type and Iaentification Numbe~ 
Operator 
Port Number/Sampling I~cation 
Ambient Temperature 
Ambient Pressure 

Impactor In-Stack or Out-of-Stack 
Impactor Orientation 
Number of Traverse Points 
Stael< Pressure 
Stack Temperature 
Nozzle Di~meter/Type 
Probe Depth, if used 
Stack Pitot Tuhe Delta P/Stack Gas Velocity 

Desired Impactor Flow rate for Isokinetic Sampling 
Metering Orifice Identification Num~er 
Metering Orifice Delta P 
Impactor Temperature 
Scalping Cyclone in Use? Identification 
Prefilter Identification 
Postfilter Identifjcation 
Substrate Set Identification 
Pressure Drop Across Impactor 

Test Start/End Time: Duration of Test 
Gas Meter Start/End Readings? Gas Meter Volume 
Agreement Between Meter and Orifice 
Volume of Condensible H2 0 in Flue Gas 
Gas Meter ~emperature 
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The problem of S02 uptake on the substrate is dis

cussed by Felix et al. 1 The two approaches available are 

to use a substrate which does not change weight in the flue 

gas or to precondition the substrate in filtered flue gas 

prior to weighing. Using a new glass fiber material, which 

does not react with the 50 2 , may alter the particle reten

tion characteristics of the impactor and change the impac-· 

tor's calibration. This must be checked and the data re

ported. The use of preconditioned filter mats requires that 

the glass fiber substrates be preconditioned long enough 

to reduce the weight change during the expected duration 

of the impactor runs to 10 percent or less of the minimum 

stage weight. At the present time, this S02 reaction phe

nomenon is not well understood, and only rough guidelines 

are available. For some common glass fiber materials tested, 

the saturation times were on the order of 2 to 6 hours at 

the temperatures tested. 

The applicability of the method chosen to overcome this 

substrate problem must be tested during the presurvey and 

periodically during the test runs by running blanks. 

Glass fiber substrates must be handled carefully to 

prevent damage and possible loss of fibers. Loose surface 

fibers should be removed by shaking prior to initial weigh

ing. After weighing, every precaution must be taken to pre

vent the loss of any part of the substrate. One approach 

which will quantify the problem of substrate abrasion is 

to prepare a substrate set, load the impactor, then dis

assemble and reweigh. 

Greased metal substrates -- The problems which occur with 

the use of greased substrates are usually related to the 

properties of the grease. A grease which has been applied 
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too heavily or has a low viscosity at operating temperature 

can be physically blown off the impactor stage. The grease 

could also react chemically with the flue gas or be exces

sively volatile at the operating temperature. Again, these 

phenomenon must be checked during the prP.survey and period

ically during the test program. 

Re-entrainment -- Re-entrainment is the phenomenon of 

an impacted particle being blown off the stage on which it 

was collected initially and being recollected dbwnstream. 

This can be caused by excessive jet velocities or by over

loaded stages. The effect of re-entrainment can be serious, 

because only a few large particles on a small particle stage 

will considerably affect the size distribution. 

One way to spot re-entrainment is to very carefully 

examine the stage catches. If, for example, a low velocity 

through the jets resulted in a well-defined pile of particu

late and a high velocity sample gave a diffuse deposit, 

re-entrainment should be suspected at the high sampling rate. 

Microscopic examination of the lower stages and final filter 

for large particles (which should have been collected up

stream) is another way to check for re-entrainment. 

Re-entrainment due to stage overloading can be detected 

by running two otherwise identical tests for two different 

test durations. If the two size distributions are not the 

same, overloading should be suspected at the higher stage 

loadings. 

Impactor leaks Two types of leaks can occur with 

irnpactors~-internal or external. A flow rate versus pres

sure drop check of a pressure test will pick up most leaks. 

An internal leak, where part of the airstream is bypassing 
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the proper flow path, will give results similar to re-en-· 

trainment. Leak checks must be made at operating tempera-· 

ture. 

General procedure -- A general procedure for impactor 

use, concentrating on quality assurance, h~s been outlined 

below: 

1. Prepare Impactor 

a. Wash impactor. Use ultrasonic cleaner if avail

able. 

b. Visually check cleanliness. Jets must be clear, 

sidewalls clean. Must be done in good lighting. 

c. Obtain preweighed substrates and assemble impac

tor. 

2. Sampling 

a. Assemble impactor train and heat to operating 

temperature. 

b. Leak check the impactor. 

c. Sample with impactor. 

a. Disassemble impactor, examine stage catches 

and impactor walls. Note any anomalies. 

3. Substrate and Re-entrainment Checks 

a. Check during presurvey. 

b. Check substrates if flue gas composition 

changes significantly. 
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C.6.2 Weighing Techniques 

Precision and calibration -- The manufacturer's direc

tions should be followed when operating the balan8e. The 

balance ~hould be calibrated at least once a day. The re

peatability of measurements should be checked by repeatedly 

weighing a substrate and a test weight. 

Technique -- The assembly and disassembly of an impactor 

should have no effect on the substrate weights. This should 

be checked by weighing up a set of substrates, assembling 

them in an impactor, then disassembling and reweighing. 

Any weight losses from this process sho~ld be within the 

repeatability of the balance (approximately 0.02 milligram 

for an electrobalance). Dry weight checks are made by 

desiccating the 

and reweighing. 

of the balance, 

substrate, weighing, then desiccating again 

When the agreement is within the repeatability 

dry weight has been achieved. 

C.6.3 General Notes 

Spare parts -- The well equipped sampling team wjll 

travel with an adequate supply of spares. ImprovisatioP 

due to an equipment failure can lead to poor quality data. 

Flow s -- At least two flow meters should be used 

in series. If they do not agr~e, the problem should be in·

vestigated. 

Pumps -- Typically, vacuum pumps in sampling trains 

leak. For this reason, the flow meters should be upstream 

of the pump. 
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c.6.4 Date Analysis 

Final filter data -- The fine particulate information 

obtained from the final filter can sometimes be misleading. 

It is assumed for analysis that a stage captures everything 

larger than its D
50

, and captures nothing smaller. A real 

stage misses some large particles. Under some conditions 

(including but not limited to re-entrainment), large particles 

will penetrate to the final filter. In this case the size 

distribution will be skewed towards the small particles. 

Microscopic examination of the final filter may provide an 

indication of this problem. If it occurs, the best choice 

in data analysis is probably to ignore the final filter on 

runs where this phenomenon was encountered. 

Cumulative size data analysis -- If either a probe or 

a precutter cyclone is used with an impactor, the resultant 

probe losses and precutter catches must be included in cumu

lative size analysis. Failure to do so will lead to an in

correct cumulative distribution. 

Inspection of data -- After the data have been collected, 

they should be examined for any inconsistencies and outliers 

should be rejected before the final averaging is done. 

C.7 USE OF COMMERCIAL IMPACTORS 

C.7.1 Brink BMS-11 Cascade Impactor 

Additional information on the following impactors can 

be found in Section 2.3.2 under Table I. 

The Brink impactor is a five-stage, low sample rate, 

cascade impactor, suitable for measurements in high mass 

loading situations. The Brink uses a single round jet on 

each of its stages. 
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Sampling rate -- The usual sampling rates for the Brink 

are in the range of 9-33 cm 3 /sec (0.02 to 0.07 acfm). The 

sampling rate must be low enough to prevent re-entrainment 

of particles from the lower stages. With hard, bouncy par

ticulate, the last stage nozzle velocity must be less than 

30-35 m/sec with ungreased substrates, and less than 65 rn/sec 

with greased substrates. 

Collection substrates and adhesives -- The Brink impactor 

collection stage is too heavy to use without some type of 

substrate insert. Foil cups are commonly preformed and 

fitted into the collection cups of the Brink stages. If 

grease is to be used, the top stages require about 5 or 6 

drops of solution while the bottom stages normally require 

only about one drop in the center of the cup. Glass fiber 

substrates cut to fit the collection cups have also been 

found satisfactory in many situations. 

Back up filter -- The Brink back up filter is normally 

made of binderless glass fiber filter material. Two 2.5 cm 

diameter disks of filter material are placed under the spring 

in the last stage of the impactor. The filter is protected 

by a Teflon 0-ring and the second filter disk acts as a 

support. 

Precutter cyclone -- A precutter cyclone for the Brink 

is not presently commercially available. 

Sampling train -- The Brink uses the usual type of sam

pling train. Orifices on the order of 0.77, 1.52, and 2.29 

cm in diameter allow full coverage of its range of sampling 

rates at reasonable pressure drops. 
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Brink clean-up -- Careful disassembly of a Brink impac

tor is necessary for obtaining good stage weights. If a 

precollector cyclone has been used, all material f~om the 

nozzle to the outlet of the cyclone is included with the 

cyclone catch. All of this material should be brushed onto 

a small, tared, 2.5 x 2.5 cm aluminum foil square to be saved 

for weighing. Cleaning the nozzle is also important, espe

cially if it is a small bore noz~le:.~ ---Atl· material between 

the cyclone outlet and the second stage nozzle is included 

with material collected on the first collection substrate. 

All appropriate walls should be brushed off, as well as around 

the underside of the.nozzle, where as much as 30 percent 

of the sample has been found. 

C.7.2 Andersen Mark III Stack Sampler 

The Andersen impactor is a relatively high sample rate 

impactor. The normal sample rate is about 236 crn 3 /sec (0.5 

acfm). The Andersen is a multiple jet, round hole impactor. 

Sampling rate -- The nominal Andersen sampling rate 

is given above. As with other cascade impactors, the flow 

rate must be low enough to prevent re-entrainment of impac· 

ted dust. 

Collection substrates and adhesives -- Andersen sub

strates are obtained precut from the manufacturer. The sub

strates are glass fiber and of two types--one cut for the 

odd numbered stages, one for the even. As discussed earlier, 

normal Andersen substrates have a tendency to absorb SOz 

on basic sites in the substrate and therefore gain weight. 
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The Andersen requires careful assembly, as overtighten

ing will cause the substrates to stick to the metal separator 

rings. 

Back up filter -- The Andersen uses a 63.5 mm diameter 

disk placed above the final F-stage. (This F-stage is an 

option not normally included with the standard stack head.) 

The filter should be cut from binderless glass fiber filter 

material, such as Reeve-Angel 934AH filter paper. 

Precutter cyclone -- A precutter cyclone for the Andersen 

is available from the manufacturer. It is necessary to have 

a 6-inch diameter or larger sampling port when using the 

precutter cyclone with its nozzle. 

Andersen sampling train -- The Andersen requires the 

usual type of sample train. The pumping and metering systems 

of the commercial EPA Method 5 mass sampling trains are ap

propriately sized for use with the Andersen. 

Care should be exercised never to allow a gas flow re

versal to occur through the impactor. Material could be 

blown off the collection substrate onto the underside of 

the jet plate or the collection substrates could be disturbed. 

A check valve or maintenance of a very low flow while re

moving the impactor from the duct avoids this problem. 

Andersen clean-up -- Cleaning an Andersen impactor is 

difficult. Foils should be cut to hold the substrates, and 

each foil and substrate weighed together before and after 

the run. For disassembly, the foil to hold the stage l sub

strate should be laid out. Next the nozzle and entrance 

cone should be brushed out and onto the foil. Then the 
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material on stage 0 should be brushed onto the foil. The 

stage 1 filter substrate material should then be placed on 

the foil and, finally, the top of the stage 1 plate, 0-ring, 

and cross piece should be brushed off. Depending on how 

tightly the impactor was assembled, some filter material 

may stick to the 0-ring edge contacting the substrate. This 

should be carefully brushed onto the appropriate foil. This 

process is continued through the lower stages. Finally, 

the after filter is carefully removed. 

C.7.3 University of Washington Mark III (Pilat) Impactor 

The Mark III impactor is a seven-stage, high flow rate 

device with generally the same characteristics as the Ander

sen. The Mark III is a round hole, multiple jet imapctor. 

Sample rate -- The Mark III sampling rate is on the 

order of 236 cm 3 /sec (0.5 acfm). The flow rate must be low 

enough to keep scouring of impacted particles to a minimum. 

Collection substrates and adhesives -- The Mark III 

has often been used with supplementary foil (aluminum or 

stainless steel) substrates. These substrates requir.e the 

use of grease for easily re-entrained particles. Enough 

of the grease solution is placed evenly on the substrate 

to adequately cover the area under the jets. The normal 

cautions on the use of greased substrates apply as discussed 

in the text. 

Precutter cyclone -- A BCURA (British Coal Utilization 

Research Association) designed precutter cyclone is avail

able from the manufacturer. 
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Mark III sampling train -- As the Mark III is a high 

flow rate device, its sampling train is similar to that of 

the Andersen. 

Mark III clean-up -- Mark III impactor clean-up is 

similar to that for the Brink. Some problems have been noted 

with 0-rings sticking rather tenaciously and care must be 

exercised not to dislodge the sample while trying to sepa

rate the stages. 

C.7.4 Meteorology Research, Inc. (MRI) Model 1502 Cascade 

Impactor 

The MRI impactor is a high flow rate sampler. The body 

of the instrument is constructed from quick-disconnect rings 

which allow flexibility in configuration of the impactor 

and a positive gas seal between stages. The impactor uses 

multiple round jets in its stages. 

Sampling rate The sampling rate is nominally 236 

cm 3 /sec (0.5 acfm) in the seven-stage configuration. Higher 

flow rates have been used by removing the last stage. 

Collection substrates and adhesives -- The MRI callee-· 

tion disc is a self-supporting foil (316 stainless steel) 

which is functionally similar to the collection cup or tray 

and inserts used in other impactors. The collection discs 

are mass produced and normally are used only once and dis

carded. 

Grease applied as described earlier is recommended for 

most applications. 
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Back-up filter -- The MRI impactor has a built-in 

filter holder for 47 mm diameter filters. Normally, hinder

less glass filters are used. Filter losses can be prevented 

by placing tared Teflon washers on both sides of the filter 

during the test. 

MRI sampling train -- The MRI sampling train is similar 

to that of the Andersen. 

~RI clean-up -- The clean up of the MRI impactor is 

similar to the Brink. The device is clamped in a vice an0 

all of the sections and nozzles are loosened with wrenches. 

The wall losses are carefully brushed onto the appropriate 

collection disc. Care is taken not to brush contamination 

from the threads into the sample. A tared foil dish is used 

to hold the back up filter. Any worn 0-rings should be re

placed and the whole unit carefully cleaned before the next 

test. 

C.7.5 Sierra Model 226 Source Cascade Impactor 

The Sierra impactor is a six-stage, high sample rate 

cascade impactor. The Sierra instrument uses a radial-slot 

design. 

Sampling rate -- The Sierra impactor has a nominal sam

pling rate 236 cm 3 /sec (0.5 acfm). The flow rate must be 

low enough to prevent re-entrainment of particles. 

Collection substrates and adhesives -- Substrates for 

the Sierra are obtained precut from the manufacturer. These 

are glass fiber substrates and should be checked for weight 

gain. Stainless steel substrates are also available and 

these should normally be coated with grease as described 

earlier. 
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Back-up filter -- The back-up filter ~ses a 47 mm glass 

fiber filter mat. It is supported by a screen from below. 

Precutter cyclone -- A precutter cyclone is available 

from the manufacturer. 

Sampling train -- The sampling train for the Sierra 

is similar to that of the Andersen. 

Clean-up -- Clean-up of the Sierra is fairly similar 

to Andersen clean-up. Care should be taken to be sure the 

glass fiber substrates are removed intact. 

C.8 DATA ANALYSIS 

C.8.1 General Discussion 

The majority of impactor data reduction is done using 

a technique referred to as the "Ds~" method. In this method 

it is assumed that all of the particles caught by an impactor 

stage consist of particles having diameters equal to or great

er than the Dso of that stage, but less than the diameter 

of the stage above. The mass caught by the first stage or 

cyclone is considered to be equal to or greater than the 

Dso of that stage, but smaller than the largest particle 

diameter present in the aerosol. The largest diameter may 

be determined, approximately by microscopic examination of 

the stage catch, or it may be assigned some reasonable ar

bitrary value, say 100 µm. 

Particle size distributions may be presented on a dif

ferential or a cumulative basis. When using the Dso method, 

either type of presentation may be easily employed. 
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The size parameter reported can be aerodynamic diameter, 

aerodynamic impaction diameter, or Stokes diameter. In all 

cases, the particles are assumed to he spherical. The method 

of reporting diameters depends to a large extent upon the 

ultimate use of the size distribution information. For this 

reason it is suggested that the data be reported in three 

parallel sets: one set based on aerodynamic impaction dia

meter, one based on aerodynamic diameter, and one based on 

the Stokes diameter. 

C.8.2 Calculation of Impactor Stage D50
1 s 

The reduction of field data obtained with a cascade 

impactor can sometimes be troublesome and time consuming 

because of the computations involved. The equations below 

are based on the motion of particles in the Stokes regime 

for which the Reynolds number is less than 1000. Although 

this is not always true for impactors, the equations are 

often a good approximation. The basic equation that defines 

the theoretical impaction behavior of a given stage of a 

cascade impactor is 

p D2 V.C 
p J 

18 µD. 
J 

= , (C7) 

where 0 is the Stokes number, 

pp is the particle density.· gm/cm 3
, 

v. is 
J 

the velocity of the gas (and particles) in 

the impactor jet (cm/sec) , 

µ is the gas viscosity, poise, 

D. is 
J 

the diameter (width for slots) of the jet, cm, 

and 

c is the slip correction factor. 
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If the value of ~ for 50 percent collection, ~so, can 

be determined, equation C7 can be inverted to give the stage 

Dsa for a wide range of test conditions. Historically, t~e 

experimental values reported by Ranz and Wong 2 have been 

used. These are: 

For round jets, ili 5 o = 0.145, and 

For rectangular jets, 1vso = 0.44. 

Subsequent studies, however, have shown that there is 

no universal value for ~so and the actual value must be de

termined by calibration for each impactor design. Several 

papers and reports are avajlable which tabulate stage con

stants of different impactors, and outline procedures tor 

impacto~ calibration. 3 '~ 

From equation C7, 

(
18t[Jso D.) ~ 

D s o :::: ~-::____i 
Cp V. 

p J 
(CB) 

As equation (CB) is written, with the actual particle 

density and the calculated slip correction factor, it defines 

the Stokes diameter. If the particles are treated as if 

their density 1 Pp' was 1.0, equation (CB) defines the aero

dynamic diameter. If the slip correction factor is also 

assumed to be equal to 1.0, the aerodynamic impaction dia

meter is defined by equation (CB). 

Since c, the slip correction factor, contains D, this 

equation must be solved by iteration where Dso and C are 

calculated alternately. 

Equation C8 may be written more conveniently in terms 

of the test parameters: For round jet impactors 
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where 

Ds o 

X. is the number of jets on the stage, 
J 

(C9) 

P. is the absolute pressure downstream of the jet(s) 1 
J 

mm Hg, 

P
5 

is the absolute pressure in the stack, mm Hg, and 

Q
5 

is the s~mple flow rate, cm 3 /sec. 

3nd for rectangular jet impactors 

(

.18 1l1s o]..:W. 2 L .X. 
- ., J J 

Ds o - --CD Q p 
p s s 

where w. is the jet width, cm, and 
J 

L. is the total jet length, cm. 
J 

f ClO) 

One approach that can be used to simplify the computa

tions is to develop curves for the impactor stage cut points 

3t one set of conditions--e.g., air at standard conditions 

and a particle density of 1.0. Then a suitable correction 

factor can be applied to these curves for the actual sRmpling 

conditions. Unfortunately, further steps are involved in 

making t0e correction factor simple enough to be of value. 

Therefore, the use of this type of approach suffers from 

some restrictions. 

All of the assumptions and calculations involved in 

going from equations C9 to ClO to the calibration curve can 

be quite awkward, particularly in cases wher.e different types 

of sources are being sampled. The best and easiest approach 

is to write or obtain a computer program based on the rigorous 
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equations given initially. Such a program can calculate 

impactor stage cut points, compute concentrations of par

ticles in each size range, determine the precipitator effi

ciency, and plot graphs. 

A sophisticated computer data reduction program is avail

able f~om the EPA and also less powerful programs are avail

able for the Hewlett Packard HP-65 and HP-25 pcograrnrnable 

calculators. 5
.'

6 

C.8.3 Cumulative Particle Size Distributions 

Impactor data may be presented on a cumulative basis 

by summing the mass on all the collection stages and back 

up filter, and plotting the fraction of the mass below a 

given size versus size. This is frequentlv done on special 

log-probability paoer. Semi-log paper may be preferable 

for distributions that are not log-normal. 

Cumulative distributions are very easy to understand 

and present the data with clarity. For this reason, they 

should be presented as part of each particle sizing report. 

Cumulative distributions do have a couple of disadvantages 

when compared to differential distributions. An error in 

stage weight will be propagated throughout a cumulative 

analysis, but will be isolated by the differential approach. 

Also the differential method does not involve the use of 

total mass concentration or total size distribution from dia

meters of zero to inifinity, and so is useful in comparing 

instruments with overlapping but different size fractiona

tion ranges and different stage cut points while cumulative 

analysis is not. 

When cumulative plots are used, the abscissa is normally 

the logarithm of the particle diameter and the ordinate is 
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the weight percent smaller than this size. The value of 

the ordinate at a gjven (D5o)k would he 

k-1 

L 
Weight percent smaller than (Dso)k = i=o 

K 

i.=o 

where i = o corresponds to the filter, 

llM. 
J. 

6M. 
1 

x 100%, 

= k corresponds to the stage under study, and 

i = K corresponds to the coarsest jet or cyclone. 

(C1-ll 

This equation requires that the stages be counted from 

the final filter uo. There is no {D 5 o) , as the 0 o" corre 
- 0 

sponds to the filter. (Dso) 1 is the cut point of the last 

stages, which collects mass, 8M1 . 

C.8.4 Differential Size Distributions 

Differential particle size distributions are used to 

plot the relative concentration ve~sus particle diameter. 

The area under the frequency curve, between two designated 

diameters, is equal to the mass of particles in that size 

:ange. Differential curves may be obtained directly from 

the reduced impactor data, or by differentiation of curves 

fitted to the cumulative particle size distri~utions. 

Many cascade impactors are designea so that the relation

ship between successive stage 0 50 
1 s is logarithmic. For 

this reason, and to minimize graphical scaling problems, 

the differential particle size distributoins are plotted 

on log-log or semi-log paper with nM/~(logD) as the ordi-

nate and geometric mean of ~(logo} as the abscissa. The 
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mass on stage "n" is designated by M and is, in approxi 
n 

mat ion, the particulate mass with diameters between ( D = "· ) - • n 

and (Dso) +l· The ~(logD) associated with oM is log(Dsa) +l -n n n . 
log{Dsoln· Using these approximations, the derivative term 

(ordinate) associated with stage "n" is: 

= 
Mass on Stage "n" 6M/6 ( logD) In "" 

!:::. ( log D s o ) I n logCDsoln+l - log(Dsc) 0 ' 

lC 12} 

and the abscissa, Dgeo' is 

1Cl3) 

Usually, smooth curves are fitted through these com~uted 

points for convenience in averaging the data and calculating 

the precipitator efficiency. As many tests as possible should 

be obtained for each precipitator operating conditions and. 

the results averaged after outliers have been identified 

and discarded. 

The fractional penetration of the precipitator is deter

mined by dividing the magnitude of the outlet 6M/~(logD) plot 

by the magnitude of the inlet at several corresponding values 

of Dgeo· The efficiency is equal to the penetration subtracted 

from unity, multiplied by 100%. Both the efficiency and pene

tration can be conveniently plotted on a single log-probabilitv 

graph. 

C.8.5 Confidence Limits of Reduced Data 

After data from the individual cascade impacto~ runs have 

been reduced, then averages for these inlet and outlet tests 
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can be calculated. Generally the data are presente~ as 

1) Cumulative Mass Versus Particle Size, 2) Cumulative 

Per Cent Mass Versus Particle Size, and 3) ~M/6{logD) V~r

sus Geometric Mean Particle Size. To calculate the Upper 

and Lower 90% Confidence Limits for the data, the follow

ing equations are used: 

UCL 9 o = Average + t9o_2 = Average + C.I. 'lo 1Cl4 I 
IN 

LCL 3 o ;::: Average t 9 o a = Average - C.Io9o (ClS) -
1!N 

where 

Average = The average of the N values for 8.M/~logD or 

~N/~logD at a particular particle size. 

t9o = The Student's t distribution for 90% confidence 

limits with N sets of data. 

a = The Standard Deviation of the N sets of data. 

N = The numper of data values in the average. 

The average cumulative mass and cumulative per cent 

graphs are obtained from LlM/LHogD data by piecewise inte·

gration, after discarding outliers. The confidence interval 

of the cumulative graph, at a particular size, is equal to 

the square root of the sum of the squares of the confidence 

intervals of each size increment of the differential graph 

less than or equal to that size. 

Clearly, the average values are more reliable and the 

confidence limits are small when the number of data points 

is large. 

A determination of precipitator fractional penetration 

is made by taking the ratio of the average ~M/~logD outlet 

values to the average 6M/~logD inlet values at a series of 
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particle sizes. The confidence limits of the calculated 

penetration are given by: 

UCLs o = Average Penetration + CIP::i a = P + CIP" o (Cl6) 

and 

LCL90 =Average Penetration - CIP90 = P - CIP90 (Cl7) 

where: 

and 
l_(C.I.90, Outlet) 2 + 

(Inlet Aver age} 2 

P = Outlet Average 
Inlet Average · 

2 21 ~ P (C.I.90, Inlet) -

(Inlet Aver age) 2 

C.8.6 CASCADE IMPACTOR DATA REDUCTION--SAMPLE CALCULATION 

This section contains a detailed description of the 

calculations that are required to derive particle size dis

tributions and a precipitator fractional efficiency curve 

from raw impactor data. The specific example given is for 

a single hypothetical test performed with an Andersen impac

tor. The calculation procedures outlined here can be used 

with any impactor, however. Normally the results of all 

tests made under the same process and precipitator operating 

conditions are grouped and averaged, and confidence limits 

calculated as described in Section C.8.5. 

(C.l8) 

This discussion is based on Table C3 which was generated 

by a computer program. All of the calculations, however, 

can be done on programmable calculators. In the example 

shown, the data is reduced using a particle density of 1.35 

gm/cm 3
; thus the diameters reported are Stokes diameters. 
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'!'ABLE C3 

SAMPLE CAT.CULATTON - INPUT DATA AND RESULTS 

Hypothetical Andersen 

Impactor Flowrate = 0.500 ACFM Impactor Temperature = 400.0 F = 204.4 C sampling Duration 20.00 Min 

Impactor Pressure orop = 1.5 In. of Hg stack Temperature = 400.0 F = 204.4 C 

Assuroed Particle Density 1.35 gm/cu.cm. stack Pressure = 26.50 In. of Ilg Max. Particle Diameter = 100.0 Micrometers 

Gas Composition (Percent) C02 O.<lS co= 0.00 N2 = 76.53 02 20.'i3 H20 = 1.00 

Cale. Mass Loading = 8.071 lE -03 gr/acf 1 .4948E -07 gr/ns.-:f 1.S470E+Ol mg/a cm 3.4207E+Ol mg/dscm 

Impactor Stage Sl S2 Sl S4 SS 86 S? SS FILTER 

N Stage Index Number ..., 1 ] 3 4 r, Ii 7 8 9 

"' 050 (Micrometers) 10.74 9. <i5 6.)6 4.19 2.22 1 .29 0.69 0.33 
Mass (Milligrams) o. 72 0.50 (). 53 0.09 0.38 1. 43 1. 25 0. 04 0.39 
MG/OSCM/S'l'AGE 4. 71F.t00 2.627'+00 3. 47F.!-OO 5.89E-Ol 2.49E+OO ').35E+OO 8.18E+OO 2.62E+Ol 2.55E+OO 
Cum. Percent Of Mass Smaller Than D50 86.24 78.59 68.46 66. 74 59.47 32.13 8.23 7.46 
Cum. (MG/ACM) Smallec Than D50 l. <;9E+Ol 1 .45E+Ol l. 26E+Ol l.23E+Ol l.lOE+Ol 5.93E+OO l.52E+OO l.38E+OO 
Cum. {GR/ACF) Smaller Than D50 6.96E·03 6.34E-03 5.'iJE-03 5.39E-03 4.BOE-03 2.59E-03 6.64E-04 6.02E-04 
Cum. IGR/DSCF) Smaller Than D50 1 .29E-02 l. 1 ?E-02 l .02E-02 9.9BE-03 8.89E-03 4.SOE-03 1 •• 23E-O:> 1. l2E-OJ 
Geo. Mean Dia. (Miccometers) 3.2BE+Ol l. 03E+O l 7 .'HiE+OO "i.l7E+OO 3.05E+OO l.69E+OO 9.43E-Ol 4.74E-01 2.31E-01 
DM/DLOGO (MG/DSCM) 4.B6E+OO 7.94E+Ol J ."79E+O! 3 .25E+OO 8.'l9R+OO J.99E+Ol 2.'l8E+Ol B.09E-Ol 8.47E+OO 
DN/DLOGD (NO. Pl\RTICLES/DSCM) 1..95E+05 l.02E+08 5.01E+07 3. 33E+07 4.48F.+08 1.. l6E+l0 5.03E+l0 ;,Q8E+l0 9.74E+ll 

Normal or Dtandard conditions are 2l°C and 760 nnn Hg 



For aerodynamic, or aerodynamic impaction diameters, p 

or p and Cp, are set to unity, respectively. (p is particle 

density and C is the slip correction factor.) 

Information obtained from the data log sheets for each 

test is printed at the top of Table C3. The maximum particle 

diameter is measured by examining the particles collected 

on the first stage (or first cyclone) with an optical micro

scope. Gas analysis samples are taken at the same time the 

impactor is run. The mass loading is calculated from the 

total mass of the particles collected by the impactor, and 

listed in four different systems of units after the heading 

CALC. MASS LOADING. The symbols are defined as: 

GR/ACF - grains per actual cubic foot of gas at stack con

ditions of temperature, pressure, and water content. 

GR/DSCF - grains per dry standard cubic foot of gas at en

gineering standard conditions of the gas. Engineer

ing standard conditions are defined as 0% water 

content, 76°F, and 29.92 inches of Hg. 

MG/ACM - milligrams per actual cubic meter of gas at stack 

conditions of temperature, pressure, and water 

content. 

MG/DSCM - milligrams per dry standard cubic meter of gas at 

engineering standard conditions of the gas. En

gineering standard conditions are defined as 0% water 

content, 21°C and 760 mm of Hg (Torr). 

The conditions at which the impactor was run to determine 

stage Dso cut points. These are calculated by iterative solu

tion of the following equations: 
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c. :::; l + 
1 

Ds o · 1_ 

~ 

Ds o · 
1 

x 

~ 

c. 1 s. 1 
- l 1 

[

l4.l µD 
3 ~Jso.P X.J 

- Pp Q Po Ci 

A 

lO-:. 

D so · 

[ 

1 

1. 23 + 0. 41 EXP (-0. 44-;>,.-.
l 

1Cl9) 

(C20) 

where Ds o · = stage (i} cut point (cm) , 
l 

µ = gas viscosity (poise), 

D = stage jet diameter (cm) , c. 
1 

p 
s. 

1 

= local pressure at stage jet (mm Hg) , 

pp = particle density (gm/cm 3
) , 

Q = impactor flow rate (cm 3 /sec), 

Po = ambient pressure at impactor inlet (mm Hg) , 

c. = Slip Correction Factor, 
1 

A. = gas mean free path {cm) • 
1 

x. = number of 
1 

holes per stage { i ) , and 

ws o . = Stokes 
l 

number of stage ( i) . 

To find the pressure P at each impactor stage, the s. 
1 

following equation is used: 

P = Po - { F. ) (DP) , s. 1 
1 

(C21) 

where Po is the amhient pressure at the impactor inlet, 

F. is the fraction of the total impactor pressure arop 
l 

at each stage, and 
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where 

DP is the total pressure drop across· the impactor. 

The total pressure drop DP across the impac

tor is given by the following equation. 

DP = K Q 2 p MM, rc22) 

K = Empirically determined constant for each impac

tor, 

Q = Flow rate through impactor (cm 3 /sec), 

= Gas density (gm/cm 3
}, and 

MM = Mean Molecular Weight of gas (gm/gm-mole). 

To calculate the gas mean free path, >.. i, for each irn··· 

pactor stage, the following equation is used: 

A. == 
1 

where 

1.013 x 10 6 p s. 
l 

µ is the gas 

-£(8.3lx 10 7 TK 

x l'- 3 MM 

viscosity (poise)·' 

PS. is the pressure at each impactor 
1 

(C23) 

stage ( atm) , 

TK is the gas temperature at the impactor 

stage ( o K) , and 

MM is the average flue gas molecular weight. 

To find the viscosity of the flue gas, µ, the viscosity 

of the pure gas components of the flue gas must first be 

found. Viscosity is a function of temperature, and the tem

perature difference in different flue gases can be quite 

significant. The following equations (derived from curves 

fitted to viscosity data from the Handbook of Chemistry and 
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Physics, Chemical Rubber Company Publisher, 54 Edition, 

1973-1974, pp. F52-55), are used to find the viscosities 

of C02 {µi), C0(µ2), Nz(µ3), 02(µ4) and H.:O(µs). 

f.li = 138.494 + 0.499T - 0.267 x 10-:JT£ + 0.972 x 1_0- 7 T 3 

jJ 2 = 165.763 + 0.442T 0.213 x 10- 3 T 2 

µ3 = 167.086 + 0.417T + 0.417 0.139 x 10-· 3 T 2 

]Jc, = 190.187 + 0.558T - 0.336 x 10- 3 T 2 + 0.139 x 10 -15T3 

µ5 = 87.800 + 0.374T + 0.238 x 10-'+T 2 

where T is the temperature of the flue gas in degrees Celsius. 

The units of µ are 10- 6 g/cm-sec. Next, these values of u. 

through i.is are used in a general viscosity equation for a 

mixture of any number of components (See "A Viscosity Equa

tion for Gas Mixtures" by C. R. Wilke, Journal of Chemical 

Physics, Volume 8, Number 4, April 1950, page 517) used ·to 

find the viscosity of the flue gas: 

n 

L: 
µ. 

= l 
µ i"l (1 j::;:n 

Xj$ijl + 1 
L: x. 

l j=l 
jJ'i 

where¢ .. is given by the equation: 
l] 

¢ .. = 
l) 

r1 + ( µ . / µ . > ~ < M . /M . > l..i J 2 

~ 1 J J l 

and M = molecular weight of a component in the mixture, 

X : mole fraction of a com~onent in the mixutre, 
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µ=viscosity, gm/cm-sec; µ1, ~z, etc. refer to the 

pure components at the temperature and pressure of 

the mixture, µ is the viscosity of the mixture, and 

¢ - dimensionless constant defined above. 

Below these data the information pertinent to each stage 

is summarized in columnar form in order to decreasing particle 

size from left to right. Thus Sl is the first stage, S8 

is the last stage, and FILTER is the back-up filter. If 

a cyclone was used, then to the left of Sl a column labelled 

CYC would appear and information relevant to the cyclone 

would be listed in this column. Beneath each impactor stage 

number is listed the corresponding stage index numbers, which 

also serve as identification for the stages. Directly beneath 

these listings is the stage cut point calculated from Equations 

Cl9 and C20 for the actual test conditions. It is labelled 

Dso and is given in micrometer units. The stage weights 

are likewise listed for the respective stages, labelled MASS 

and are in milligram units. 

The mass loadings per unit volume of gas sampled indicated 

by the stage weights are labelled MG/DSCM/STAGE and are written 

in milligrams per dry standard cubic meter. The /STAGE indicates 

that it is not a cumulative. It is calculated for a particu-

lar stage j by the formula 

MASS. 
MG/DSCM/STAGEj = SA.1'.1PLING DURATION {minutes) 

35.31 cubic feet/cubic meter Absolute Stack Temperature 
x FLOWRATE {ACFM) x Absolute Standard Ternperatu 

Absolute Standard Pressure 
x Absolute Stack Pressure x 

1 

(1 - Fraction of HzO) 

(C26) 
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where absolute means the temperatu~e and pressure are in 

absolute units-aegrees Rankin or degrees Kelvin fo~ tempera

ture, and atmosphere, inches or millimeters of mercury for 

pressure. For Sl, 

MG/DSCM/STAGE1 .72 mg 35.31 cubic feet/cubic meter 
~ 20 min x 0.500 ACFM 

(400 + 460)
0

R 29.92 in. Hg l = 4 .?l mg/DSCM 
x - (70 + 460) 0 R x 26.50 in. Hg x (l.0 - 0.01) 

The subscripts indicate stage index numbers. 

The percent of the mass of particles with diameters 

smaller than the corresponding Dso is called the CUMULATIVE 

PERCENT OF MASS SMALLER THAN D50 • It is the cumulative mass 

at stage j divided by the total mass collected on all the 

stages, and converted to a percentage: 

CUM%. = 
J Total 

MASS. 
l 

Mass x 100 

For example, for 56, the cumulative percent is given by 

CUM %s = MASS1 + MASSe + MASSs x lOO 
Total Mass 

(C27) 

= 1.25 mg + 0.04 mg + 0.39 mg x 100 = )2.06% 
5.24 mg 

For S8, the mass of the particulate collected on the filter 

is used, 

CUM %s = Total Mass 

= 0.39 mg x 100 
5. 24 mg 

= 7.44% 
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Note that the apparent error in the least significant figures 

of the calculated percentages is due to using masses from 

the computer printout which have been rounded off to two 

decimal places before printing. 

The cumulative mass loading of pa~ticles smaller in 

diameter than the corresponding Dso in milligrams per actual 

cubic meter (CUM. (MG/ACM) SMALLER THAN D~o) for a particu

lar stage j is given by the formula 

9 

CUM. (MG/ACM) j = 
L MASS. 

i::-'. +l 1 

sampling duration (min) 

35.31 cubic feet/cubic meter 
x FLOWRATE (ACFM) (C29) 

From the information at the top of the computer print-out 

sheet, the flow rate is 0.500 actual cubic feet per minute 

(ACFM) and the sampling duration is 20.00 minutes. There

fore, for S4, 

CUM. (MG/ACM)., = MASSs + MASS6 + MASS7 + MASSe + MASS9 
20 minutes 

35.31 cubic feet/ cubic meter 12 . 3 mg/ACM 
x 0.500 ACFM = 

For 58, the mass of the particulate collected on the filter 

is again used, 

CUM. (MG/ACM) a = MASS9 35.31 cubic feet/cubic meter 
20 minutes x 0.500 ACFM 

= 0.39 mg 
20 minutes 

= 1. 38 mg/ACM 

35.31 cubic feet/cubic meter 
x 0.500 ACFM 
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The cumulative mass loading of particles smaller in 

diameter than the corresponding Dso in grains per actual 

cubi.c foot (CUM. (GR/ACF) SMALLER THAN Dso) for a particu

lar stage j is given by the formula 

CUM. (MG/ACM) . 

CUM. (GR/ACF)j = 2.288 graTs/cuti9 meter x 1000 mg/gram 
gra1ns/cub1c foot 

For S7, 

CUM. (GR/ACF) 7 = 2.288 grams/cubic meter 
grains/cubic foot x lOOO mg/gram 

1. 52 mg/ACM 

= 6.64 x 10- 4 grains/ACF 

(C30) 

The cumulative mass loading of particles smaller in 

diameter than the corresponding Dso in grains per dry stan

dard cubic foot (CUM. (GR/DSCF) SMALLER THAN Dso) is calcu

lated to show what the above cumulative would be for one 

cubic foot of dry gas at 70°F and at a pressure of 29.92 

inches of mercury. For a particular stage j, 

CUM. (GR/DSCF) j = CUM. (GR/ACF) j 

Absolute Stack Temperature Absolute Standard Pressure 
x Absolute Standard Temperature x Absolute Stack Pressure 

x l (C31) (1-Fraction of H20) 

where absolute means the temperature and pressure are in 

absolute units-degrees Rankin or degrees Kelvin for tempera

ture, and atmospheres, inches or millimeters of mercury for 

pressure. For Sl, 
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-3 CUM. (GR/DSCF) 1 = 6. 96 x 10 gr /ACF 

(400 + 460) 0 R 29.92 in. Hg x 
x (70 + 460) 0 R x 26.50 in. Hg (l.00-0.01) 

= l.29 x 10-~ 

gr/DSCF 

The particle size distribution may be presented on a 

differential basis which is the slope of the cumulative curve. 

Differential size distributions may he derived two ways: 

1. Curves may be fitted to the graphs of cumulative 

mass vs. particle size, and then the differential curves 

{slope) of each test would be calculated by taking finite 

differences along the ordinate and abscissa of the fitted 

curve. 

2. The finite differences may be taken equal to the 

differences in· Ds 0• 1 s from stage to stage (abscissa) and the 

particulate mass on each stage !ordinate). This technique 

was used to calculate the differential size distribution 

data in Table C3, and is described in detail in the follow

ing paragraphs. 

If we define the terms: 

6Mj = MG/DSCM/STAGEj ana 

(6logD)j = log1o(Dsoj-l) - log1o(Dsoj)' then 

MG/DSCM/STAGE. 
(C32) 

Because the computer printer does not contain Greek letters, 

the computer print-out sheet reads DM/DLOGD instead of 

6M/6LOGD. For S6, 
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9.35 mg/DSCM 
logi o (2. 22) - log1o{l.29) 

= 39.7 rng/DSCM 

Note that liM/l:ILOGD has the dimensions of the numerator since 

the denominator is dimensionless. In the calculation for Sl, 

a maximum particle diameter is used. For this example, MAX. 

PARTICLE DIAMETER = 100.0 micrometers. 

(~~~GD-), = 
4.71 mg/DSCM = 4.86 mg/DSCM 1091 a (100) - 1091o(10.74) 

For the filter stage, the 050 is arbitrarily chosen to 

be one-half of the Dsa for stage eight {58). For this example, 

it is chosen to be 0.33 micrometers/2 = 0.165 micrometers. 

Thus, 

( ~~~GD), = 2.55 mg/DSCM 
10910 (0.33) - 10910 (0.165) = 8.47 mg/DSCM 

The geometric mean diameter in micrometers (GEO. MEAN 

DIA. (MICROMETERS)) for a particular stage j is given by 

the formula 

For SS, 

GEO. MEAN DIA.J. = IDso. x Dso · l J J-
(C33) 

GEO. MEAN DIA.s = 10.33 x 0.69 micrometers 

= 0.477 micrometers 

As in the liLOGD calculation, we again use the maximum particle 

diameter for the stage one calculation and one-half the Ds0 

for stage eight for the filter stage calculation. 
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For Slr 

GEO. MEAN DIA. 1 = li0.74 x 100.0 micrometers 

= 32.8 micrometers 

For the filter, 

GEO. MEAN DIA.s = I0.165 x 0.33 micrometers 

= 0.23 micrometers 

A differential number distribution lfor comparison with 

ultraf ine data) can also be derived. Since 8M. = MG/DSCM/STAGE. 
J J 

is the mass per unit volume for stage j then we can define 

8Nj as 8Nj = NUMBER OF PARTICLES/DSCM/STAGEj or the number 

of particles per unit volume for stage j. Now 6Mj and 8Nj 

are related by the equation M. = N. x m , where m is the 
J J p p 

average mass of the particles collected on one stage. Di-

viding both sides of the equation by mp x 8LOGD yields 

(C34) 

Now mp= pPVP where pis the assumed particle dens:ity and 

V is the average volume of one particle on one stage. To 
p 

obtain mp in milligram units when Pp is in gram~per cubic 

centimeter and VP is in cubic micrometers, certain conversion 

factors must be used. The complete formula, using the correct 

conversion factors and the express ion ( 4/3) ( n) (D/2) 3 for 

VP where d is the geometric mean diameter in micrometers, is: 
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rn 
p 

10- 1 2 cm 3 
) 

1 cubic micrometer 

Therefore, 

( ~~~D) j 

(llM/6LOGD) . 
= 

where l.IM/~LOGD is in units of rng/DSCM, ~pis in gm/cm 3
, 

a is in microns, and ~N/~LOGD is in number of particles/ 

DSCM. For 53, 

( 
8N 

l.ILOGD ) ' = 
17.9 mg/DSCM 

(5.23599 x 10- 10
) x (l.35 gm/cc) x (7.96 microns) 3 

= 5.02 x 10 7 par.ticles/DSCM. 

For the filter stage 

8.47 mg/DSCM 

(5.2J~99 x 10- 10
) x (1.35 gm/cc) x (0.231microns) 3 

= 9.72 x 10 11 particles/DSCM 

The test data are usually classified according to sampling lo

cation (outlet of inlet}, sampling time (day, week, etc.) 

and combustion chamber or pollution control device conditions 

(high or low sulfur coal for coal plants, normal or below 

normal fuel consumption, normal or below normal current density 

for electrostatic precipitators, etc.). When classified, 

all of the data taken in a single classification are usually 

averaged and plotted on appropriate graph paper. 
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Curves are drawn through the discrete points. At selec

ted particle sizes values of ~M/6logd and 6N/6logd are chosen 

from these curves for averaging. 

Figure CS shows a typical average 6M/6logd outlet par-

ticle size distribution curve, from Andersen impactor data, 

and Figure CG shows the same data presented as 6N/6logd. 

Figure C7 shows similar data fo~ a hypothetical inlet 

test when a Brink impactor was- used. The size distributions 

of Figures CS or C7'were used to calculate the penetration/ 

efficiency curve of Figure CB. Confidence limits were cal

culated for the average data as described in Section C.8. 

A computer program has been written which does all of 

the calculations necessary to generate plotted graphs of 

the particle size distributions and fractional efficiency 

curves from the raw field data. Table C4 shows a flow ~ia

gram for this program. Copies of the report describing this 

computer program will soon be available from the EPA or NTIS. 
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TABLE C4 

PROGRAM FLOW 

For all inlet data: 

I. Impactor Program (MPPROG) 

Takes testing conditions, stage weights, and impactor constants 
to produce stage Dso's, cumulative and cumulative% mass 
co.ncentrations < Dsc, geometric mean diameters, and mass 
and number size distributions. 

II. Fitting Program (SPLINl) 

Uses modified spline technique to fit cumulative mass loading 
points for each plot. Stores fitting coefficients and boundary 
points on fi.le. 

III. Graphing Program (GRAPH) 

Produces individual run graphs with points based on stage 
weights and impactor Dso's. Also superimposes plot based 
on fitted data, if desired. Graphs include cum. mass load
ing, cum. % mass loading, and mass and number size distribu
tions. 

IV. Statistical Program (STATIS) 

Recalls cum. mass loading fitting coefficients to produce 
avg. cum. mass loading, avg. % cum. mass loading, avg. mass 
size distribution, and avg. number size distribution plots 
each with 90% confidence bars. 

Repeat programs I-IV for outlet data. 

V. Efficiency Program (PENTRA) 

Recalls avg. mass size distribution values along with 90% 
confidence limits for inlet and outlet to plot percent pene
tration and efficiency with 90% confidence bars. 
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SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS OF SUB;,ncRON AEROSOL PARTICLES 

If it is desirable to measure the precipitator collection 

efficiency for ultrafine particles, measurements of the particle 

size distribution must be made at the inlet and outlet. This 

appendix describes procedures for making measurements of the 

particle size and concentration from 0.01 to 2 um diameter. 

D.1 SYSTEM FOR EXTRACTIVE SAMPLING 

When possible, in··stack sampling is pr:eferred because it 

eliminates many condensation and sample loss problems which 

occur when probes are used for extractive sampling. Unfortu

nately, existing submicron sizing techniques and instrumenta

tion are designed for a laboratory environment and cannot be 

used in-stack. 

Particulate concentrations are usually extremely high in 

tndustrial flues and vary by orders of magnitude from one in

dustrial process to another and from the inlet side of a control 

device to the outlet of the same device. Temperature, pressure. 
moisture content, and the physical properties of the particulate 

also vary widely from one industrial process to another. Be

cause of this complexity and the limited useful concentration 

range for particle sizing techniques, extensive sample dilution 

and conditioning is required to obtain information on submicron 

particles in an industrial gas stream. 

D.l.l Line Losses 

When extracting the sample, attention should be given to 

line losses which can be a problem for particles smaller than 

0.01 µm or greater than 1.5-2.0 µm diameter. Since the objec

tive is to measure the concentration of ultrafine particles, 
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there is little interest in measuring particles larger than 

about 2.0 ~m. Thus losses due to impaction and settling are 

not significant, and isokinetic sampling is unnecessary. Dif

fusional and electrostatic line losses are of concern, however. 

For example, at a sampling rate of 1 £.pm, a sample line will 

remove 0.005 µm particles by diffusion at a rate of about 8% 

of the instantaneous concentration for every foot of sample 

line, independent of the radius of the sample line. This pro

blem can never be eliminated for the case of out-of-stack sampling, 

but it can be minimized by (1) using short probes and as high 

a flow rate as is practical, or(2) by using high, nonturhulent, 

flow rates through a probe and connecting lines to a conditioning

dilution system in which a sample is split off at the required 

rate. This second technique allows one to use long probes and 

change sampling points without disconnecting and reconnecting 

all sampling lines. Diffusional line losses for non-turbulent 

flow can be estimated from the equations for diffusion to the 

walls in a circular geometry (Figure Dl). A similar discussion 

of diffusional line losses has been given by Ensor and Jackson. 1 

D.1.2 Condensation of Gases 

Another problem of concern is condensation. Elements which 

are at a gaseous state at stack temperature (S0 3 /H2 S04 in parti

cular) can drop below their dew point and form high concentra

tions of very small particles resulting in anomalously high 

readings. In the case of S03 in the presence of H2 0, a sulfuric 

acid fume can be formed if temperatures fall below the acid 

dew point (temperature, pressure, and concentration sensitive). 

Once this fume has been formed, very high temperatures are re

quired to re-evaporate the droplets. For this reason tempera

tures above the dew point must be maintained throughout the 

system until the gaseous S03 /H2 SO~ can be removed or diluted. 

Two techniques appear to be useful for doing this: (1) dif

fusion to an absorber reagent and (2) dilution of the S03 /H 2 S04 

while hot, to levels at which the mist will not be formed. 2 

The main problem with the second technique, however, is that 
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a further dilution is required to bring the aerosol to a 

temperature withjn the operating range of the instrument. 

As a result, the minimum total dilution, which is the product 

of hot stage and cold stage djlutions, may be excessive for 

low particulate concentration levels such as those found 

at the outlet of some gas cleaning devices. Hence the con

centration of ultrafine particles even at the minimum dilu

tion may be below the minimum detection level of the sjzing 

instrument. 

At low levels of S0 3 , such as those at power plants burning 

low sulfur coal, copper has been found to be a successful 

S0 3 /H 2 S04 absorber reagent through the formation of CuS04. 

This reagent has the particular advantage that the reaction 

product is water soluble, and the absorber can easily be re

juvenated. Activated charcoal is also a very effective absorber 

of SOX, even at relative high concentrations. 

A special effort must be made to detect any particles 
generating interferences and to eliminate these if possible 

by conditioning the extracted sample. Condensation may be 

observed by periodically checking the linearity of the dilution 

system. When the dilution system is adjusted to produce a 

many-fold change in dilution, the indicated concentration 

should reflect an equal change in measured concentration. 

Figure D2 shows a diffusional absorber/dryer for the re

moval of water vapor from the sample stream. Figure D3 shows 

a sample extraction system which includes diffusional absorbers 

for high temperature use. 

D.1.3 Temperatures 

Consideration must also be given to reducing the gas tem

perature to a level at which the instruments were designed to 

operate. This is normally done by using a large volume of cool, 
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Figure D2. Diffusional adsorption apparatus for removal of H20 frorn 
sample aerosol. 
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dry dilution air but in some cases can be aone by simply pulling 

the sample through an ice bath condenser. It should be remem

bered, however, that unless condensible gases have previously 

been removed, it is possible to form a condensation fume 

when using a simple condenser. 

D.1.4 Electrostatic Losses 

Electrostatic line losses can also be a problem. Due to 

charges present on the particles, large static electric fields 

can be established which result in particle deposition and non

representative sampling. Line losses may be more severe if 

the aerosol particles are charged. Electric fields may exist 

which result in particle deposition and nonrepresentative sam

pling. This problem is most severe if the sample lines are 

made of insulating materials. Particle losses may also be a 

problem in the diffusion batteries where the theory assumes 

that the particles are electrically neutral and no considera

tion is given to unknown electrical forces. Also, it is assumed 

in the application of the electrical aerosol analyzer that the 

sample aerosol particles initially bear no charge. Prechargea 

particles could acquire charges different from those of cali

bration, causing them to exhibit different mobility vs size 

characteristics. It is desirable to neutralize the particle 

charge prior to entering the probe nozzle, and charge neutrali

zation to Boltzmann Equilibrium can be accomplished by exposure 

to an ion field created by radioactive materials, however, no 

suitable radioactive source has been developed for in-stack appli· 

cations. The approach generally taken has been to use radioac

tive materials such as P0
210 in the diluter to neutralize the 

particulate after it has be~n cooled and before it goes to the 

sizing instruments. The extent of electrostatic interferences, 

however, has not been well quantified. 
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D.l.5 Humidity 

High humjdities can alter the charging characteristics 

of electrical mobility analyzers and can c3use water to con

dense on particles and change their size <similar to the 

controlled process occurring in a condensation nuclei counter). 

Humidity problems can be eliminated bv the us~ of (1) dry 

dilution air or (2) diffusional dryers. 

D.1.6 Dilution 

In~stack concentrations generally exceed instrument 

concentration limits and must be reduced to levels at which 

the instrument functions properly. Large changes in the 

aerosol size distribution due to coagulation are also of 

concern, particularly in a diffusional configuration in

volving long residence times, since the loss rate due to 

coagulation for a given size particle rises rapidly with 

increasing concentration. 

Most of the dilution systems used to date involve the 

measurement of two different flow rates. Several methods are 

available for doing this: (1) Rotameters. {2) Orifices, (3) Ven

turis, and (4) Mass Flowmeters. Spink3 has surnrnarizeo the use 

of the first three and Parry~ has described the use of several 

mass flowmeters in an automated system. Rotameters are con

venient for measuring cool dilution air flow rates but could 

cause sample losses when measuring sample gas flows. They are 

also sensitive to temperature, pressure, and gas composition. 

Flowmetering orifices are useful for measuring flow rates of 

hot gases but significant sample losses can occur for particles 

larger than about 2 µm. Orifices also require, as do venturis, 

that pressure drops, etc. be monitored in order to calculate 

the flow rate. Venturis have the advantage that less turbu

lence occurs in the meter and hence size dependent losses 
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should be much less than those for orifices. Venturis have 

the disadvantage that the pressure tap must be taken at the 

Vena Contracta making them difficult to construct for low 

flow rates. Mass flowmeters are ideal but may require line 

restrictions in order to throttle the flow rate. 

D.l.7 Sample Extraction-Dilution Systems (SEDS) 

Figure D3 is a block diagram of a sample extraction-dilu

tion system (SEDS) developed by Southern Research Institute 

under EPA Contract No. 68-02-2114. In this system a 233 cm 3 / 

sec sample flow is removed from the process exhaust stream and 

is pulled through a rigid probe, a flexible connector hose, 

and a cyclone, into a 11 T 11 where the flow splits. The excess 

flow is dumped and the desired sample flow goes into 

the diluter via a calibrated orifice and an optional bank of 

sulfur oxide absorbers. The cyclone, orifice, and sulfur oxide 

absorber bank are housed in a heated box so that all components 

of the system except the diluter can be maintained at the stack 

temperature (up to 200°C} to prevent condensation. Pressure 

taps for the cyclone and the orifice allow continuous monitoring 

of the cyclone flow rate and the orifice flow rate by reading 

the pressure drop across the respective component. 

Currently, charge neutralization is done in the cone of 

the diluter by two 500 µC Polonium-210 strips, mounted as shown. 

The sample gas enters the dilution chamber at the apex of a 

perforated cone into which clean, dry air is pumped through 

the perforations, creating a highly turbulent mixing zone. 

Calibration data for the diluter, Figure D4, is shown in 

Figures D5 and 06. At a downstream point, after adequate mixing 

has occurred, the diluted sample is extracted and conveyed to 

the sizing instrument. This diluted sample passes through a 

diffusional dryer where any remaining moisture is removed. 

The major drying action is accomplished by using dilution air 

which has been passed through an ice bath condenser. 
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Just prior to entering the sizing instrument, the sample 

passes through a plenum to damp out short term concentration 

changes. The exhaust from each instrument is returned to the 

diluter to reduce pressure drops across the sizing devices. 

If further drying of this recycled gas is necessary, absorption 

oriers are placed in the instrument exhaust lines. 

Changing the sample air flow and the dilution air flow 

allows one to change the dilution ratio. Sample air. and di

lution air flowrates are controlled by two bleed valves on the 

dilution air pump, one upstream of the pump (#1) and one down

stream (#2). Manipulation of these valves changes the internal 

pressure of the diluter which, in turn, sets the sampling rate. 

As the pressure in the diluter is reduced, the sample flow rate 

is increased. In practice, the operation of these valves 

changes the dilution air flow only about 10% for a many-fold 

change in sample flow. 

McCain 5 has reported some problems with an earlier pro
totype conditioning system; growth of particles when high con

centrations of S03 are present, pluggage of orifices,' single 

point sampling limitations, and diffusional losses in sampling 

lines. The configuration described above allows the use of 

optional SO absorber chambers, rapid replacement for plugged x 
orifices, quick positive determination of partial pluggage, 

full traverse sampling capability, and decreased sarn?le line 

losses. The hot box configuration also increases the total 

time available for data acquisition by decreasing the time 

needed to change orifices or dilution ratios (2 minutes compared 

to about 30 minutes). 

Different sampling and dilution systems have been developed 

and reported by Ensor and Jackson, 1 Bradway and Cass, 6 and Schmidt 

er al. 7 
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It is clear that the most difficult problem in making size 

distribution measurements of subrnicron particles is extracting 

a representative sample from the duct and conditioning it for 

compatibility with the sizing instruments. 

A variety of instruments are available to characterize 

the conditioned sample, and these are described in the r~mainder 

of this appendix. 

D.2 SUBMICRON PARTICLE SIZING TECHNIQUES BASED ON PARTICLE 

DIFFUSIVITY 

D.2.1 Diffusion Batteries 

Fuchs 8 has reviewed diffusional sizing work up until 1956, 

while Sinclair, 9
'

10 Breslin et al, 11 Tworney, 12 and Sansone 

and Weyel 13 have reported more recent work, both theoretical 

and experimental. 

Diffusion batteries may consist of a number of long, narrow, 

parallel channels, a cluster of small bore tubes, or a series 

of screens. Variations in·the length and number of channels 

(tubes, or screens) and in the aerosol flow rate are used as 

means of measuring the number of particles in a selected size 

range. As the aerosol moves in streamline flow throug~ the 

channels, the particles diffuse to the walls at a pre0ictable 

rate depending on the particle size and the diffusion battery 

geometry. It is assumed that every particle which reaches the 

battery wall will adhere; therefore, only a fraction of the 

influent particles will appear as the effluent of a battery. 

It is only necessary to measure the total number concentration 

of particles at the inlet and outlet to the diffusion battery 

under a number of conditions in order to calculate the particle 

size distribution. 
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When the Stokes diameter is used to describe particle 

size, the penetration of diffusion batteries is virtually 

independent of physical properties of the individual aerosol 

particles. 

Parallel plate geometry - The parallel plate geometry is 

convenient because of ease of fabrication and the availability 

of suitable materials, and also because sedimentation can be 

ignored if the slots are vertical, while aaditional informa

tion can be gained through settling if the slots are horizon

tal. See Figure D7. Disadvantages of the parallel plate dif

fusion batteries are {l) the bulk of the diffusional batteries, 

and (2) the long transport time required to measure a size 

distribution. 

The mathematical expression for the penetration of a 

rectangular slot or parallel plate diffusion battery by a 

monodisperse aerosol was given in series form by Gormley and 

Kennedy. 14 The coefficients were calculated and tabulated 

by Twomey 12 using a computer. 

By varying the number of diffusion batteries in series 

and the flow rate, it is possible to measure penetrations under 

a variety of conditions. Using a set of diffusion batteries 

such as those developed at Southern Research (four-98 channel 

diffusion batteries, and a 13 channel diffusion battery) and 

measuring the penetration at three different flow rates, yields 

fifteen data points from which the particle size aistribution 

<0.01-0.2 µm diameter) can be reconstructed. 

When calculating the fraction (n/no) of the aerosol which 

penetrates a series of diffusion batteries, the transport time 

through the diffusion batteries must be taken into account. 

This transport time is about 3~-5 minutes for a 98 channel, 
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parallel plate diffusion battery. Thus, with four of these 

diffusion batteries in series, n, at a particular time, would 

be related to no at a point 16-20 minutes earlier in time on 

a chart recording. Making a complete measurement of a particle 

size distribution requires 2-4 hours and diffusional measure

ments are most useful on stable sources where the distribution 

is constant in time when using parallel plate diffusion bat

teries. The transport time is determined by the open air volume 

of the diffusion battery ana flow rate. If the same g8ometry 

constant can be obtained with smaller open air volumes, the 

transport ttme can be reduced. This can be accomplished by 

decreasing the plate spacing, but one very quickly approaches 

problems with material flatness errors, or equipment surviv~

bility when such materials as orecision ground graphite sheets 

are used. These problems seem to have been eliminated with 

the screen geometry, which is discussed below. 

Screen geometry - Sinclair 10 and Breslin et altt report success 

with more compact, tube-type and screen-type arrangements in 

laboratory studies. 

Although the screen-type diffusion battery must be cali

brated empirically, it offers convenience in cleaning and ope

ration, and compact size. Figure 08 shows Sinclair's geometry. 

This battery is 21 cm long, approximately 4 cm in diameter, 

and weighs 0.9 kg. 

This system is commercially available from Thermosystems, 

Inc., St. Paul, MN 55113 as the Model 3040 Diffusion Battery. 

Because of the small internal volume of the battery, the time 

necessary to obtain a test on one battery is reduced by about 

a factor of ten as compared to the parallel plate batteries. 

This diffusion battery system allows data to be collected on 

process streams where the particle concentration is somewhat 

unstable (Jl5 minutes per cycle) . 
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Figure DB. Screen type diffusion battery. The battery is 21 cm 
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stainless steel screens. 
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A disadvantage of the small volume is the sensitivity 

to surges in flow rate caused by the comrne~cially available 

CN counter. 

D.2.2 Particle Concentration Indicators-Condensation Nuclei 

Counters (CNC) 

Condensation nuclei counters ft1nction on t~e principle 

that particles act as nuclei for the condensation of water 

or other condensable vapors in a supersaturated environ-

ment. This process is used to detect and count particles j.n 

the 0.002 to 0.3 micron range (often referred to as condensa

tion or Aitken nuclei). In condensation nuclei detectors, a 

sample is withdrawn from the gas stream, humidified, and brought 

to a supersaturated condition by reducing the pressure. In 

this supersaturated condition, condensation will be initiated 
on all particles larger than a certain critical size and will 

continue as long as the sample is supersaturated. This con

densation process forms a homogeneous aerosol, predominantly 

composed of the condensed vapor containing one drop for each 

original particle whose size was greater than the critical 

size appropriate to the degree of supersaturation obtained; 

a greater degree of supersaturation is used to initiate growth 

on smaller particles. The number of particles that are formed 

is estimated from the light scattering properties of the 

final aerosol. 

Because of the nature of this process, measurements of 

very high concentrations can be in error as a result of a lack 

of correspondence between particle concentration and scattering 

or attenuation of light. Additional errors can result from 

depletion of the vapor available for condensation. Certain 

condensation nuclei measuring techniques can also obtain infor

mation on the size distribution of the nuclei; that is, vari

ations in the degree of supersaturation will provide size dis-
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crimination by changing the critical size for which condensation 

will occur. However, MacLauren and Junge 15 have predicted that 

the critical size for initiating condensation is also affected 

by the volume fraction of water soluble material contained in 

the original aerosol particle, so the critical size will be 

uncertain unless the solubility of the a~rosol particles is 

known. At very high degrees of supersaturation (about 400%}, 

solubility effects are only minor and essentially all particles 

in the original aerosol with diameters larger than 0.002 µm 

will initiate the condensation process. 

A continuous flow CN counter has been described by Sin

clair16 and an absolute calibration of a CN counter has been 

done by Liu. 17 The theory and principles of operation of CN 

counters has been described by Haberl. 18
1

19 

D.2.3 Using Diffusion Batteries With Condensation Nuclei Counters 

and a Sample Extraction-Dilution System To Measure Concen

tions of Subrnicron Aerosols In Industrial Flue Gases 

Before taking equipment into the field, a preliminary exami

nation of the sampling site should be made. There must be ample 

space for the diffusion batteries (D.B.) and the condensation 

nuclei counter {CNC). The sample lines to and from the D.B.'s 

should be as short as is practical. The diffusion batteries 

should be placed out of direct sunlight to reduce thermal inter

ferences. 

Four models of CNC's are presently used. Two automatic 

models are the General Electric (GE)* and the Environment One 

*General Electric - Ordnance Systems, Electronics Systems 
Division, Pittsfield, MA 01201. 
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Model Rich 100 (E-1).** Small manual particle detectors are 

also commercially available from Gardner Associates*** and Environ 

ment One.** The valving system in the GE is mechanical, and 

pressure differentials across the valves are irrelevant. How

ever, the E-1 has pneumatic valves and a pressure difference 

of greater than 2 inches of water across the valves will lock 

them either open or shut, thus the return lines on the E-1 CNC 

must be connected to the sample extraction system to prevent 

instrument malfunctions. A return line is normally used on. 

the GE but may not be connected to the diluter in some circum

stances. The GE creates substantial pulsation in the sample 

lines which is intolerable for diffusional analysis, and an 

antipulsation device consisting of two metal cylinders connected 

by a small orifice may be used as a pneumatic R-C network to 

damp the oscillations to an acceptable level. 

Once all sample and return lines have been connected, the 

equipment is turned on and allowed to warm up. The flows are 

then adjusted to the proper rates. If the GE model is used, the 

vacuum gage on the front panel should read B inches of Hg as 

recommended in the operation manual. This gives a nominal 

flow rate of 6 £pm and a sample supersaturation afte~ expansion 

of approximately 400%. The E-1 may be adjusted. to any desired 

flow rate between about 0.6 ipm and 4.2 ipm. 

The water supplies for the humidifiers are filled with 

a mixture of distilled water and a wetting agent. About 0.5% 

Kodak photoflow (ethylene glycol) is used in the water. This 

reduces the surface tension of the water and allows the wick 

to wet better and more quickly. 

**Environment-One Corporation, Schenectady, NY 12301. 

***Gardner Associates, Schenectady, NY 12301. 
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Before any data can be taken the system should be leak 

checked. This is done by connecting all th~ D.B. 1 s in series, 

clamping one end off and pumping several inches of mercury 

vacuum. If the vacuum holds data can be taken. If there is 

a leak it can be isolated by repeating the process with suc

cessively fewer D.B.'s until the leaky one is found. The exact 

location of the leak can be determined by putting a concentrated 

condensation nuclei source (e.g., a burning string) close to 

various parts of the D.B. When the leak is found, the CNC panel 

meter will rapidly rise. 

There are two methods of data collection: graphing the 

CNC output on a strip chart recorder or directly writing down 

the meter reading. In general, a combination of the two is 

used to insure that no faulty connection exists between the 

CNC and the chart recorder or that the chart recorder is mal

functioning. 

Since with either the GE or the E-1 CNC the largest flow 

possible is 6 ~pm, a certain minimum amount of time is required 

- to pull the sample through the parallel plate D.B. 's. If gra

phical techniques are used a characteristic output will be 

observed. The indicated concentration is zero while the clean 

air already in the D.B. 1 s is being exhausted. Then the output 

rises to a peak and stabilizes. It is at this point that mean

ingful data is being taken. However, if data is taken by meter 

readings alone this characteristic response is very difficult 

to follow. Adequate time must be allowed for transport through 

the D.B.'s before each reading is taken. These transport times 

have been calculated for 6 £pm for two types of parallel plate 

D.B.'s used: Thirty seconds for the 13 channel parallel plate 

and five minutes for each 98 channel parallel plate D.B. used. 
Quite frequently the in-stack concentrations are unsteady and 

data is normally recorded for several minutes after the system 

has had time to stabilize as a double check on the validity 
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of the data and to provide some time averaging of the data on 

fluctuating sources. With the screen type diffusion batteries, 

transport times of about 1/10 of the times given above can be 

used. 

If the GE CNC is used, diffusional sizing cut points are 

selected by changing the number of D.B.'s 1 since the flow rate 

is constant. However, with the E-1, the cut sizes may be ad

justed by either changing the number of D.B.'s or the flow rate. 

The flow rate is sometimes held constant because source fluctua

tions introduce so much uncertainty that attempts to achieve 

high resolution are futile. 

In order to obtain a set of data, the CNC is fi~st connectE 

directly to the diluter to obtain total concentration. Data 

is then taken by pulling the sample next through a single batte1 

two batteries, three batteries, etc., until all the available 
permutations of geometry and flow rate have been used. 

If only one set of equipment is available, after data 

are collected at the inlet the equipment is carried to the 

outlet, set up, leak checked, and the above procedure is re

peated. 

D.2.4 Data Reduction Techniques and a Sample Calculation 

Fuchs et al 20 presented a technique for calculating the 

particle 3ize distribution from raw data, assuming that the 

size distribution was log normal. A technique suggested by 

Sinclair 9 does not include this restriction. In Sinclair 1 s 

method a nomograph is prepared using the penetration for each 

diffusion battery geometry and flow rate and a large number of 

monodisperse particle sizes. Comparing this nomograph with 

'experimental penetrations, one calculates the particle size 
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distribution using a "graphical stripping" process. However, 

it is usually more convenient to use a "0 50." technique like 

that used for the reduction of cascade impactor oata. 

Data for a given test condition are averaged as follows 

to yield a representation of the source at that condition. 

All instrument readings are converted to indicated concentra

tions by means of individual instrument calibration curves. 

These values are then corrected for dilution to obtain flue 

gas concentration. Since the CNC calibration curve is non-lin

ear, multiplying by the dilution factor before converting to 

concentration will yield erroneous results. Next, process 

averaging is accomplished by taking appropriately weighted 

averages of the data obtained through the various process cy

cles. These weighted averages are found for each D.B. arrange

ment, including no D.B. 's, and test condition, both inlet and 

outlet. 

For the sample calculation it is assumed that five para

llel plate diffusion batteries were used, in four configura

tions, and at three flow rates to obtain data at twelve 0 50 sizes. 

These five diffusion batteries consisted of one 13 channel (Type 

A) and four 98 channel (Type Bl units. The four sampling con

figurations were 1) one Type A, 2) one Type B, 3) two Type B 

in series, and 4) four Type B in series. These diffusion bat

teries are similar to the one depicted in Figure 07. The three 

flow rates were 1, 6, and 10 liters per minute. The aerosol 

was sampled from a Sample Extraction and Dilution System and 

the total number of particles entering and exiting the diffusion 

batteries was determined using a condensation nuclei counter 

(CNC). The sample data for this experiment is shown in Table 

Dl. 

To calculate the particle size for 50% penetration (the 

D50 ) through a diffusion battery configuration, the following 

equations must be used. 



The penetration of a rectangular plate diffusion battery 

is given by 

p = n 

where 

= [0.9104e-l.88522DY + 0.053le-21.431DY 

M 

+ O.OlSe-62.317DY + O.OOGBe-124.537DY] 

D =Particle diffusivity, cm 2/sec, 

(Dl) 

Y = Diffusion battery flow rate-geometry constant, 

sec/ cm 2
, 

m = Number of identical batteries in series, 

no= Diffusion battery inlet concentration, #/cm 3
, and 

n =Diffusion battery outlet concentration, #/cm 3
• 

The particle diffusivity, D, is given by 

D = kTB where (D2) 

k =Boltzmann's Constant, gm cm 2/sec 2 °K, 

T = Absolute Temperature, °K, and 

B = Particle Mechanical Mobility, sec/gm. 

The particle mechanical mobility is given by 

B =fl+ 2.49 (:A/d) + .84 (:A/d}e-(· 44 ) (d/'Aj;3nµd 

where A = gas mean free path, cm, 

a =particle diameter, cm, and 

µ = gas viscosity, gm/sec cm. 

The gas mean free path is given by 

-1 µ _r-
A = 3.109 x 10 p f T/M 
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TABLE Dl 

DIFFUSION BATTERY SAMPLE CALCULATION DATA 

CNC 

Cale. D$o Reading Dilution Actual 
Configuration (i/min} ( µm) (#/cm 3 

) Factor Concentration 
(#/cm 3 ) 

l Type A 6 0.02 53000 1000 53. 0 x 10 6 

1 Type B 6 0.06 43000 500 21. 5 
2 Type B 6 0.098 45000 200 9.0 
4 Type B 6 0.17 11000 200 2.2 
1 Type A l 0.028 84000 500 42.0 
1 Type B 1 0.07 33600 500 16.8 
2 Type B l 0.12 29000 200 5.8 
4 Type B 1 0.20 5500 200 1.1 
1 Type A 10 0.015 64000 1000 64.0 
1 Type B 10 0.045 62000 500 31.0 
2 Type B 10 0.08 66500 200 13.3 
4 Type B 10 0.14 20500 200 4.1 
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P = Ambient pressure, atm, 

T = Absolute temperature, °K, and 

M = gas mean molecular weight, gm/gm-mole. 

The approximate gas viscosity is given by 

=[(.495 (T-294°K) + 182)] x 10-
6 gm/cm sec. (D5) 

The diffusion battery flow rate-geometry constant, Y, is 
given by 

L = Channel 

h = Channel 

N = Number 

y = 

length, 

height, 

4LhN 
QW 

cm, 
cm, 

of channels, 

Q = Flow rate / cm 3 /sec, 

w = Channel width, cm. 

See Figure D-7. 

where (D6} 

and 

The two diffusion batteries under consideration in this 

example have the following dimensions. 

Type A Type B 

L 45.72 cm 45.72 cm 

h 10.15 cm 11. 46 cm 
w 0.10 cm 0.10 cm 

N 13 98 

Thus, YA = 2.358 x 10 3 sec/cm 2 and y8 = 2.006 x 10 4 sec/cm 2 

for Q = 6 9../min. 
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The manipulation of these equations allows one to calculate 

the penetration of the diffusion batteries at different flow rate 

and particle-size combinations. After plotting the penetration 

versus particle size, the D50 's can be determined. 

To aid in the calculation of the particle diffusivity 

and penetration of a particular D.B. arrangement, two programs 

have been written for the Hewlett-Packard HP-65 Program-

mable Calculator. If a programmable calculator is not 

available, the calculations can be done manually using 

the equations given above. The calculator programs 

and their applications are described below: 

Program 1 is used to calculate the viscosity (µ) and 

mean free path (A) of standard air. These values are then 

used to calculate the diffusivity (D) for a monodisperse 

aerosol having diameter d. Given values for the flow rate

geometry configuration (y) and the diffusivity {D), Program 

2 is used to calculate the theoretical penetration <n/n-0). 

Program 1: Diffusivity (Program Steps are Listed in Table 

D2.) 

Over the temperature range from 0-350°C, the viscosity 

of dry standard air is very nearly linear. For a given 

temperature µ can be found, in CGS units, from: 

= [. 495 (T - 294° K) + 182] x 10-
6 

poise 

Knowing the viscosity, the mean free path is given 

by 

A. = 5. 77¥fr x io- 2 cm for standard air (P is the absolute 

pressure, atm.). 
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From a knowledge of µ and A for the carrier gas, the 

diffusivity (Di) of a monodisperse aerosol having diameter 

(d.) is given by the following equation: 
1 

D. = (1.46 x 10-17 ) 
1 

T 
]..Id. 

1 

[1 + 2.49 (~.) + .84 <~.)e-(.44)(d/A)] 
1 l 

for T in °K, µ in poise, A and d in cm. 

User Instructions. Enter the program shown in Table 02. 

To calculate µ and A. for Standard Air having 250° K $,..__! < 

600°K: 

-1. Load storage registers with the following variables 

Temperature 

Absolute Pressure, 

T, 

P, 

oK, 

"Hg, 

STO 2 

STO 3 

2. Start program "µ, A" "B II 

3. Output: 

4. 

Values of µ are stored in the correct storage register 

for retrieval during calculation of D 

To display µ (units of poise) 

To display A. {units of cm) 

RCL 4 

RCL 5 

To calculate n. 
1 

for a monodisperse aerosol 

Load storage registers with the following variables 

Temperature, T, K, STO 2 Performed 

Viscosity, µ, poise, STO 4 in Steps 
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'TABLE D2 

PROGRAM 1 - PARTICLE DIFFUSIVITY 

HP-65 CALCULATOR PROGRAM FOR A PARALLEL PLATE DIFFUSION BATTERY 

CODE KEYS CODE KEYS CODE KEYS 

LBL 23 6 06 f 31 

A ,, EEX 43 ..j 09 
RCL 1 34 01 CHS 42 x 71 
RCL 5 34 05 1 01 . 83 

81 9 09 0 00 
. 83 x 71 5 05 
4 04 RCL 4 34 04 7 07 
3 03 81 1 07 
5 05 RCL 1 34 01 x 71 

CHS 42 81 STO 7 33 05 

x 71 STO 7 33 07 RTN 24 
f•l 32 RTN 24 
LN 07 LBL 23 

RCL 5 34 05 B 12 
RCL 1 34 01 . 83 

81 4 04 
STO 8 33 08 9 09 

x 71 5 05 
83 RCL 2 34 02 

8 OB 2 02 
4 04 9 09 
x 71 4 04 
1 01 - 51 
+ 61 x 71 

RCL 8 34 08 , 01 
2 02 8 08 . 83 2 02 
4 04 + 61 
9 09 EEX 43 
2 02 CHS 42 
x 71 6 06 
+ 61 x 71 

RCL 2 34 02 STO 4 33 04 
x 71 RCL 3 34 03 
1 01 81 
4 04 RCL 2 34 02 

R1 d R4 µ. R1 p 

R2 T R5 1 Rg (WORK) 

R3 p Rs (BLANK) Rg (BLANK) 
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Mean Free Path, A , cm, STO 5 l and 

Diameter of the 

monodisperse 

aerosol, a. , cm, STO 1 
l 

5. Start program "Di ff" II A II 

6. Output: 

Displayed value is "D" in cgs units (also stored in 

register 7). 

Test Problem 

Find µ, A, and D. for T = 75.2°F, P = 14.39 PSIA, and 
l 

d = .023 microns. 

2 

1. Convert T, P, and d. to the prooer units then store 
l -

in registers 2, 3, and 1, respectively. 

75.2°F = 24°C = 297°K, store in reglster 2 

:£!.g_ 14.39 PSIA x 2.036 PSIA ;::; 29.30 "Hg, store in 

register 3 

.023 µrn = .023 x io-~ cm = ·2.3 x io- 6 cm, 

store in register l 

2. Start Program B. X is displayed (l = 6.23 x 10-~ 

cm), RCL 4 to display (µ = 1.83 x 10-" poise). 

3. Start Program A. 

10- 5cm 2/sec). 
o. is displayed (D. = 9.95 x 

1 l 
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2: Theoretical Penetration (Program Steps are Listed in Table 

03.) 

When the diffusivity (D.) of a monodisperse aerosol 
1 

of diameter di is known, and the flow rate-geometry configu-

raion (yj) for the diffusional apparatus (diffusion battery) 

are known, fractional penetration as a function of size 

(D.) is given by 
1 

If several diffusional configurations are used in series 

where the aerosol is allowed to remix before going through 

the next configuration, the final penetration is the product 

of the penetration for each, thus 

p. = TI p .. 
1 . 1, J 

J 

If m diffusion batteries having the same yj value are 

used in series, then 

m p. = (p .. ) 
l 1, J 

To calculate p .. for rn identical batteries in series, 
.!...!..l...: 

enter program in Table D3. 
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TABLE 03 

PROGRAM 2 - PARTICLE PENETRATION 

HP-65 CALCULATOR PROGRAM FOR A PARALLEL PLATE DIFFUSION BATTERY 

CODE KEYS CODE KEYS CODE KEYS 

LBL 24 3 03 0 00 
A 11 1 01 6 06 

RCL 7 34 07 x 71 8 08 
RCL 6 34 06 + 61 x 71 

x 71 RCL 8 34 08 + 61 
STD 8 33 08 6 06 RCL 34 

1 01 2 02 9 09 
83 83 9 35 

8 08 3 03 yX 05 
8 08 1 01 RTN 24 
5 05 1 07 
2 02 CHS 42 

CHS 42 x 71 
x 71 fl 32 

f•l 32 LN 07 
LN 07 83 

83 0 00 
9 09 1 01 
1 01 5 05 
0 00 3 03 
4 04 x 71 
x 71 + 61 

RCL 8 34 08 RCL 8 34 08 
2 02 1 01 
1 01 2 02 

83 4 04 
4 04 83 
3 03 5 05 
1 01 3 03 

CHS 42 7 07 
x 71 CHS 42 

t· 1 32 x 71 
LN 07 1-I 32 

83 LN 07 
0 00 83 
5 ni:; 0 00 

R1 (BLANK) R4 (BLANK) R7 D 

R2 (BLANK) R5 (BLANK) Ra (WORK) 

R3 p R5 y Rg m 
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L Load storage registers with the following variables 

Diffusivity, 

Flow rate-geometry 

configuration 

Number of identical 

batteries in series 

2. Start Program 

D. , 
1 

y j, 

m, 

cgs units, 

cgs units, 

integer, 

STO 7 

STO 6 

STO 9 

n A" 

Displayed value is the fractional penetration (P. . ) 
l, J 

of this monodisperse aerosol of size ai through n 

identical diffusion batteries in series. 

Test Problems 

1. Load data 

yj 
o. 

1 

= 2.36 x 10 3 in cgs units 

= 5.39 x io- 6 in cgs units 

P. ,j = 1 
l 

2. Calculate P 

p = 9.38 x 10 1 = 93.8% 

STO 6 

STO 7 

STO 9 

II A II 

Therefore the penetration of the diffusion battery Type 

A at a flow rate of 6 liters/minute is 93.8% for 0.023 µm 

particles. 

After calculating the penetration, a graph similar 

to Figure D9 will be obtained. The D50 's can be determined 

from this graph as indicated. The experimental data for 

this sample calculation are shown in Figure Dll. 
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Figure D 9. Theoretr'cal parallel plate diffusion battery penetration 
curves. 
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A cumulative particle size distribution is plotted using 

the corrected concentration from the last column in Table DJ .. 

as the ordinate and the Dso 's for each configuration as the 

abscissa. Differential number graphs ace obtained bv rlif

ferentiation of the cumulative curve (finite differences) as 

described in Sections C.8 and C.9. 

D.3. SUBMICRON PARTICLE SIZING TECHNIQUES USING THE ELECTRICAL 

MOBILITY PRINCIPLE 

D.3.1 Electrical Mobility 

If a particle charge is known, measurements of the elec

trical mobility are sufficient to determine the particle size. 

This concept has been used by Liu, et al,' 1 at the University 

of Minnesota to develop a series of Electrical Aerosol Analyzers 

(EAA). A schematic of this device is shown in Figure 010. 

The EAA has the distinct advantage of very rapid data acquisi

tion compared to parallel plate diffusion batteries and con

densation nuclei counters (two minutes as opposed to two hours 

for ~ single size distribution analysis. 

D.3.2 Thermosystems Model 3030 Electrical Aerosol Size Analyzer* 

The EAA is designed to size particles in the range 

of 0.01 micrometer diameter to 1.0 micrometer diameter. 

It can size solids and non-volatile liquids. The concen

tration of 1 to 1000 µg/m 3 limit its application to a sample 

extraction-dilution system as described earlier. 

*Therrnosystems, Inc., St. Paul, MN 55113. 
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The EAA ope-rated in the following manner. As a vacuum 

pump draws the aerosol through the analyzer (See Figure DlO) , 

a corona generated at a high voltage wjre within the charg

ing section gives the sample a posi.tive electrical charge. 

The charged aerosol flows from the charger to the 

analyzer section as an annular. cylinder of aerosol surround

ing a cone of clean air. A metal rod, to which a variable, 

negative voltage can be applied, passes axially through the 

center of the analyzer tube. Particles smaller than a cer

tain size (with highest electrical mobility) are drawn to 

the collecting rod when the voltage corresponding to that size 

is on the rod. Larger particles pass through the analyzer 

tube and are collected by a filter. The electrical charges 

on these particles drain off through an electrometer, giving 

a measure of current. 

A step increase in rod voltage will cause particles of 

a larger size to be collected by the rod with a resulting 

decrease in electrometer current. This decrease in current 

is related to the additional number of particles being col

lected. A total of eleven voltage steps divide the 0.0032 

to 1.0 micron size range of the instrument into ten equal 

logarithmic size intervals. Different size intervals can 

be programmed via an optional plug-in memory card. 

The electrical aerosol analyzer can be operated either 

automatically or manually. In the automatic mode, the ana

lyzer steps through the entire size range. For size and con

centration monitoring over an extended period of time, the 

analyzer may be intermittently triggered by an external timer. 

The standard readout consists of a digital display within the 

control circuit module, although a chart recorder output is 
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available. It is almost always advantageous to use 

a strip chart recorder to record the data. This allows 

the operator to identify a stable reading superimposed on 

source variations and gives a permanent record of the raw 

data. 

D.3.3 Using The TSI Model 3030 Electrical Aerosol Analyzer 

With a Sample Extraction-Dilution System To Measure 

Concentrations of Submicron Aerosols in Industrial 

Flue Gases 

Once the equtpment is set up as shown in Figure D3, ~he 

flows are adjusted through the sample orifice and the dilution 

air orifice, to obtain the desired dilution factor. The EAA 

is placed in a manual mode and the current readings for each 

channel are recorded with a strip chart recorder. Manual con

trol allows run times of from two to five minutes in each of 

the nine channels. This allows one to average out rapid source 

fluctuations. At the beginning of each day, the interval cali

bration points and flows through the EAA are checked, as de

scribed in the instrument manual. These are periodically re

checked throughout the day. 

D.3.4 Data Reduction Techniques and a Sample Calculation 

It is assumed that a Thermo-Systems Inc. Model 3030 Elec

trical Aerosol Size Analyzer (EAA) with a 0.0032 µm to 0.360 

µrn range at the normal operating conditions has been used to 

determine concentration .Y.§ size information in the ultrafine 

size range for the effluent of a precipitator. The EAA sampled 

the gas stream after the sample was extracted with a Sample 

Extraction and Dilution System as described in Section D.1.7. 
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TABLE 04 

EAA (Model 3030) Data Reduction Form 
Concentration, Cumulative Concentration, and ilN I ilLogD from Scan No. 

for DF = s 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 

Channel Collector 
No. Voltage D , µm D ., 1-1m 8N/fJ.I AlogD I,pA C.I,pA C.N AN L:N C.N

8
/1HogD 

p pl. p s s 

3 196 0.0100 
0.0133 4.76xl0 5 0.250 

4 593 0.0178 
0.0215 2.33xl0 5 0.165 

N 5 1220 0.026 co 0.0306 l.47xl0 5 0.141 \.0 
6 2183 0 .036 

0.0502 8.33xl01+ 0.289 
7 3515 o. 070 

0.0917 4.26xl0i. 0. 2 34 
8 5387 0 .120 

0.149 2.47xl0 11 O.lBB 
9 7152 0.185 

0.219 l.S6x101+ 0.148 
10 8642 0.260 

0. 306 l.lOxlOt+ 0.141 
11 9647 0. 360 



The EAA was placed in a manual scan mode and the current 

readings for each channel were recorded with a strip chart re

corder. Manual control allowed run times of from two to five 

minutes in each of the nine channels. This allowed the averag

ing of rapid source fluctuations. 

The theory of operation and basic equations for the EAA 

have been given by Liu et al 21 and calibration of the Model 

3030 EAA has been done by Liu and Pui. 22 The latest cali

bration and modifications revise the initial EAA calibration 

which assumed eleven size fractions from .0032 µm to 1.0 µm, 

but which was actually eleven size fractions from 0.0032 µrn 

to 0.36 µm (as usual in this exam~le}. The mechanics of the 

data reduction is identical, however. Table 04 shows the pre

vious calibration constants in a data reduction format. The 

calibration by Liu 21 suggested the use of a calibration 

matrix; however, typical source fluctuations in industrial 

processes generally negate any potential advantage of such 

refinements. Table D4 is essentially self-explanatory. The 

heading "DP, µrn" (Column 3) is the particle diameter in micro

meters. A value of 0.100 µm diameter and smaller are col

lected in the analyzer tube while larger particles pene-

trate to the current collecting filter where an electrometer 

measures the total current carried by the unprecipitated par

ticles. This current represents the charges on all particles 

larger than 0.100 µm. This measured current is the basic output 

of the Model 3030. 

The fourth column (Dpi' µm) is the geometric mean diameter 

of the particles represented by the current difference of 

two successive steps (Channel No.'s). For example, the 

difference in current for the 0.100 µm cut-off and the current 

for the 0.0178 µm cut-off is the total current collected 

from particles between these sizes, or rather for a mean 

diameter of 0.0133 µm. The current differences are entered 

in Column 8 headed '1 I, pA" (picoAmps}. 
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B. Calculate all dilution factors (DFj). 

STEP 2 

Calculate current differences {61 .. ) from adjacent chan-
1, J 

nels and aver age the a. products (a. = 6 I. . x DF.) for the 
J 1 1 , J J 

same size band for all scans taken for the same test conditions. 

Calculate 90% confidence intervals for each a .. Note: the 
1 

i subscript denotes size and the j subscript denotes dilution 

setting. 

STEP 3 

Using a1 and Table 06 calculate "number concentration" 

{6N
5
), "average cumulative concentration of all particles having 

diameter greater than the indicated size" E (6N
8
), and "t..N

5
/6LogD" 

for each size band for each test condition. 

STEP 4 

Plot 11 Cumulative Concentration vs. Size 11 for each test 

condition. 

STEP 5 

Plot 6N
8

/6LogD (with upper and lower 90% confidence limits) 

vs. size for each test condition. 

SAMPLE CALCULATION FOLLOWING THE CALCULATION FORMAT 

Table DS contains hypothetical test data for the follow

ing sample calculation. 
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SCAN Time CH 3 

l 1:30p 2.869 

2 1:32 2 .8)5 
N 
\D 3 1:34 2.841 
N 

4 1:36 2.859 

5 1:38 2.866 

6 1:40 2.866 

7 1:45 6.477 

a 1:47 6.580 

9 1:49 6.377 

10 1: 51 6. 390 

TABLE DS 

EAA Current Readings (I, in picoamps and Dilution Factors) 
for this Sample Calculation: Hypothetical Inlet Data 

CH 4 CH S CH 6 CH 7 CH !l CH 9 

2.734 2 .519 2.227 1.362 .682 .242 

2. 711 2.495 2.205 1. 344 .669 .220 

2.709 2.500 2.200 1. 340 .655 .218 

2. 722 2. 522 2.235 1. 368 .676 .226 

2. '140 2. 530 2.251 1. 391 • 714 .219 

2.736 2.531 2.238 1.378 .698 .255 

6.188 5. 716 5.056 3;111 l. 575 .565 

6.208 5.818 5.153 3.233 1.613 .510 

6.087 5.620 4.960 3.021 1.526 .s:n 

6.094 5.614 4.956 J.006 1.467 .492 

CH 10 CH 11 Dilution f'uctor 

.102 .020 255 

.075 - .010 255 

.081 .001 255 

.096 .010 2'>5 

.137 .052 255 

.115 .033 25'.; 

.243 .05) 11) 

.195 .010 113 

.227 .OJ2 JlJ 

.187 .005 113 



TABLE 06 

EAA {Model 3030) Data Reduction Form 
Concentration, CumElative Concentration, and .1N /l:iLogD 

From Average a for Condition s 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 

Channel Collector -No. Voltage D , µm D i' µm AN/ti.I .OloqD a 8N L~N l.iNs/iHogD s s 

3 196 0.0100 
0.0133 4.76xl0 5 0.250 

4 593 0.0178 
N 0.0215 2.33x10 5 0.165 w 
w 5 1220 0.026 

0.0306 l.47xl0 5 0.141 
6 2183 0. 036 

0.0502 8.33xlO" 0.289 --...-
0.070 7 3515 

0.0917 4.26x10'* 0.234 
8 5387 0.120 

0.149 2.47xl0i+ 0.188 
9 7152 0.185 

o. 219 l.56xl0" 0.148 
10 8642 0.260 

0.306 1.1Dxl0 4 0.141 
11 9647 0.360 



The fifth column gives the revised calibration factor 

(based on the calibration by Liu and Pui 22
) for each of 

the eight size bands. These factors are in units of particles 

per cm per picoAmpere. Multiplying this size specific 

current sensitivity, Ll.N/Ll.I, (Column 5) by the current dif

ference, Ll.I, (Column 8) gives the total number of particles, 

Ll.N, (Column 9) in units of particles per cm 3
, within this 

size band (Column 4) for the diluted aerosol. To correct 

for dilution and find in-stack concentrations, multiply 

·Column 9 by the dilution factor (DF) and enter the result, 

Ll.Ns, in Column 10. Columns 6 and 12 are used for Ll.N
5

/6LogD 

information calculated from the number distribution in Column 

10. Column 11 is used for cumulative concentrations, correc

ted for dilution to engineering standard (normal) conditions 

by a dilution factor {i.e. Column 10). Engineering standard 

or normal conditions are defined as dry gas at 21°C and 

760 mm Hg pressure. 

The basic data from the EAA is cumulative current for 

each of nine channels (Column 7). One must then take the 

differences of the current readings for successive channels 

(Column 8) in order to find Ll.N, etc. These I values are 

multiplied by a series of constants (l\N/l'.':.I., DF.) to arrive 
l J 

at l\N (concentration in stack corrected to dry, standard 
5 

conditions). While a single scan should be made at a constant 

dilution, different scans may be made at different dilutions. 

To simplify the arithmetic for each test condition, 

the product a· = l\I. . x DF. is formed and all such inlet 
1 l,] J 

(outlet) products for the same size band are averaged. 

SUMMARY OF THE CALCULATION FORMAT 

STEP 1 

A. Calculate the average instrument reading (I) for each chan

nel as obtained from the strip chart recording of channel cur

rent vs. time. 
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STEP 1 

A. Calculate the average instrument reading (I) for each chan

nel as obtained from the strip chart recording of channel cur

rent vs. time. Each complete size scan (Table D5} consists 

of nine instrument readings {I, Column 7 of Table D4). These 

instrument readings are the average current outputs as taken 

from the strip chart recordings, for each of the nine channels. 

Run times were manually controlled and varied from two to ten 

minutes per channel as the instrument operator sequentially 

stepped through channels 3, 4, 5, ..• , 11. Table DS gives the 

instrument readings used as data for the sample calculation 

(10 scans, 90 average current readings). 

B. Calculate all dilution factors (DFj; corrected to engineer

ing standard (normal} conditions: 70°F (20°C} and 29.92 inches 

of mercury pressure (760 mm Hg)). 

STEP 2 

Calculate current differences (t:.I .. ) from adjacent chan-
1,J 

nels and average the a. products for the same size band for 
l 

all scans taken at the same test condition. Calculate 90% con-

f idence intervals for each a .• 
1 

(Refer to Section C.8.5). 

The a 1 product is given by the following: 

a.. = !J.I. . x DF. 
1 1.J J 

where i denotes the size band and j denotes the dilution value. 

For channels 3-4 we have: 

Scan #1: a3-4,l = (.135) (255) pA 

#2: 0.3-4,1 
; (.124) (255) pA 

#3: a3-4,l = (.132) (255) pA 
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# 9 : a 3 _ 4 , 2 = ( . 2 9 0 ) (113 } pA 

a #10: 
3

_
412 

= (.296) (113) pA 

thus a3_4 = 33.179 pA; n = 10 and CI = .579. 

In a similar manner we can find a4_5 , a5_6 , . · ., ~lO-ll. 

Thus the mean, with upper and lower 90% confidence limits for 

a 3_4 is given by: 

a 3_ 4 = (33.179 + 0.579) pA 

or 

a3_ 4 ; (33.2 + 0.6) pA 

STEP 3 

Using ~ and Table D6 calculate "number concentration" 

(llN8 ), "average cumulative concentration ... " 0::6N5 ), and 
11 6N /6LogD" for each size band for each test condition. s 

Table D7 shows these calculations for the sample data of 

Table D5. Column 7 is a as shown in Step 2. Column 8 is the 

product of columns 7 and 5. Column 9 is the summation of 8 

for all sizes "equal to or greater than the indicated size." 

Column 10 is column 5 times column 7 divided by column 6. 

STEP 4 

Plot cumulative concentration vs. size for each test con

ditions. For the sample data set of Table D5 this would be 

the concentrations in Table D7 column 9 plotted against the 

sizes in column 4. No errors bars are used. 
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TABLE 07 

EAA (Model 3030) Data Reduction Form 
Concentration, Cumulative Concentration, and GNS/ALogD 

From Average AI for Condition Inlet 
(Sample Calculation) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Channel Collector 
No. Voltage D , JJm Di' um AN/tll t. log D a t.N i:llN 8N /8LogD s s s 

xloG xl0 6 xl0 6 

3 196 0.0100 
tv 0.0133 4.76xl0 5 0.250 33.2+.6 15. 8+. 3 68.4 63.2+1.l 
'° 4 593 0.0178 -.J 

0.0215 2.33xl0 5 0.165 53. 3+. 7 12.4+.2 52.6 75.3+1.0 
5 1220 0,026 - -

0. 0 306 l. 4 7xl0 5 0.141 74.3+.8 10.9+.l 40.2 77.5+.8 
6 2183 0. 0 36 -

0.0502 8.33xlO" 0. 2 89 219.8+.8 18.3+.l 29. J 63.'1+.2 
7 3515 0.070 - -

0.0917 4.26xl0 .. 0.234 174+2 7.41+.09 11. 0 31. 7+. 4 
a 5387 0.120 - -

0.149 2.47xl0 4 0.188 114+2 2.82+.05 3.61 15.0+.3 
9 7152 0.185 - -

0.219 l.56xl0 4 0.148 35.4+.6 .552+.009 .785 3.73+.06 
10 8642 0.260 - -

0. 306 l. lOxlO" 0 .14l 21.2+.3 .233+.003 .233 1.65+.02 
11 9647 0. 360 - -



STEP 5 

Plot 6N8 /6LogD with upper and lower 90% confidence limits 

for each test condition. 

For the sample data set of Table DS this would be the con

centrations in Table D7, column 10 plotted against the sizes 

in column 4. The upper error bar is the value plus the 90% 

confidence interval. The lower error bar is the value minus 

the 90% confidence interval. For a3 _4 in Table D7 we would 

have ~-4 = 33.2 + 0.6 

thus: 

33.2 x 4.76 x 10 
.250 

= (63.2 + 1.1) x 10 6 

+ 0. 6 x. 4. 7 6 x 10 
.250 

The data shown in Column 10, Table D7 is graphically displayed 

in Figure D-11. 
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Figure D 11. Hypothetical inlet size distribution at an ESP on a 
coal-fired boiler. Sample data for parallel plate 
diffusion batteries and electrical aerosol analyser 
are shown. 
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D.4 OPTICAL PARTICLE COUNTERS 

Optical particle counters are a useful adjunct to the 

ultrafine sizing system, giving additional data in the region 

where impactors, diffusional and electrical methods have the 

worst resolution. 

A number of commercial optical particle counters are avail

able which will perform adequately in the field environment 

associated with precipitator evaluation. These instruments 

can be obtained with several optical sensor configurations 

and may usually be specified to perform in a threshold mode, 

where all particles larger than a certain size are counted, 

or in a window mode where a narrow range of particle sizes 

is indicated. In either instance, the smallest particle 

which will be detected is approximately 0.3 µrn diameter. 

In this respect, most optical counters size particles in 

the same range as cascade impactors and cyclones. 

The calibration of optical particle counters is usually 

done with monodisperse plastic spheres ~hich have a refractive 

index of 1.59. Any deviations from this index of refraction, 

or sphericity of the particles will cause the indicated sizes 

to be in error. If high accuracy in the optical particle counte 

data is important to the test, it is possible to do calibrations 

in the field, using the test aerosol. McCain 5 has used a sedi

mentation technique which employs parallel plate diffusion bat

teries as sedimentation chambers to correlate aerodynamic par

ticle diameter with the indicated, or equivalent PSL, diameter. 

Marple 23 reported the development of special impaction devices 

which may be used for this same purpose. 

In the majority of full sampling situations, optical par

ticle counters must be used with some type of Sample Extraction 

and Dilution System as described in Section D.l. The sample 
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is thus cooled and diluted to less than 300 particles per cm 3
• 

Also it is usually necessary to place the return line back into 

the dilution system to minimize pressure gradients across the 

counter system. 

Most commercially available systems come with real-time 

analog outputs and digital outputs with one to 10 minute ac

cumulation or integration times. Analog signals are particu

larly useful for monitoring source variations and rapping emis

sions. 

Data accumulated by optical particle counters are given 

as particles per unit volume and, after multiplication by the 

proper dilution factor, may be plotted on a cumulative or dif

ferential number basis. See paragraph C.8 for a discussion 

of data plotting. Figure 35 in Section 2.3.4. shows data taken 

using an optical-diffusional impactor system. 
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APPENDIX E 

LABORATORY DETERMINATION OF PARTICULATE RESISTIVITY 

E.l STANDARD LABORATORY TECHNIQUE 

The standard technique for conducting laboratory resis

tivity measurements is described in the American Society 

of Mechanical Engineers Power Test Code 28, Determining 

the Properties of Fine Particulate Matter. This code was 

adopted by the Society in 1965 as a standard practice for 

the determination of all the properties of fine particulate 

matter which are involved in the design and evaluation of 

dust-separating apparatus. The tests include such proper

ties as terminal settling velocity distribution, particle 

size, bulk electrical resistivity, water-soluble sulfate 

content, bulk density, and specific surface. 

The document defines bulk electrical resistivity as 

the resistance to current flow, expressed in ohm-centime

ters, through a dust sample contained in a cubic volume 

one centimeter on a side when exposed to an electrical vol

tage equivalent to 90% of the breakdown voltage of the sample, 

applied uniformly across two opposite faces of the cube. 

The code specifies that the property is to be determined 

at 150°C (300°F) and at a humidity of 5% by volume, unless 

otherwise specified. 

E.1.1 Apparatus 

The basic resistivity cell is shown in Figure El. 

It consists of a cup which contains the ash sample and serves 

as the lower electrode, and an upper electrode with a guard 
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Figure E1. Resistivity cell for laboratory measurements. 
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ring. To conform with the code, the high-voltage resistivity 

cell must have the dimensions shown, and must use electrodes 

constructed from 25-micron porosity sintered stainless 

steel. 

The controlled environmental conditions required for 

the measurement of resistivity in the laboratory can be 

achieved by an electric oven with thermostatic temperature 

control and with good thermal insulation to maintain uniform 

internal temperature, and a means to control humidity. 

Humidity may be controlled by any one of several conventional 

means, including circulation of pre-conditioned gas through 

the oven, injection of a controlled amount of steam, use 

of a temperature-controlled circulating water bath, or the 

use of chemical solutions which control water vapor pressure. 

Figure E2 illustrates a suitable setup for resistivity mea

surements. 

E.1.2 Procedure for Laboratory Resistivity Measurements 

The first problem encountered in making any resistivity 

measurement is obtaining an appropriate dust sample. The 

prescribed procedure for PTC 28 Code assumes that samples 

of gas-borne dust are taken from a duct in accordance with 

the Test Code For Determining Dust Concentration in a Gas 

Stream (PTC 27-1957) . 2 The PTC 27 Code involves isokinetic 

dust sampling at various points in the duct. It is rec

ommended that samples should not be obtained from a large 

bulk of material in a hopper, silo, or similar location. If 

it is necessary that samples be obtained from such a location, 

procedures which will insure that the sample is representative 

of the whole must be used. For any resistivity test to be perform

ed on a bulk sample, it is necessary that a random sample be 

obtained. This can be done by quartering the bulk sample to 
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Figure E2. Laboratory apparatus for measuring particulate bulk resistivity. 
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obtai~ the test sample. To break up agglomerates and to 

remove foreign matter, e.g., collection plate scale, the speci

men can be passed through an BO-mesh screen. 

The procedure for making the resistivity measurement accord

ing to Power Test Code 28 follows: 

1. The sample is placed in the cup of the resistivity 

cell by means of a spatula. Then it is leveled by drawing a 

straight edge blade held vertically, across the top of the cup. 

2. The disc electrode is gently lowered onto the surface. 

It should rest freely on the sample surface without binding 

on any supports. 

3. The resistivity cell is mounted in the environmental 

chamber and equilibrium temperature and humidity are established. 

The Code specifies that a temperature of 150°C (300°F) and 

a humidity of 5% by volume are to be used for the test, unless 

otherwise specified. 

4. A low voltage is applied to the cell and then gradually 

raised in a series of steps up to the point of electrical break

down of the sample layer. Current transients will occur when 

the voltage is first applied or increased across the cell. 

It is necessary that these die away before recording current 

and voltage readings (approximately one minute). A record of 

the current-voltage characteristic of the dust is obtained. 

Preferably using another sample, the above is repeated; when 

another sample is not available, the sample layer should be 

remixed and releveled after each run in order to break up any 

spark channels that may have been formed in the dust layer. 

A total of three runs should be made. The average breakdown 
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voltage is then calculated. Before taking the samples to break

down, it is necessary to determine whether the temperature and 

moisture content of the sample are in equilibrium with tempera

ture and humidity of the controlled environment. A test for 

equilibrium is that the voltage-current measurements are re

producible to within 10% when determined by two successive mea

surements made 15 minutes apart. 

5. The resistivity of the samples is then calculated in 

the range of 85 to 95% of the average breakdown voltage, using 

the corresponding currents from the previously recorded voltage

current characteristics. 

6. In any case, resistivity measurements at elevated tem

peratures and controlled humidity should be made under equili

brium temperature and moisture conditions between the gas and 

the dust. The condition for equilibrium of temperature and 

moisture conditions in the ash shall be determined by the require

ment that resistivity measurements be reproducible within 10% 

when determined by two successive measurements 15 minutes apart. 

Further, since the particle conductivity usually depends on 

the past treatment of the particles, as well as on the tempera

ture and humidity equilibrium reached under given conditions, 

it is preferable to determine the conductivity by raising the 

oven temperature to the value desired rather than by first heating 

above the desired temperature and then cooling to the desired 

temperature. For additional information, see Reference 3. 

E.1.3 Calculations 

Resistivity can be calculated in the following way. First, 

calculate the resistance of the dust laye~ R. 

R(ohms) _ V(volts) 
- !(amps) 
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Then calculate the resistivit~ p. 

p (ohm-cm) = R(ohms) A(cm ) 
~ (cm) (E2) 

The moisture content of the air in the environmental cham

ber can be determined by weighing a tube filled with calcium 

sulfate (Drierite) before and after passage of a measured volume 

of air through it. The volume of dry air passed through the 

tube is determined from the flow rate and the sampling time. 

E.2 An Alternate Laboratory Technique 

An example~ of an alternate laboratory technique is given 

below. This procedure has been quite useful for the comparison 

of resistivities for a large number of fly ashes over an extend

ed temperature range. All procedural steps, equipment, calcula

tions, etc. are identical to those stated in Section E.l. unless 

otherwise specified. 

1. The resistivity cell and ash specimen are thermally 

equilibrated at 460°C overnight in an environment of dry air 

or nitrogen. 

2. After determining the resistivity under condition 1 

(usually a voltage of 2 kV/cm is used), the test environment 

is introduced. The environment can be an air-water mixture 

or a simulated flue gas without sulfur oxides. The voltage 

gradient and water concentration are selected with respect to 

the specific test objectives. 
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3. After the specimen "equilibrates" with the test environ

ment, resistivity is determined, and the oven is turned off 

and allowed to cool naturally, 50°C to 100°C/hour. 

4. As the test specimen cools, resistivity is determined 

at selected temperature intervals between 460°C and 85°C. 

Figure E3 shows data acquired using this procedure. 
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APPENDIX F 

IN SITU PARTICULATE RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS 

Point-to-plane probes for measuring particle resistivity 

have been used since the early 1940's in this country. 1 Two 

models of these devices are shown in Figure Fl. 

This section describes the use of a particular point-to

plane resistivity probe. Similar procedures would be used 

with other point-to-plane resistivity probes. This probe can 

operate under the following conditions: 

1. From 1 to 23 g/m 3 dust loadings (0.5 to 10 grains/ft 3
). 

2. Corrosive gas compositions. 

3. Sampling ports of 10.2 cm to 15.4 cm diameter (4 inch 

to 6 inch pipe size). 

4. Temperatures up to 200°C {392°F). 

5. Resistivities of 10 6 to 10 14 Q-cm. 

6. Gas velocities of up to 30.5 m/sec (100 ft/sec). 

This description is presented in the following sections: 

practical factors in resistivity measurement~ a detailed de

scription of the probe; general maintenance instructions; and 

operating instructions. 
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Nichols 2 has written a more general description of methods 

for measuring particle resistivity, both laboratory and in 

situ. 

F.l PRACTICAL FACTORS IN RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS 

F.1.1 Selection of Sampling Sites 

The first priority in the selection of a sampling site 

is the location of a point in the operating system where the 

conditions of the gas and the gas-borne dust particles are 

representative of the environment for which the particle re

sistivity may be of practical significance. That is, the gas 

temperature, gas composition, and particle history should be 

the same as that found in the precipitator. Usually the inlet 

of the precipitator is selected as the point for making re

sistivity measurements. However, sampling at several points 

across the duct may be required to obtain a representative 

measurement if there are large variations in temperature across 

the duct. 

When selecting a site for the measurements, practical 

considerations must also be remembered. At the site location,· 

sampling ports must exist or be installed. The normal practice 

is to use 4-inch pipe for the ports. Electrical power must 

be available at the site location for the operation of the 

measuring equipment. In many locations, adapters will be re
quired for mating of plant electrical outlets with the stan-

dard three-prong plugs found on most laboratory equipment. 

F.1.2 Number of Measurements Required 

The determination of the number of individual measurements 

required to characterize the resistivity of the dust is related 
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to the range of operating conditions anticipated and the varia

bility in the process emissions. It is frequently desirable 

when gathering design data for a new precipitator installation, 

that the worst operating conditions be covered in the test 

schedule. 

The variable plant operating condition that is of greatest 

concern is the flue gas temperature. Seasonal changes in the 

ambient air temperature can cause the flue gas temperature 

to fluctuate as much as 15°C (27°F) and the temperature profile 

across the duct downstream from a rotating air heater may show 

variations up to 25°C (45°F}. Many cyclical processes have 

emissions with large fluctuations in particle and gas concentration, 

flowrate, and temperature. Changes in temperature may cause 

very large variations in the dust resistivity and care must 

be exercised to assure that the widest variation is anticipated 

and covered in the test plan. 

The day-to-day variations in characteristics of the process 

or emissions may also cause significant variations in the particu

late resistivity. This variability will show up as scatter 

in the measured value of resistivity over the measurement period. 

Thus it is imperative to make enough measurements at each opera

ting condition to obtain a statistically significant value 

for the resistivity. 

A precipitator acts to smooth out short-term variations 

in particulate resistivity. Dust layers ranging in thickness 

from perhaps one centimeter on the inlet plates to some lower 

value, perhaps only a millimeter, on the outlet plates build 

up during several hours of collection time. The average build

up rate on the precipitator plates is on the order of one mil

limeter per hour, exponentially distributed through the preci

pitator, so that the dust layer on the plates may represent 
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an averaging of the instantaneous dust conditions for many 

hours of operation. Therefore, it is reasonable to average 

the measured values of resistivity for each temperature con
dition to arrive at the resistivity representative of the dust 

at a particular installation. 

A determination of the number of measurement points re

quired is based on the variability of the source and the ex

perience of the technician making the measurements. Typically, 

six to ten measurements, each at intervals of 10°C (l8°F), 

are adequate if plant conditions are reasonably constant. 

The auxiliary data required when conducting tests on an 

operating precipitator include: 

Process material samples for proximate and ultimate analysis 

Flue gas temperature and composition 

Precipitator voltage-current ·relationships 

Hopper dust samples for laboratory analysis. 

F.2 A POINT PLANE PROBE 

System for making in situ resistivity measurements include 

a probe for insertion in the flue, a high voltage supply, a 

volt meter, an ammeter with overload protection, a temperature 

indicator, and a pump. A schematic diagram of a complete sys

tem is shown in Figure F2. A set of drawings showing the de

tails of the design of a particular probe are shown in Figures 
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F7-Fl3. The first drawing in this set gives an assembly view 

of the probe (drawing no. 2620-D-10) .* 

The power supply for the probe is a rnodif ied Peschel Model 

H20-Y (20 kVDC Neg, 4 mA) with two voltage scales (0-25 kV 

and 0-2.5 kV). The ammeter which is mounted in the power supply 

cabinet is a Keithley digital multimeter model 160 (sensitivity 

to currents as low as 10- 11 amps). The input to the multimeter 

is protected from surge currents during sparkover by a zener 

diode protective circuit. This circuit also contains a 10 

resistor for testing the probe. 

The probe is equipped for collecting the dust, making 

electrical contact with the dust, measuring the thickness of 

the collected dust layer, and removing the collected dust layer, 

all without removing the probe from a sampling port. 

The particulate sample is collected by a point plane corona 

discharge cell mounted in the end of the probe. The corona 

point (1203) is located 5.72 cm from the 5.2 cm diameter collec

ting electrode (llA) . The collecting electrode consists of 

a guard electrode (1108) and a center disc electrode {1104) 

(diameter 2.52 cm., area 5.0 cm 2). The guard electrode is 

*Every item in the probe has a unique identification number con
sisting of the drawing number and the consecutive item number: 

2620-D-17 J2)..., 
drawing no. item 

A reference to item 1703 means the third item of drawing 17. 
Every sub-assembly in the probe has a unique identification 
number consisting of the drawing number and an assembly letter: 

2620-D-17 A 
drawfng no. assembly letter 

All items in the material list bracketed with the assembly letter 
will be assembled into that sub-assembly. A reference to assembly 
17A means sub-assembly A as specified on drawing number 17. 
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connected directly to ground. The center disc is isolated 

from ground by a machinable glass insulator (1103) and is connected 

to an external ammeter. A Chromel-Alumel thermocouple mounted 

in the back of the guard electrode is used for measurement 

of the flue gas temperature. 

Electrical contact to the exposed surface of collected 

dust layer can be made by lowering a disc electrode (1206) 

onto the collected dust. The thickness of the layer is deter

mined by comparing the readings of a dial indicator (1003) 

connected to the movable electrode. The sliding electrode 

push rod is equipped with a spring to assure that a constant 

compression force will be applied to the dust layer for each 

test. 

The collected dust layer must be removed by removing 

the probe from the flue and manually cleaning the electrodes. 

F.3 GENERAL MAINTENANCE 

General maintenance of the probe requires that it be period

ically disassembled and cleaned. Instructions for maintenance 

of the electrical equipment are given in the manuals supplied 

by the manufacturers. 

Before disassembling the probe, consult the drawings. 

In order to clean the probe, first clean and remove the 

shield (1601) from the point-plane corona discharge assembly. 

Remove the high voltage and sliding electrode assembly (12B 

and 130) from the probe by removing the bolts (1004} on the 

upper flange and the three screws (1002) holding the high vol

tage teflon junction block to the middle bulkhead (1404) {plate 

from which the corona point protrudes). Slide this assembly 

out of the probe casing and clean. 
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The high voltage teflon junction block (12-B} consists 

or two concentric cylinders (1204 and 1205). It can be dis

assembled by removing the screws (1216) in the side of the 

junction block. Separating the cylinders exposes the high 

voltage connection and the sliding electrode contact. This 

area should be cleaned of any accumulated dust. The graphite 

contacts (1211) should be checked for good electrical contact 

and for free motion of the movable electrode (1206). 

At the upper end of the high voltage and sliding electrod~ 

assembly is the dial indicator assembly (13-D), spring assem

bly, control mechanisms for lowering the sliding electrode, 

Swagelok quick connect connector (1324), and the high voltage 

connector {1312) . The dial indicator mechanism has a tendency 

to corrode and should be very lightly oiled. The vertical 

location of the dial indicator can be adjusted by losing the 

locking screw (1308) and sliding the indicator up or down. 

When the probe is assembled, J:he dial indicator should be 

adjusted to read 5.00 when the sliding electrode is in contact 

with the collecting electrode. The spring assembly should 

be inspected to insure that the spring operates freely. If 

it doesn't, dust has probably accumulated in this assembly 

and it must be disassembled and cleaned. The electrode lower

ing control (1307) should be free to turn and move up and down 

when the acme screw is not engaged. The high voltage connector 

which is fabricated from teflon tubing, Swagelok connectors, 

and a banana plug, should be cleaned and electrical continuity 

to the sliding electrode checked. 

The collecting electrode electrical connections (llA) 

are accessible by removing the flange (1102) from the bottom 
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of the probe casing (15A). The machinable glass insulator (1103) 

which isolates the center disc electrode from ground should 

be cleaned. The resistance to ground from the center electrode 

should be greater than 1013 ohms. 

After reassembly, the probe electrode alignment must be 

inspected. The probe is designed to be self-aligning. In 

the lowered disc position, the sliding electrode should be 

parallel and in contact with the center disc electrode. The 

electrode alignment can be altered slightly by adjusting the 

three screws (1002) that attach the teflon junction block 

(1204) to the inner bulkhead. 

F.4 OPERATION OF THE PROBE 

F.4.1 Pre-Field Trip Preparation 

Before using the probe in the field, general maintenance 

should be performed to insure .that the probe will operate pro

perly. It is possible to bench-test the probe using the 10 3 Q 

resistor built into th~ spark protector box to simulate a 

collected dust layer. 

Set up the probe system as described in the next section. 

Lower the sliding electrode so that it makes contact with the 

collecting electrode and switch the control on the spark protec

tor to the 10 9 n position. Set the power supply for an output 

of 100 volts (V) and read the current (I) to the multimeter. 

Calculate the resistance (R) of the resistor in the protective 

box by Ohm's Law: 

v 
R = I 
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This value should be 1.00 x lOj Q ~ 2%. Electrical con

nectors and instrument calibration should be checken if the 

above value is not obtained. 

A pre-field inspection check-list is given in Table Fl. 

F.4.2 Operating Instructions 

At the test site, the equipment should be carefully un

packed and inspected. The electrical instrumentation package 

is not sealed to keep out moisture and must be located out 

of the weather but within 3 rn (10 ft} of the sampling port. 

Connect the probe to ground. This is necessary to insure 

proper operation of the probe, and for operator safety. Before 

inserting the probe in the sampling port, lower the sliding 

electrode until it makes contact with the collecting electrode. 

If the metal shield (1601) for the corona discharge cell has 

been removed; replace it at this time. (Between runs it is 

necessary to remove this shield to clean dust from the cell.) 

Adapters should be fabricated for 6" and 4" pipe nipples. 

For some sampling ports special adapting flanges must be made, 

or a temporary arrangement, such as rags or other suitable 

sealing material, will have to be used. However, for strongly 

negative or positive pressure flues, airtight flange connectors 

should be used. 

Insert the probe into the flue with the holes in the cell 

cover perpendicular to the gas flow and allow the cell to reach 

flue temperature. Approximately thirty minutes will be required 

to reach this temperature. 
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YES NO 

Comments: 

TABLE FI 

RESISTIVITY PROBE 

PRE-FIELD TRIP INSPECTION CHECK LIST 

1. Probe - Breakdown inspection and calibration - wir 
ing - HV cable, etc. 

2. Power supply - Inspect operation - general condi
tion, wiring, calibration, etc. 

3. Multimeter - Inspect operation - general condi
tion, wiring, calibration, etc. 

4. Tool box - Correct tools for in-field breakdown 
repair-inventory spare parts. 

5. Power cords - Continuity of extension cord and 
bo~. 

6. Tent - Covering for instruments. 

7. Field cleaning kit - Rags, brushes, and dusters fc 
on-site cleaning. 

8. Sample containers and data sheets - Supply of bott 
or plastic bags to collect ash samples-supply of d 
sheets. 

9. Shipping boxes - Serviceable and in condition to r 
ceive rough and abusive handling. Insure that ins 
ments are sufficiently padded. 

10. Confirmation - Unusual conditions at test site 
accounted for: flue gas temperature, gas velo
city, flue pressure, sampling port sizes, hot/cold 
weather conditions, etc. 
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A layout of the operating controls on the instrument 

package is shown in Figure F3. Plug the AC line from the instru

mentation package into a 117-120 VAC line. Using their individual 

power switches, turn on the multimeter and the high voltage 

supply. 

A suitable temperature indicator for a Chromel-Alumel 

thermocouple should be connected to the thermocouple output 

on the side of the probe (1506). 

After enough time has passed to allow the cell to equili

brate at the flue gas temperature, a test may be started. 

Twist the operating knob to insure the sliding electrode is 

lowered down in place. With the probe cover holes oriented 

perpendicular to the gas stream, unscrew the sliding electrode 

control and raise it to the up position. Lock in place. Now 

run a ''clean-plate" V-I curve by placing the multimeter on the 

100 nA scale and setting the VM switch to the high position. 

Check that the slide switch on the spark protector is in the 

normal position. Press the HV ON push button; the red HV light 

should be on to show the high voltage supply is activated. 

The use of the high voltage supply is described in the manu

facturer's manual. Adjust the OUTPUT control through its full 

range using the kV meter as a guide and make a current reading 

every 1000 volts until a spark level or the maximum output vol

tage is reached. Keep the multimeter within its range during 

these measurements to prevent excessive overranging. Record 

these readings on a data sheet and mark it "clean plate". 

Adjust the HV output control for a current of 2 µA and rotate 

the probe so the cover plate holes face into the gas stream. 

A dust layer is now precipitated on the collecting elec

trode. The proper operating current density required for the 

type of dust being collected has to be experimentally deter

mined. Thus, the first test may not be useful for obtaining 
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3630-063 

Figure F3. Instrument package, 
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data. The current density normally used should fall somewhere 

in the range between 0.2 and 2.0 uA/crn2
• If a high resistivity 

dust is encountered, reduced current densities may be require~ 

for proper operation. use of the V-I curves will be explained 

later to indicate how the proper current for precipitation 

may be found if the originally selected value proves to be 

insufficient. A current of 2 µA, giving a current density 

of 0.4 µA/crn 2
, is a good place to start the initial test. 

T~e voltage necessary to obtain this current will be approximately 

of 15,000 V. Depending on the resistivity of the dust being 

collected, the grain loading, and the current density selected, 

about thirty minutes to one hour may be required to precipitate 

a sample of thickness between 0.5 and 1.5 mm. 

As the dust layer is being deposited, the current will 

begin to decrease. This current drop may be used to estimate 

the collection time. When current drops significantly, or 

if an hour has passed, the test should be stopped. If too 

small a sample was collected on a short time run, run longer 

the next time, no matter how much the current happens to de

crease. After a sufficient sampling time has elapsed, turn 

. the probe so that the holes in the cover plate are perpendicu

lar to the gas stream. Now run a "dirty-plate" V-I curve using 

the same procedure as that for the "clean-plate" V-I. 

After completing the "dirty-plate" V-I, turn the high 

voltage off by turning the HV output control to zero and pres

sing the HV OFF pushbutton. Switch the slide switch on the 

spark protector box to the 10 9 Q position. This inserts a 10 9 Q 

resistor in the circuit and protects the multimeter from 

an overload current when lowering the sliding electrode with 

the voltage on. Set the multimeter on the 100 nA range. Turn 

the voltage supply on and adjust for a 100 V output. 
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Unlock and lower the sliding electrode carefully and slowly 

until the acme screw is engaged. Turn the control to lower 

the electrode until the multimeter indicates that electrical 

contact with the dust layers has been made. Turn the control 

knob one-half turn and stop. If the dust resistivity is less 

than about 10 9 u-cm, the multimeter should read approximately 

100 nA. For high resistivity dust, smaller currents will be 

obtained, the exact current depending on the thickness of the 

dust layer and the resistivity. Now set the multimeter on the 

1000 µA scale and switch the slide switch on the spark protector 

back to the normal position. If the power supply does not indi

cate an overload (4 mA}, "spark data" can be taken.* Increase 

the voltage across the dust layer in 100 V steps. Read and 

record the corresponding currents until a spark occurs across 

the dust layer. This will be indicated by the voltmeter needle 

jumping and an erratic reading on the multimeter. 

Before starting another run the dust layer must be removed 

from the electrodes by mechanically removing the dust. 

Remove the probe from the flue. Remove the metal cover 

from the discharge cell and clean the cell thoroughly. If the 

sample is to be saved, place a sheet of paper under the' disc 

to collect the sample when the operating rod is pulled back 

to its up and locked position. 

After cleaning, replace the metal cover on the probe. 

Return the probe to the sampling port. While the probe is 

*Overloads frequently occur with high carbon content samples. 
The carbon particles or similar type conductors provide a con
ducting path between the disc, allowing the full output current 
of the power supply to flow. If a short is encountered, it is 
impossible to obtain data for determining the resistivity of the 
layer between the parallel discs. 
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returning to t~e flue temperature, perform calculations for 

the test just completed. 

F.4.3 Operating Outline 

1. Prepare sampling port 

2. Clean and align cell 

3. Lower disc and lock 

4. Insert into flue, with inlet holes 90 degrees 

to flow, and bolt to flange 

5. Allow cell to reach flue gemperature 

6. Zero dial indicator 

7. Raise operating rod 

8. Run "clean-plate" V-I, slide switch normal position 

9. Turn inlet holes into flow 

10. Apply necessary voltage to supply precipitating 

current 

11. After desired length of time turn probe so inlet 

holes are again 90 degrees to flow. (Leave high 

voltage applied so dust layer will not be shaken 

off in the turning process.) 

12. Run 11 dirty-plate 11 V-1 

13. Lower disc, slide switch 109 position, voltage 100 

14. Record thickness of dust layer 

15. Apply "spark-data" voltage 100 V steps until sparkover 

occurs, slide switch normal position 

16. Remove probe or remove collected dust by pressurizing 

probe 

17. Observe layer and sav~ if needed 

18. Clean probe and check alignment 

19. Insert back into flue 

20. Make calculations 
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F.4.4 Calculations 

A sample data sheet for a typical run is given in Figure 

F4. All the information necessary for making the resistivity 

calculations is given on this data sheet. The "clean" and 

"dirty" plate V-I information should be graphed. The curves 

for data on this sheet are shown plotted in Figure F5. 

where 

The formula for calculating the resistivity is: 

p = 
R = 

8V = 
I = 

A = 

RA 
p = £ or 

l::.V 1x 5.00 cm 2 

p ::: 
iccm) 

resistivity (ohm-cm) , 

resistance V/I (ohms) , 

voltage across the dust layer 

measured current (amps) , 

area of disc (5.00 
2 

cm ) , and 

~ =thickness of dust layer (cm). 

(volts), 

The term A/t is called the cell factor. This factor will 

remain constant for the V-I or spark calculation for each indi

vidual run. For different dust layers it is apparent that 

the cell factor will change. 

F.4.5 Example 

The following data were obtained from V-I curves in Figure 

FS. 
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SRI POINT PLANE PROBE DATA 

Location - Power Plant Layer Thickness - 1 .0 mm 
Tirne · 0915 Data - 14 May 1973 Test No. · A-6 Temp. 
Conditions · Normal, full load 56 MW 
U11it 1, Port 3 

Ir v-• DATA I I SPARK DATA 
~-K-v--ilr--c_L_E_A_N~~,~D-l_R_TY~-1 1---v~~~~-l~~--~-E~___. 

1 
50 2.5 NA 500 

100 5.0 NA 1000 

2 
150 7.5 NA 1500 
200 10.0 NA 2000 

3 
i 

250 13.5 NA 2500 
300 17.4 NA 3000 

4 
350 23.6 NA 3500 
400 29.0 NA 4000 

5 1.0 NA LO NA 
450 39.5 NA 4500 
500 55.5 NA 5000 

6 0.25 µA 0.1 µA 
550 70.5 NA [ 5500 
600 96.7 NA 6000 

7 0.65 µA 0.3 µA 
650 0.14 µA 6500 
700 0.17 µA 7000 

8 1.15 µA 0.5 µA 
750 0.23 µA 7500 
800 0.36 µA 8000 

9 1.8 µA 1. 1 µA 
850 0.46 µA 8500 
900 0.61 µA 9000 

10 2.6 µA 1.65 µA 
950 0.75 µA 9500 

1000 1.0 µA 10,000 

11 3.2 µA 2.19 µA 
1100 SPARK 

1200 

12 4.3 µA I 2.8 µA I 
1300 
1400 

13 5.1 µA ! 3.7 µA 
1500 
1600 

14 6.2 µA 4.2 µA 
1700 

1800 

15 7.1 µA 4.8 µA 
1900 
2000 

16 8.2 µA 5.6 µA 
2100 
2200 

17 9.8 µA 6.25 µA 
2300 
2400 

18 11.1 µA SPARK 
2500 
2600 

19 12.6 µA 
2700 
2800 

20 SPARK 
2900 
3000 

3630-075 

Figure F4. Sample data sheet. 
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Figure F5. V-1 information. 
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V = f:N ::: 850V 

I = l.Oxl0- 6 A 

£ ;;;;; 1 • O mm = 1 . 0 x 1 () 1 cm 

The value V is the voltage drop ~cross the dust layer 
-E. 

as interpolated from the V-I curves at a current value of l.OxlO 

A. Certain considerations must be taken into account when 

obtaining this voltage drop. The first is to look at the shape 

of the V-I curve. There are three basic shapes that may be 

encountered. The diagrams in Figures F.6. will illustrate 

two of these shapes. 

In Figure F {Top), the point x shows the voltage at which 

electrical breakdown occurs in the dust layer. This indicates 

the onset of back corona, a characteristic of a high resistivity 

dust. It would be incorrect in this case to use any of the 

current and voltage relationships above the point x for cal

culating resistivity values. 

This V-I curve may be used also to determine the operating 

point for the next run. If the point x is located at a lower 

current value than the one selected for collecting the sample 

then there is a good chance that the sample was collected in 

a back corona situation. If this is the case then the current 

for the next run should be reduced to the value of current 

that corresponds to the point x. More efficient collection 

should be observed at this setting. 

In Figure F6 (Bottom) / the "dirty-plate" curve is on the 

left side of the "clean-plate" curve. This is a characteristic 

of either a very high or a low-resistivity dust. Since the 

6V taken from the curve will have a negative value, it will 

not be possible to use the V-I procedure for resistivity cal

culations in this case. Figure F5 is the third shape and it 

shows a standard curve. 
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Figure F6. Two types of clean and dirty plate V-1 curves. 
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The cell factor is the first calculation to be made. 

For the sample case, the cell factor is 50 cm and it comes 

from the term A/Q., where A is 5 crn 2 and Q. is 0.1 cm. The next 

step is to find the resistance R of the dust layer. For this 

run, 6V is equal to 850 V, this was taken from the V-I grapb 

at a current of l.Ox10- 6 amps. From the relation, R = 0V/I, 

the resistance is founa to be 0.85 x 10 9 ohm. By multiplying 

the cell factor by the resistance, a resistivity of 4.2xl0 

ohm-cm is obtained. This complete calculation is: 

or 

p = 

P = A/Q. x V /I 

5 cm 2 

0.1 cm 
0.85 x la3 v 

x 1. 0 x 10-6 A 

p = 4. 2 x 101 ° ohm-cm 

After obtaining a value for the dust resistivity from 

the V-I data, a check of this value may be obtained from the 

spark data information. The proper values to take from the 

spark data information are the last voltage and current reading 

before spark. In this case the layer broke down at 1100 volts 

and the last reading before breakdown was at 1000 volts with 

a current of l.Ox10- 6 amps. Using the following formula the 

resistivity data may be obtained: 

p 

P = A/Q, x V/I 

5.0 
= 0.1 

2 
cm x 
cm 

l. 0 x 103 v 
1.0 x 10-6 A 

p = 5.0 x 1010 ohm-cm 
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The column labeled "E" on the spark data sheet is for 

the calculated electric field for the voltage applied and the 

thickness of the layer. In this example, breakdown of the 

layer occurred at an electric field of 10,000 volts/cm. When 

a series of measurements are made, the resistivities shoul~ 

be calculated not only at sparkover for each run, but also 

at a fixed value of the electric field. This will eliminate 

the electric field dependence when comparing runs. 
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Figure F8. In-situ resistivity probe. 
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Figure F9. In-situ resistivity probe. 
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APPENDIX G 

FEDERAL STATIONARY SOURCE PERFORMANCE REFERENCE METHODS 

To evaluate the performance standards for new stationary 

sources, the EPA has promulgated reference methods which spec~. -

fy the manner in which certain tests must be perfo~med. These 

Reference Methods can be found in the Code of Federal Regula·· 

tions under Title 40 -- Protection of Environmentr Chapter l -

Environmental Protection Agency; Subchapter C - Air Pr-Jgr'3.ms; 

Part 60 - Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources: 

Appendix A - Reference Methods. 

In the first section of this appendi~ these reference 

methods are summarized. In the later part these reference 

methods, as presented in the Code of Federal Regulations, are 

reproduced verbatim. They have been corrected and amended 

through May 15, 1977. 
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METHOD l 

Sample and Velocity Traverses for Stationary Sources: 

Procedure for selecting stack sampling site and selecting and 
locating minimum number of traverse points. 

Regulation Promulgated 

Regulation Amended 

Proposed Revised Regulation 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. Date 

36 

38 

41 

METHOD 2 

247 

99 

111 

12/23/71 

5/23/73 

6/08/76 

Determination of Stack Gas and Volumetric Flowrate: 

Page 

24882 

13562 

23061 

Procedure for determining stack gas velocity from gas density and 
velocity head using Type S pitot tube. Volumetric flowrate is 
calculated from gas velocity and stack cross-sectional area. 

Regulation Promulgated 

Proposed Revised Regulation 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. Date 

36 

41 

METHOD 3 

247 

111 

12/23/71 

6/08/76 

Page 

24886 

23063 

Gas Analysis for Carbon Dioxide, Excess Air, and Dry Molecular Weight: 

C02 1 CO, and 0 2 are determined by absorbing in appropriate reagents 
(Orsat analysis). 

Regulation Promulgated 

Proposed Revised Regulation 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. Date 

36 

41 

352 

247 

111 

12/23/71 

6/08/76 

Page 

24886 

23069 



METHOD 4 

Determination of Moisture in Stack Gases: 

Stac:, gas moisture content is determined by condensation and 
measuring condensed water volumetrically. 

Regulation Promulgated 

Proposed Revised Regulation 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. Date 

36 

41 

.METHOD 5 

247 

111 

12/23/71 

6/08/76 

Page 

24887 

23072 

Determination of Particulate Emissions from Stationary Sources: 

Stack gas is sampled isokinetically, particulate matter filtered 
and weighed after removal of uncombined water. 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. Date Page 

Regulation Promulgated 36 247 12/23/71 24888 

Regulation Amended 38 99 5/23/73 13563 

Proposed Revised Regulation 41 111 6/08/76 23076 

METHOD 6 

Determination of Sulfur Dioxide Emissions from Stationary Sources: 

S0 2 is separated from any S0 3 and H2 S0 4 mist present using aqueous 
isopropyl alcohol. The 80 2 is passed through dilute hydrogen per
oxide which is titrated by the bariurn-thoris method to determine 
sulfate formation. 

Regulation Promulgated 

Proposed Revised Regulation 

353 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. 

36 247 

41 111 

Date 

12/23/71 

6/08/76 

Page 

24890 

23083 



METHOD 7 

Determination of Nitrogen Oxide Emissions from Stationary Sources: 

A grab sample is drawn into an evacuated flask containing actified 
hydrogen peroxide which converts NO and N0 2 to HN0 3 • Analysis is 
made by the colorimetric PDS method. 

Regulation Promulgated 

Proposed Revised Regulation 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. Date 

36 

41 

METHOD 8 

247 

111 

12/23/71 

6/08/76 

Page 

24891 

23085 

Determination of Sulfuric Acid Mist and Sulfur Dioxide Emissions 
fror. stationary Sources: 

803 and H2SO~ mist are absorbed in aqueous isopropyl alcohol and 
S0 2 passes through to be collected in hydrogen perGxide solution. 
Each solution is titrated by the bariurn-thoris method to determine 
sulfate formation. 

Regulation Promulgated 

Proposed Revised Regulation 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. 

36 

41 

METHOD 9 

247 

111 

Date 

12/23/71 

6/08/76 

Page 

24893 

23087 

Visual Determination of the Opacity of Emissions from: stationary Sourci 

Opacity of Emissions from a stationary source is determined visually 
by qualified observers. 

Regulation Promulgated 

Proposed Revised Regulation 

Revised Regulation Promulgated 

354 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. 

36 247 

39 177 

39 219 

Dci.te 

12/23/71 

9/11/74 

11/12/74 

Page 

24895 

32857 

39874 



METHOD 10 

Determination of Carbon Monoxide Emissions from Stationary Sources: 

Integrated or continuous qas samples from stacks are analysed for 
CO content using NDIR analysis. 

Regulation Promulgated 

Regulation Amended 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. Date 

39 

39 

METHOD 11 

47 

75 

3/08/74 

4/07/74 

Page 

9319 

13776 

Determination of Hydrogen Sulfide Emissions from Stationary Sources: 

H
2

S is collected in alkaline Cd(OH)
2 

to form CdS, which is dissolved 
in HCL and reacted with a known amount of iodine. Amount of iodine 
consumed is measure of H2 S present in gas. 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. Date Page 

Regulation Promulgated 39 47 3/08/74 9321 

Regulation Amended 39 75 4/17/74 13776 

Proposed Revised Regulation 42 99 5/23/77 26222 

METHOD 12 

Determination of Sulfur Dioxide Emissions from Stationary Sources 
by continuous Monitors: 

No specific continuous monitor required; results must show acceptable 
relationship to those determined by Method 6 or 8. 

(RESERVED) 
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METHOD 13A 

Determination of Total Fluoride Emissions from Stationary Sources -
SPADNS Zirconium Lake Method: 

Gaseous and particulate fluorides are withdrawn isokinetically and 
concentration determined by SPADNS method. 

Regulation Promulgated 

Regulation Amended 

Federal ster 

Vol. No. 

40 152 

41 230 

METHOD 13B 

Date 

8/06/75 

11/29/76 

Page 

33157 

52299 

Determination of Total Fluoride Emissions from Stationary Sources -
Specific Ion Electrode Method: 

Gaseous and particulate fluorides are withdrawn isokinetically and 
concentration determined by a specific ion electrode. 

Regulation Promulgated 

Regulation Amended 

Federal REgister 

Vol. No. Date 

40 

41 

METHOD 14 

152 

230 

8/06/75 

11/29/76 

Page 

33163 

52299 

Determination of Fluoride Emissions from Pot Room Roof Monitors 
of Primary Aluminum Plants: 

A permanent sampling manifold is constructed to isokinetically with
draw sample gas from the roof monitor. The gas sample is brought to 
ground level and sampled using Method 13A or 13B for determination 
of fluoride concentration. 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. Date Page 

Regulation Promulgated 41 17 1/26/76 3829 
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METHOD 15 (Proposed} 

Determination of H2 S, COS, and CS2 Emissions from Stationary Sources: 

A gas sample is extracted and diluted with clean dry air. An aliquot 
of the diluted sample is then analysed by gas chromatographic separa
tion (GC) and flame photometric detection (FPD). 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. Date Page 

Proposed Regulation 41 193 10/04/76 43870 

METHOD 16 (Proposed) 

Semicontinuous Determination of Sulfur Emissions from Stationary Sources: 

A gas sample is extracted and diluted with clean dry air. An aliquot 
of the diluted sample is then analysed for gas sulfur. Two GC/FPD 
analysers are used for resolution of both high and low molecular 
weight sulfur compounds. 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. Date Page 

Proposed Regulation 41 187 9/24/76 42017 

METHOD 17 (Proposed) 

Determination of Particulate Emissions from Stationary Sources 
(In-Stack Filtration Method): 

Particulate matter is withdrawn isokinetically anf collected on a 
filter maintained at stack temperature. Particulate matter mass 
is determined gravimetrically after removal of uncombined H20. 

Federal Register 

Vol. No. Date Page 

Proposed Regulation 41 187 9/24/76 42020 
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METHOD 1 

Sample and Velocity Traverses For Stationary Sources 

1. Principle and Applicab!litv. 
1.1 Principle. A sampllng &ite r.rd the 

number or tr1werse points a.re selected to a.id. 
In the extra.ct1or1 of a. representative sample. 

1.2 Appllcal.Jlllty. This method should 
be applied only when speclf:cd b:; 1 he t<"t 
pra<ccdures !or dctermlnln:; co:J1pll.1ac0 w1 th 
t;1e :t.;cw Sourct! P~1!orm:i.!1ce Standards. Un
less otlierwlsc ~pec!fied, 1;, :,.. mC'thC•d 16 nc,t 
Intended to apply to ga.s :;tr~:ni1s o• her th:tri 
those emlttcd dlrect.ly to the o.tm<Jsphera 
wttbout i"urth~r prooessl::ig. 

2. Procedure. 
2.1 Se;ectlon of a. samplt:ig ~lte n.11d mlnl

mum number of tru.verst! po:ut.s. 
2.1.1 Select 11 sa.."np!lng site tr.at Is ai 1e.i.11t 

eight stack or duct d!a.me:ers dov:nstreE>m 
a.nd two dlame~ers 11pst.reum fro!n ar;y !low 
disturbance such a.s a bend. expa.r,.;,!oa, con
trs.ctlon, or v!Slble :flame. For recta.ngu.11!,r 
cross section. detennlne au equivalent dJam
eter :Crom the following equation: 

. . ((len~th) (width)) 
equ1\'alcnt diameter=~ -1 -- h+ 'dth engt w1 

equation 1-1 
2.1.2 When the above sampling s!te 

crtterla. can be met, the mtll.!mum number 
ot traverse points ls twelve (12). 

2.1.3 Some sampl1ng sltuatlons rendn" the 
above sampling stte crlteI1a Impractical. 
When this ill the ca.se, choose a oonvell.lent 
sampUng loca.tlon and use Figure l-1 to de
termine the minimum number of traverM 
points. Under no condit!ona &hou.ld El !Wn

pll..ng pol.nt be selected Within 1 1nch of the 
llta.ck wall. To obtain the number of t:r&ven;o 
polnta for Et&cke or ducts with a. diameter 
leaa tha..n 2 feet. mult.lply the number ot 
paints obtained from Figure l-1 by 0.6'7. 

:1.1.4 To use F!gure 1-1 11..rst mea..sure the 
dJ.sta.noe from the chosen sa.mpl!ng location 
to the nearest upstream and down.stream dis
turbances. Determine the corresponding 
number of traverse potnta for ea.ch distance 
trom F!gure 1-l. Select the hlgber of the 
two numbers ot tra.verse po1nta, or & gre&W 
vaJ.ue. euch that for ei.rew&r sta.cks the num
ber 111 a multiple of 4, an<1 for recte.ngula:r 
etack.S the number follows the crtterls of 
&eCt!On 2.2.2. 

2.2 Croos-sectlonal 1a.yout and location o1 
traverse points. 

2.2.1 For etreule.r stacks locate the t.-s
verse polnts on M le!\8t two diameters ac
cording to Figure 1-2 and Table 1-1. The 
traverse 11xes shall divide the stack cl"061!. 
eect1on Into equal pa.rts. 

2.2.2 For rectangular sta.cka dl.vlde tile 
cross section lnto a.s ma.ny equ.a.l reete.ngu.le.r 
a.reas u traverse points, sucl:J. that the re.tlo 
ot the length to the width o% the elemental 
areas la between one and. two. Locate the 
traverse points at the centroid of ea.ch equal 
a.rea aeo:ird.lng to Figure 1-3. 

3. Referen.eu. 
Determining Ollllt. Concentration 1n a Gu 

Stream, ASME Perform.a.nee Teet Codo #2'7, 
New York. N.Y .• 1957. 

Devork!.n, Bows.rd. et al.. A1r Pollution 
Source Testing Manual, Afr Pollution controi 
Dt!ltrlct, Loe Allgeles, Clallt. Novem.Oer Ul6'8. 

Method.a for Determillatlon ot Velocity, 
Volume, Dust and !Wat Content of Gases, 
Western Pn!ci.plta.tlon D1v1Blon of Joy Man.U• 
faoturlng Co., Los Angeles, ca..tu. SWlet.Ul. 
WP-60, 1968. 

Standard Met.hod for Sa.mpung Bta.cl:s !or 
PvtlculAte Matt.er, In: 1971 Book of ASTM 
St.a.ndard.s, Pa.t't 28, PhUad.elphia, Pa. Hl71, 
AS'I'M DelSl.gl:ul.tic:m D-2928-71. 
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Figure 1-1. Minimum number of tra\/erse paints. 

Figure 1-2. Cross section of circular stack divided into 12 equal 
areas. showing location or traverse points at centroid of eact1 area. 
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Figure 1·3. Cross section of rectangular stack divided into 12 equal 
areas, with traverse points at centroid of each area. 
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point 
number 

Table 1-1. Location of traverse points ;n c~rcular stacks 

(Percent of stack diameter from inside wall to trHerse point) 

Nunber of traverse points on a di;;:meter 
Oil ii r---::;-----i-~--~- ~-~"""'-----.,---

diameter ! t: 1 4 6 I 8 10 l 12 14 i 6 18 1 20 I 22 24 

I 14.61 6.71· 4.41 3.3 2.5 l.4 l .31 1.1 1.1 
2 85.4 I 25.0 14.7 11().5 8.2 4,4 3.9 ! ),5 .J.2 

3 I 75.0 I 29.5 I 19.4' 14.6 7 .51 6.7 l 6.0 s.s 
I ! I f I I 4 ; '93.31' 70.5 32.3 22.6 10.9 9.7 8.7 7.9 

5 85,J 67.7 34.2 14.6 I 12.9 i ]] .6 JQ.5 

6 I i 95.6 80.6 65.8 18.8 16.s 114.6 i 13.2 

7 l i /89.S 77.4 23.6 20.4 1 18.0ll6.i 
8 I 96.7 85.4 29.6 25.0: 21.8, 19.4 
9 I 9t.a 30.2. Jo.6 26.1 . 23.o 

11 

12 

13 
14 

15 

16 
17 

18 

19 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

I I 

I 

97 .5 

360 

61.8 38.8 31.5 27.2 
70.4 61 .2 39.3 32.3 
76.4. 69.4 ! 60.7 39.8 

i I 
81.2 75.0 j 68.5; 60.2 
85.4 79,6 I 73,9 67.7 

89.1 83.5 I 78.2 12.a 
92 . s 87 . 1 l 82. 0 77 . 0 

95.6 90.3 ! 85.4 80.6 

98.6 93.3188,4 83.9 
96.1 91.3 86.S 

98.7 I 94.ol 1 a9.s 
! 96. 5 92. \ 

1

98,9 I 94,5 

1
96.8 

I 98.9 



METHOD 2 

Determination Of Stack Gas Velocity And Volumetric 

Flow Rate (Type S Pitot Tube) 

1. Principle mid AppU:CabfUty. 
1.1 Prtnclple. Stac.11:. gas velocity 1S deter· 

mlJl.ed ttam the gas Clel::Ullty a.nd from mea.s
urement of the ffloclty head USJng a Type S 
(Staueahelbe ar reverse type) p1tot tube. 

U Appllcab111'1'. Thia method shOUld be 
app11ecl cmly when apec1&d by the test pro
oeduree for determlnlng compliance with tbe 
New Source Perfol'lllJLllce Sta.nde.rda. 

2. Appara.tu.s. 
2.l Pltot tube-Type s (Figure 2-1), or 

equlmlent. with a coemc1ent wltbln ±6'1'0 
Offll' tile workil:lg range. 

2.2 Dl.lferentla.l pressure ga.uge--lncllned 
m.anometel', or eqU1va.Ient, t;o mea.;:;ure veloc
ity bead to wttbl.ll 10'3 or the mJnlmum 
ve.J.ue. 

2.3 Temperature gaug&-Tbermocouple or 
equivalent attached to the plrot tube ta 
rueaaure st.a.ck temperature w w1t.hi.n 1.5% ot 
the minimum a.bsolute stB.Ck temperature. 

2.4 Presau.re gauge--).1ercury-filled U-tube 
m.anometer, or eqU1ve.lent. to measure stack 
pressure to w1thln O.l In. Hg. 

2.5 Barometer-To measure a.tmcspher!c 
pressure to Within 0.1 in. Hg. 

2.6 Gae an&yzer-To anruyze gas compce.J.
tlon tor detennl.n.!ng molecular weight. 

2.7 Pltot tube-Stands.rd type, to call• 
brate Type s pttot tube. 

3. Proceaure. 
3.1 Bet up the a.ppa.ratus ea shown In Fig

ure 2-1. Me.ke sure all connect.Ions a.re tight 
and leak free. MeMUrn the velocity hood a.nd 
temperature a.t the tra.veme point.a specified 
by Method 1. 

3.2 Measure the ste..t!c pressure ln th• 
st.a.ck. 

3.3 Detenn.tnti the stack gas molecula.r 
weight by ga.s ane.lysls and appropriate cal.• 
aula.tions aa Indicated 1n Method 8. 

4. c11mm1t1on. 
4.1 To callbra:te tbe pitot tube, measure 

we velocity head at some point ln a .!lowing 
ga.a stre!l.lll with both a. Type S pltot tube and 
a stand.a.rd type pitot tube with known oo
effictent. Ca.libra.t1on &hould be done In the 
laboratory lllld the velocity of tb.e fl.owing gas 
stream should be varted over the norma..1 
worltl.D.g range. It l.B recommended that tbe 
ea.Ubrs.tlon be repeated a.!ter use at~ tl.eld 
site. 

4..2 Ca!eulate the pltot tube coe.mctent 
IJ.!liUg equation 2-1. 

C11 = c.. -I Ap..!~'!. 
ieu ••d-V d.p,

0
., equation 2-1 

where: 
c"""=Pltot tube coefllclent of Type S 

p!tot tube. 
c. .=Pltot tube ooemclent of stands.ni 

.. type pltot i:ube (It unknown. uoo 
0.99). 

llP••«= Velocity head measured by stand
!ild type pltat tube. 

t.p• .. e=Veloclty head measured by Type 8 
p!tot tube. 

4.3 Compare the coetnclents of the Type 8 
pitot tube determined tl.rst With one leg and 
then tbe other pointed downstream. Use tbe 
pltot tu~ only If the two coefliclents differ by 
DO more the.n 0.01. 

5. Calculations. 
Use equation 2-2 to ca.leula.te the stack gas 

Teloclty. 

(v ) K C ( r::=) /(T.) .... 
• •••. = " • "Ap "'"'·VP.Kr~· 

Equation 2-2 
ybere: 

(V ,) •• ,.-stack ga' velocity, feo-t J;HlC 8"Caod (l.p.s..). 

~ ft. ( lb. ) }'J b h ,.,~85.48- lb 1 •R ., en t ..... unlta sec. . mo e- ~ 

srP.used. 

c, = Plt-Ot tube coetllclent, dlmeDJ!lonle&11. 
cr.l.u.•AJ:R~ge eb!IOluta stack 111111 tempc-atun. 

( ~ .c.p) •••. =Av•r;IJ?~ ,•cli>eJtJ: licad ol 8Lack gill!, !ncr.eo 
JJ,o (5-'e F:~. 2-t). 

P.=A:tsolL.tl' S~:.ld~ i:;u.i:: p:-~s:.lrC, Ind·~ !Jg. 
\i,= :.iuJL"CUbf Wl•l;:(hl of SUl.~k !':IS \Wd bilS;S) 

lu.f!U.~molt'. 
~1::(1-H.,,.,)+ 1-(,Il.o 

J.lJ=llry molecnlar weight 0f stack ga.5 cfrom 
~lcthc,d 3). 

D.o•.ProporUon by i;ol!l.ro:e of wall:'! v~pm 111 
the~""' stream tlrom llfotltod 4). 

Figure 2-2 shows a se.mple recording lilieet 
tar veloct;y traverse de.ta. Use the averagee 
tn tb..i last two columos of Figure 2-2 to de· 
termine the a.verage sta.ck gas veloClty Crom 
Equation 2-2. 

Uae Eque.t!on 2-3 to calculate the st&cl: 
gR!l volumetric fl.ow rate. 

Q,= 3600 (l ~ B.0 ) V .A(-·-1~•t<L) ( : '··) (T,) •• ,. I ... 1 

Equation 2 1 

whero: 
Q.=-\"olumetric fl.:>w rate, dr;· basts. st.an<lan.1 \'<i!:J1-

tiuns, ft.'1'1r. 
A=Cr;:iss-s-,ctlonal area of ~tad<, ft.I 

T,..~Ab~>lut~ temperatun nt •tandi;rd cond!tlml• 
o:>I' R. 

P.,.1 ~Aboo!ute pressun al standard cond!tlorlll. 29.\12 
Inches Hg. 

6. Reference~. 

Marl!:.. L. S_, Mecbe.nlcal Engineers• Hand
book, McGraw-Hill Book Co .. Inc., New York. 
N.Y., 1951. 

Perry. J. li .. Chemical Engineers' Hand
book, McOraw-IDll Book Co .. Inc.. New York. 
N.Y •• I9fl0. 

8111gehar&, R. T., w. P. Todd, &Del w. s. 
Smith, Slgnlftcacce of Errors Lil Sta.ck Sa.m
pllng Meaaurei:nent.8. Pe.per presented a.t the 
Annual Meetlog of the Air Pollution Control 
A.ssoo1at1on, St. Louis, Mo .. June 14-19. 19'10. 

Sts.ndard Method !or sampling St&cka for 
Pe.rtlcule.te Matter, 1n: 1971 Book of AST'.M 
Standards, Pa.rt 29, Philadelphia,. Pa~ 1971, 
A.STM Designation D-2928-71. 

Vennard. J. K., Elementa.ry l'IU1d Mecha.D.
lcs, Johll Wlley & Soll.II, Inc .. New York, :N.Y., 
1G47. 
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PIPE COUPLING TUBING ADAPTER 

I 

' ' . 

MANOMETER 

'~igure 2·1. Pitot tube-manometer assembly. 
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PLANT~~~~~~--~~----

OATE _~---~~-~~~~~--
RUN NO. _____________ _ 

STACK DIAMETER. m. ________ _ 

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE. in. Hg"-. -----

STATIC PRESSURE IN STACK lPgl· in. Hg_. ---

OPERATORS ___________ _ 

Velocity head, I 
Traverse pomt 

in. H20 riumber 

' 

AVERAGE: 

-vz;:; 

Figure 2-2. Velocity traverse data. 
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METHOD 3 

Gas Analysis For Carbon Dioxide, Excess Air, And Dry 

Molecular Weight 

1. Principle and appLica.bflity. 
1.1 Principle. An Integrated or grab gu 

aample 1a extracted. from a umpllllg polnt 
1md e..nalY211d for its component.a using an 
Orsat analyzer. 

1.2 Appllea.btllty. Thls method shoUld be 
appl1ed on11 when specltied by the test pro
cedures tor determining compllance v.ith the 
New Source Pettorn:ui.nce Ste.nd&rda. The teat 
procedure will 1lld1cate whether a. gra.b Be.m· 
ple or 11.Il integrated sample ts to be u.aed. 

2. Apparatw. 
2.1 Grab .sample (Plgure 3-1). 
2.1.l Probe-Stal.nless steel or Pyrex 1 

glasa, equipped wttb a filter to remove partic
uate ma.tter. 

2.1.2 Pwnp-One-way squeeze bulb, or 
equlvslent, to tra.nsport gas sample to 
ir.nalyzer. 

ll.2 Integrated sampie {Figure 3-2). 
2.2.1 Pro::>e-Stainless steel o~ Pyrex 1 

sla.ss, equipped with a ftlter to remove par· 
•lculate matter. 

2.2.2 Air-cooled condenser or equl,·a\ent
ro remove any excess moisture. 

2.2.3 Needle valve-To adjust flov: rate. 
2.2.4 P\lmp-Lea.k-frce, diaphragm type, 

(Jr equiva1ent. to pull gas. 
2.2 .'l Rate meter-To measure a flow 

ro.nge from 0 to 0.035 cfm. 
2.2.6 Flexible bag-Tedlar,' or equivalent 

with a capacity of 2 to 3 cu. ft. Leak test the 
bag ln the laboratory before using. 

2.2.7 P!tot tube-Type S. or equivalent 
attached to the probe so that the sampU;ig 
fiow rate can be regulated proportional to 
the stack gas velocity when \'elooity Is vary
ing with time or a sample traverse is 
conducted. 

2.3 Analyai3. 
2.3.1 Orsat &IUIJ.yzer, or eqUlvalent. 
3. Proced u.re. 
3.1 Grab sampling. 
3.1-1 set up the equlpment as shown In 

Figure 3-1. ma.king imre all connections are 
!eak-tree. Place the probe in the Stadt at a 
98.m.pl!ng point and purge the sampling llo.e. 

3.1.2 Draw sample Into tlla a.na.Iy.i:er. 
3.2 Integrati!d sa.mpllng. 
S.2.1 Evacuate tbe tlexlble bag. Set up the 

equipment SB shown 1n Figure 3-2 with the 
bag disconnected. Place the probe 1n the 
ete.ck e..nd purge the sa.mpllug line. connect 
the bag, making sure that all conneotioD.11 a.re 
ugh t e.nd that there are no lea.ks. 

3..2.2 sa.mple a.ta. rate proportional to the 
stack velocity. 

S.3 Analysts. 
3.3.1 Determine the co,. O,, and CO oon· 

oentmtlom a.s soon as posslble. Make as ma.ny 
passes a.s a.re necessa.ry to g1 ve oonsta.n.t read· 
Inga. If 'IJl.Ore tha.:n ten pasaes a.re necessary, 
l"flplace the absorbing solution. 

3.3.2 For grab sampling, repeat the sam
pling and analysis until three consecutive 
aamples va.ry no tnare th1UI 0.6 percent by 
volume tor each component being analyzed. 

3.3.3 For Integrated sampling, repeat tbe 
a.n.a.lysls ot tbe sample until three consecu
tive a.nalyses va.ry tlO more tlla.n 0.2 percent 
by volume for each component bel~ 

a.nal~. 

4. Ca!culatton3. 
4.1 Ca..rbon d!oxJde. A 1'eM1.ge the three con

~utJve runs and report the result to the 
neuest 0.1 % co,. 

4.2 Ell'eeee 8.lr. Use Equation 3-l t-O ca.lcu
!.aw excess a.Ir. and average the ruua. Rep<Xrt 
~be result to the ne"U"est O.l 'l'• excese 11.1.r. 

% I\= 

·- .. __ (~; -~!!;_::~_:» ( 0;. CO) ---·-- X J[JO 
o. 204( ':;. x,) - < % 02l + o.:)( % co) 

rquatiun :1-1 

•hen: 
3EA=Percent excess air. 
""'0,=l>ercent oxygen by volume, dry be.s!a. 
"JCN,=Pe~cent n!~rogen by volume, dry 

ha.el!. 
"'•CO"° Perce:it carbon monoxide by Tol· 

ume. dry ba.8111. 
0..'64=Ra.tlo o1 oxygen to nitrogen In 11.!r 

by volume. 
'~ Dry molecul&r weight. UM !lqu1.tlon 

"< .. 2 to ~alculn.te dr:> molecular ·..,·eiqht 8nd 
:i,\·ernge the runs. Report the result to the 
11P-::nc~t ~enth, 

"'• -044(%C01 ) +0.3:11.,,0,) 
-H).28( '!';.N,+ ""C0l 

equa.t!on 8-2 

~.1:hf':":e: 

~!-Dry mol~ular welght. lb./lb-mol•. 
-.CO.-=Percent carbon d!oxld• by •olume. 

dry basts. 
"'O;-Percent oxygen by Tollllla, dry 

ba.~l!!. 

"?f.-Percent :mtrosen by •olum•, dry 
buts. 

0.44 = Molecula.r w~ight ()f i"arbon dioxldl'> 
divided by 100. 

0 32 .::: i\Iolecular weight o~ oxygen di\'!ded 
by 100. 

0.28=:::Vlolecular weight o: nitrogen and 
co d!vl.ded by 100. 

5. References. 
Altshuller, A. P., et B.11., Storage of Gases 

and VapoTs in P!a.stlc Bags, Int. J . .l\lr & 
Water Pollution. 6:7&-81, 1963. 

conner, Wlllla.m D., and J. S. Nader, All' 
Sampling wltb Plastic Ba.gs, Journal of tbe 
American lndustr!a.1 Hygiene Assocta.tlon.. 
25 :291-297, Me.y--June 1964. 

DeYork.ln. Howe.rd, et a.I., A1r Pollutlon 
Source Te~tlng Ma.nue.l, Air Pollution Con
trol District, Los Angeles, Call!., November 
1963. 

• Trade na.me. 
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FLEXIBLE TUBING 
TO ANALVZER 

FILTE [GLASS WOOi.i 

SQUEEZE BULB 

Figure 3-1. Grab-sampling Ira in. 

PROBE 

FILTER (GLASS WOOLI 

VALVE 

RIGID CONTAINER/ 

Figure 3·2. Integrated gas - samplirig train. 
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METHOD 4 

Determination Of Moisture In Stack Gases 

L Principle and o.pplicabtllty. 
l.l Principle. Mo1~ture ts removed rrom 

the gas stream, condensed, and determined 
vol umetrlcally. 

l.2 Appllca.blllty. Thls method Is appll· 
ce.ble for the determ.1ns.t1011 of moisture lo 
stack gt>S only whPn specified by test pro
cedt:r~s !or determining complla.nce with New 
Sm:rce Per!orma.nce Standnrds. This method 
does not apply wlll'll liquid drcplets a.re pres• 
ent In the ~a.s stream 1 and the moisture I! 
5ubsequent!y used ln the determ1r.atlon ul 
sta.cl!: ga.s molecular weight, 

Other methods Huch a.s drying tubes. wet 
bnlb-dry bulb rechnlqut>;;, and volumetr1o 
condensa.t!on techniques may be us.id. 

2. Apparatus. 
2.1 Probe--Stl\lnlesa steel or PYTeX • glau 

8Ul1lclently l:lea.ted to pre,·rmt condensatloD 
and equ.Jpped wttb a filter to remove particu
late< matter. 

2.2 Imptngers--Two midget lmplngen. 
ea.ch wltb 30 ml. ca.pa.clty, or equtvaleDt. 

2.3 lee bath conta.1ncr-To condenM 
moisture In lmplngers. 

2.4 Silica gel tube (optlonal)-To protect 
pump and dry ga.s meter. 

2.5 Needle va.Jve-To regulat. gaa tto• 
rate. 

2.6 Pump-Leak-tree. diaphragm type. "' 
eq11lva.lent, to pull gas through train. 

2.7 Dry gss meter-To me1LBure to 'll'lthln 
1 <:e of the total sample volume. 

2.8 Rotameter-To meuure a fl.ow ranp 
lrom () to 0.1 c.f.m. 

2.9 Graduated cyllnder-25 ml. 
2.10 Barometer-Sufficient to read to 

within 0.1 lnch Hg. 
2.11 Pitot tub&--Type S, or eqUlv&lent, 

•tts.ched to probe tlO that the eampllng GDw 
rate can be regulated proportional to the 
naok g~ veloelty when velocity lB varying 
with tlme or a sample tnr.vera.e l.B oonduct.ed... 

8. PTocedure. 
8.1 Place eu.ctly 5 ml. <llstllled water ln 

ea.ah !mp!nger. Assemble the apparatus w1th· 
out the probe as shown In Jl'!gure 4-1. Lee.II: 
clleck by pluggl::ig the Inlet to the llrst tm
p!.nger and drawing a. va.<:uum. In.sure that 
11ow through the dry ga.s meter lS less tt.an 
1 ~ or the sampllng rate. 

8.:1 Conn~ot the probe and •ample 11.t a 
coll.'ltant rate of 0.075 c.t.w. or at a ra.te pro
portional to the stack g11.11 velocity. Conttnue 
sampling until ehe dry gu meter registe111 1 
cub!o root or until VUlble l!qUJ.d droplei:.s are 
carr\ed over rrom the first llnpUlger to the 
second. Record temperature, pres.sure, and 
dry gas meter readings a.a required by Flgun 
4-2. 

3.3 Alter collectlog the sample. me1umni 
the volume :ncrea.se to the nearest 0.5 till. 

4. Ca!cuJatloru. 
4.1 Volullie o! water vapor colle<;ted. 

(V,-V;)P1i 20ItT.,n ft a 
V ... =-- -- ·----=0.04H-·- (Vi- V1) 

P.14Mt12o ml. 

wbere; 
Virc=:cVotum!! o! water vnpor collecteel 

(t.tandard oondltlo::i.s1, cu. !t. 
v, =Fina.I volume or lmplnger contents. 

m.:. 
V1 =l:iltlal vol\::me of lmplnger con

tents, ml. 
R=Ide&l ga:s coDBtant, 21.83 lncb• 

Hg-cu. ftJlb. mole-'&. 

pu,o=DeD.B!ty ot water, 1 g./ml. 

T•"=Absolute temperature a.t 11t11ndar!S 
oondltlon.s, 530• R. 

p,,.::;Absolute preS<lure at Bt&ndMd con
dition.s, 29.92 lncbes Hg. 

Mn.o=Molecular weight of water, 18 lb.1 

lb.·mole. 
fdi Gu volume. 

V -V ( P., )(T"d) 
""- "' P.,d Tm = 

17.71 ~ (Vu:Pm) 
m. Hg 1.,. equn.tion 4-2 

where; 
v.,,, "'=Dry gas volume thro~b meter at 

ate.nd&rd conditions, cu. rt. 
v .. =Dry gas volume measured by meter, 

cu. ft. 
Pm =Ba.rometric pressure at the dry gas 

meter, Inches B.'g. 
p,.. =Pressure at standard cond.ltio:cs. 29.92 

lnches B.'g. 
To1d=Abaolute temperature at llta.ndard 

conditions, 530° R. 
Tm =Absolute temperature at meter ( "11'+ 

4.60), •a. 
4.3 Moll!ture content. 

v., +B 
" +\' .,,. Ywt1 m~ 

V ';\r + (0.025) 
•• me 

equation 4-3 
Where: 

:a ... o=Proportlon by volume o:f water 'l"&por 
1n the g11& stream, dimenalonl-. 

v.,. =Volume of water vapor collected 
(standard condlt1on.s}. cu. ft. 

Vme =Dry gas volume t!l.rOugh meter 
( etanda.rd condl tlo:cs) , cu. rt. 

Bw111 =Appronma:te volumetrtc proportll>D 
of water vapor 1n the gaa stream 
lea~ the lmpi.Dgers. 0.025. 

''I! llquld droplets are present tn the gM 
stream. s.ssume the 11tream to be saturated, 
determine the t.verage staclc gas t-empen.tun 
by traversing accord.Ing to Method 1, &Dd 
use a p11ychrometr1c cha.rt to obtaln an llP• 
proxlmat1-0n of the moisture percentaee. 

•Trade na.me. 

equation 4-1 
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&. Re/erence11. 
Air Pollution Englneertng Manua.1, Dalllel

eon, J. A. (ed.), U.S. DBEW, PHS, Nat1onll.1 
center :ror All' Pollutlon Control, Ctnc.lllllati, 
Ohio, PHS Publlcation No. 099-AP-40, 1967. 

Devorkln. Howard. et al., Air Pollut1011 
Source Testing Manual, Air Pollution Con
trol District, Loo Angeles, caur., November 
1003. 

Methods tor Determination ot Velocity, 
Volume, Dust &Ild Mist Content <>! Oases. 
Western Precipitation D!vJ.s!on ot Joy :Ma.nu
!a.cturlng Co., Los Angelee, Ca.lit., Bulletin 
WP-60, 1968. 

SILi CA GEL TUBE 
HEATED PROBE 

~JALVE 
FIL iER 

IOGET IMPINGERS PUMP 
ICE BATH 

Figure 4·1. Moisture·sampling train. 

LOCATION ______________ _ COMMENTS 

TEST ________________ _ 

DATE ________________ _ 

OPERATOR ______________ _ 

BAR0\1ETRIC PRESSURE __________ _ 

GAS VOLUME THROUGH 
METER. IVmL ROTAMETER SETTING METER TE'.1PERATURE. 

CLOCK TIME ll3 ft3imin "F 

Figure 4·2. Field moisture determination. 
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METHOD S 

Determination Of Particulate Emissions From Stationary 

Sources 

l. Prlnclple 1.mcl applicability. 
1.1 Principle. Partlc11ln.Le rni>tter ls wltll· 

drawn Lsoklnetlcally from the sou:ce a.nd ltll 
weight ls determined gravimetrlcally a.fter re
i:nova.I or uncombined water. 

1.2 Appllcab!lity. Tli!s method !s applica
ble !or the determination of particulate emis
sions from stationary sources only when 
specified by the test procedures tor de:ermm
lng compl!e.nce with New Source .Perform
ance Stanctards. 

2 . .Apparatus. 
2.1 Sa.mpllng tra!n. The design spec!ftca

tlons o! the parttculate sampling trai.; ased 
by EPA (Figure 5-1 l are de<i'cribed In A.PTD-
0581. Commercial models of this train are 
avallable. 

2.1.1 Noozle--Sta..lnless steel (316) w1th 
lllhe.rp, tapered leading edge. 

2.1.2 Probe--Pyrex' glass with a beating 
system capable of malnte.lnl:i.g 11 mmlmum 
gas temperature or 250· F. at th~ exlt end 
durlng sampling to prevent contlensa.tlon 
tram occurring. When length HmltatioDB 
(greater tha.n about 8 !t.l a.re encO\utered at 
tetnpera.ture3 Jess than 600' F., Incoloy 825 1, 

or equivalent, rna.y be used. Probe~ for sam
pling gas streams at tempere.tures ln excess 
of aoo• F. must ba.ve been approved by the 
Admlnlstrator. 

2.1.8 Pltot tube--Type s. or equivalent, 
attached to probe to monitor stack gas 
velocity. 

2.1.4 Filter Holder-Pyrex 1 gla.sa wlth 
hea.t1ng system capable of ma.lnta.!oing mi.l:ll• 
mum temperature ot 225' F. 

2.1.5 Impingers /Condenser-Four lmpln· 
gers connected 1Il serlea wlth gla.ss ball jolni 
fittings. The fl.rst, third, and fourth lmp!n· 
gers a.re of the Greenburg-Sm.1th deslgn, 
modified by replacing the tlp v.'ith a. \~-Inch 
m gl1l.SS tube extending to one-bii.Ir Inell 
from the bottom of the fla.sk. The second lm
p!nger ts o! the Greenburg-Smith dcs!gn 
With the standard tip. A condenser ma.y be 
used 1n place of tbe Jmplngers provided that 
the moisture content of the ata.ck gas can 
still be determl:>.ed. 

2.1.6 l\feterlng system-Vacuum gauge, 
leak-free pump. thermometers capable or 
measuring temperature to within 5° F'., dry 
gas meter with 2 % accuracy, and related 
equipment, or equlva.Jent, a.s required to 
maintain an lsokinetic sampling ra.~ and to 
determlne sample volume. 

:.!.1.7 Barometer-To meaaure a.tmospherlc 
pressure to ±0.1 lnches Hg. 

2.2 Sample recovery. 
2.2.1 Probe brush-At \es.at 11.8 long a.a 

prooo. 
2.2.2 Ola.ss wash bottles-Two. 
2.2.3 Glass sample stornge conta.lnel'B. 
2.2.4 Graduated cyllnder-250 ml. 
2.3 Analysis. 
2.3.1 Gla.ss weighing dishes. 
2.3.2 Deelooator. 
2.3.3 Analytlca.I baJ.a.nce--To mea.su.re t-:i 

±0.1 mg. 
2.3.4 Trlp bnl<rnce-300 g. ca.pac.lty, 1lO 

meaaure to ±0.05 g, 

•Trade name. 
•Dry u.stng Drter!te • e.t 70• P. =: 10' F'. 

3. Reagents. 
:u Sampling. 
3.1.1 F!lter3--0le.ss fiber, MBA 1106 BH' 

or equt\•e.Jent, numbered to:r ldentUl.catlou 
a.o.d prewelghed. 

a.J.2 m11c11. w·l-Indtcattng type, 6-11'1 
mesh, drled at 175' C. (35()' F.) fo:r 2 houn 

3.1.3 Water. 
S.1.4 Cru~hed Ice. 
3.2 Sample recovery 
3 2 1 >\cet »1e-Rea~ent gmde. 
3.3 A.na.lysls. 
3.~.l Water 
8.3 2 Deslccant--Drlerlte,1 lndlcatlng. 
i. Procedure. 
4.l Sampling 
4.1. l Mter 11electlng the sampl1ng stte and 

tbe minimum nwnber o! sampling points, 
determine the stack pressure, temperature, 
mot.sture, and range or velocity head. 

-l.1.2 Preparation of eollectlon tram. 
Weigh to the nee.rest gram appro:Wna.tely 200 
g, o! .slllca. gel. Label a. fl.lter or proper diam
eter, desiccate• tor at leai;t 2i houra and 
welgb to the nearest 0.5 mg. In a room where 
the relative humidity l.!i lesa than 50%. Place 
100 ml. of water In each of the drt!t two 
ttnplilt!"ers. leave the third tmplnger empty. 
and pla.ce approx1ma.tely 200 g. or prewe1g.nea 
silica gel ln the fourth !mplnger. Set up the 
tra.1n without the probe Bii In 1"1gure &-1. 
Leak check the sampling train at the sa.m· 
pl!ng site by plugging up the inlet to tlle tU
ter holder and pulling a. 15 ln. Hg va.cuu.m. A 
leakage rate not tn excess or o.o:a o.1.m. a.t a 
vacuum ot 15 in. Hg lJ!I acceptable. Attach 
the probe and adjust the heater to proVide a 
ga.s temperature o'! about 250° P. at the probe 
outlet, Turn on the fl.lter heating system. 
Place crushed Ice a.round the 1mplnge!"11. Add 
more lee during the run to keep the t~mper
&.ture o! the ga.sea leavlng the last 1mp1Dger 
as Jaw as possible and preferably at 70• P'., 
or less. Temperatures F<hove 70• F. may resUlt 
:n damage to the dry ga.a meter from either 
moisture conderu;ation or exces.s!v~ heat. 

4.1.3 Particulate tmln o;:iera.110:1. For each 
run, record the dat11. requlr~d 0:1 the example 
sheet shown ln Figure 5-2. Tal!.e readings at 
each sampllng pnint. a,t, least evt:>ry 5 1ninutcs. 
and when s!gn!ficaut clrnuges in stack con
dltluz:s neces.c,~tate 11dd.!tlcnal adju~tment3 
In ftow rate. To begin snrnpl!ng, pcsltlon the 
nozzle at tho fir•t traverse po!Et with the 
tip pointing directly Into the gRs strea.m. 
Immediately ste.rt the pump a.11d adjust the 
fiow to lsoklnetlc condltloru;. Sample tor a.t 
least 5 mln :ites at eac:i tra;-erse point; sam
pling t!:n.o must he the same !or each poln ~ 
l\!P.lntnln lsok1net!c sa.mplmg throughout. the 
sa.mp:Lng period. Nomographe are available 
whlcll aid ln the rapid adjustment o! the 
sampling rate Without other computatloruL 
APTD·0576 detel!s tbe procedure fur using 
these llOI:l(Jg?':!.phs. Turn Ort the pump flt the 
cnncluslon ot each run a.nd recurd the fi1ia.J 
reading5 Rera,-.ve the prohc and 1rna:e tr.a:: 
the ~:ack and handle tn nccordar.ce wltb the 
aa.mpl~ reco;-ery process aescrlbed In sectlou 
4.2. 
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STACK 
WALL 

HEATED AREA 

IMPINGER TRAIN OPTIONAL. MAY BE REPLACED 
BY AN EQUIVALENT CONDENSER 

FILTER HOLDER[ THERMOMETER CHECK I /VALVE 

------- ---. 
.-Cl\\!<,....~ ,1r----c~-.,,,Ji~ 

I 

REVERSE·TYP'n~ 
PITOT TUBE 

i.....~.....i.;~~;.;;;;.;;;;;.;;;;;.......;.~ ....... 

~VACUUM 

LINE 

101Al 

AvtllAGf 

PITOl l\'IANOMETER 

ORIFICE 

DRY TEST METER AIR· TIGHT 
PUMP 

Figure 5-1. Parlic;ulale·sampli ng train. 

ll.Y,;A•f(,)\ _____ _ 

Of'EIUJC!fl _____ _ 

DAU _______ _ 

~""~o ______ _ 
!i•.Jd\E 10~ ~c. ____ _ 

'&.i£110~NO----

\lt.:u1 • ... ~-----
C FilC'Cf:! 

I 
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A-..itEPl.T HW'EUll.HE __ _ 

U.Q\URICPAUS!J41:!' __ _ 

ASSUYrn MOISfUllE '•---
MlAlE!I 8()\ !!.f'!'ll\G __ _ 

'°'IOli lll'oGfH. rr ----

1'\!0ll~E CIAr.iEf!:I or --

f'ltO!r HE.:.UR !Hrl~---

ftlPERJ'!\.RE 
OFCAS 

1.U'111Ki 
cor:::e~Eq :I> 
'..ilfllJ'llC[P ., 



4.~'! Sam pl"' rt·, ,., .... «'f\ J<x··rd;;>P, ('l'\n.: ln tlhH' ... 
111e; the collecUon tr,.ln Trom the test elte to 
the snmple recovery 11rc11 t<·· ml11!mI.10 the 
}O~S Of ('O]\e('LCd ~.I\fl)p> .. • t'!f th,; ~n.1tl n! 
ntraneou~ pr.rttc:tlnte mntt er. ~~t r..il<le a 
portton 01' thP nr.d ~\lie used l JJ t.he i.;n.1uplt! 
reco•ery e..s a. h.1111k for l\llnly; h. Ml.':i,st:re the 
vo1un1e o! water frnm tile Ur.;t thr"<' lm
plliger~. then Cll6c:1rd. Place the s111J1t1Jes In 
cou:atnera a.a folloW5: 

Container No. 1. Renrnve the fllter from 
lts holder, pl11ce In this coata.ll:<>r, and seal. 

Container No. 2. Pince loc;se pn.rtlcUla.te 
ma.tter and acdvne wu~lilq:;:; fr,.m &.11 
s1Ul1ple-expu.<;ed surl!!.ct·s pr!Gr tu the filter 
In this container ar,d Sl·cJ.l. Use a rawr blade, 
brus..'l. or rubber po!l('.,rn11r. «-0 lu>\! adht:rb" 
p(\rtlclt>~ 

r·0ni.il11er No. 3. '.i'rni ,f,r U•c al:ki. v..·· 
~r0!n t!lc fourth 1mpi1~gcr t:' the 1.ir~~"~Ltll c .. ·::.
".:J1:.:.c·r a'-._ll FC~d. Ui._:.t: ~· r1 .. i.::'•'l" 11<.:1".::.:1•.: ;1 1• ar
~Ln a.LO. ln reu1ovin~~ !:llH.;:~ gel fi\.:lL ~•le 

llnpluger. 

4.3 Anal,sis_ Recurd th!? data reou1re!l on 
the example sheet shown In Figure &-3. 
Ha.ndlf' ~ach sample C()ntnl:ier as tallows: 

Container No. 1. Transfer the fil:or nnd 
any Joose particulate mancr rrom the sainple 
conta!nc·r to 11 tared g;ass weighing dish. 
desiccate. and dry to a cor.u;te.nt weight. Re
port resHl ts to ~he nearest 0.5 mg. 

Container No. 2. Transfer the acetone 
washings to a tare-d beP.ker and el'!l.porate to 
d.r,ness at amb!eut tf'mperature a.nil pres
sure. Desiccate and d.ro to a constant weight. 
Rep-rt results to t:':w r:earest 0.5 mg. 

cont.:imcr No. J. We'.gh the spent st:.1.ea gel 
~1:1cl teJwr.. to ~he ne~.rest gram. 

5, Caiibratfor.. 
Use me~:t:oc!~ and equ1p:nent which have 

b~t~:1 r:.1,prc;;·~;J. hy the A(!r:1ln1stratcr ~o 

cal!wra:e , he orUke mr,r.cr, pltot ti1t>::, dry 
ga; ID('!:er. a:1d probe beM!'t. !<c-cn'!brntl' 
after r11oh ~·:st ~cries. 

G. C11~c~.:r.:;.0Jis. 

6.1 ·"'"~rag~ dry g:is meter ternp~rat,urr 
1rn<l aver:i.ge orifico pres.urc dro;:i. See data 
itheet (Figure 5-2}. 

8.J D:y gas vo:un:e. Correct the samp:e 
volume measured by c"c dry i;as meter t,-i 
st1rndard condi tlons t 70" F'., :!9.92 inches HgJ 
!:lr using Equn.tlon 5-!. 

wher<l. 
Vm,.d= Voli,me of gas sam;i!t> thrnugh the 

dry gas meter (standard condl
tlons i, cu. ft. 

V' .. =Volume of gas sa..rnp:e through t.he 
dry gas meter (meter condl~ 

tloru;) , cu. ft. 
T ••d =Absolute temperature at s~d.nds.rd 

condltlorui, 530' R. 
T,.-A\'era.ge: dry ga.s meter temperature, 

•R. 
P"",- Ba:ometrlc pressure at the o:l.fice 

meter, inches Hg . 
.u:t:-Avera.g.e pressure drop a.cross the 

onfice meter, ln.::hes H.O. 
13.6= Speclftc gravity Of mercury. 
P.,.~Abs0luu~ press:.ire at stAlnuard con· 

dltbrui., 29.92 tncbes Hg. 

6.3 Volurnr: of w11tt,.r vaµu;. 

V =V flll,•1 l"l',o1 1'·. 
••t•I li:; ]\]H;:'I P.\, 4.-,4 :.;1:1~ 

~1 ( 4'"' .cu. fl. v 
- ,, J '., rid. -· i, 

equal.ion fi· 2 

where: 
v ... t-d=\.'0]1:1r:e o: water v:q,.~r tn thf~ gn..! 

:..Rn1plc f :;:..r~tic!:-i.rJ corir.:fit.lons}, 
cu. !~. 

V1,==-T1;!1tl 1,1::nmc t1f liquid calle.r,ted JI:: 
lrn;>!nu;ers and s~J:1;~ i;el (seo F1g
un 5-.1\, n·l. 

CT1:;1)=-« f)•."i.·-:lL"t of wn.Ler, 1 g /ff::. 
~lit:./' -~lo~p.·i :.,i" '""''.:1ghc vf Vd\~..er. J8 lb.1 

~;J,-IJJO]t: 

ft= r,·r-d~ r:.ts i::v..:;.~ 

11. 
'!" 111 '+;.1~;., :<htn·~ l~t :;ti':.::.c:t~::-·:: 

C1...;!'1 .U:..h ... r.~ .... , 6J0~ R. 

P, . .<J=AlL,v!u:e prcs;>ure nt :r.:i;idard ~n
dlttr1ns, 29.~2 lnr.!H:::. Hci. 

i.I. __ -

WfJP~('\', 

B, .. -1~ :.p·1rtfo;i b!·" VfJ~ilLl'!dW~t;i·:rv~p-:lr !a tht"C-0.! 
~·t:·\.'D.W. rjjil)f>JtS!\l"."Jl;'·:::.s, 

\~"a•t=\" ;pJr~:F: t:t v,·utr.r iH t!l6 ;,;a.5 Samp;e; (;:ta,t:dard 
•-t1H :.ttluns). c-:l. !-:.. 

Y mnn: ~ \" r:lurr:r 0r w ... 1!.l s~rnph~ lhrough the dry gas meter 
tst<11'.•l•rd eui:Ji~lonsJ, cu. ft. 

6.5 Total partlcUlate weight. t>etel'JllJne 
the ~ot&l partlcula.te catch from the sum ot 
the weights vn the a:rv•lysH1 Cle.ta lhfft 
\ Plgure 5·-3) 

ti ti c::mceutratl<in. 
6.6.l Concentra.:lon !ngr./s.c.f. 

' ( . m-.)(M•) c .= 0.01::14-"- -v--
mg. WJlt.d 

equation 5-4 
1<ber&: 

e',"=CGt~C('!1trnt~on t_\f p.:uti~ulnte ma.tt~r l.n St.al't 
~o.~. t;r.is.e,t, •iry IH-i..'\1.11. 

'Mnt;:;Toie.! Alf, .::tit of j!rtrtteuhlte ~attcr collocte-_i. 1 

n1g" 
V .ttd'==\~olumt> 1if J,'.M S!u:ip:e through dr; .. f;:!l.S meter 

(stur.d:""' 1·e--d1;ions). cu. ft. 

""'P2 ( 1(•1_P·~~,..·~~,\~··: ;n )b.,C"i.L ::.. 

"\''·"'": 
r,=f:•"l'l'''l•nrr i'f,,:1. r rn.rtt:J.uhtll matter ,!1 5::i-,k 

~ :,.:., ll> x \'.f. ,· ~- :) i.5iS: 
,~:t tifi'·~ \k lh. 
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CONTAINER 

NUMBER 

1 

2 

TOTAL 

PLANT-------~ 

DATE~~-----~ 
RUN NO. _______ _ 

WEIGHT OF PARTICULATE COLLECTED, 
mg 

FINAL WEIGHT TARE WEIGHT WEIGHT GAIN 

----- - --- -

VOLUME OF LIQUID 

WATER COLLECTED 

IMPINGER SILICA GEL 
VOLUME, WEIGHT, 

ml g 

FINAL 

INITIAL 

LIQUID COLLECTED 

TOTAL VOLUME COLLECTED g•l ml 

CONVERT WEIGHT Of WATER TO VOLUME BY DIVtDING TOTAL WEIGHT 

INCREASE BY DENSITY OF WATER. (1 g mil: 

INCREASE, g = VOLUME WATER. ml 
(1 g/mll 

Figure5-3. Analytical data. 
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I· T [((11:1!~ ... ; Ill. lk-r1l. ft.)\" +~'.·:(p 
• I ,1 · 1: 1

• ·r11 • 
1 ·~ 

J.i,1,, II )]( .. ~a' 11) 
l:L1; ,., . 

uY,P, .. \ 0 

•f-1..l!P 

I (', .. ,.,.~ll : r '."4 •k ii;'"f '. ; ... ,1·;, r1 11·1;.: 
\'~ -";· t:d t',, l~;';!l' q' l1•1'll _ .·! 1•1·t1vj l:1 ln,Jll!ii'.'•...,., 

I'd t;;Jli '' \J'. ~t~o'·' r·1f,.' ,- ;'.)_ J.J, 
•• ,_ ....... J),. ,_, .. :I ('I' it"I, I;..'..': 1L 

·' 1~!:\Pt, ~I....;! il't''ll·~ ]l~•,;11 f1 :'!1• 
II 

' . ;1, .... f :' '"' ... ,. · t' ·, • ... ·~· rl·t•d!·o.,· '!._:"l." •111-f;'r 
\ 1" 1, •.• ·1'~'i f j,1"~'. ('t: 11. 

Tir ·- .\! 1
" 1!1• <J\ 1lrv 1. ,:: l'·f'; .. !" ~·x·1.;·~~11'11'•' 

I.._,..~ l ih ,J • ,_•, j; 

r .•. -n ''"' :i·r: ,(· 11 .1 : .: ,,. 1 11·:._ !Hh· h···1p~ 
l!~. 

1i l = .\ \."1•1 ';'•: 1 -:1 ,! I f'<~-, 0::~ ! j• pr ff"( 1> j<:j>j' 

;. 1..: • '.' , ... 11 ~,, 
T.~ \:._,-.1:11·1· 1\'1'1 .• :..:.· ~·. ~- r,<:. tt•·.:·l'Tiltl'.°" ,":: .•. ,,. 

Fir .1'-_>~ : H. 
4 ,..T,·1•1 1 -·1··11.··: :···· :ii·, 

\. --=i.~.:.;: "~·1.". ' 'I\ I ' :: .ii••d 1··,- \If•:!· •i 2. 
'•II I ~L'l ~-'...', f( •• 

;' • ..,-.-' ~+_.~, 1rk _·,~I" -'"'l •ii:·'·-' !:e 
;\.,,-··:--~~~''"•':c: ,, '.ii' \l>fJ11< \' ..:,j it 

f.Jl .l\c:i'p!a!:J!e re~\llts The following 
rr<1:ge •ets the llrr.lt on ncceptab:e l<oklnet!c 
s:..mpli!1g ~esul:s: 

r~ i:in -. < 11 o 'l:. the results are a.ecepta.b!e: 
o:lien~T,e. re:ect tbe re$ult.s a.nd repeat 
rhe tes:. 

7 n,•1r1'r11r•·. 
Addt*:id11n1 t.t SJ·'"'!"'rr-a!!n~\i !'or !:ic:neratnr 

T-·stlnl!" itt f'etlec,,; F;.: .I Illes, PHS, :KCAPC, 
!le-•· (j: lnl]7, 

)l::lr: In, R":!:e~t ~T Con~tru~tlnn Dc1:ath1 o: 
Tsnk11:etic S.J11rce !".:i..:np:~m; Equipment. En
vlronmen~al l1:- 1 •trrti•i~ Ai!ency. APTD-5fJBl. 

R:•r:l. Jer0rr.e- J. i'.rn.1:.~enance r;allbra~1mi 

a.•:ct n;:i~rat."ll o'. Is·1klnetic Rouri-c Snm
:-il:n;; EquJpnwn~. E'.1''ironrne:it:il PTote•·1cn 
A£Tf'r.c,-•. -\PTD-0~7C. 

Sm'.th. W S. R T Sh:!;'ClH\='\, nnd W F. 
·rodd. A :Heth,x:I "~ I1:tcrpn:tlng Stack Sain
p·:nr: Da·a. l":'lper p~e~P.nt~d !It the 53d An
n•ial Mre-ln·~ of the Air Pol1u:1on Control 
,\s~·•<'lfltlnn ""-. Lv'iis. '.Iu, June 14-19. 1(170 

;;;n::t:1, \\' f', et al. Stack Oas S;imp:l11c• 
Imprc)l·~d ill~CI S'll::Jl!f:ed wl~h ~,,,,,._. E1;11:p
rn"~I~, t\P(' \ }!L;)cr ~.:o C'7-1HL !'.167 

~~1('Ct1.'"'~tt or:·: f'.l:." l""·c~rern~rir Tei~nng a:. 
f'prt.-.r?..: F:ir11;~jcs~ PHS. ~~LAPA. 1907 
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METHOD 6 

Determination Of Sulfur Dioxide Emissions From 

Stationary Sources 

L Principle 1md appl:r>u./1il11;1. 

l.I Principle. A ga.s S!Lmple ls extra.cted 
from the sampllr,g point tn the slack. The 
s.cld rn!~t. lnclud1ng sulfur tr10x.lde, ts se-p&
rnl.ed !rom the sulfur d!mncte. The sulfur 
d.l0x:de fra.-uou Is mea.sured by the ba.rlum
~horln tt:n,tJon method. 

1.2 Appllcablllty. 'I11l.s me:boct is a;:>pll• 
cable fo: thfl cleterm:natlon or sulfur dlox.1de 
erutssrnn~ frnm &tA.tionary bvurces only wben 
spectfled by the test procedures !or determ.l.n· 
Ing compJlnnce w1u1 New &.urce Performance 
$t.a1:<lhr<L;. 

2. Apparattia. 
2.1 8ernplll1g. ~ :Flgur<' 6-l. 
:1.1.1 Probe-PyTelt 1 glf\SI!, approxlmA.tely 

t. to il mm ID. with a b1'ntllig srs1.eol to 
p~e\•e11t c01cd"ns.a.t1on find a ft lrel'lq:; medium 
!•l rem<1L·e )lflft.ICHlate mutter hH:ludlng llU.l• 
t i1"lo a.ctd mlst_ 

2.1 ~ Mlrli!et hul:lhler --One, with gl!l.811 
IX.'(•Ol j'.J~Ckf'd Jn t.'1p :1' r~µ1·1':1t SU!ftlr!C liictd 
m:.st cai-ryi,ve~. 

'J l .3 Gt ''"s -.-ccil 
2.L4 ~!tdgel lmplnger;;..-T!iree. 
2.1.5 Dr;.·rn;; tulle--·!-'acknd with 6 to 16 

rnest. :ndtc,1t:11g-type >'lllca i;;el. or equivalent, 
to dry the sa.mp!e. 

2.1.6 Va.Jve--:'.'leedle valn'. or equivalent, 
to a.djuat flow re.te. 

:1.1.7 Pu:np--1.<'iik·free. v11cn11~n type. 
:l.1.8 Rate mP:•'r·- -Rota'l1et(•r or equl .. o.

lent, to mes..<;ure a. 1)-10 a.c.!.h. llcw ra:1ge. 
2.1.9 Dry ga.s meter-s-,1.ftkleouy accUl'ate 

l-0 mea.sure the sample ,-o;i;me wltlt'.n 1 % . 
2.l.10 P1to~ tul~Type S. nr equlvs.lent 

necessary only if a. sn.mple traverse Is re· 
quired, or If stack gas \'elodty varies V>lth 
tl.'1:le. 

2.2 Sample recm·ery. 
2.2.1 Glas.s Wll.6h bot.tles--Two 
2.2.2 P()lyethrlene storage bottles--Ta 

lfl'ore l!:'l pinger sn.mplflll. 
2 3 :\r.1:v~~s 

2.3.l Plpetus--'l'nnsrer t)pe, b ml. 11.Dd 
10 ml. 11lzes to.l ml. d.lvls!ons) ;md 25 ml. 
•ille (0.:1 ml. dlvlslo:1si. 

:l:.3.:l Volumetric fia.ska-50 ml .. 100 ml., 
and 1.000 ml. 

2.3.3 Burettes-5 ral. end 50 tnL 
2.3.4 Erlenmeyer fia.sk-125 ml. 
3. Rtagent~. 
3.1 Sampl~ng 

3.1.l Water--Detvnlze-d. dlstlll.,,d. 
ll.UI lsopr0;iano1. 80~ -JI.fix 80 ml. ot tso

propanol w!th 20 ml. of d'.stl!led water. 
3.1.3 Hydrogen peroxide. 3 %-dilute 100 

Ill.I. or 30% h}'dtogeu peroxide to I llter Wlth 
dl9tllled wa•er. Prt>pa.re fresh daay. 

11.2 Sample recovery. 
3.2.l Wat&r-De1onlzect, dlst!lled. 
3.2.:il Isopropanol, 803. 
3.8 Analysis. 
3.3.l Water-De!onlzed, dtstllled.. 
3.3.2 Isopropanol. 
3.3.3 Thorin tndlcator-1-(o-enionopben· 

ylazo) -2-naphthol·S,6•dlsul!onlc acid, d.1110• 
di um ftalt (or equivalent)_ Dissolve 0.20 g_ In 
100 ml. dlst1lled water. 

3.3.4 B!lr.um perchlorate (0.01 N)-Dis
soJve l llf> ii:- of barium perchlorate 
fBa(ClO,l 1 • SR,0] In 200 ml. distilled wat"'r 
and dl!ute to 1 liter with l.sopropanol. Stand
ardize w1th sulfuric e.cld. Barium chlortde 
may be u;ed. 

3.S.11 Bulfurlc acid standa?"d (O.Ol N)
Pureha.se or l'ltand!IJ'dlze to ±0.0002 H 
1.~!Nt. O.OlN Ne.OH which bu prev1ously 
been etandardlzed &galn11t potl\6.lllum aeld 
ph tha!ate (primary standard grade). 

>!o. Pr0<:P.€1.1.1.re. 
4.1 Samp:ing. 
4.1.1 PrepQ.r&tlon ot collection train_ Pour 

15 ml. of 90% !11opropanol Into the midget 
bubbler anti 15 in\. o! 3% hydrogen pe:oic!de 
lnt-0 encb of the first two midget trnp~ngers. 
L€av~ t.be final lllldgf:t tmplnger d:ry. As~effi"" 
ble the trA.lll as shown In F!gu:re 6--L I,eak 
check the sampHr:.p: traln at the 11amp'.lng 
s!te by plu;:;;>:ing :l:e probe Inlet &hd pulling 
a 10 Inches Hg ~a.cuum. A leaka~e rr..te 1,.1l 

in excess or 1 c: r.r the nmpl!ng re.te le ar
ceptable. C:ue!ully relea&e the probe lnlet 
plug and turn otr rhe pump. Ple.ce crushed 
:-ce around the lmp!rn!'el'!!. Acl.d more lee ctnr
::c.g the run to keep the temperature ,,, the 
j?ases lee.vlng the Ja;;t lmplnger at 70• F'. or 
1,.,-;, 

4 ! 2 5a:-np!P ccllectlon. AdJU!lt the &!'.m
pl'· tl0w rat<'\ prnportloua.l to the stack F""' 
\·e!oc:ty. Takt· tec.C:lni<~ a.t lea.st every l\;!'t 

mln::!e~ ~r.d wlwn al~Llflcant chsngea It.: 
st:.cl: cnr.:1'.th··n~ l!h'l"M!tFtte e.dd.ltlonal "-·!. 
jll.'ltments 111 flov .. rn'P. To be;:;in e&mpl!n;,, 
po.~ltlon the t!p c·~ the probe at the tl.rst 
se.mpllr:g p::ilnt nm.I ~:art the pump. Sam
ple propartlonnlly throughout the run. At 
the conclusion or eiicb run, turn a!! the 
pump and Tecord the final ree.dlnl,ls. RemJ..-e 
the probe frrim the stack and d!.liconnf'ct lt 
from the rr"'."- Drn!n the lee bath and purge 
thl" remo.ln!ng ~He'. n! the< tTaln by drawing 
r:""" ambient Rl:r :~·rough the system tor 15 
tninut.es, 

4 2 Sample recu'<'ery. D!sconntct the !m
plngers B.l'ter purgln£l. D!SCllJ'd the content!! 
0t L'.:rn rr.tcget b·:b':ller. Pour the eontenui of 
the midge': lmplngel"!I Into a polyethylene 
5hlpm~n~ h .. ~t~e. Rlr.se \he three midget !rn
;"ltl>;e~~ and the <:oll!"lecting tubes w!~h di>· 
tmed water and e.dd thef!tl washlnga to the 
earne i;torage conto.lner. 

4.3 Samp:e a.o.alys!s. Traus!er the content;; 
of tj1e storage container to a. 50 z:nl. rolu
metrlc £.ask. Dilut.e to the ro!U'k: v::lth de· 
lor:l:z;ed. dlstllled water. Pipette a 10 Illl. 
a~iqlwt of this solution tn~o a 12r. l.lll. ErJen
mt-yt:r tl::.sk. Add 40 ml. o! lso;iro;:ia.nol n~,d 

tW•> to !our drops oI thorin l'Hitcntor. Titf,.;c 
to 11 pink euctpo:ni; using 0.01 N barium 
pe,·:,,:orate. Run a blank. wlth e.i.cl! ~erles 

a! samples. 
.s. Calibration. 
.5.1 Use standard methoos and equipment 

which have been approved by the Adm1n:s
trat<0r to callbrate the ro:anieter, pltot tube. 
dr:;' gas meter. a::i.d. probe l".eiltt-r. 
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:l 2 StawLirdlze the> lmrl llm perchlor.o.te 
ll.!;am~t 2!> m!. of stnndard irn!!uric acld c"ll· 
ta.1nlug 100 ml. ,,f lsopr,•11n1wl. 

ti. Call'U].7tm11~. 

G l Dry gf'.3 volume. Cnr:cd. tl"' e;i;nple 
vol tllt.C mcnsur<',i b)" Liu dry .:a~ m~t~r Lo 

sta.ndard coodltlons 110· F. and 29.92 Inches 
Hg) by u.slog equation 6-l. 

v = \" ('!:·~) (!:b"') = 
ruatd tn 'I'm p •td 

11.71 ~c~·"~~':'!'.~) 
Ill. Hg 1 ,., cquati!1ll ti· I 

where: 
Vm.,.=Volurue ot g"'; .sau1µle throu.:h the 

dry i;as me:u (s1 andard coudl· 
t!Ollll), CU. ft. 

Vm=V:.>lmue ot gas samp;e through tbe 
dry gas met-er (me.tar condJ· 
tioll.S), cu. ft. 

'l'.,4 =Absolute ieu:pi~ratuw at standard 
COlldl~l.iJlS. 530.., R. 

T w. = A ve~age fir~· ,..;u~ u1e~er temperaturci, 
'R. 

P0 .. = Ba.romet=lc pH:,,sure at tbs orifice 
meter 1 1ncl1ea H~. 

P"4 = Absol:irc pres'>t:rc at standard c.>n· 
dltlous, 29.92 Inches Hg. 

6.:3 Sulfu: dioxide conce1;tratlon. 

7. References. 
Atmospheric Emlss!oos from Sulfuric Acid 

Ma.nufactur!ng Processes, U.S. DHEW, PHS, 
Divlslon of Air Pollution, Pub!ic )fenlth Serv· 
lee Publlca.tlon No. 999-AP-13, O!uclunutl, 
Ohio, 1965. 

Corbett, P. F .. The Deterrnl!lat!on o! SO, 
and SO, In Fiue Ga.ses, Journal o! the Insti
tute ot Fuel, 24:237-243, 1961. 

PROBE (E!\!D PACKED 
WITH QUARTZ OR o/ACK WALL 

PYREX \\OOq J 
\~.--='"''--....i,___ 
~ 

TYPE S PITOT TUBE J 
! 

PITOT MANO'viETER 

THERtnOMETER 
\. 

wt.i;r0. 
Cl?tt.-(:•1r1ccr1ltn.~lfiU ur hUlfur dluxlde 

nt s1.r1i1rlurd conttltl01rn, dry 
bH..~I,, l b.iClL ft. 

7.05;..: Ht.a~ C:i1. .... ,r.,J1m factor. lr1c:11dln" tlm 
numh~r o: grams per g:am 
equlva~ent o! s:.il!ur dlox!do 
(32 g,/g.-eq.). 45:l.6 g-/lb. and 
1,000 ml./1., lb.-1./g.-ml. 

V,=Vnlume of barlum percblorate 
tltrant use<l tor tlle 11a.ruple, 
rnL 

v,.L• VvlllfL(' nr t.n.rlllrn percl1lvraw 
W,rant irned !or tho blank. ml. 

N~-N;>rn1.tl:t;. ur bar11n:n pcrchlorn.tf! 
t!trunt, ;:: ·eq./I. 

V.,," =To~:<! "'1!11:10:-i vc.luma of su~!ur 
d:.1.~!:1r,, 50 ml. 

V. = Vulullle <•! sample a.HqutJ~ t!· 
tni.ted, ml. 

V ... ,.=Vclmne o! gas Stimple through 
the dry ge.s meter (s'.anC.a.rd 
Nmdltlons) , cu. rt., 5ee Equa.· 
tlon 6-L 

eq11" t.on fi-2 

:;o.111t~y. R. E. and 8. K. Dkh!. Measurm'( 
Flue-Gn<i so, and so,. Power 101 :94-l.l7, No
vt:mne.r, 1957. 

Patton. W. F. ,.nd .J. A. Briuk, :rr !"C\ll' 
Equlp:uenL acd Techniques fvr f:'2.ri-.pl1ng 
Chem,cal Process Gases, J. Air P·Al nl,,!: C:n-:
trnl Assoc!a.tlcn. 13, 162 ( 1963). 

SILICA GEL DRVING TUBE 

ICE BATH 

DRY GAS METER 

Figure fH. S~ sampling train. 
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i··1ETIIOD 7 

Determination Of Nitrogen Oxide Emissions From 

Stationary Sources 

L Prtnc1pit< am! UfY!llwabflir.µ. 
Ll Prluc1p:e. A gmb sample l>J collected 

Ill en ev:..cuated flask containing a dllu«1 
sulturlc acid-hydrogen peroxide absorbing 
eolutlon, 11.lld the nitrogen oxides. except 
nitrous ox1de, are mea;;ure colorlmetrlcally 
using the phenoldlsulfonic &cld (PDSi 
pro~·edure. 

1.2 Appllr.abillty. This method ls app:lca .. 
bie for tbe 11'.easurement of nitrogen oxides 
from st.at!ono.ry &rmrcea Gnly when specified 
b~· the te~t p=ocetlures for detern1l!!ing com
p'.la.nce '1;1th !llew Source Pertorwan~ 
Standards. 

2, A'['parntus. 
2.1 Sampling. See Figure 7-1. 
2.1.l Probe-Pyreic 1 glass, heated, with 

filte~ to remove particulate matter. Heating 
ts unnecessary lf the probe remains dry dur
ing the purging pcrlod. 

2.L2 Collection fia.sk-'I'wo-Hter, Pyrex,' 
round bottom with short neck 11.lld 24/40 
standard taper opening. protected ag:i.ln.st 
Implosion or breakage. 

2.1.3 F:ask Vfl,l\•e--T-bore stopcock con
nected to a 24/40 srn:idard taper Joint. 

2.1.4 Temperature gaui;e--D!e.J-type tller
mome:er, or equivalent, ::ap:lble of measur
ing 2• F. lntervBle from 25• to 125• F. 

2.1.5 Vacuum line-Tubing capable ot 
withstanding a vacuum o! 3 Inches Hg abso
lute pressure, With "T" connectll:ln and T·bore 
stopcock, or equivalent. 

2.l.6 Pressure gauge-U-tube manometer, 
36 Inches, with 0.1-lnch d1v1sloD1!, or 
equivalent. 

2.1.7 PumJ>-Ca.pable of produolng a vac-
uum cf 3 Inches Hg e.bsolute pressure. 

2.1.8 Squeeze bulb-One way. 
2.2 sample recovery. 
2.2.1 Pipette or dropper. 
2.2.2 Glass storage conta.iners-Cushloned 

!or shlpptog. 
2 2.3. Glasa wash bottle. 
2.3 Analysis. 
2.3.1 Steam bath. 
2.3.2 Beake~s or casseroles-250 ml .. one 

for each sample and standard (blank), 
2.3.3 Volumetric plpettes-1, 2, and 10 ml. 
2.3.4 Trani;ter plpette-10 ml. with 0.1 ml. 

divisions. 
2.3.5 vo1umetr1c fl.ask.-100 rnl., one !or 

each sample. and 1,000 ml. for the standr.rd 
(blank). 

2.3.6 Spectrophotometer-To measure ab
sorbance at420 nm. 

2.3.7 Graduated cyl!nder-100 ml. with 
1.0 rn!. dl\•1s1ons. 

2.3.8 Analy-t!cal be.lance--To measure to 
0.1 mg. 

3. Rea.gents. 
3.1 Sampling. 
3.1.1 Absorbing solution-Add 2.8 ml. of 

concentrated R,SO, to 1 Ht.er o! dlstllled 
water. Mix well ai::d add 6 ml. of 3 percent 
hydrogen peroxide. Prepare a !resh solution 
weekly and do not expose to extreme heat or 
direct sunlight. 

1 Trade name. 

3,2 Snmple recc:-.·ery. 
3.2.l Sodlun1 hydroxide (1N)-D1srnlve 

4() g. N:iOH 1n cJsUlled water and dilute to l 
llte:r. 

3 2.2 Red Jltm:1s paper. 
3.2.3 Water-Deionized. distilled. 
3.3 .-\i:aly~'.:> 

3.3.l FwninY. :,111:ur~r; :ieid--15 to !A% by 
weight free sulfur i.rloxlde. 

3.3.2 Phr.nol-Whlte soll<t reagent grade. 
3.3.3 Sulfuric 11cld-Cc:::cemrated reagent 

grade. 
3.3.4 Standard solutlon-DJ.osol>e 0.54!l5 g. 

potass:um nitrate (KNO,) In dlstUled wo.ar 
and dilute to l lit.er. For the v:orklng stand
ard solution, dllute 10 ml. of the resulting 
solution to 100 ml. With dlstllled water. One 
mJ. or the working sta!.ldard solution Is 
equivalent t-0 25 ,,g, nitrogen dloxtde. 

3.3.5 We.ter-Delon1zed, d!.stUled. 
3.3.6 Phenoldtsulfon!o a.old solutlon

Dlssolve 25 g. of pure white phenol 1n loO ml. 
concentrated sulfuric a.old on a etee.m be.th. 
Cool, add 76 ml. fuming &Ulflll1c a.c.ld, and 
lleat at 100° c. for 2 hours. Store 1n a dark. 
stoppered bottle. 

4. Procedure. 
4.1 Sampling. 
4.1.1 Pipette 2.5 ml. of absorbing solution 

!nto a sample flask. Insert the fie.sk v&lve 
stopper into the 5cr.sk with the valve In tlle 
"purge'" pos!t!on. Assemble the sampling 
train as shown i:i. Figure 7-1 and ple.ce the 
probe e.t tbe &'l.mpllng point. Turn the flaU: 
i·atve and the pump ve.Jve to their "evooua.te" 
pos!t!ons. Evaeuate the fl.ask to at least 8 
lnche• Hg ab~olute pressure. Turn the pump 
valve to its "\tnt" position and turn of! the 
pump, Ct:eck the manome:er for any tluctu
ati'Jn 11: the mercury level. If there is a \"Isl· 
ble <"hn.:;ge o\·er the span of one mluute. 
check for !eal;.s. Record the Initial volume. 
t.eo1perature. nnd barometric pressure. Turn 
t!H' tla.~k \'tll<.'e to It" "purge" pcc.-,tlou, e.ud 
thfn do tile same with the pump rnl\'e. 
Purge the probe and the vac\:Um tnbe uslu~ 
the squeeze bulb. H condensation occurs tn 
the p~obe anti flask ve.lve area, heat the probe 
ai.d in:rge unr!J ~he condensation <llsp.ppe!U's, 
T1'.1'n turn the ;:>ump valve ta !ts "rent" post· 
t!ou. Turn the tlMk valve r.o tts '"sample"' 
position and e.!low sample to enter the flask 
ror about 15 seconds. Arter collecting the 
sample. turn U1e flask valve to Its "purge'" 
posiu:in and disconnect the fio.sk !rv::n the 
Aampllng train. Shake the flask for 5 
mlllllt"S. 

4,2 Sn.mple re<:overy. 
4.2.l Let the flask set tor a minimum of 

16 bours snd then shake the contents !or 2 
minutes. Connect tht" flask to a mercury 
lllled U-tube manometer, open the vah"e 
from 'the fiasl<:. to the rnanomer.er. and record 
the flask pressure and tempera.ture along 
.,.-Jth the barometric pressure. Tran~fer tbe 
tlask contents to a. contFLluer f'1r Ehlpmetnt 
or t-O & 250 ml. beaker !or analysl~. Rinse the 
fie.r.k With two portions of dllltilled wnter 
(a.pprolt!me.tt-ly lO nu.) am1 ad<1 rinse wnter 
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to the 11amplr. For e. blnnk n"e \!5 mi or e.h
llOrblng eol utlon and the same vo; ume of dls
tllled watt'r as used In rinsing ti!~ ftnsk. Prior 
to sh!ppllH~ or annlysls, add sod111ru hydrox
ide (IN) dropw!~e into both the 1111mple frnd 
th& blank unt!t alkallne to lltmue paper 
I about 25 to 35 drops In each) . 

4.3 Analysis. 
4.3.l 11 the sample hae been shipped In 

& oontalncr, transfer the content!! to & 250 
ml. beaker using a small amount o! dlstUled 
water. Evaporate the solution to dryness on a 
steam bath and tl1en cool. Adu 2 rnL phenol
dls:1lfonlc acid solution ta the dried residue 
a11d tr1turate thorough\:; wlth a glass rod. 
Ma.<;.e sure the solt:tion conta<:ts all the resl· 
dut'. Add I mL d1sL11led '.'.u.ter and four drops 
of c<1uceHtrv.ted sulfur:c acld. Heat the sol c;
t!ou on a steam bath for 3 minutes with O<'· 
ca.slona.1 sllrrlni;. Co0l, add 2n ml. distilled 
water, 1ntx v.:.::11. by stirring, n.11d ndd couc~n
trated ammonium hydroxide dropwlro with 
consia.nt fltlrrtng u:n!l alkaline to lltmua 
paper. Tml!sfer the solution to a 100 ml. 
\'Olmne:nc na.si: e.ud wa! h tlie beaker three 
times With 4 to 5 ml. portions o! d!stll!ed 
water. Dl!ute to the mark and m:x thor-

0UJ..1;illy. Jf the surlq; 1'· 1-;t1!1tatu;i ::, il:<l:,, trt.1.n:, .. 
!er a pon10n of th<: sril ul!01i tt1 e. clean, dry 
centrlfng<' tulle, un<l centrifuge, or filter a. 
port.Io:i of the &ol utlon. :\:ea.sure the e.hsorh
ancc or each sample e.t 420 nm. uslng the 
blank 80l 11tlon as a zero. Dtl ute the sample 
and tlie b!e.nlt with e. sn!t.!l.ble amount of 
dlstlllcd water tr ab~orba1ice falls outside the 
n1llge uf c£Llibratlon. 

5. OnlihraHon. 
5.1 Flask volunw. A:;semble tbe ll.aak and 

flask: \"B.l ;·e and tll I with water to the 11:A:lp
cock. Mr.a.sure the volume or water to ± 10 
ml. Number and reco1"d the volum"' on the 
tla~k. 

5 2 Sper.m.plmtometer. Add 0.0 to Hl.O ml. 
of stand:tr(! ><•luth11 to r1 serle" o~ beaker~. 1 o 
each b~aker adt! :.::; ml. •>f abso:blng solu:lon 
and add sodium hydroxidi= (JN) dropwl~ 

uuUi alkaH11e to i!tmus paper (fl.bout 25 to 
35 dropi;J Folbw the P.na;p,~s prveedurl' of 
section 4.:l w oollect enough daia tv dra· ... • 
callbrntlon CUr\"e of Cula:en~ration tn µg. NO. 
per sample veri.us i..bsorbauce. 

c. Calculations. 
6.1 Sample volume. 

v _ T.d \_'.,- \·.) (!'1 _!.'.!) = (17.71 .~H-) ( \' 1- 2i"l ml.) ( i-~) Equation i-1 
.. -- P,,1 T, T; m. ll 1 r , 

whc~: 

V .. - Sample volume at sta.nd!l.NI condi
tions (dry bss!s). ml. 

T,,.-Abllolute temperature at standard 
condlttona, 530' R. 

P ... - Pre&Sure at standnrd colld1tlons, 
29 92 Inches Hg. 

V ,-Volume ot fl.a.sit a.o.d valve, tnL 
v.-vo1ume of e.baorblng solutlou, 25 ml. 

pr~ Final abso)ut.e pre~sure or ll.a.sk. 
1:1che' P.;g. 

P,-In!tlal aosoluw pressnre ot ll&Sk, 
Inches Hg. 

T 1 - Flri.al absolute cemperatu.:e o! t!.a.sk.. 
•R. 

'!1-Inltla.J absolute -;empera.tul'il O! .f!fl.61l, 
•R. 

6.2 S<1mple cuucentre.tlon. Read µg. NO, 
!or each sa.mple from tbe plot o! µg. NO, 
versus 11bsorbanee. 

( 

l lb. ) 
C= ( ~ ) cu:rt. = (B.2X 10_41b.f~.c.f.) ( ..... r:1) 

'\ .. 1 .6 XI Q•µg. ;i.g., ml. •• 
ml. 

'llbere: 
C-Conoentratlon ot NO, a.a N01 (dry 

basis). lb./11.c.f. 
m-Ma&s o! !'l"O, l.n gas sample, p.g. 

v .. =Sample volume at eta.ndard condi
tion& (dry bas!B), ml. 

equation 7-2 
7. Re/erencel'I 
Standard :).fothod.s or Cl:emlcal A.tlAlyala. 

flth ed. New York, D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc~ 
1962, vol. 1, p. s:l9-J30. 

Standard Method of Test for Ox.Ides ot 
Nltrogeu in Gaaeous Combustion Product.a 
(}'h~nu:dtsu'.fo1,1,: .'\em Frwc.,dure), In· Hl6;l 
Bc>ol!: 0:: A5Tc·.t &c.m;l.,rds, Part 2:i. Phi:r.dc!
phle.. Pn. 1968. AST!\! Des:g,1atlon D-1603--60. 
p. 'l'!l5-729. 

J:ico·o, M. B_, Tho C'1emlco.I Ana!ysb of A.Jr 
Pollutanr~, !'ileN Ycrk. "S.Y., Intersclci~c,• Pt~!> 
.1sh~r" loc., W60, ml. 10. o. 351-35£. 
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i-1ETHOD 8 

Determination Of S' 1~ · A ·a · u ~uric ci Mist And Sulfur Dioxide 

Emissions From Stationary Sources 

1. PTineiple and upplwat>Utty. 
1.1 Principle. A i.tns satn)'le b ext'"'l('"lCd 

~rom a sampling pol11t ln the stark 1111(! the 
n.cld mist !nclndlni:; su1r11~ tr·!nxide rn f.ippa
ra.ted !ram sulfur dlc:dde. !l"t'' frl'.<:'tiorc1, ""' 

1~rna.s•.ucd separatel}' by tl1£' "'''~i ·:. >thorll: 
tltr&tlon rnethnd 

1.2 Appll<':tblllty. T11ls "'e'.hQd ls c.pp!i<"a. 
ble to detcrmll1atl0n o! sulf\.ric u~.1d mlsl 
uncludlng sulfur trloxlc!e) a.r.d ;;uH :r '(:llox
tde ftom stat,0ne.ry ::-;c:nrces l")n1Y "•J,::1en spe
cified by the tes~ pr(Jcedures fur detcr:nmmg 
<:c>mpl'.uuce 1dtb the New Source Pcrfur:l.l
"n"""' St1111d1<:·<b. 

2. A:'ifJarru ... ~ 
2 l So.rnplll:ig. See Flg-ure S··l. !;f:<!J.y <•! 

the design specltke.t!on~ or thls sr.1:1;>JJ ng 
~rain a.re de:.;crlbed In APTD-0581. 

2 :.1 JS(1zz.Je-S10.u1't2·, qee; \316) w!t.:.i 
sl:1>.rp. tapDr0d leadi!l!,;' ~d<;e. 

2.l.2 Prvne--Pyrex' g;..,_,s wlth a be-.tlng 
s:;s:em to pre»ent vlsllJ!e coodP.JlSatluu ctur· 
Hg ~a111p!fog, 

2.1.3 P1t0t tube--T:•»t· S. or equ1n,ieuL, 
a~:"'~h~d ~o probe to monitor sts.ck gu 
vt·iocny. 

2.1.4 Filter bolder-Pyrex' gui.ss. 
2.l .5 Imµtngcrs-Four as s:Oown !n Pl;;:tre 

6-1. The first nod third !l.rt! o! ~he Cr&cno 1;r1:-
8mlth desigo. wlth stni:d9!"d tip. The second 
and !011.ch are c! th<' Cl:ecntrnrg-Smltt. de· 
slgu, mud~fted by rep1a~l11g the staJ.Jdarc tip 
with c. yiz-!nch ID glfl.!'s t-ube extendllig to 
1,D.i.'·ha!! inch from tl:e bc.tto:n o! the lrn
prni;er llr..r.k. Slm!la.r c0llectlon systeII:.11. 
''· h ich hi. ,.e been &J .praved by the Adm,lnls
r ra.tor, ri:ay i,e used. 

2.1.6 MetHlni; system-Vacuum gauge. 
leu.;"·free pump, tl:erinometerii ce.p1;blfl ot 
mwsurlng •ewpc7ature to wltt.ln 5• F., dry 
gas m1.,ter w;tb 2•(; !'~curacy, and rf!le.ted 
1.!Qulpment, or equn·u.!,:i~t~ as retJUired to 
me.'..t..tc.la a.n 1aolunet1c samplUlg rl\L& and 
to aet.ermtne samp~e \ ... olu.me. 

'-~ .7 11.,,rcn:~ter-T'1 mca~1.ue a.t:n:ia)".fdC 
pre,;.'u:re t-0 ::'c0.l ln<:>b Hg. 

2.2 Sarnple recover]. 
2.2.l Wa5h b;;.:tles---Tv.:o. 
2.2.2 Grnduated cyllndets-:.150 ml., 500 

ml. 
2.2.3 Glass sa.rnple storage containers. 
2.2.4 oractua.ted cyunder-250 ml. 
2.3 Ane.lrsls. 
2.3,l Plpette-25 ml., 100 ml. 
2.3.2 Burette-50 ml. 
2.3.3 E:r!enmeyer tl.a.ak-250 ml. 
2.3.4 Graduated. cyllndor-100 ml. 
2.3.5 Trip balance-300 g. capacity, to 

mea.sure to ± 0.05 g. 
2.3.6 Dropplng bottle-to add 1ndlc:.tor 

isolutlon. 
3. R..:agents. 
3.1 Se.mp11ng. 
3.1.1 Fllt€rs--Olr.ss fiber. MSA t:rpe ! 108 

BH, or ey~lvulent. of a sl.1.i ... ble t.ill.e tL1 fit 
1n the tilter hlilder. 

S.1.2 S'.llca gel-lndJcatlng type. 6--16 
m~6l«, drJed at 175• C. '350• F.l 1•,r 2 hours. 

3 J .3 Water-Deionized, dlstllled. 

'Tr.-i!e no.me. 

3.i 4 !svi,m·p!t.!>vl. SO%~ !'11X llOO ml. v~ 
is0p.:prno. with 200 nll. ot debnl:t,ed. l'.11!!
tl!l.:<l w1<te1·. 

3.1.G .Hydrn;n:n p:·ri:.x.l<le. ~'/D-Dll~te lO:J 
tw. of 1Qc;. l-.~c.ro;r,eo p~roi:.ide tu l Jlt.;r v.!l.1: 
de!ou\20<.!, t!l~ull;·::: .•. a.ter. 

3 .1.6 crusbeu lee. 
3.2 Sam;ilfl recovery. 
3.2.l Water--D":,:.i:.lz-0d, r;;,;tUlci::! 
3.2.::l Tucq1ropan:.J. 80%. 
l'l.3 J\nalysla. 
3.3 l We.ter--Pe1on!zcd, a..t"tl!led. 
3 3.2 L5opropa.nol. 
3.3.3 Tt1c.rtn l::dlcrttor-1-'0·r.r~o11opllel1-

ylazo1-2·nal)l:t!-,,,;.;,. 6-disu:f"rd~ :i.cid, dl
.,,,f!!nm sa.lt \or c<;utva1ent). Pissolve 0.20 g. 
IH 100 mL distilled water. 

3.<i.4 :.?.nr!mn perehlorat~ (O.OlN)--D!i>· 
110lve 1.95 g;. o! barium percltlorate [Ba. 
1.co,), 3 no; '.'1. 200 ml. ctl~tiiled -.:r<ter ~nd 
d:lute to l ll 1er with Uoprop1mol. StandHd:z1< 
with sul!urlc a.clrt. 

3.3.5 Sulfuric acld l>'tO.lldlll"<l (0.01Ni
f'!lr<:ha.-;e or s:andard'.ze to ± 0.0002 N e.;;a!n.at 
0.01 N !.;r.0H ·;;h!cll ha.a prev:tously been 
~•.ruida:ra!v,d ,.g~!nst. primary 1H9.Il.d.a.rd pc
tki..;sl um ;wld pbthl!Jate. 

4. f"J'l'Jt:edUT•'. 

4.1 S...:.t.:._;lllHg. 
4..1.1 A.:-tr.r S<llcctlug the tampllng sJte urrd 

the m!nlmum number o! sa.ropHng polnt.s, 
determine t-hc ~tacit pressure, terr.pe:-a.t~. 
mo!stu;e, ar.d range of veloclt)· head. 

4.1.2 .Preparation 0f colle-ct1cin tra.in. 
Pl!M;e 100 ml. or 803 lsopropano: ln the fil">.lt 
lmptni;:er, 100 ml. of 3% hydrogen peroxide ln 
both the eecond and tl''rd lmp!ngern, and 
aboui; 200 g. o! smca gel 1n ;.he fourth lrn· 
pinger. r1.etal.n a. portion c! ~he rengen";<; ror 
use wo b1a.nk solutions. Assembie tile n.dn 
wl~hc.ut the probe a.a shown Jn Flgurc 8-1 
wttll the filter bet.weeu the t!rst and secund 
lmpl.D.gera. Lea.I!: check t.b.e Sf\lllpllng tral!:: 
n.t th<i carnpllng !:<l te by plugg!ug 1 he inlet to 
tbe tlrs.c 1.mplnger e.Ld pull!11g a. Hi-illCh R;: 
vacuum. A leakage ra.te i.;;;t in ex,;<:i>~ o! ;1 •J2 
c.t.m. at a va.cuum o! U:. l.Lches Hg l~ .,,~. 
cep~s.ble. Attn.ch tba probe n1d turn or. thn 
;;robe hea.1.l.ng eystem. AdjUS'l> the prut:e 
h~ater setting durlng i,au::;>ling t-0 p!-. ·• c11 t 
any viaible oondenss.tton. Pla.ce cru.shcd tee 
u.~ou.nd th9 1mplogers. Add more tee durlng 
t.1e run to keep the temiisr.;.tun.• ot the gases 
leaving tbe lo.st !mplnger a.t '70' F. o:r lesa. 

4.1.3 T1·:un operation. For each run. :e
oord tne data. :requlrea on tbe example sheet 
Ehvwu in Flguri;i B-2. Take readings at eacb 
sampling point e.t lea.st even· 5 l!l.lnutes ••J.Jd 
W.t.en significant Cbe.nges Instr.ck COlld;:: 'llS 
necesstta•._. "dd!tlonal adJust01ents ln fa;..,, 
rate. To begin eampllng, posliloo tll.e noz,<.'.-? 
a.t the tlrst t.ra.verse palnt with the Up pt•l:::i •. 
1:1g d.!rectly Into Lbe gas stre:n:n. Start the 
iiump and lmmedla.tely adjust the flow to 
1&oki!:letic conditions. Malnte.ln 1eokJ u1H1c 
&ampllng throughout the sa.mpl!Dg perlod. 
Nomogra.plis are avo.llable whlt'h aid Ill tbe 
ra.pid adjustment or the sampling rate w1th
out otber computatiorui. APl--0.:.0570 detP.!1~ 
t.he prcced1ne fer u;;!1•g these n-.>mogr:.1.µlu •. 
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At the conclusion o! each run, turn o!f the 
pump and record the tl.wil readings, Remove 
tile probe from the stack: and d.1.sconuect It 
from the tra.ln. Dram the 1co 'bath and purgll 
the remaining part or the trrun by drawl.Ilg 
clean ambient al:r thrOugb the 11ystem for 15 
minutes. 

4.2 Sample recovery. 
4.2 l Tra.n5!er UH! tsopropimol from the 

firs~ l:npl,iger to a 250 ml. graduated cyllnder. 
Ril'se the probe. first l.Inp!nger. and all con
necnn!; glassware before the filter with 80% 
!sopropanol. Add the rinse solut\on to tl1e 
cyli!ltier. Dilute to 250 ml. wlth s:.i 11. lsopr<'
P"nol. Add the filter to th~ sclutlon, mix, 
aod <ransfer to I!. suitable storage con t.e.lner. 
Trr,ns(e.r the solution from th~ secoud 11.1;d 
third lmplngers to a 500 mt. graduated cyl
lr.der. Rinse all g!Msware between the filter 
a:icl ;Hlca !;"1 !mp!:'.'lger w!ch nclo:1!.zed, dls
tHled wP.ter nrd add ~t.ls ni:se Y:at1>r to the 
cy:1!H~er DJlutB t<') e. vo: nn1e u! 500 ml w~th 

d!.'!Onlzed, d!stUl1>d water. Transter i..hc ~olu
t!on :o 11 suitable st0rage cmnawer, 

'1.3 Analysis. 
4 :1.1 Shake the container t.nJdwg lso

prnpanol a.r:d tbo• filter. I! tt.e filter brer.ks 
up. allow the !ragments t0 settle !or a fe·JI 
m:r.utes before removlng a. s:-.mple. Pipette 

where: 
V.., ... -Vo~UfnP Of gas !'\ru:tlple through the 

dry gas meter (standard eonctl
tiatl.S) , eu. ft. 

T ... -Absolute temperature at sta:--1dnrd 
condJtlona, 530° R. 

T.-Average dry gas met.tr temperature, 
"R. 

P ... ,-Barometrlo pttssure at the orHlce 
meter. lnebes Hg. 

.i. JOO ml. aliquot of sample Into a. 250 ml. 
Erlenmeyer !'!ask !Ind add 2 to 4 drops o! 
thorln Ind.lea.tor. Titre.te tile sa.mp:e wit!"> 
barl111n pcrch!orntc to 11 plr:k end point. Make 
.'ure :" «C•Jr<! "•;:umes. Repeat the tltra
tlon with a second aliquot of sample. ShF.ke 
tile eunLalncr ho!Jing the contents o! lirn 
~r.co:1d and t111rd \n,plngPts. P:pctte a 2i\ ml. 
µl!quot of sa::nple lnto a. 250 ml. Erlenmeyer 
ft.i1>it, Adel bl! :nl. oi lsoprcpanol and 2 to -1 
c:ups of tl:or:1: incLcr.:or. T:~rate the saniple 
>'"ltl! barium percl1lcim'<> :o a plr.k e::od point. 
P.epea.t Lht:! t!~.n1.tl~n: '1"1!~.}1 ~ secvnd al;qutil. ot 
sample. Titrnte t!1e blanks in tile same 
tHa:-1:1er ns the sar,w:zs. 

5. Cn11brarian. 
5.I U,;e s:,-.nd:ud methods e.nct equipment 

whlch have been ap<J:oved by the Artml:,1s
lt'ator to cal'.brate the or!tice mHer, pltot 
tubr.. dry gas meter. am:! probe heater. 

5 2 Sta:<drudly,c tl«e ti.1rlum perchlo~;;.:e 

t1.·1th 23 ml. ct stai:dc.i·ct sul!u.rlc acld con· 
ta:lll ng l 011 ml 1:r 1st prop1nol. 

5 CakiLl1t1011s. 
A 1 Dry i;1u1 •·o:llme. Correet the sa:nple 

volume mea.,urcd by the dry gas meter to 
stru:dard condit!c:is !70° F .• 29.92 inches ffg) 
by using Equation B-1. 

or, )r (Pb~r+·~~~) 
g ... Tm 

eq1mtion ll-1 

V.,,-Vo'.umt" o! '1'.><S sample through toHI 
d~y g9.5 meter (meter condl• 
tlons). en. fr 

.:>~I· - ?res" .. :·e drop across 1'.be crt!lca 
mecer, !nc);e$ HO, 

13.6=::';pcc1 .. c bTBV!ty of mercury. 
.P .. d-Absol-.ite p:essure at stanc!<rd w:;

dH1ons, 29:.92 Inches Hg, 
6.2 •0:ulfurlc acld concentra.:lon, 

C (1 )
'X'O, th.-1.) (\',-\",.)(~)(~\'.;") 

H3Bo,= .( 'i -' - ---
1
- ·· ·· -g.-m. 

Os .. o,- Concentration o! sul!urlc e.cld 
a.t standard c,;udlttons, ory 
bll.!i!s, lb./CU. ft. 

t.oa x 10--- Com·erslon fnctor lncludl::ig the 
number o! grams p;;!r gram 
equivalent or sul!u:rlc tJ1Cld 
(49 g.;g.-eq.). 453 6 g./lb .. and 
1.000 ml./l., lb.-1./g.-ml. 

v.-here: 

V,-Volume of barium perchlorate 
t!trant used for the 6llmple, 
ml. 

V ,.~Volume of bnrlum perchlorate 
tltre.nt used for the blank, m!. 

C•o.- Concentrat!on of sul!ur d'.oXJde 
a.t standard cond:t101'.s, d.ry 
ba.sls, lb./CU. !t. 

7.0S x 10...,_ Com·erslon factor !ncl udlng the 
nu.TTib~r or grarr.<;; per gram 
equ!va:ent or sulrur ctiox1de 
(32 g/g.-eq) 453.6 g./lb., and 
1,000 ml.11., lb.-1./g.-mL 

V,-Volume of barium perehlora.te 
tltra.n t used for the sa..rr.ple, 
ml. 
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N=Norma:it; o! barium perchlora.:;e 
tltrnnt, g.-eq.(L 

v,.,.~Tv:al solution volume o! sul
fu~lc a.cld (first imp:nger and 
illrer), ml. 

v.-volume o! sa::nplil a.Jlquot tt· 
trated. ml. 

Vcc .. 4 =\"«ll:mc of gas sample ti.re-ugh 
:;he dry gas meter (standard 
e;:,nd.itions), cu. n., s~e Eqna
t!on 8-1. 

equalion 8-3 

V" ~ Volu:n& o! bar: um perchlorate 
tltrant used ror the blank, ml. 

N-NormeJay or barium perchlorate 
t!tran~. g.-eq.;1. 

V., 1,-Tot11.l solutlon volume or sulfur 
dloxld<:1 (seccnd and third lrn
plngers), ml. 

V .- Volume or ~ample aliquot ti
trated, ml. 

v.,.,4 = Volume o! gns sa.mp!& tlliou;h 
tile dry gas meter (stand a.rd 
condltior.s), cu. !t., see Equa.
t!on B-1. 
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METHOD 9 

Visual Determination Of The Opacity Of Emissions From 

Stationary Sources 

?/::any stationary sourcC'3 discharge vls1b:e 
emisstor.s into the atmo:ophere; the~e em1s· 
sions are usually In the shape o! a p:t:me. 
Thls n1etbod ln1:01vcs tlie (:ctenninauon o: 
plume OJHi.c'ty by qualifled obscnr:'~s. The 
n;et~1oci includes procedures ror the tra!nlng 
a.nd ccr·1ncntlo:i of obse:\·ers, and pro::e<Jure~ 
to b". used In tt:e field for deter min at :o:i of 
plt:mc opacity. The apprnrn!'.ce of a plume as 
viewed b~· an observer depends 1:p0n a num
l:er of vuriab:cs, some of \\ l1!ch n:ay be con· 
trn:lablc and some of wh.c:1 m:i.:; tut be 
contro:Iable in the field. V:u!alJies which c.ln 
be co:1tro!led to a.n extent to whl~h the} i:o 
lo:i[;er exe:-t a slg:iificant l:int:~ace t:po11 
plume appear:mce Include: i\.'1glc of the ob· 
server wlth re>pect to the plume; angle or the 
observe< with respect to t!:lc stm: polnt of 
o:Jsen:atlon of attached and derached steam 
plume; and angle of the obser>cr -:1,·Jtll re· 
spect to a plume cmltt~d from a rectJ.ngalar 
stack with a large :ength to width ratio. TI:.e 
method Includes speelftc criteria applicable 
to theoe variables. 

Other variables which 1r:.ay noi: be control
lable 1n the field a.re lmnlnescence and color 
contrast between the plume and tl:e back
ground against which the plume Is viewed. 
These variables exert an 1n1luence upon the 
appearance of a plume as vlev;ed by a.n ob· 
server, and can affect the ability o: the ob
server to accurately assign opacity values 
to the observed plume. Studies of the theory 
ot plume opacity and field studies have dem
onstrated that a. plume Is most vlslble and 
presents the greatest apparent opacity when 
viewed against a contrasting l:ackground. It 
follows fro:n th!;;, and is confirmed by field 
trials, that the opacity or a plume, vlev:ed 
under conditions where a contrastlnq back· 
ground Is present can be asE!gned with the 
greatest degree of accuracy. Howe\•er. the po
tential for a posltl ,.e error Is nlso the ~reatest 
when a plume ls viewed under such contrast
ing condl:lons. Under condl~lons pre~ntlng 
a. Jess contrasting background, the apparent 
opacity of a plume 1s le5S and approaches 
zero as the co!or and luminescence contrast 
decrease toward zero. As a result. s1g11!ficant 
negative bias and nega.t!ve errors can be 
made when a. plume Is viewed under less 
contrasting conditions. A negative bias de· 
creases rather than increases the possibility 
that a plant opera.tor will be cited tor a VIO
iation of opacity standards due to observer 
error. 

Studies have been undertaken to determine 
the magnitude at positive errors which can 
be made by qualified observers while read· 
lng plumes under contrasting condltloru; and 
using the procedures set forth In th1s 
method. The results of these studies (field 
t.rlals) which im·olve a total o! 76::1 sets of 
25 readings ea.ch a.re as fo:Jows: 

•For a set, pos1tlve error=twerage opa.elty 
determined by observers' 25 observa.t!ons
average opacity determined from tra.nsmls
someter's :l5 recordings. 

(1) For black plumes (133 set> at a smoke 
genera~or), 100 percent of the sc! s v:e:e 
read with a positive error l of less tha!1 7.5 
percen~ opacity; 99 perceot were reud <c:! t:i 
a positive error of less than 5 percent op:i.c,ty. 

12 J For wh!te plumes (170 sets ut a smoke 
generntcr, 168 sets a.ta coal-fire<! power plant, 
298 sets at a sulfuric acid plant), 99 pe!cent 
of t!ie set3 were read with a posltlve error of 
less than 7.5 percent opac:ty; 95 percent were 
read with a posltlve error of less than 5 per· 
cent opacl:y. 

The positive obs.ervatlonal error associated 
wlt!l an average or twenty-five readings Is 
therefore es~abllshed. The acct:.racy of the 
met:1oct mus: be taken into a.ccount when 
determining possible violations of app:!

cable op a.cl ty sta11dards. 

L Principle and appltcab!lity. 

1.1 Pr!nclple. The opacity of emissions 
from stationary sources l..!I determined v!s
ua.lly by a. qualified ohsen•er. 

1.2 Appl!cab!l!ty. This me'.hod ts appll
cab'.e !or the determination of the opacity 
o! emis~to:u from stationary sources pur
suant to l60.1l(b) and for qual!fyil:g ob
seners for visually determining opacity or 
enus:;!ons. 

2. Procedures. Tl1e observer quallf.ed !n 
accordance with pP.ragra.ph 3 or t;'11s method 
shall use the following procedures for ,-;s
ual!y determlnlng the opacity of emissions: 

2.1 Position. The qualified obser-..er ~ha!l 
sta.r,d at a distance suf!!clent to pronde a 
Glcar view o'." the emissions with the sun 
:ir'.ented lu the 140' sector to !ils back. C<l!l· 
slstent with maintaining the a.bo~·e requlre· 
ment, the observer shall, as mt:ch a.s pos.~lble, 
make bis observations from a position such 
that h1s line of vision Is approximately 
perpendicular to the plume direction. ar:d 
when observing opacity of emissions fro:n 
rectangular outlets ie.g. roof moriltors, open 
bn.ghouses, nonclrcula.r stacks), ap;:-roxl
ma.te:y perpendicular to the longer axis of 
the outJet. The observer's I!ne of sight sl10uld 
not Include more than one plume at a time 
when multiple stacks are Jr.valved, and In 
e.ny case the observ&r should mak.e his ob
senatlons with his line of sight perpendicu
lar to the longer axis of such a set of mu1:1-
ple stacks (e.g. stub stacks on baghouses1. 

2.2 Field records. Tt1e obsern;,r shall re
zonl tr.e r.ame of the plant, emlss:on loca
tion, type racll! ty, observer's name and 
affilla.t:on, and the date on a field data sheet 
(Figure 9-l). The time, estimated distance 
to the emission loce.t1on, approximate wind 
direction, estimated wind speed, description 
of the sky condition (presence and color or 
clouds) , and plurue background are recorded 
on a field data sheet at the time opacity read
ings a.re lnltlo.ted and completed. 

2.3 Observations. Opacity observat:ons 
s!1111l be made at the point of greatest op:::.:!ty 
Jn that portion or the plume where con
<1e::1sed v:ater vapor Is not present. Tt.e ob
server shall not look continuously at the 
plume, but Instead shalT observe the plume 
mome::1ta.rHy a.t 15-second lnterva:s. 
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2.3.1 Attached steam plumes. \\'hen con· 
densed water vapor ls present within the 
plume as tt emerges from the emission o:tt
let, op<>.etty observations shall he made be· 
;·m~ct tl:1~ point Ill the plume at which con
densed water ''aper ls no longer Yls!blc. The 
obsen·er sho.11 record tile approximate dls· 
tnnce from the em\s~ion outlet to the point 
In the plume nt which the obscrvat!cns are 
made. 

2.3.2 Detached steam plume. When water 
vnpor In the plume conde:-iscs and becomes 
visible at a distinct distance from the emls· 
slon outlet, the opacity of emission.> shm1!d 
be eva!uated et tbe em!ss!on outlet pr:or to 
the condensation of water vapor e.nd tl:e for· 
ma.t!on of the ~team plume. 

2.4 Recording observations. Opacity ob
servations shall be recorded to the nearest ti 
percent a.t 15-second lntervnls on a.n ob· 
servatlona! record sheet. (See Figure 9-2 tor 
f'tn example.) A minimum or 24 obsnvatloru 
shall be recorded. Each momentarv observa
tioa recorded shall be deemed to. rt>present 
the average o;mclty o! em.lsslous for a. 15-
secoiiu period. 

2 5 Data Reduction. Opacity shall be de
termined as an averuge of 24 consecu~lve 
obsenat:on~ recorded at 15-second intervals. 
D1nde tlie observatio:-,s recorded on the rec
ord sheH Into sets of 24 cor.secuti,·e obser
Ya.t10r:s. A set 1s composed or any 24 con
secu:i,·e observatlons. Set.s need not be con· 
secut1ve in ti.rr.e and in no case shall two 
set<; O\'erlap. For each set of 24 observations, 
c.alculate the average by summing the opacity 
of the 24 observations e.nd dividing this sum 
by 24. If an appilcable stands.rd specifies an 
•Hcraging time requiring more than 24 ob· 
scniuH'..!ns. calculate the average for all ob
servat:ons made during the specltied time 
period, Record the a\•erage opacity or. a record 
sheet. 1 Se!! Figure 0-1 for an example.) 

3. Q1 .. al1/lcat1ans and testing. 
3.1 Certification requirements. To receive 

cert!i\cation M a qualified observer. a can
dldMe must be tested and demonstrate the 
ability to a.%lg:1 opac!t:; readings in 5 percent 
lncreme:ns to 25 dlfferent black plumes and 
25 different white plumes, with e.n error 
not to exc2ed 15 percent opacity on any one 
read!ng and an average error not to exceed 
'l.5 percent opa.c!ty In each category. Ce.ndl· 
dates sl:all be tested according to the p:-o
cedures described Jn paragraph 3.2. Smoke 
generators ~1~ed p1:rs:1a.nt to para.graph 3.2 
shall be ettulpp.;d with a Rmoke meter which 
meet~ the requirements of paragraph 3.3. 

Tl:e certification shall be val!d for a. period 
of 6 months, at which time the quali!lcat\011 
procect•;re 1ni.1st be repeu~cd by any observer 
in orci<'r to retain certification. 

3 2 Cert'ficctt1on pracej·.Jre. The certl::lca.
tion tes~ conslsl:.s of showing the ca.ndlda•.e a 
corc.i:;lcte run of 50 plumes-25 black plumes 
!l.lld 2'1 white pJumes~gcnerated by a smoke 
gerw,-r<tor. Plumes wlth!n each set of 25 bl(l.ck 
and 25 white runs shall be presented !n ran
dom ncder. The candidate assigns an opacity 
Yal11e to each plume and records his obser
\'M\0:1 on a suitable form. At the complctlon 
of cnoh run of .50 read!ngs, the score of the 
co.nC::1date ls determl:<ed. If a candidate fa!ls 
to m\a.ltfy, the comp:cte r•_m or 50 r<:>adhge 
must. be rPpf'at-ed In any retest. The Fmoke 
test may be admin!s'::~reci r:.s part of a smol=e 
S!'l:ocl or training progra;:n. and may be pre
cede!! b\• training or !ar.!liiariza.t.ion rnns of 
the smoke generator durin;:; wl1!::h co.nd!dates 
are <;hm\·n black and white plumes of known 
opacity 

3.3 Smoke genN.i.t-~r spec~ficatlcns. An~ 
smoke g2nern.t<-_•f uced for t'1e purpos::;s of 
p:i.ragraph 3.2 sha:I be cqulppej w:th "smoke 
mc:cr inst:tl:ed to n1e::t.s.nre opacity across 
the dlr.ne:.er of the smo:::e generator s'..:;.ck. 
The smoke me:cr output sha;1 d1s;ilay 1:1· 
srn<'k cpar:lty b~'''ed upon a pathlcn~:h equal 
m th:! s:ack ex!t diameter. o:-i a fu'.l O :.o 100 
pe~~-cnt c!J:ut rccocd"r >Cale. TJ:e &ffi(1ke 
nwter optical design r.nd pNformance sha.!l 
mee~ '.ho specl!'\catbns sl:own In Table 9-1. 
T!1e srnoke rlle.ter ~!1al! be ca.:ibrated a..s. J1re .. 
scr!t>ed L'l ;;ara;;;raph 3.3.l prier to the co:1· 
auct of each s!Iloke reading test. At the 
compl~t.10n of each te&t, :he zero a.nd span 
drift shall be ch~ck&l and if :he drift ex
ceeds :::::1 percent "P"-City, tr.e condi:ion ;;!1a.ll 
be corrected pno~ ro conducting any su ·,se
que:1t t.•st :"1.lns. The smolcc meter shall be 
demon~tra.ted, a.t the tlme of lnst:i:lati:>n, to 
rr.eet the speci'i:::ntlom; listed Jn Table 2-1. 
'l h:s d?m::mstraiio:i shall be repe:i.te<:l fol· 
:owi,:g an;- !>UbSCquent rep:iir or repl,;,c'!ment 
of t:ie photoc~ll or assry:;iared elt>crron ic cir· 
cultrv ~11clnding th~ chart rt:..::order (,rout.put 
rneter, Jr ere~y 6 mo:itlls, wlLchenr occurs 
1ir&t. 

TACLE 9-1-S~IQH.E ).!£TER OF.RfGN A1'~D 

PE.KFOR:...1A1'i2E SPLGU'JCAT'IO!-fS 

Pa~ametcr: 
a. L'.gh~ source ____ _ 

b. Spect~al response 
of phot.ocel:. 

c. A11r,Je o! v:ew ___ _ 

d. An;!!<' of projec
tion. 

e. Calib:at!on error_ 

Spe~ificution 
I:'lcar:ctcsce:i~ :amp 

c•per:i.ted ::it ::lon:inal 
rated vo:tage. 

F!io~opic id:i.y:l~llt 
~pcc:tral re::.ponse ot 
the human eye-
re~ner:ce 4 3). 

15• maxi:nurn total 
a~f;le. 

15° ma.x:n1um total 
angie. 

:t3'.¢ op~:.~ty, maxi-

!. Zero and 
drl't. 

spa~ ...... ,_ op-ac1 ~r, 30 
mint:~es. 

g. Rc.,).h.>n;e time___ :::;, °'·cvals. 

3 q 1 C.:l~ihra:1cn Tl"'-e s;noke !11e-·l'.'r ~s 
cr..J~b~atec: af:er .'\:10'i.';;n;; ~ •.,.1nj~n\.~:t1 c: 30 

~~; ;~~1~ ~t~::rt "·i~~ ~:~ ~ ;·~ o '\)~-;~~?~~te -.. 
eent. VVht.-~1 .st" IJle fit Q ne.,..,~;eni: .-.i: 
10u r:cr;"'e».~t 15 1·~1te:~. ~rr~_':f.:~ :'.'etP::- lr~ r,,d. ... 
justed to prcduce an ou:;:nn :•f o pcr~~nt or 
lCO :'0::::~1:. :-..~ .ipp:-.'">fH"i'.::~~ T:11s Ci'l.1.'1r.,t:(,n 
s~~:i.~l be rs~)e:t~f'd un~l1 c:tab1e :J pe!'\:ci~t a!1d 
100 pe~ 'en': re.1cti:i!:;s :i.re p~~'-'11c?d w:t'.::;out 
adju3t1nt:!1:. S!:nulat-E":i O tH~rcr1H 2nj :GO 
per.:ent o~~ci:~ vn:ues rnay be ;i~cdL::ed oy 
a::c:-n,L.:ly :;.,•:itr:h!1::; th~ ;;otver :(; ·.!i1K :1 211: 
::·J:.n.;e 0:1 a.nd o~ \'-hilc ~he s1note ~e:1e:·a'tor 
is n"":t p:-:d:1:i~·~ 5:ro:·c. 

3 3 2 Sl"1ol:e meter il'!:;lu~· :~:1. The .c.rcinke 
n1r:::er cfe3!1 : 11 and ~0r;~,~:rr1~nre are :n be 
~n··,,: 11 a:ed as fJ1lows: 

3 3 2.1 Lig!-:t sou:ce. Ver!!:: ~ram rnr.::u
!1"."'tu:-er'B <ia::t. ~l'l.d fr0~1 '.'C-l:?Yt? r.:1?3.:;<-1re ... 

me!l'.s i::ade :tt t!1e ianrp. '\.3 ':1~:alled. tiiat 
tiH3 ::1:11p ;i opcra~ed wi:f:~n ::::5 pc·:::~nt of 
t!:c :rnn:i:rn! rt;.ted \:JI -age. 

3.3.2.2 S;ie:tral res;)cn;e of photocell. 
'rer~ry ~?"om ffL'\!Htfzicturcr's data th&.t the 
;;!;::Jtncell has a pr.otopic re.;;.onr..e: 1 z,, t'.:'le 
sp~:::ra.: sens'. :tv!tv of che reJl shall c~ose:y 

ilpproximLte tt.P. ~~anda::d ..,p.:c!::rd>luminos-
1:•; Cl:n'e for J'hOtopl·~ '"!S!on wJ·i'.<:ll Lo; rel'er· 
ensed ln (b) o!T;d .. le9-l. 
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3,3 2,3 Angle of \·ie\J:, Check crmstru~:!on 
georr:erry w ens~1re tlrn: the to~;u angle ol 
i,c-.v of the smoke µlu:r.c, a.s sce:l by the 
pto:::;21'.'ll, does not exceed 15 • The to•.al 
a.n.;;!e of vlew may be calcula:cd from: ;=2 
to.no: d '2L, where ~ =to:al a.'igle o: ;·icw: 
d = u-.e ~um o: th& pi10tozell cHa.n~eter-'- the 
diameter O( the Ji!l:lci'H~ aperture; tmd 
L=:l:e distance from the pl:'.o:oreil to t.he 
1~:n1:1:1g :t.~crtt:re. T;1e 11rr.i·.Lng a.perture ls 
thf:\ pl::nt tn the path het\i..-c:ca t~1e photoc<:t 
u:--.d :':'-1c- s1nokc ph1me ·..-.here ::he a;"_.-;le of 
~ ... !t·.1.~ :s !~lO;H res~ncted. In sn:n~e ~cnPrato: 
smoke n:etcn; this 1s ~1or:1Htlly ~1r:. or~fice 
pj~·i "\) 

3 3,2 4 Angle or pr-ojectlon, Check con
s:rur:t1011 geometry tQ ensure that the total 
a.ng:e ot projection of the la.mp on the 
smoke plume doea not exceed 15°_ The total 
an;;le or pro;ection may be calculated from: 
!1=2 tan·' ti, 2L. where O= total an1:le of pro
:ecncn; d= tJ-.e s·.1m of the length of the 
l.rn1p filament the diameter of the lirn'.tlng 
aperture: and tt,e distance from the lamp 
to the limiting aperture 

3,3,2,5 Callbratlon error. Usini; neutral· 
dens:w filters of ;;nown opactty, checlt the 
e~rc~ between the actnal re~pcr,,;;e nr.d the 
tl~eoretical linear rcF<;:>onse of the smoke 
ffil'ter Tl:is check Is accomplished by first 
co.1tbrat1:1g the smoke meter ac~ord!ng to 
3,3,l and then Inserting a series of three 
nei;tral-den.slty filter;; of nomir.:i.l opacity of 
20, 50, and 75 percent In the smoke meter 
pathlength. Filters callbarted ?.:1th!n ±2 per. 

cent shall be used. Ca.re sbould be taken 
when inserting the ftlters to prevent Etrny 
light fron1 affecting tt,e meter. !.!ake a. tote.I 
of fl>·e nonconsecutive readings for each 
ll.lter. The maximum errcr on any one read· 
!ng sball be 3 percent opacity. 

:l,3,2,6 Zero and span drift. Determine 
the zero :md span drift by calibraUng a.nd 
operating the smoke generator In a normal 
manner over a. 1-hour period. The drl!t Is 
measured b;,• checking the zero and span at 
the end of thl.S period. 

3.3,2,7 Response time. Determine tb.e re
sponse t:me by producng the series Of fi''e 
simulated O percent and 100 percent opacity 
values and obsernng the tlrne required to 

reach stable response. Ops.city va.l.uea of 0 
percent and 100 percent may be simulated 
O)' alternately SWltchlng the power to the 
light source oH a.nd on whUe the smoke 
generator ls not opera.ting. 

4, References. 
4.1 Air Pollution Control District Rules 

and Regulations, Los Angeles County Air 
Pollution Control District, Regulation IV, 
Proh1bltlons, Rule 50. 

4.2 Welsburd, Melvin I., Field Opera.tlom 
and Enforcement Manual for All', U.S. EnVI· 
ronn:ental Protection Agency,. Research Trt
angle Park, N,C., APTD-1100, August 1972. 
pp, 4,l-4 36. 

4,3 Condon, K ff, and Odtsha.w, H., Hand
book o! Physics, McGra.w-HIU Co., RY., N,Y., 
1958, Table 3,1, p. 6-52. 
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METHOD 10 

Determination Of Carbon Monoxide Emissions From 

Stationary 

1. Pr;nciple a11cf Appl"·ai1i!lt!1 
1.1 p;·mcip?e. An 1•,te;;r"tetl or continuous 

gns sample ls ext:rr,.c'.~cl from l:. sampling point 
e.11d analyzed for c'?.rbnn monoxide (CO) coo· 
tent u>lng- a J,uft-tn>e :-iond1spers!ve Infra.· 
red an::i.ly:..er (l\D!R) c,r equl\·alcr.t. 

J.2 Applicabil?tiJ. T!'l!s mct110d 1'3 appl1-
cab1e for the determb&.tlur:: of carbon mon
oxide Cinis,sions ftolL st:-~\::c .. :.J~~.r't' soc.recs o:ilv 
v:hen specif.cd by the tf;l't procedure.~ for 
C:ctermin:r.g complhncc "'~th new source 
perform:\P.ce star.dares. Tiu; test procedure 
v.·Hl l!Hil~ate whether a t:on:1m:ous or nn 
l:;;:cgr:'.:;:-;:t .sample is to be used. 

2. Range and sensiti<;ity. 
2.1 R!lnae. 0 to 1.000 ppm. 
2.2 Sensitivity. ~.ilnlmum detectable con

ccmrs.tloo ls 20 pp:.n for a. 0 to l,OllO ppm 
spail. 

3. lnterferences. Any subst::mce hai·!ng a. 
strong abw!';:;tton of lnfrared enc~gy 'i':lll 
inter!ere to come extent. For example, dls
criminatton ro.tios for water (H,O) and car
bon dloxlde \CO.) a.re 3 5 percent H~O per 
7 ppm CO and io percent co, per 10 ppm 
CO. respectively, for devices measur:ng ln the 
1,500 to 3,ooo ppi.,-i T<.t1ge. For devices rncas
uring in the O to JOii ppm range. interference 
ratios can be as ;1ii;h a.s 3.5 percent H .. O per 
25 ppm CO and JO percent co. per 50 ppm 
CO. The use of clilca gel and tiscarlte traps 
wlll alle,·iate the major interference prob
lems. The measured ga.s voi\tme must be 
corrected If the~e tr::i.j)S a.re used. 

4. Prec:sion and a('curacy. 
4.I Precision. T!"le precision o! most NDIR 

e.nalyzers i:i approxlmntely ±2 percent o! 
span. 

4.2 Accuracy. 'The accuracy or most NDIR 
e.na.lyzers Is approximately ::::5 percent o! 
span after calibration. 

5. Apparatus. 
5.1 Continuous sample (FJr,ure I0-1). 
5.1.l Probe. Stainless steel or sheathed 

Pyrex• g!Rss. equipped with a tilter to remove 
particula~e matter. 

5.1.2 Air-cooled conden.~er or equivalent. 
To remove any excess moh.~ure. 

5.2 Integrated sample (Figure 10-2) . 
. 5.2.l Probe. Stalnles~ steel er sheathed 

Pyrex glass. equipped with a filter to remove 
pa.rtlculate matter. 

5.2.2 Air-cooled condenser or equivalent. 
To remove anv ei::ce~3 moisture. 

5.2.3 Valve.· Needle valve. or equivalent, to 
to a.d]ust flow rate. 

5.2.4 Pump. Lea.k-!ree diaphragm type, or 
equ! vaJent. to trans;wrt gas. 

5.2.5 Rate meter. Rote.meter. or eqtllvalent, 
tc measure a flow range from O to LO l!ter 
per min. (0.035 cfm) 

5.2.6 Flexible bag. Tedlar. or equlval1;nt, 
w1th a cape.City of 60 to 90 !lters (2 to 3 ft •). 

Leak-test the bag In the laboratory before 
using by evacuating bag with a pump fol· 
lowed by a dry gas meter. When evacuat'.on 
ls complet<:>, there should be co !'low through 
the meter. 

Sources 

5.2.7 Pnot tulJe. Type S, er equlvale::it, at• 
tachcri to tte ;irnbe so tl:~,t the sa!~cpli:ig 
rate can bP. re~nla:ed ;:>r'.;:,c.rncnal t·~ tl":e 
s::-.c!':. gas veloc:t} wh£n velcc!i~· ls v~.n·1:4>; 

wit!: tile time or a sample ~raverse :.;; CO•!

duct<::d. 
5.3 A.naiysis (Fig-·Jrc 10-3). 
5.3.l Carbrin monoxide aP.aiy:er. ::\ondL;;rnr

si«e infra.red spectrometer, er equ1v.\len;:. 
Thls !n&tn.::n:ent should be domOLstra~ed, 
preferably by the ma.ou!acture:-, to meet or 
exc.;ea manufacturer's soec1ficat1ons e.nd 
tlio~e desc~ibed in th'.s meti1Gd. 

5.:':.2 Drying t1~1Je. To cont<,ill appro:<l· 
nmtely 20G g of sU1~a gel. 

5.3.3 Cali'Jraticn gas. Refer to para;:rap:h. 
~.:. 

5.3.4 Ftlter. As recommended by ?'!DIR 
mnauracturer. 

5.3.5 Co, removal tulle. To contain approxi
mately 500 g of a:;car!te. 

5.3.6 Ice u:ater oath. For a.sea.rite and slUca 
gel tubes. · 

5.3.7 Valve. Needle valve. or equivalent, to 
a.d~ us t fio·K ro. te 

5.3.8 Rate meter, Rota.meter or equivalent 
to measure gas fiow rate of O to 1.0 l1~r per 
min. (0,035 cfm) through NDIR. 

5.3.9 Recorder I outional). To provide per
mitnent record of NDIR readings. 

6. Reagents. 

1 Mention of trade names or specific prod• 
ucts does not constitute endorsement by the 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
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6 1 Calibration gases. Kno1•:n concentration 
of CO ln nitro§'.r;n (Ni) for ins•.n1:nc:nt span, 
prepnrlfted grade of~•, for zero, ai:<l two addl-
1 ioi:a: concentr::..:icns co:-respc.nd:ng approxl
r:.atrly to GC' per~ent rL:--.d ?q pr·r<"cr_t :-:pn.!1. The 
s='.in ror..ce:l· -..~1nn sll:l.ll nc.t exceed L5 t!:ncs 
1.:.e h::,plica· . . .: ~ource pt::~crn1n.ttC'P. r,tu!"::.dard. 
Tl:e Gti.l )rd~lon :;;ise.__, ~hall De ce~1:.12ti by 
t.'1e :r.m:ufocturc:· :o be wt: h10. :!:;2 perccu t 

. - -·-1 
·."-

-...... 

b,.. weighing t>:e ascar!te CO, removal rn::ie 
and comput1:1~ CO, concf!'.trntu:in ::rem tl:e 
gas ,~oh11ne .SJ..!1Jpied anci the we!5t:t balo 
Of the ?,t'.~Y:, 

7.1.:2 lntcr1 r,1rcd sa 1no:in9. Evacuate the 
:lc>..:"'i~C L:~~ ..... Sut l:!) ll1l' ·r·..-·11dpmel!t a:: sho·;.·n 
ti: F -~t:r~ :u-:.: \'.'!t:; lne (mg ui;co:1ncc:cd. 
1'1r:.ce i::ltt: 1,.r1,be Li lht:: r,t:tci< and pu:·ec the 
s.:.;.i;;iJllrlc; hi .e. Co 1 r:cct the b.n.~. nrn.k~r::g &U!"e 
tl_;._1t a:l cunnet:t1;.:i11s art' lct:._.1\. free. Sample at 
u race :>ropi:c:;_ic,n:d i.-, the stack velc.cny. 
CO_, r ·,::tent Of tl1~ ~<"-3 m.:.x be dele!·mjned 
Uy - L., .. ,"'~ tl11:! rtL·t.10\i 3 i:ltei;rated sa:nple 
proccu·ircs (;H3 FR 2·188Gi. or by v;e!ghiDg 
the 1: :h:-~te CO. rcr:·.uval t~ .. f . .:.e and ccn!put .. 
Ing co, 1·0:.tce1,fr:i.: ;c,n irum t;1e gn.s volun1e 
sa..::n!JlPd arid the ~ei~J,.:. &~~n of the tuhe. 

7.2 CO A11dpis. A~scmtle the apparattis as 
shov:n in F:crure 10-3, cFtl lb:ra ~e the in5tru
n1ent, and ~}C'rt'1Jr:n othi:'r r~qu1red operatic .. r~s 
a,; desc::-!bed In pa::-agrnph 8. Purge e.nalper 
W:th i:-.·c prior to a:troduc1;on of each sample. 
D!rect tl•e sample streo.11~ t:1rough the inst:-u-
mcnt for the test pennd, recordl11g the read
it~gs. Clleck tllt' 7.ero and span aga:n after the 

6.2 Silica gel. Indic<ltll:g type. 6 to 16 mesh. test to l).ssure rhat any d:lf: or ma:f:.i:1c:ion 
dried at 175• C 1347• F) for 2 l:ou::-s. ls detected. Record the so.n:ple da::i. on Table 

G.3 A.<carite. Comme:-c1r,Jl;- an1llable. 10-1. 

7. Procedure. 8. Calibration, Assemble the appamt ur, ac· 
7 .1 Sampling. co:din;; to Figure lG-3. Generally an ir.stru-
7.~ .1 Continuous sa.mpiing. Set up the ment requires a v:arm-up period before s:a.-

eqi:ipment as shown ln Figure lCi-1 muking b1J:t\' ls obtained. Follow tl:e manufac~urer's 
s1.<re all connections are leak free. Pl:i.ce the lnst;uctlons for specific procedure. Allow e. 
':>robe In t.'1e stack at a snmpllng ;iol:it and mlnirr.um time o: one hoctr for warrn-up. 
purge t.t',e sampling line. Corm~ct rhe a.na- n·.iring thls time c!Jeck the sample co1;dl· 
ly2er and begin drawing sample into the tier.in~ apparatus, Le,. filter. conder:ser, ciry-
analvzer. Allow 5 minutM !or the syi::tem lng tube, and co, rem .. wal tt:be, to ensure 
to stabilize, then record the analyzer read- that each compo•1enc ts ~n good operating 
Ing I'S required by t'>e test procedure. (See coud!ti::in, Zero and calibrate ~he lnstrunen-. 
f 7.2 and l:l). CO, cmr;:ent of the gas roay be according to tl':e manu:'.acturer's procedt<rcs 
determined by using the Method 3 lnte- usmg, respectkely, nitrogen and the ~'.bra-
gra:ed SJ.mple procedure (36 FR 24086), or tlon gases. 

9. calcu.lation-Concentratfon of carbon ma11oxiite. Calculate the cr:ncentrat1on of ca.rbo: 
n:onc.xlde In the stack using equation 10-l. 

wLf·re: 
equat!on 10-1 

Ceo., • .- =conr.entrntion (>f CO i:i stack, ppm u_;· volurrn: I dry ba,,i~i. 

Cc"s· rn=conrl'ntrntion of CO n:ea.>1.1rc:d b_\' :;.,-DIH !1r.",l_,·zr·r, pprn by \·olume (dr_r 
• • J • b:-1:-:i-.). 

f, 0 , = n June fr:«-1i<-n of CC•1 in ~nrq,!c·, i.e., pnu·nt co, fr0m Or~.'lt !!.n:-.l~·sie 
· dhiu<d by ioo. 

10. B:b~ .. -- .r:;.p>iy. 

lO.l l\Ic..:::roy, Frank, Th" Intcrtech 1'.-0IR-CO 
... n:-i.lyzer, P~escnt•!d r.t 11th Methods 
Co:,ic'·~ncr ''1 .'l.ir Pollutlon. University 
of Ca1'fol'n1n, Berki:ley, Calif .• A;>rll l. 
lCtlu. 

10 2 J.icvbs, :M. B .. et al,, Ccntlnuous Detor
rn!natlon of Carbon :v1onoxldo and Hy
drocarbons ln Alr by a. Modlfied Infra.• 
red Analyzer, J. Air Pollution Control 
Assoclatlon, 9(2) :110-114, August 1959. 

10.3 ~.1::;,\ LIRA !r;.!rared Gas a'1d Llqt:.ld. 
AnaJ\·2.er In3truct!on Book, Mine Safety 
Appltamcs Co., Technical Products DI
\ !s'.0:1, Pittsburo;h. Pa. 

rn.± ::-.tod~ls 216A, Sl5A, e.nd 415A In!rr.red 
Analyzers, Beek:nnn Instruments, Inc., 
Dockman Instructlons 1635-B, Fulcer
tun, cr,Uf,, Oc:o::>er 1967. 

10.5 C.:mtlnuous CO ~!onl:orlng Sys:e:n, 
:.!odel A5611, Inte1·tech Corp,. Princeton, 
:-: .. r. 

10.6 UXOR Infrnr~d Gas Anali;-zers, Bendll!: 
Corp., Ronceverte, v.·est Virginia. 

TABL!: 1~1.-Field data 

Location-----------------·--------·----- .. ·--·------------------- C<:>mments: 
Test ------------------------------------------------------------
Dato ---------------------·--··--------------··--·--------------
Operator ---------------------------------------------------------

CT.-Oc'k time 
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ADDl!:NDA 

A. Performance Specifications for NDJR. Carbon Monoxide Analyzer a. 

Range (mlnimum)-----------------------
'Output (mlnimum) __ --------------- ---- __ 
Minimum dete<::ta.bie sen5ltivltY-----------
Rlse tlme, 90 percent (maximum)---------

·FaJJ time, 90 percent (maximum)----------
Zero drlft (maximum) ____________________ _ 

Span drift (maxlmum)--------------------
Precl~ion (mlntmum) --------------------
NO:.se (ma.xlmum)------------------------
Llnearlty (max1m~11n deviation)-----------
Interference rejection ratio.----------------

B. Definltlons of Performance Spect.jica
tiona. 

Range-T'ne minimum a.nd maximum 
measurement limits. 

Output-Electrtca.l signal which ls propor
tional to the measurement; Intended for c-:m
nect1on to readout or data processing devices. 
Usl..:ally expressed as m11llvolts er mllllamps 
tull sea.le at a gl>en impedance. 

Full scale-The ma.xlm'.lm measuring llmlt 
ror a given range. 

Mjn!mum detectable sensitivity-The 
gm.a.Jlest a.mount of mput cor.centratlon that 
can be detected as the conccntratlon ap
proa<:hes zero. 

Accuracy-The degree of agreement be
tween a mea.<n;red value and the true value; 
usually expressed as ± percent of full scale, 

Time to 90 percent response-The tlme tn
teri:al from a step change ln the Input con
centration at the lnstrnment inlet to a read
mg of 90 percent o! the ultimate recorded 
concentration. 

Rise Time (90 percent)-The Interval be· 
tween lnttlal response time and time to 90 
percent response after a step Increase tn the 
tnlet concentra.tton. 

0-lOCOlJpm. 
0-lCmV. 
20 pptn. 
3C ;:cco:1ds. 
30 seco:-ids. 
10 ';(; ln 8 hours, 
10-:0 In ll honrs. 
± 2 %; of full scale. 
::':'. 1 ':°D of full scale. 
2 % ol full scale. 
co,-1000 to i, H,0-500 to 1. 

Fall Time (90 percent)-The Interval be
tween tnlt!a.I response time and tlme to 90 
percent response aft.er a. step decrease ln the 
Inlet concentration. 

Zero Drift-The change !n lnstrument ot:.t
put over e. stated llme period, usually 24 
boura, or una.dJusted continuous operation 
when the input concentration Is zero; usually 
expressed a.s percent full scale. 

Span Dri/t-The change In lnstrurr.ent out
put O\'er a. stated time period, usuall.Y 24 
houra, of unadjus!ed continuous opera.:lon 
when the input concentration Is a stated 

·upscale value; usue.1'y expressed as percent 
!ull scale. 

Precision-The degree of agreement be
tween repeated measurements or the same 
conce::itration, expressed as the a\'erage de· 
v!atlon of the s!ng:e results from the mean. 

Noise--Spontaneous deviations from a 
mean output not caused by Input concen· 
tratlon changes. 

Linearity-The maxtmum <le\·latlon be
tween an a.ctual lnst~ument reading and the 
reading predicted by a. straight line drawn 
between upper and !o'l:er callbratlon polnts. 
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METHOD 11 

Determination Of Hydroge·n Sulfide Emissions From 

Stationary Sources 

1. Principle and a.pplfcability. 
1.1 Principle. Hydrogen sulfide (B,.S) le 

collected from :he source In a series o! midget 
!mplngers and reacted with alkaline cad
mium hydroxide [Cd(OH),l to form cad· 
mi um sulfide (CdS). The precipitated CdS 
is then dl!\soked ln hydrochloric ac!d and 
absorbed ln ft known volume of Iodine solu· 
tlon. The Iodine consumed Is a measure of 
the H,S content of the ge.e. An !mplnger con
taining hydrogen peroxide is included ta re
move 50, as an Interfering species. 

U! Appl!cabil!ty. This method !R a.ppllca
ble for the determtna.t10n o! hydrogen sul
fide emissions from stationary sources only 
when specified by the test procedures for 
determiulng compl!ance with the uew source 
performance standards. 

2. Apparatus. 
!l.1 Sampling train. 
2.1.1 Sampling line-6- to 7-mm i \'.;.-l!lch) 

Teflon 1 tnbing to con:1cct samp!ing train to 
samplln~ ni.Jve, with provisions for heo.tlng 
to prevent condensation. A pres·1ure reduc
h~g t·ati:e prior to the Te.non srunpUng line 
may be rcqulred depending ou .samplL"lg 
stream p:cssure. 

2.1.2 Impinge.rs-Five midget lmplngers, 
each wlth 30-ml cap~.c!ty, or eq1uvalcnt. 

2.1.3 lee bath container-To mnlntam ab
so.:-bing solntlon at a. cons:'.lnt temperature. 

2.1.4 Silica gel drying tube-To protect 
pump and dry gas meter. 

2.1.5 Needle vali:e, or equiv'1lent--Stalnless 
steel or other ccr;·oslon resl~tan i; ma terlt>l, to 
adjust gas fiow rate. 

2.1.6 Pump-Leak :ree, dl8.phragm typo, or 
equlvaient. to transport gas. \KA requlYed 
If sampli:ig stream ur.der poslti\'e pre~sure.) 

2.1.7 D·ry gas meter--Sumctently accura.te 
to n:e:i.s .. ll"e sample volume to wlt:i.ln 1 ner-
cent. • 

2.1.B Rate mete1·-Rotame~er, or equtvnlent, 
to measure a f'.ow rate of 0 to 3 lllcrs per 
minute I O.l ft'/mln). 

2,1.9 Gr11.::luated oylinder-25 ml. 
2.1.10 Barometer-To measure atmo~pherlc 

press·.1re wli:hln :2.5 mm (0.1 In.) Hg. 
2.2 Sa:-nple Recoi;ery. 
2.2.1 Sa1nple container-500-ml glnss-stop-

pered iodine flask. 
2.2.2 Pipctte-50-ml volumetric type. 
2.2.3 Beakers-250 ml. 
2.2.4 Wa.;h. bott!e-Gla.sa. 
2.3 Analysis. 
2 3.1 Flaslc-500-ml gl~s-stoppercd io<llne 

fl.ask. • 
2 3.2 B urette--One 50 ml. 
2.3 2 Flflsk-125-ml conlcal. 
3. Reagents. 
3.1 Sampling, 
3.1.1 Absorbing eo£ution-Cadm1um hY

droxlde (Cd(OH),)-Mlx 4.3 g cadmlnm s1;J. 
!ate hydrate (3 CdS0,.8H,0) and 0.3 g o! 
sodium :1yctrox!de (NsOH) In 1 Hter o! dts
tll!ed w:i.ter (H,0). Mlx well. 

'Ment:on of trade names or specii'!c prod
ucts does not co1:stltute endcrsef'•ent by the 
Envi~onmelltill Pro~ect!on Agene;•. . 

Note: 'Tne ca.dmlum hvdroxlde formed ~n 

this mixture vrn1 preclpltntc as a white sus
p£nslnr., Therefore, this S0lutlon must be 
tl1oroughl)' mixed before using to ensure a.n 
e•·e:1 distribution o! the cadmium hydroxide. 

'l.!.2 l!ydro9cn peroxid.e, 3 percent-Dilute 
30 p~~cent hydrogen peroxide to 3 percent 
as i1eeticd. Prepare fresh de.I!;-; 

3 .2 S,rnir-lc rccoi·ery. 
3.2.1 Hydrochloric acid solution 1 HC!). 11) 

i;cri..~cnt by in ;gJ< !--rnLx 2JO ~1~1 or co:1ce:1-
t:-ett~~.~Cl yr;:.>cc:.fic gr:n-lty 1."9) nnd 770 O".l 
of d.s.1ued H..O. 

3.2.2 Iodi11e sol.ttion. 0.1 N-D!:;wlve 24 r: 
pota.;sium ir,<!i:ie (KI) in 3Cl ml of di.stilled 
H,O in a 1-llter graduated cylinder, v:elgh 
12.7 go! resubllmed Iodine (I.) !::to a 1"-cl;;;;l:
rn;.r bottle and adtl to the potaf,sl\:m Iodide 
s.clut!on. Shake the mixture until tiJ.e lod:!Ce 
1~ <:ompletely disgohed. Slowly d!lute '.!:e so
lntlon to 1 11ter wlth d1st1l'.c:i H .. O, v:ltl~ 
s" lrling. Filter tl'e ~olution, lf cloud;-, a"d 
store m a brc .. •,n f;lacs-;toppcrcd b::;'.tle. 

3 2.3 Stam!a.; d iodine solulion, OJJ1 N-D:
lute 100 ml of the 0.1 N iodine sol·.n!cn L'1 a. 
volnmelrlc tla.sk to 1 :i:er with dlsti'.led 
WP.te;:-, 

St?.nC:~rd!zc dn Uy ns fvilo·.1·s: Pipette 23 nt: 
of tl".o 0.01 .V Iodine solution Into a. 125-ncl 
co: lenl :'.!ask:. Tl:rnte with st;indard 0.01 N 
thlosulfatc 5olutlou (see ;:mcD.,:r.wh 3.3.2) un
til the s0lu:ion ls a l!g21t ycll:iw. Add a fc·.v 
dr.Jps or the starch solt:tion ar·d contln:<e 
t1trntlng until ':he blue co:or )u=t dLsap
pea:.:; r:om t:l:! results of thH titrattoi:, ('·1!
cu:ilte the cxacc norrn2lity Df the 10,:1ne 
:sc•l 1.tr":n (see parag!"aph 5.1). 

3.1.l Dfs~!l!,..d, dcfonfzed u a~c:-. 
3.3 Antl!.~S!S. 

. 3.3.1 Sodi11m thiosul/a.tc soht!cm, standa,·d 
0.1 N-For each liter o! oolu:!on, dl.ssoh e 
24.ll go( sodium thlosulfate (KA.S.O. 5H..0J 
1:1 d!.>li:!ed wrctcr and add 0 01 go': ;_,1hyctro-.is 
S<>dlum crrrbC.'Hltc tNa0C0,1 and 0.4 ml ot 
cl:loroform 1 CIICl,J to st:>hil!ze. :.nx thor
ou~)'~!7 b~' sl:.ak111,:; or by aer'.ln1-g '.\ :.c!.1 ~~it:-ci
gf:·!t for npproxhnately 15 mi::u;_t.e:;,, arrd ~tO.'.'& 
l.11 a gl.:ss-,;:oppcrcd gias.s hottlc. 

Strrndardlze to·eq uently as fonow-s: We!t;h 
Into fl 500-ml volumetric flask ah.out 2 g ol 
pot:lssium dlehroma.te (K,Cr_O,) weighed 
to the n~:crest ml.!Jtgrnm and dilute to the 
500-ml mn.rit with distllled H.,O. Use d!· 
chromnte whlch has been c:yscall!zed i:om 
dlst!Hed water a.nd oven-dried e.t 182 •c ta 
Hl9'0 (360°F to 390°Fl, Dl.ssolve approx'.
rn'.lte:y 3 g of potas,ium !odlc!e I KI) In 50 n:I 
of dl:orllJed water ln a glass-stoppered, .500-m: 
rnnical ft:i.-;k, then add 5 ml or 20-percent 
lcydrnchlorlc acid solution. Pipette 50 ml or 
the dlchrc..mate solution Into t;its tnlxtu:e. 
Gently swlrl the solution o:ice and nllow !t 
to sL1n=I In the dark for 5 mlnates. Dilute 
th!! sol utlon With 100. to 200 ml o! distilled 
::;~ tcr, wash1ng down the sides or the r.as\': 
with !?art of the water. Swirl the solllt!on 
slowly and ~i•.rnte w'.th the thlosulfate "ol»
Lion until the ;;oli:tlon 1.s llgh t yellow. Add 
4 ml o! starch solntlo:1 and continue with a 
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slow t1tratlon with tile thlosulfote untu the 
bright blue color be.s disappeared and only 
the pale green color of the chromic ton re· 
mains. From this titration, calculate the ex· 
act nonnauty ot the sodlur.:i thlosulfate solu
tion (see paragraph 5.2). 

3.32 Sod.furn thiosul/ate solution, standard 
0.01 N-Ptpette 100 ml or the standard 0.1 N 
thlosulfate solutlon Into :. volumetric ti.ask 
and d:Jute to o:;e liter with c\1stllled water. 

3.3.3 Starch indicator solut!on--Suspend 
10 g o! solub!e starch ln 100 ml of dlstllled 
water r..:id add 15 g of potnssillln hydroxide 
pelltts. Stlr until dissolved, dllt:te wiLh 9UO 
ml of d!stilled water, aud let stand 1 hour. 
Neutralize the alkali vv1th conc~utrated hy
druchlortc a.cld, ;;sing an indicator pa.per 
snnl!ar to Alkacld test rlboon, then add 2 ml 
or glacial acetic acid a.o a. preservative. 

Test !or decompos!tlon by titrating 4 ml of 
st!>!'ch solution 1n 200 ml of d'.stllled water 
with 0.01 N Iodine so!ut:on. H more than 4 
drops ot the 0.01 N lo:l.lne solution are re
quired to obtain the blue color, make up a 
fresh starch rnlutlon. 

4. Procedure. 
4.1 Sampling. 
4.1.l Assemble the sampling train as shown 

ln Figure 11-1, connecting the five midget 
1mplllgers tn serle.s. Place 15 ml of 3 percent 
hydrogen peroxide ln the first lmplnger. Place 
15 ml of the absorbing solution ln each of 
the next three !.mplngers, leaving the fi!tb 
dry. Place crushed lee a.round the lmplngers. 
Add mo:e Ice during the run to keep the 
ter.lpera.ture ot the gases leaving ~he last 
lmpinger at about 20'0 (70°F), or less. , 

4.1-2 Purge the connecting line betweeo. 
the ;11mpllng 't'alve and the first tmplnger. 
Connect the sample Jlne to the trnln. Recor<! 
the lnltlal reading on the dry gas meter u 
shown tn Table 11-1. 

TA.81.K 11-1.-Fteld. data 

Location ------------ Comments: 
'l'est -·---··--··--·-
Da.te ----------------
Operator-----------
Barometric pressure __ 

G&s volume 
thrcu~h 

met"r \\.m.), 
lite" <cubic 

feet) 

R.':ltarne~er 
s~rhr!!, I.;.;m 
!rn:11t· r('et 
per :1linut.e) 

.\~~t~:
te'7lper tll>'a, 
° C 1• FJ 

4.1.3 Open the ftow control vlllve Elnd ad
just th'! samp:tng rate to 1.13 l1ter3 per 
minute (0.04 crm). Read the meter temper
ature anct record on To.ble 11-L 

4.1.4 Continue sampl!:'g a rnin!mum of 10 
minutes. If the yellow color of cadmium sul
fide ia vlsiole ln the ;:hlrd !rnplnge1·, analyslll 
should confirm that the appllczble stimdard 
.has been exceeded. At the end or the sample 
'time, close the f!ow cc,ntrol va.h·e and read 
'the fhml meter volume and temperature. 

4.1.5 Disconnect the !mplnger train !rem 
the sampling lrnc. Purge the train \\ith clean 
amb!ent air for 15 m!r.utes to en~ure Lhat all 
jH,s is removed from the hydroge=i peroxide. 
:Cap tt:e open ends a.nd moHl to the sa.rr::ple 
clean-'.lp a.rea. 

I
. 4.2 Sample recove•y. 

4.2.l Pipette 50 :::nl or 0.01 N Iodine solution 

1 
Into a 250-ml beaker. Add 50 ml of 10 percent 

I
HCl ~o the solt1tlon. Mix well. 

4 2.2 Dlsc'lrd the contents of tl'e hydrogen 
peroxide 1mpJr.ger. Carefully transfer the ccn
te:ns of tl•e r~malntng four 1mpin5ers to a. 
500-ml wame llaslc 

• 4.2.3 Rinse the four absorbing lmpingers 
. and C'>nnectlng ;;las$ware with three portions 
; of '.he acidified Jodl:1e sob:lon. Use the en
tire 100 ml of acldlfled Jod!ne !nr t:its pur

;pose. Immediately afte: poc:ring :11~ add!fied. 
lodl:ie into an :mplnger, stopper It . nd shake 
for a few moments before transferring the 
r:nse to the 1od1De :bsk. Do not t'';:rn~fer a:1y 
rinse portion from one !mplnger to another; 
trans: er !t d tractly to the iodine flask. Once 

1 
acldlfied Iodine sol utlon has been poured Into 

·any ~la.ssware conta.i:1!ng cadtnt·.im sulfide 
s:i.mple, the container must be tightly stop
pered a.t all i:tmes except when adding more 
solution. and this must be done as quickly 
a!ld carefully as possible. A!ter adding any 
Mldlf!ed Iodine solution to the Iodine flask, 
allow.< few mir:ut<0s for absorption cf the H .. S 
Into the lod!ne before adding any fi.;rther 
rinse!!. 

4.2.4 Follow this l"!nse With two more rinses 
usmg d!st!lled water. Add the distilled water 
rinses to the Iodine flask, Stopper the flaslc 
f>nd shake well. Allow about 30 m!n:.ites for 
absorption of the H,S Into the Iodine, then 
complete the analysis titration. 

Cauttcm: Keep the Iodine flask stoppered 
except when adding sample or tltrunt. 

4.2.5 Prepare e. blank in an todlr.e Easl!: 
using 45 ml of the absorbing solution, 50 ml 
of 0.01 N Iodine solut1011, and 50 ml of 10 
percent HCL Stopper the flask, shake well 
and analyze with the samples. 

4 3 Analysis. 
Nate: This analysis titration s'1autd be 

conducted at the sampling :ocatlon In order 
to prevent bss o! iodine from :i1e sa:nple. 
Titration should never be made Ju direct 
sun!lght. 

4.3.l Titrate the solution ln the fbsk wlt!l 
0.01 N sodium thlosulfate solution tmtil the 
sclutlon is light yellow. Add 4 ml of ~he 
s~arch tndkatO!' solution and continue 
titrating t1'1tll the blue color Just d!sappenrs. 

4.3.2 T!:r~te the blanks In the 1'ame man
ner as the samples. 

5. Calc>:/a/ ian.s. 
5. l Nv11m.i.l1t;; of the standard 1otlirte solution. 

~l -NrVr . i---v;-
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wht:rc: 
N1=n0rnrnlity (lf iodinC', g-cq/litcr. 
l'1= \"Ohmie nf iodine u~ed, nil 

,\· ;-= nnn:1:11\ t~· of .'odi1u,; thir1f.:Jlfat<>, g-eq/litcr. 
V r= v11lun!c of sudi um thic~11Jfatc used, ml. 

5.2 Normahly of the sla11dard thw:wifate svlu.iion. 

wh1"re: 

N _<) 04 W 
' T-· -· i·; e•1•ii'.tion l t-2 

W =weight, of l\ ,Cr20, U!'cd, g. 
r r= v1)lumc of .\"avS201 used, ml. 
'N.,~c nornrnlity of standard t.hiosulfate solution, g-eq/lit1;r. 

2.04 = C<in\·er:iion fuctor 

;u cq l~trnolc K~Cr~O;) II.000 ml:!> 
= f294.2 g K:<Cr~01/rnole:~ ; l 0 aJf,-1-u-<:_t_f-~-c-l·-,1-·). 

5.3 nr.11 ()as rnlume. Corrrrt the ~a.m:ilf' YC•l•l!lle im·:·~llt(;d l.•» tlu· dr:· g:•~ n .. >:·1 to 
et:md:trd Ct•ndilions [21°C(70° f.')] nnd itiO inm (~fU)2 ir•·:'H•S) Ii ~J h; u;.ir.t; cq1.1cliun 11-3. 

wberc: 
F"'"·' =volume at standard conditions of gas snmple throu!J'h the dry gn;. ni0ter, 

:;.i :mda d Uh';·- (~cf). 
r,r.= H•lU!lif.' Of g_<.IS Sample thrt ugh the dr;· g.1<; 1111.:ttr (111<.:UT CCI;ditions:, liters 

{cu. ft.). 
T,,c=:ib::.olute temperature at standard co11diti<•ns, 294"K (;i30~R). 

T"' fl.'\'Cr&gc dry gns meter te111per;1ture, 0 1\ t0 R). 
P.a.=ba.rometric pressure at the orifict> meter, mm Hg (in. Hg\. 
P ... 1=nb,elutc pressure at staudard conditions, 760 mm iii< (2\U)2 in. Hg) 

5.4 Conrcn/ration of H,S.-Cnlculatc the concentrntion uf H~:S in the gas strcu:1t at 
&tandard couditiono u~ii1g equation l l-4: 

c K:< \' rN 1-v r.V T) .,mol•- (l' J.\':- y T·" T h1u<l 
H28 V .,.,d 

when~ (metric 1miti;): 
C11 • 8 = c0ncentrntion of H:S at stnndard conditions, mg/dscm 

k = com·ersion factor= 17.0X HP 

(3L07 g!rnok H 28)(1,ono 1/1113)(1,000 mg'g) 
(l,000 ml;1)(2H,S cq1lnolc) 

1-':=\'olumf' d stnnda1d i(ldi1ie solution, ml. 
N1= 1u1rn"tlity of standnrd i<•dinc ~olution, g-cq/1iter. 
VT= vdurnc of !'tnndard ~(idi:im thi<1sulfotc sl•lution, ml. 
X T= 1iornrnlit \" ct ~tnndnrd s<1d11Jtti thio::;ulfate ;;olutiun, g-eq;l!ter. 

V"'"tl =dry g:t~ VO]UlllC !l.t Sill.Ildard conditions, litf:T3. 

when: (Engli~h uoit5): 

K =O r 3 _ 17.0(1"4·3 gr/g) 
· 

0 
- (1,000 l/ru3J 

V .... u =scf. 
Cn,~ =g:/d~cf. 

6. Refere1,ces. 
6.1 Dctcrmino.tion of Hydrogen Sulfide, Amrnoniacal Ci:dmium Chl•)ricic l\Iethod 

API :\leth0d 772-54. In: Manual on Dfr;posal of Refiucry Wastes, \'ol. V: Rairplmg 
ni:id ~nalysi~ of Wast~ Gases and Particulat<! Matter, American Petroleum Imtitute, 
\hi~hmg~on, D.C., l1h4 . 
. 6.~ Tentative l\kthod for Determination of Ily.::lrogen Sulfide and Mcrcapmn Sulfur 
in Nnturnl Ga~, Naturnl Gas Processors Association, Tulsa Ok!nhoma KGPA Publi-
cation No. 2263-6.J, l\)Q:'\. ' ' 
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METHOD 13A 

Determination Of Total Fluoride Emissions From 
Stationary Sources-SPADNS Zirconium Lake Method 

1. Pr;nciple and A'ppl1.-cab1llty_ 

1.1 Principle. Ga.scous and particula:e 
fluorides are wlt!1drawn iso:-inetlcally from 
the source w;m:; a samplmg trJ.:n. The· fluo
rides a:e collected in the ln:p'.nger water and 
on the filter of the sampilng train. The 
we!ght of total fluorides ln the train !~ de
termined by the SPADNS Zirconium Lake 
colorimetric method. 

l.2 ApplicalJility. This method is applica
b!e for the de~erminat!on of iluorlde emis
sions fro:n stationary sources only '.\'hen 
.specified by the test procedures for deter
n:lnlng cmnp'.iance v.1th new source per
forma11ce star:dards. F!".lorocarbons, such liLS 

Freons, are not quant: tatJ\·ely collected or 
measured by tl1is procedure. 

2. Range and Sensitivity. 
The SPADNS Zirconium Lake ana.lytlca.l 

method covers the mnge from 0-1.4 µg/ml 
fluoride. Sens1t:1·ity has not been determined. 

3. lnter/ercnces. 
Duri,1g the laboratorr a.:1a.lysls, B.lumlnum 

In ei<eess of 300 mg/lite~ and sillcon dioxide 
ir. exce~~ of 300 p.g/lltcr will prevent com
ple~e recovery of fluoride. Chloride 'l\iH dlstlll 
over and Interfere with the SPADNS Zircon L
um Lake color react!on. I: chloride ton ts 
prese:lt, use of Spccllic Io!l Electrode (Method 
13B) ls recommended; otherwise e. chloride 
cteterm!Ilatlon ls required e.nd 5 mg of silver 
st:lfa.tc (>ee section 7.3.6) must be added for 
each n1g of chloride to prevent chloride 1n· 
tcr!erence. If sulfuric a:ld ls carrled ovc:- in 
the dlstlllatlon, It wm cause a p:>sltlve lnter
fe::e:ice. To avold sulfuric ac~d carryover. It 
ls '.mpnr:ant to stop distl!Jation at l 7S•c. 

4. Prcci,;ion, Accuracy and Stabmty. 
4.1 Analysts. A relative sta,1dard devla.· 

t!on or 3 percent was obta!ned from twenty 
repll-:ate !ntralaboratory determinations on 
stack em1ss!on samples with a concentration 
rang-e of 39 to 360 mg/L A phosphate rock 
standard which was analyzed by this pro
cedure contained a certified value of 3.84 
percent. The average of fl\'e determinatlons 
wa.s 3.88 percent fluoride. 

4.2 Stability. The co!or obtained when 
U:.e sample and colorlmctrlc reagent are 
mixed Is stable for apprjx!mately two hours. 
After formation of the color, the absorbances 
of the sample and standard solutions should 
be measured at the same temperature. A 3•c 
temperature difference between sample and 
standard solutions will produce an error of 
approximately 0.005 mg F/lltcr. 

5. Apparat u.s. 
5.1 Sampie train. See Figure 13A-1; It ls 

similar to the Method 5 traln except !or the 
interchangeability or the pos!tlon or the fil
ter. Commercial models of this train are 
available Howerer, If one desires to build hls 
own, comp:e-:e construction details are de
scribed ln APTD-0581; !or changes from the 
APTD-0581 document and !or allowab:e 
modlficat!ons to Figure 13A-l, see the fol
lowing subsections. 

The operatJng and maintenance procedures 
,for the sampling train are described In 
APTD-0576. Since correct ui;age Is Important 
In obtaining valid results, all users should 

read the APT0-0576 document and adopt 
the operating and maintenance procedures 
outllned ln It, unless otherwise speclfied 
hereln. 

5.1.l Probe no7.zle-Stalnless steel (316) 
with sharp, tapered leading edge. The angle 
of taper shull be .=;::30' and the taper shall 
be on the out.'llde to presene a cor.stant 
lnternal diameter. The probe noz:>.lc snail be 
of the button-hcok or elbow de1;lgn, un!e&'> 
o'.;herwlse s;:>ec!fied by the Administrator. The 
wall thlckne~s of the nozzle shall te less than 
or equal to tha: of 20 gauge tubing, Le,, 
0.165 cm (().065 In ) and the distance from 
the tip of the nozzle to the first ber.d or 
polnt of disturbance shall be at least two 
times the out~!de nonle diameter. The nozzle 

·shall be construct~d from seamless stainless 
steel tubiag. Other conflg:ira.tions and con
str:iction material may be used with approval 
from the Administrator. 

A rar.ge o: >-I/es su!tab!e for lsoklnet!c 
sampling should be avallable, e.g., 032 cm 
( J,i; io.) up to 1.27 cm (1/2 in.) (or larger 1! 
higher t'Ol~1me sampling trains a,re used) in
s!de dlameter iID) nozzles 1n Increments of 
0.16 cm (\fo 1n.). Each nozzle shall be call
brated according to the procedure~ outlined 
In the callbratlon section. 

5.1.2 Probe liner-Borosilicate glass or 
stainless steel (316). When the filter Js lo
cated Immediately after the probe, a probe 
neatlng system may be used to prevent filter 
plugging resulting from moisture condensa· 
c!on, The temperature In the probe shall not 
exceed 120 ::::':: 14'0 (248 ± 25'F). 

f>.1.3 Pltot t'i.1be-Type S, or other devlee 
upprc"·cd by the Ad.mlnlstrator, attached to 
probe to allow constant monitoring ot the 
"tack ga.s velocity. The face openings or the 
p!tot tnbe and the probe nozzle shall be 
adjacent a:-id parallel to. each other. not 
necassurllr on the same p!ane. during sam
pling. The free space between thr; nozzle and 
pltot tube s~iall be at least 1.9 cm (0.75 to.). 
The free space sha.ll be set based on a 1.3 cm 
(0 5 in,) ID nozzle, whkh Is tllf~ largest >:ze 

nozzle tised. 
1.he pltot :t1be nl'.ist also mee~ tlle cr;lerla 

i;p~c !tied in 1\Ietl1od 2 and be cnll brated nc
cordi ns to the procedure In the ~allbratlon 
section of Uia': metl10d. 

5.1.4 Dlfrerent!a.l presrnre gauge-In
clmr:d manome:er cn.pat:iJe of tnea&uring ve
locity head to wlthir. 10'.'c of the mlntmum 
meanired value. Below a dlft'ere!1tlal pressure 
of 1.3 mm I 0.05 Jn, i w::iter ga.t1ge, m1cro
manometers with sensitivities of 0.013 mm 
i0.0005 1n.) should be used. However, mlcro
manometers arc not easily adap:able to field 
cn1~dltlons and are net easy to m;e wlth pul
saung fi:iw. Th;,1s, other me:hods or de,·lces 
acceptable to the Administrator 1nay be 
used whe:i conditions warrant. 

5.1 .5 Fllter holder-Borosmcate glass with 
a i;H.ss fr!t filter support and a s11Jco!1e rub
ber gasket. Other materials of construction 
rnay ·be used with approtal from the Ad
mmisuator. e.g .. !! probe liner ls stainless 
steel, then filter holder may be stainless steel. 
The holder design shall provide a positive 
sen1 against leakage from the outside or 
aroi.md the filter. 
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5.1.6 Filter heating systcm-W11en mois
ture condensatlun ls a problem, a.nJr haatlng 
svstem capable of malntalnlllg a temperature 
aruund the filter holder durJng sampling ct 
no great.er t:1an 120:: 14 'C (248:::25"FJ. 
A temperature gauge capable of m,easur!ng 
temoerature to wlthin 3'C (5.4'F) shall be 
installed so that when the fllter heater Is 
used, the temperature around the filter 
holder can b& regulated and monitored dur
ing sampling. Heating systems other than 
the one shown in APTD-0581 may be used. 

5.1.7 Implngers-Four implr.gers con
nected as shown Jn FJgur·e 13:\-l with ground 
glass (or equivalent), vacuum tight fittings. 
The first. third. nnd fomth lmplngers are 
of the Greenburg-Smith deEig~. modified lly 
replacing the tip with a l l.'.;, cm ( \C:! Jn.) 
ins:ide din.met.er glass tube extt>nd1ng t-0 l'.4 
cm ( 1:, In.) from the bottom of the flask. 
The second lmpinger Is of tile Oreenburg
Smlth. design with the standard tip . 

.5.l.8 Metering system-Vacuum gauge, 
leak-free pump, thermometers capable of 
measuring ten1perature to within a•c 
(-5'F). dry ge.s met2r with 2% accuracy at 
the reouircd sampling rate, and related 
eqmpment, or equivalent, as required to 
maintain an lsoKlnettc sampling r1J.te and 
to determine sample volume. When the 
m"tering system ls used In conjunction with 
a pltot tube, the system shall enable checks 
of l.sok!netlc rates. 

.5.19 B.Jrometcr-::O.ierc~1rr. ane:ciid. or 
other barometers capable of measnri!lg at
mospheric pressure to wlthln 2.5 mm Hg 
{O.l ln. Hg). In many cases, the barometric 
reading may be obtained from a. nearby 
weather bureau statlon, ln which case th& 
station >'alue shall be requested and a.n ad
justment for elevation dJtrerences shall be 
applled at a rate of minus 2.5 mm Hg (0.1 
tn. Hg) per 30 m ( 100 ft) elevatlon Increase. 

5.:<i ~·ampic rec<nery. 
5.2.1 Probe llner and probe nozzle 

bru5l1es-Nylon bristles v.-!th stainless steel 
wire handles. The p:-obe brusl1 shall have 
extcnslo:1s. at least as Jo:ig as the prob~. of 
~te.:nless steel, tenon, or simHarly Inert mate
rial. Bo!h brushes shall be properly sized and 
shaped to brush out the probe lln<::r and· 
nozzle. 

5.2.2 
5.2.3 

mouth. 
1 liter. 

Glass wnsh bottles-Two. 
Snmple !.'torage contalners-WldC> 
i1Jgh density polyethrlene bottles, 

5 2.4 Plastic sto~age conta~ners-Alr tight 
conte.tners tif sufficient volume to store silica 
~t. 

5.2 .5 Graduated cyllnder-200 ml. 
5 2.6 Funnel and rubber pollceman-to 

aid in transfer of silica. g€1 to container; not 
necessary Jf sUica gel I~ weighed in the field. 

f>.3 Analysis. 
5.3.1 Dlstlllatlon apparatus-Glass dlstU

latlon 11.fJparatu.~ assemb!ed ns shown in F!g
uni 13A-2. 

5.3 2 Hot plate-Capable of heating to 
500' c. 

5.3.3 Electric mufile furnace-Capable or 
heating to BOO" C. 

5.3.4 Crucibles-N'lckel. 75 to 100 ml ca-
pacity. 

5.3.5 Bea.lier, l5QO ml. 
6.3.6 Volumetric: fiask-50 ml. 
5.3.7 Erlenmeyer flask or plastic bottle-

500 m1. 
5.3.B Cor.stant temperature bath-Ca.pa.

bl& of maintaining e. cons:ant tempera.tnre of 
+ 1.0' C in the range of room temperature. 
- 5.3.9 Eala.nce-300 g capacity to mea.-sure 
to +0.5 g . 

.5-::i.IO Soectrophot-0meter - Jn,5trument 
capable of 'measuring e.bsorbance at 570 nrn 
and providing at lea.st a. l cm light path. 

5.3.11 Spectrophotometer cells-1 cm. 

6. Reagents 
6.I Sampling. 
6.1.l Flltsrs-Wl'.atma.n No. 1 filters, or 

equivalent, sized to fl': filter holder. 
6.1.2 Slllca gel-I!ldicatlng type, 6-16 

mesh. If prev1ously used, dry at 17.5' C 
(350' F) for 2 hours. New sll!ca gel may be 
used as recelnd. 

5.1.3 Water-Distmed. 
6.1.4 Crushed lee. 
6.l.5 Stopcock grease--Acetone Insoluble, 

heat stable slllcone grea.se. Thls Is not neces
sarv If screw-on connect.ors with teflon 
sleeves, or slmllar, are n~ed. 

6.2 Sample reoonc;ry. 
fl.:u Wnter-DL>;;tilled frcm same oon· 

talner as 6.1.3. 
6.3 Analysis. 
6.3.l Calcium oxide (CaOj-Cert!fted 

g'ade containing 0.005 percent fluoride or 
less. 

6.3.2 Phenolphthalein Indlcator-0.l per
cent ln l :1 ethanol-water mixture. 

6.3.3 Sliver sulfate. (Ag,SO, )-ACS re
agent grade, or equ1va.1ent. 

6.3.4 S-Od!Um hydroxide (NaOH)-Pellets, 
ACS reagent grade, or equivalent. 

6.3.5 Su!~u:·ic n~:d !H,S0,1-Co:1cen-
trated, ACS re~gc11::. bt'Rde. or cqu:. 1:P..lei:t., 

5 3.6 Fllter.s-\' ~HJ.tmr..1: No. 541, or ec,u1v
alent. 

6.:l.7 Uyclrocl1i,-tit: acid 1HC1l-Cot.ce1:-
trat<:'d, ACS rea:;' ~r"de, or eq· .. n\"a:cnt . 

6.3.8 w,~:er-D;,~1ilcd, !rem same con
talrie as 6.1.3, 

6 3 !) Sc:liun !h:or'.'ie-Strn:dard eohrtlon. 
Dt~och-e (1.32:0 ;; of sccHt:n1 f1uo:-'.de ill l 
licer of d1sr1:1cd \'::nrr. D1lt;te 100 rr.2 or th'.s 
sGlut.ion to l lit('r w1t!1 distil'.cd water. Q:·1e 
rni:lr;;ter or tl:e so:tt•ion c<,tEa:n.>;; 0.1)1 mg 
of l~ uorlcle. 

6 3 10 SPAD'\'S =·":utlon-[4.5d;hvdro~y· 
3-' r-sulfopllen:·Ja:ci i -2.7-na.pll~lla!cne - dl
suHon: c acid. :nsodrnm sat: J. D1.~sol'\·e 0.960 
=-.fllO g Of S?ADi\8 reo.ge1't In 500 ml di;.
u:Jed water. This sol~:cion ls stctbl~ tor at> 
;e2.st one month. 1[ srnred !n a we!l·sea:cd 
bot~le p!'tttPc:.t"d :ron1 s:~nl:;ht. 

6.3.11 Re!erenc0 Folut:on-.'ldd 10 ml o! 
SPAD~S solutlr:n •6 810i to 100 ml c:5t11:~d 
watc:-- a:id v !th a POhition p:·eparect by 
cUhtLr>g 7 no! concer:.lrated HCI to '0 ml 
"1;nh d1.5 ~iEca ,.,:~11.e:-. Tl:·s schtr:on is used to 
set the spectto;JhotJmete; zew poll:t and 
shot•ld be prep::r~d d"li~-. 

6.3.12 SPADXS Mixed Rea;;ent-Dissol>e 
o 135 ::::0.005 g of 21rco:1yl cl1loride cctahy
d:ato:: r z:rOCL.8H O ! • Ill 25 m· d:s:illcd water. 
Add 350 m: o~ col1ceatrated HCl ancl clil:1te ~o 
500 ml ;vlth di~:i:lc::I water. :-.nx cqunl t•o!
llco1C5 of this solu~101.,, at1d ;:,r!ID:\5 sol\nion 
to !or:n a single reat;!mt. This reagent :ti 
stable for at least two months. 

7. Procedure. 
::<oTE: Th& fuslm1 :11:d d!st:lln.:!cn steps or 

t.hl' oroccdure \\ ll! Hot IJc- :-equ:rnd, lf lt can 
be sho-.,;n to tl1e ~nt'.sfact!o:1 of the Admims
•_rator :hat the samples contaln only water
sol\1\Jie f!Uo!ldes. 

7.1 Sampimg. The sampling ~hall be con
C!cic+cd b:V competr·n: per.,o:-:neJ expel"ienced 
with thi.5 test procedure. 

7.1.1 P~etest preparation .. t,,U tre.:n com· 
ponents shall be maintained and ca:iorated 
acc.:>rd~ng to the procedure described In 
APTD-0576, ullless otherwise specified hereui_ 

we:gh approximately 200-300 go.'." silica gel 
in air t.i>:h: co:it:;ir.ers to tile nearegt 0.5 g. 
Rec:1rd tlie total '..\·eight. both silica gel and 
c<,n,ainer. on the coinalr:er. Mor!:' sll!:a g()l 
:na.;· be used but care should be to.xen during 
;an1plmg that 1t ls not entrained and eR.n!cd 
ont from the lmpJnger. As an slternatl,•e, the 
;:llca gel may be welg1~ed directly In the lm· 
pinger or Its sam;:J!lng bolder just prior to 
t!:le tm.ln assembly. 
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7.1.2 Prelirnrnarr detern:t:-iat10ns. :select 
the sarnp:ing sl:e and t!-.e minimum numb~r 
of sP.mpling point~ acrnrdln1~ to Method I or 
a,;; ;;peclficd by the Adminl'ltrat<Jr. Dcterm!ue 
the stack prec;sure, tempcratm·e, and the 
ranr.e of velocity heads using Method 2 and 
mol5ture content using Approximation Meth
od 4 or its alternatives for the purpose of 
mrck'.ng lsok!netic sampling r11,te calculation~. 
Estimates m1<y be used. However, final results 
will be b:i...5ed on actual measurements r:ude 
d. u rn:g the tes c 

Selec:. a nozzle s!ze based on the range of 
velocity heads s«J:h tl1at it is not nece~sarv 
t,o chr,nge the !1ozzle size In orde: to ~iair:"
talu !soklnetic sampling rates. During the 
run, do no~ clla.nge the nozzle size. E:iot:rc 
that the differential pres,;urc g.:i.·c.1ge is capable 
of measur!m>; th1: m;::imuin \'eloclt.,. hco.d 
ve.lue to within 10~'· or as specified 't;y t:"le 
Administrator. 

Select a suitan:e prooe J1r.er and prolJe 
lenc;th such that all u-a' e=se poir.ts ca.11 he 
sampled. Cons:de:- samplinc; from oµpo<;!te 
sldc.s !or large s:"cks t:i reduce the le11;:;t'.1 of 
probes. 

Select a total sampl:ng ti1:1~ grc:,tC"r : i-.:.:1 
or equal to the n:i:1!.1n111:1 ~otal san:n1l~1i! t 11---.:_· 
specified In the test proc~dnres for tl:e s1;e
c1ftc Industry such thR.t the sampll::,:i t:ir.c 
per po in: is not less than 2 mlr:. or selc·ict 
some greater tlnie Interval iv; speclfiect !J~; :he 
Administrator. and such t:1t\~ the sample 
\'olume that wlll be taken will e;.;cced the re
q11!red min>mum ~otal g"" sa:nple volume 
spe~1t1ed i::1 :hP -:-P.sL p!'occdurc::i for tl1e ~J:>e
c1fic inr:\1:::;;;r,1.·. T:~c ~a~~f'r l'l ba.$ed on an ~p
proxlmate average sampling rate. No:e al~n 
that tl'ie minimum total sample volume Js. 
8orrected to standard condltions. 

It ls recommended ~hat a halt-lnteg:a.l or 
Integral 1~umber of minutes be sampled at 
each poln~ In order to avoid timekeeping 
errors. 

In some clrcl1::nsta:1ces, e.g. batch cycles. it 
ma.y be nece'ioary to s.:.mple for shorter tlmes. 
a.t the tra.verse points and to obtain sma.l:er 
5as sample volumes. In these cases, the Ad
mlnlurator's approval must first be obtal:ied. 

7.1.3 Preparation of collection tra.1:1. Dur· 
Ing preparation and assembly of the sP.!TI

pllng train, keep all openings where contami
nation can occur covered until just prior to· 
assembly or until sampling is about to beg!n. 

Place 100 ml o! water in each of the firs~ 
two !mplngers, leave the third lmplnger 
empty, and place a.pproxlma.te;y 200-300 g 
or more, if necessary, of pre\\·c!"hed silica. 
gel Jn ~he fourth lmplnger. Record 

0

thc weight 
o1 the sU!ca. gel and container on the data. 
sheet. Place the empty container In a clean 
place for later use in the sa::!lp:e reco'.·ery. 

Place a filter In the filter holder. Be sure 
that the filter 1s properly cen~ered ar.d the 
ge.sket prope:-Jy placed so as to not allow the 
eamplt> i:as stream to clrcumvc:.t the fi~rer. 
Check filter for tear3 a!ter as;;embly Js com
pleted. 

\Vhen gla.ss liners are used, Install sHectv:l 
noz7'1e us!ng a Viton A 0-rlng; the V:ton A 
0-:-mg ls lnstalied a.s a seal where the nozzle 
Is connected to a. gla.ss Hner. See APTD-0576 
for details. Wi1en metal liners are used. In
stall the ::iozzle as above or bv a leak free 
dlrect mecha.nlcal connectlo::i. Mark the 
probe 'l!:!th heat reststant tape or by some 
other method to denote the proper distance 
Into the stack or duct for e1<ch sampling 
point. 

Unless otherwise specifled by tlle Actm:n
lstr;,.tor, attach a. temperature prooe to tl:e 
metal sher.th of the .sump'.ing pro!ie so that 
t'1e i..ens;:,r exte:1ds bcyow.l tl1e probe tip an:.l 
doe;: iwt touch any me~al. Ir.> :)oS!tlon should 
be a.bout 1.9 to 2.54 cm (0.75 to 1 tn.J f1·om 
the pitot tube and µrobe nozzle to a\·otcl 
interference with Lhe gas fiov::: -·--···· -· 

As"mble t~.1c \.r21n a:; .::.hu;\ n. in Flg· .. nc 
I3A-1 wit;1 the lilter be~v:een ~he clllnl and 
;f1urtt1 ;.n1pint;cr.-:.. Altcrn:t-::1vt:Iy. t.:Jc filter 
mav be ulaccd i)etwccn ti1e p~:...be ;;.11d the 
lirs.t tn:1)!ngc· A filtn heaU:l,; sy:;tem may 
be used t-0 p:·e\·c~nt :11ni~:t=.1·c <.:ondE:n&at1on. 
bu:. tl1e :emp<.::<J.tu:·e aro<tnd the hlter holc!er 
!.:ih!l not cx<.eed 120=14 C 124llC:::!5°F;. 
I 1 Not~: \'lhat,-uan :-lo. 1 fiHer doconiposes n.t 
i6o·c (3vO·P1 ! J Rec0rd filler Jocatlcn on 
t.!1e cis.t'1 ,,hee:. 

Place "rus::ed ice around th0 i:nplngers. 
7.14 Leak checf. procedure-After t;1e 

sampllnJ train has been :u;cr.1lJlecl, tu:-n o.i 
•i.:1d sec \1! appl1c;,.1!e 1 zhe probe ai:d filter 
hcatin~ sy.s;em I~ l tu reach a t<:r:1p"rature 
~uffic'.c1ct :o a•.-uici concten:>atwn in the prob,~. 
Al!ow t11ne !or tlH~ h:rnoaratnre to i!;t:::.:.n!1z.c. 
LPn.k c11eci{ tl'ie t:::.itt at· the st1~11pli11g s:tc 1~ 1: 
pl\1ggi11g tr.e nozzle .. nd pulli:ig a 380 om Hg 
1 l.'i i<1. HE" 1 nwuum. A leal;i,ge rate ln ex-

12,f'."l.s of 4' ~ of the a\'C!".1gc s:.:.1;1pU~1g rate or 
o.ovo5~ m '.·min. ~ 0.02 cfm), wl~ichever Is !e~s. 
is >.;r:acceptcble. 

The :·o:lowm:; leak check !nstrudions rvr 
th" sa:-:.;.illng t!·:i.':i n~'·:rlbeJ In AP"!l.J-0.3"76 
arid .. .;.J"·TD~t'ldl 1~i.1r be :H:lpf:.H Start the 
pump wit!1 by-rni's vH!,·e fully open and 
coarse adjt;st ntl·:e cornµ!etc\y closed. Pa:
tially open tlle cv::.1.,,c adjust i-:i.1 ve und ~!owly 
close the b~·-pas.s n<'.\·e until 330 mm Hg {15 
i!\, Hte) vacun:r: ts reached. Dr.} no~ rever~e 
d:rcction o~ hy-rn•s n.l»'e. This wiil causE> 
Wll.ter to buck up in';o the filter holclc. H 
380 mm Hg \ 15 in. Hgl ls e:«:eedcd. c:'.he: 
leak check ~"t t:lLs hig~1er \acuu!n ot e1:cl '!'.he 
1er:k clle•:k as de;;cnbc:! oelow a:1d ;;tart o'er. 

When t!:lo !en.le check Is completec.l., fl;-st 
slo·.,·ly rcmo,·e !he plug fro1n tl1e inlet to tlle 
prnbe or flltc:· !:older and !::nmectiately tLi:n 
oIT the n.cm1m pump, T:1i3 prevents the 
wo.ter in tl1e impl:1gers from l::ei11g forced 
backward ir:to '.he fllter ho:cter (!! placed 
before the lmpl::.:ers) a11d silica gel ~ram 
b£ing enua:ned backward into t!":e third 
impinger. 

Leak check-; sh~.!1 be condi:ctcj as de~C!"lbcd 
whene>·N tl:e tram is d!,.e:i:;o.c:cd, e.g. :for 
si:lc~. [!el or tilter chance~ d;.iring :he ~est. 
prbr w e1,c'.1 test nm, a;id at the comp!etion 
of each test nm. If leaks are found to be in 
ei-:cess or the nccept:l.ble rate, the te:;t w1ll be 
cons!dercd mv::i.l!d. To reduce lost t\rr.e dre 
to lea.kagc occurrences, it 1s recomr:rn:ided 
th:it lesik che2ks be cor.ducted betwe-en port. 
char:gcs. 

7.L5 Par.icula.:e train ope~atlon-Dm-:ng 
the san1pHng r.,_1n, an isuklne~Ic san1p~ing rate 
within 10 ",<c, or a& speclfted by the Admlms
trntor, o~ true 1sokinet1c ~hall be m::> .. int.~111ed. 

For e.tc_'i r:_1~. record the c~ii.ta r:.•qu:.retl u:l 
the e;.u.!Y:D:e data. :-:.~1cct .s!10»\ ll. i:t F1·'.nre lJ~4..-

3. E·~ ::-u:·C :.o re•_o1d i:~'C illllkl dry gP..~::> !!2~:;te::-
reaL!.!'1£; I\.e1..'1J:-Y t:·e cti·y zn~te: :-ca.Jlu~::- at 
C1P 1;c~ .:11:.i~1~ a_1.1d c~ltl crv~1·:. ~a:np':ir:~ un1..: 
..11·~·ren~~~.t. 'i.?r.ea ci~aug~!> :..1! 1t1.::w r~ces ,:tre 
in.:.ae, ~1.~1d \Vhtn.1 sa:.upilng :., :H\lted. Take 
LH.Ot'C Ua:.:a po!1:::r. reaain~s ~·~ lt~:-;it 011c':.: a:: 
e:i.cti. s:~!nplc- poi!1t dun;Jg each tiinc hi.cte
ment aud a:icWio:11.1l readl!1go; wlien Siti::ui
caLt c;1anges t2U '.:.- varn.t::.011 ~n reloc1ty head 
rcad111gs1 ne~es:;lc.1te 11.tl<.lit1011al ad1ustme:it:> 
111 llch\ l':t•e. Be sure to level r.nd z~ro th;:, 
n1,1.UG!1lC't>,.;f, 

c:~?..:: tte paru·10Ies prlor to tr .. c te5t run to 
p;:in!nHze chr.nce of su~1plL:1g de,.,.o~ittd 

m:-:tc·r!al. To begl:1 sampilng, remove ihe 
no7zle cap, ve;·if:,- (if app!icab!e J tha:: the 
pwoe her.tu ls wc:irk!ng and filte:'.' heater !~ 
tip to tem;ie:ature, and that the plrot t111Je 
and prooe are properly poS!tloncd. Posltlo:i 
the noz.,,te at t!>e firEt tra1;erse point with the 
tip pointing direc:ly Into the g!ls streP.m. Im
mediately start the pt:mp and e.dli.1st the 
.Huw to iooi<:lnet;c conctttlons. Nomogr1m;_1s are 
a.rn11a.b!P for si>mpllng train~ us1ng ·trpe s 
pltot t~1bes with 0.85:--0.02 coel!lclents (C,.), 
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'and \t:·len s.:lrn.pl;1:g 11-; ;tir or a 6ta.tk f!!.l!'. w1t'.1 
ot~lli\'alen~ de1:;;ity ( tn(ikcu:ar wcigi:t ~.!.,, 

ec:ual to 29:~41, w!1ir:i1 aid ln tl'.e raold ad
justme1·t of t:1e l:mklnc:ic sampli:ii; rn' e 
wl!:~H:.;ur. eix:-rc"=si~:e <"o:nput~tton::.. A?TD-0576 
<iet::uls tl:e proce:lure fo~ usn:g tl1ese l10l1h>

grapt:.-;. Jf C;;: a:id !'.l1 ar':! otrt;;ide the ab:-n"t:' 
&Lated ra..1ges, do net use tl:e noi:nog.:-~: .. 1J}1 

un!e~~ apprO!)irate: ~teps are taken to f::: n.1-
pt::r15ate fo-: the dev~atioil~. 

\\~hen U-:e st:.!ck !:::. t·n'icr ~1~!1:ftcant t:P~~2w 
tin• pressure r!1e'.glit of i111plnge s:~m 1, :,<ke 
::-~1·e- to clo.se ~'Jf' i''n-.}-Qc nrl [usi. ;·;-:.!":<:~ be::>~\~ 
in~i:irt1ug the ~robe ir:to t:lf' ~·:ack t::i n··,.tci 
\va---er backlr .. g lntr; tPt.~ fll,.er }·01,.:er. If .::1c.:-c.:-..;
sa:r:~·. ti1c pump rn:t~: h2 l'ttrncd c:1 ,vl:h the 
c<::.o:.r~e- :tdjn&t valve cJn::::ed, 

Whe'l t'.i.e prolJe l!' !11 po~ition. bloc?: off 
-tr.c op:--ning~ around tte ftnd pert~1cl~ 
to pre-.·ent di:llt1cm o: t:~" 
£'1::;, :='trentn. 

Tr,.ixc·~= tl:c stn::k cross c:ectic·a, ns re·:r:A'.reJ 
by ~!e: hod 1 o;: a .... c::::c·:if1(·d by t:-:e A1:n.i:1!,~
t:ator. b:::!11g car\·::'.Lll t'_,Jt to l.ni;np t:te prz,bt~ 
nczzle i:1~0 t:;.e stacl\: walls when s.::un;1l:!~?-: 
r:ear U~c v;aE.~ Cl' w'.·,0n rcn10 1:1ng or in.serL :1g 
the prob=' :.·.ro~t~t Cle po~thvle:; to 111! ~-i,~1,~e 
ch:inc~~ cf ext".".1~·,t! '~~ de;:i-:::$1 te:J mn.tcr:~!.~. 

Duri!1g t~"C' v·5i: !·;1:1. rr • .l:c~ pc:·,otiic ru:i: ;J:._~t
mcn:s :o keep t~c p:-obi' fiLfl ~ lf ::.:.ip:h::L:.)!!:' 1 
fil:er tampcrat:.ircs a· their prop<>r Yalues. Ac.ct 
more ice a.1,u, i: nece,.'<~r:r. salt to ticc le~ 
b&th, t(• Jnainta1n a tr:n-:.!lEiaturc of ~css l~1'.l'l 

20°0 (6B"Fl at tlle !moinger,:sllica gel outlet. 
to a;to1d exc~:n~ve :no~st.:~~re lf'>?~.i':':.. AlFo, pe
:iodica.11~ cheC'k the level and zero of 1~,e 

manometer. 
If the pres;ure d:op acros:; the filter b·:

comes bigh enoug;1 to make t;,okme:1c sat:'· 
pling dif!icult to maintain, the filter may be 
repla:ed In the midst of a sample run. lt ls 
recommen;:led tliat another complete filter 
assembly be used rather than attempting to 
change the filter ltsel!. After the new filter or 
filter assembly 1s installed conduct a. leak 
~heck. The final eml.ss!on results shall be 
based on the summation of all filter catchell. 

A ~1Pr,;le train she.11 be used for the entire 
sample run, except for filter and silica gel 
changes. However, If approved by the Admin
istrator. two or more trains may be used for 
a single test run when there a.re two or more 
ducts or snmpling ports. The final emlsston 
results she.II be based on the total of e.ll 
sampllr:g train catches. 

At the end of the sample run, turn off the 
pump, remove the probe and nozzle from 
the stack, and record the final dry gas meter 
readlng. Perform a leak check.' Calculate 
perc<>nt i~oklnet!c (see calculation section) 
to determlne whether a.~other test run 
should be ma.de. If there ls difficulty In me.tn
te.inlng tsoklneuc rates due to source con
ditions, consult with t11e Administrator for 
possible variance on the lsoktnetlc rates. 

7.2 Sample recovery. Proper cleanup pro
cedure begins as soon as the probe is re
moved from the stack at the end o! the 
sampling period. 

When the probe can be safely handled, 
wipe off all external pe.rt!culate matter near 
the ttp of the probe nozzle and place e. cap 
over It to keep !rom losing part of the 
sample. Do not cap off the probe tlp tightly 
while the sa.mp!lng train is cooling down, as 
this would create a. vacuum In the filter 
holder, thus are.wing we.ter from the Im· 
p:ngers into the filter. 

Before moving the sample tra.!n to the 
cleanup site, remove the probe from the 
sample tra.ln, wipe o~ the silicone grease, and 
cap the open outlet or the probe. Be careful 
not to lose any condenso.te, U present. Wipe 
off the silicone grease from the filter inlet 
where the probe was fastened a.nd cap 1t. 

i With a.ccepta.bU!ty or the test run to be 
be.sed on the se.me criterion as In 7.1.4, 

Remove the umbl!lcal cord from the last 
lmplngcr ::ind cap the lmplnger. After wlp
lng off the silicone grease. cap off the filter 
holder outlet and 1mplnger inlet. Ground 
glass stoppers, pln!<tlc <::aps, or serum caps 
may be used to close these openlngi;. 

Tre.nsfi>r the probe and fllter-lmptnger as
sembly to the cleanup area. This area should 
be clean and protected from the wind so that 
the< chances of contaminating or losing the 
sample will be minim!7.ed. 

Inspect the tro.ln prior to and during dis
assembly and note any abnormal condltlons. 
C:s!ng a graduat.-d cylinder, measm·e and re
cord the volume of the water in the first 
three lmplngers, to the nearest ml; any con
densate In the probe should be Included In 
this determination. Treat the so.mples as 
follows: 

'1.2.l Container No. l. Transter the Im· 
pinger wa.ter from the graduated cylinder to 
this container. Add the filter to this t.on· 
ta.Iner. Wash all sample exposed surbces, 
lnclud!ng the probe tip, probe, first three 
lmpingers, lmplnger connectors, filter holder, 
and graduated cylinder thoroughly with dis
tilled water. Wash e1otch component three 
separate times with water and clean the 
probe and nozzle with brushes. A maximum 
wash of 5CO ml Is used, and the washings a.re 
added to the sample container wh!ch must 
be made of polyethylene. 

7.2.2 Conta.tner No. 2- Transfer the slllca 
gel from the fourth tmplnger to this con• 
ta.Iner and seal. 

7.3 Analysis. Treat the contents or each 
sample container as described below. 

7.3.1 Container No. I. 
7.3.1.1 f'!lter this container's contents, In· 

eluding the Whatmnn No. 1 filter, through 
Wha.tme.n No. 541 ftlter pa.per, or eci111valent 
into a 1500 ml beaker. Note: If filtrate volume 
exceeds 900 ml make filtrate ba.5!C wl:h 
NaOH to phenolphthalein and evaporate to 
less than 900 ml. 

7.3.1.2 Place the Whatman No. 541 filter 
contaln!r.g the Insoluble matter (l.nclucUng 
the Whatman No. 1 filter) In e. nickel cruci
ble, add a few ml of water and ma.cerate the 
filter withe. glass rod. 

Add JOO mg Cao to the crucible a.nd m!K 
the contents :horougltly to !orm a slurry. 
Add a couple of drops of phenolphthalein 
lndlcator. The indicator will turn red In a 
basic medium. The slurry s:>iould remain 
baste dmlng the evaporation of the water· 
or fiuorlde Jon will be lost. If the Indicator 
turns colorless during the evaporation, an 
a.oldie condition is Indicated. If this happens 
add cno until the color turns red a.gain. 

Place ~he cn.tclble In a hood under Infra
red lamps or on a bot plate at low heat. Evap
orate the water completely. 

After evaporation of the water, place the 
crucible on a hot plate under a hood and 
slowly Increase the temperature until the 
paper chars. It may take sevr;rn.J hours for 
complct.e charring of the filter to occu:r. 

Place the crucible ln a cold mutlle furnace 
and gradually (to prevent smoking) Increase 
the temperature to 600"C, and maintain un
tll the contents are reduced to an a.sh. Re
move the crucible from the furnace and allow 
it to OOOJ. 

"f.3.1.3 Add approximately 4 g of crus:hed 
Na.OH to the crucible and mix. Return the 
crucible to the muffle furnace, and !use the 
sample for 10 minutes a.t 6oo•c. 

Remove the sample from the furnace and 
cool to e.mbtent temperature. Using seve~al 
rlns!ngs of W!l.l'm di.stilled water tra.nste~ the 
contents of the crucible to the beaker con
taining the filtrate from container No. 1 
('7.3.1). To assure complete sample removal, 
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'rinse finally with two 20 ml portior..s of 25 
percent (v/v} suuurtc acid and carefully add 
to the beaker. Mix well and transfer to one· 
llter volumetric fl.ask. Dilute to volume with 
distilled water and mix thorouglllr. Allow 
any und!.ssolved solids to settle. 

7.3.2 Co11talner No. 2. Weigh the spent 
silica gel and report to the nearest 0.5 g. 

7.3.3 Adjustment of acld/w11ter ratio In 
distillation fie.sk-(Utilize a protective shield 
when carrying out this procedure.) Place 400 
ml of dlst!Ued water In the distilling fta.sk 
and add 200 ml o! concentrated HfaO,. Cau
tion: Observe standard precautions when 
mixing the H,so, by slowly adding the acid 
to the flask with constant swirling. Add some 
soft glass beads and several small pieces of 
broken glass tubing and assemble the ap
paratus as shown in Figure l3A-2. Heat the 
flask unt!l it reaches a. tempera.tu1·e of. 17 5 · C 
to adjust the acid/water ratio for subsequent 
distillations. Discard the distillate. 

7.3.4 Distillation-Cool the contents of 
the distillation fiaslt to below 80 C. Pipette 
an aliquot of sample containing less t11an 0.6 
mg F directly Into the distilling flask and add 
d!stllled water to make a total volume of 220 
ml e.dded to the dlstmlng flll.'lk. [For an es
timate of what slze allquot does not exceed 
0.6 mg F, select an aliquot of the solution 
s.nd tre!'!.t as described In Section 7.3.6. This 
wlll give an approximation of the fluoride 
content, but only an approximation s'.nce 
Interfering Ions have r:.ot been removed by 
the distillation step.] 

Place & 250 ml volumetric fiask at the con
denser exit. Now begin dlst!llatlon and grad
ually !ncree.se the heat and collect all the 
:!illtlllatlon up to 175'0. Caution: Heating 
the solution above 175 ·c will cause S\llfurlc 
a.clcl to dlstlll over. 

Th& acid 1n the distilling tlask can be used 
untll there ls carryover of interferences or 
poor fluoride recovery. An occastonal check of 
fl.uorlde recovery with standard solutions ls 
advised. The acid should be changed when
ever there ls less than 90 percent recovery 
or blank values a.re hlghE'r than 0.1 ug/mL 
Note: If the sample contains chloride, add 
5 mg Ag.so, to the fiask for every mg of 
chloride. Gradually Increase the heat and 
collect all the dlst1llate up to 175• C. Do not 
exceed 175'C. 

7.3.5 Determination of Concentratlon
Brlng the distillate In the 250 ml volumetric 
fl.ask to the mark with distilled water and 
mix thoroughly. Pipette a sutta.ble allquot 
from the dlstllla.te (contalnlng JO µi to 40 
µg fiuorlde) and dllute to 50 ml with dis
tilled water. Add 10 ml of SPADNS Mixed Rea
gent (see Section 6.3.12) an\1 mix tnoroughly. 

After mlxtng, place the sample In a con
stant temperature bath containing the stand
s.rd solution for thirty minutes before read
ing the absorbs.nee with the spectropho
tometer. 
· Set the spectrophotometer to zero absorb· 
ance a.~ 670 nm with reference solution 
(6.3.11), a.nd check the spectrophotometer 
callbra.tlon wlth the standard solution. De
termine the absorba.nce of the samples and 
det.ermlne the concentration !ram the ca.a-: 
bra.Hon curve. If the concentration does not 
fall wlthln the range of the ca.llbratlon curve, 
repeat the procedure us!.ng a. different size 
allquot. 

8. Calibration. 
Maintain a. laboratory log of all ~llbratton.s. 
8.1 se.mpl1Dg Train. 
B.1.l Probe nozzle-Using a micrometer, 

measure the inside cllameter of the nozzle 
to the nearellt 0.026 mm (0.001 in.). Make 
a separate measurements using different 
diameters each time and obt&ln the average 
o! the measurements. The difference between 

the high and low numbers shall not exceed 
0.1 mm (0.004 ln.). 

When nozzles become nicked, dented. or 
corroded, they bhall be reshaped, sharpened, 
and recallbrated before us('. 

Each nozzle she.II be permanently and 
unlc;,uely ldentllied. 

8.1.2 Pitot tube-The pitot tube shall be 
calibrated accordlng to tl1e procedure out
lined in Method 2. 

8.1.3 Dry gas meter and orifice meter. 
Both meters shall be calibrated according to 
the procedure outlined in APTD-0676. \\'hen 
d!aphragm pumps with by-pass valves are 
used, check for proper metering system de· 
sign by callbratlng the dry gas meter at an 
additional fiow rate of 0.0057 m 2/mln. (0.2 
cfm) with the by-pass valve fully opened 
and then wlth lt !u!Jy closed. rt there is more 
than ±2 percent d1fference iu flow rates 
when comps.red to the fully closed position 
of the by-pe.ss val'.'e, the system Ill not de· 
signed properly and must be corrected. 

8.1.4 Probe heater callbra.tion-The probe 
heating system shall be cal!brated according 
to the procedure contained in APTD-0576. 
Probes constructed according to APTD--0581 
need not be calibrated tf the callbration 
curves in APTD-0576 a.re used. 

8.1.5 Tempere.ture gauges-Calibrate dial 
and liquid t\11ed bulb thermometers against 
mercury-ln-gla.ss thermometers. Thermo
couples need not be cal!brnted. For other 
devices, cnecll: wlth the Admtnlstrator. 

B.2 Analytical Apparatus. Spectrophotom
eter. Prepare the blank standard by adding 
10 ml of SPADNS mixed reagent to 50 ml of 
distilled water. Accura:'.'ely prPpare a series 
of standards from the standard nuorlde solu
tion (see Section 6.3.9) by dllut!ng 2, 4. 6, 
B, 10, 12, and 14 ml volumes to 100 ml with 
di.stilled ·water. Pipette 50 ml from each solu
tion and transfer to a 100 ml beari:er. Then 
add 10 ml of SPAD~S mixed reagent to each. 
These standards wm contain 0, 10, 20, 30. 
4o; 50, 60, and 70 11g or flucrlde. (0-1.4 µ.g/ml) 
respectively. 

After mixing, place the reference standards 
and reference solution tn a constant tem
perature bath for thirty minutes before read· 
Ing the absorbance with the spectrophotom
eter. All sample'> should be adj11;,tecl to this 
same temperatt1re before r.nalyzing Since 
a 3'C ternpercture differer.cc betwet::: ~am;iies 
and standards wlll produce an error of ap
prm;imately 0.005 mg F'/litC'r, care ml'~t be 
t<tken to sec that samples a~Jd sta'.'.lclarcl'l are 
at nearlv lde11t:cal tem::ieratures when ab
E>o:-bances are recorded. -

\\'1th the spectrophotomf'ter ai 570 nm, 
use the refe::ence solt:t\or:. 1 see :,~ction G.3.11) 
to set the absorba.nce to 2e:,-o_ 

Determine the absorbance o~ the stand· 
ards. Prepare a callbrat!o:i curve by p'.ott1:1g 
µ.g F/50 m! versus absorbance on linear graph 
paper. A standard cun·e should be prepared 
i'lltlallv and thereafter whenevff the 
SPADNS m'.xed :eagent ls newly made. Acso. 
a callbratlon standard shonld be rnr. with 
each set of samples and If it differs fro;n t1'e 
calibration cun•e by ±2 percent. a new 
standard curve should be prepared. 

[). Ca.lcu!'!tions. 
Carn· ou:: cRJculatlons. retnlnlng at lea;;t 

one extra. declmP.! figure beyond t:Jat of thl' 
acquired d1tta. Rot:nd off tigures after f.i:a! 
calculation. 

9.1 Nomenclature. 
A•=AHq·,1ot of dlstmate ta.ken !o~ color 

de\'elcp:nent, ml. 
An=Cross sectional area. of nozzle, m• (ft>). 
A• =Aliquot of total sample added to still, 

ml. 
Bu .. =Water vaoor In the ga.s stream, propor

tion by volu~e. 
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'c, =Conce!Hra tlon of f!tto!lde In stack gas. 
mglm', corrected to standard conditions 
of 20° C, 760 mm Hg (68° F, 29.92 In. Hg) 
on dry basis. 

F1::::Tota.l weight or fluoride In sample, mg. 
µ9F=Concentratlon from the calibration 

curve, ,,.g. 
/=Percent of lwk!net!c sampling. 
mn==Total amo'.lnt o:· particulate matter 

collected, ID!!» 
M"'-= Molecular weight of water, 18 g 'g-mole 

(18 Ib!lb·mole). 
m. =Mass o! residue of acetone after e110.p

ora.tlon, mg. 
p,.., = Ba.romctrlc p~essure a.: the san::pling 

site, mm Hg (In. Hg) 
P,=Abs::1Ju~o stack gas p~essure, mm Hg (ln. 

Hg). 
P.i1.~~sta.?1da!·d ahsolll~e pn:~::1:re, 76J intn 

Hg 1 2!LD2 in. Hen. 
R = Ide::il g«s co:: ,ta:1':, C.OGJ3G mm IL•-!n • · 

"K-g-lliole { 2~ .83 ir~. Hg~J~ ·,: "R-lb-n;.::;~e i. 
T, .. =:Absolnte average drr ga:; rne":'~r t~:1;

perat:.ire (see fig. l3A-3), 'K \<R; 
T·=Abso!'.11.e an:r:.ge sta:k gas ten:p'O':atuw 

(see fig. 13A-3o, 'K ('Ri. 
T,,~=Sta:!da:j a!Jsclute tc:nperature, 293° 

K (528' RJ. 
Vo=:Volume or acetolle bla:1k. ml. 
v •. , =Vo~1·n:e of ai:cioi:c use<.! Jn was!:, ml. 
V..:-:::"\rolun1e of d.lst1llntc cc1lec~ecl 1 n:!_ 
V" ::::Total ,·oJume of l!qutcl collected in lrn

plngers anct sillc:i !'.,el. ml. Volume cf ·,::i:c: 
in slU:a. gel e~u:t!c; ~1~ic-:t gel \1,te1g~~t u1-
crease iH g1-am5 times 1 1nl/g:-an1. Yv:un:c 

of liquid co:le·:t"d l:i impingi;r eqtial; :u:ill 
vo!utue :nnr:.us 1n:tial volume. 

V1,:_ f,/olu~e oi ;~;;._<;; sr.n:q:e as rne:isu:.:C by 
dry gas meter, dcm ~def). 

v,., "' ,. Volu:ne ,,~ i;;.s ~amp!e mea:i.::-~d b>' 
t'<e dry gas mc·.er c::>necte:i to st?.'1darj 
cond!tl0:1s, d.scn1 fd:;cI}. 

Vv ''.>l :·= V0lun1e of wat::r vap0r in t:·.e- ~.1.S 
SE'~rr1µ!~ c~Jt!'e~te::l to s;:,a~1d::!rd cor~ct:t~:;;~'!:::, 
scr~1 (&cf 1. 

\',"'-Total vo!un:e of ~am;:>le. ml. 
v. :::::8tac?:. g . .;.s ;·e:oci ty, calculated by ~Ii:~hll~: 

2, Ec1_:atk1n 2-7 u,.:;in~ da:.:i obtr.JncU !!'~><n 
C\Ieihc:d 5, 1:i >c~ (!c~·sec). 

\V",1=Viei~ht of ~c~iduc 1:, '1::'Ct'.Yle wa;h. r.1g. 
:::,.H= P-,.ver.i.ge p~ r'_;~~t::_·c~ rf.ITr::-eLnn..l a.c::-."'<,·_; t~10 

o!'iflcc 15ce :1g. l~L\-21, n1crc:r. n:1n ;-r_o 
1ln. HO). 

p 11 ;:::DC>n~ .. tr of a.c0t0:1.e. n1g."'rn1 (fee 1a·;)c: r-n 
btit•Je i. 

p.,, .· De:i>itl' cf Wilt~~. I g, n~• (0.CC'.!2'.i :·c.: 
ml). 

e='l'o:a..1 !-'::in1pL1:~ ti1ne, 111::1. 
f3.8::::Spcci5c gra·.:i:y c,f nH:;·eu:~?· 
60 =oSec;m:n. 
100=Conre:slor: to percer:t. 

fl 2 lt.ver..tfe d:y g:.J.« n:eler tempe:::itn:c 
and avC'rage orifice press:ae drop. Sec d.atr .. 
sheet 1 fif.'.. 13A-3 t 

9.3 D:-y gas vclume. Correct :he san:ple 
volume meas11rcd by the dry gas met·2r to 
standard condnlon' '.2()"· C, ';60 mm H:; i68' 
F. 29.92 Inches Hg l] by usi:15 equr?..t!cn 
13A-1. 

[ ~HJ Pon·+--. L . ., ' 
1' -F T...:!.!. H•· -J\T P.,::..:.:_:iJ/.J,,(; 

m(at-t]- m 1'v. JJ1:.J ·- '"': Tm 

where: 
K = o.3855 °K/mm Hg for metric uni ta. = 17 .65 °R rtn. Hg for English units. 
!l.'! Volume of Wil-ter vapor. 

where: 
K =:0.00134 m•iml :ror metric units. 

=0.0472 ft"/ml tor Eo.gllsh uo.lta. 
9.5 Moisture content. 

e:q11ation ViA-3 
If t.i1e l!qu!d O.roplets are present ln the 

gas s:J1·en~n a£sume the str~nrn to be s:i,r.n:a.ted 
and 1:3e a pl'ychro:netrlc cl,~rt to obtal::i an 
app:-oxim:ttlon of the moisture percentage. 

9.6 cor:centr?.tlon. 
9 6.1 CRICulate the amount ot ftuorlde ln 

the ccm;:ile according to Eq:.iation 13A-4. 

eq•Jation l::JA-4 
v.»;cre: 

Ko-:1()-' mgiµg. 
::l.6.2 Co::centratlon of fluoride in stack 

i;n5. Det~:-mine the concentration ot IH1or1de 
in the s~ack gas according to Equation 13A-5 . 

. _£.!__ C,=K 
l'm(dJ) 

cqL1:i.tion 13:\-5 

where: 
K=:35.31 ft'!m'. 
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9.7 Isoklnetlc vl\rlatlon. 
9.7.1 Calculatlons from ra.w de.ta.. 

I lfJO T, [J(V:r·~ ( V.,/T.,) (Pba.+a.H/l:J.G)] 
liO Bv, P, ,1,. 

cq1:::tion 13A-6 

,ll/he:re: 
iC"' 0.00346 mm Hg·rn•/:m!-•K !or metric 

units. 
=0.00267 In. Hg-ft'Jml·'R tor Engll.Sh 

units. 
[l.7.2 Calcu!atlons from lntermed'.ate vsJ.

~1e~-

=K T. l',,.<·dl 
P,v, A,o ( 1- B.,,,) equation 13A-7 

K == 1323 fri: metric nnit,, 
=0.0~44 for En!l'licl: U!liLs. 

9 8 Accep~ab:P. - re;ttlts. The following 
l'f•n!'e sets t!le li:nlt on a<;:ccptab11': 1sok1nec ic 
san:pl ing results: 

Tf 90 per.~e~1t <'I< 110 p~rce:.t, the re
s·.11:.s '<re acc~ornble, If ~he results are low in 
C'?cnpnr'.~on to th!: F~andardi> anct I !s beyond 
'.he a('ceptable rahge, the :\dm:n1;;aator may 
op:iort tv :l.ccep: ~he result:;_ 1Jse refer~nce 
7.4 to make .:udgments. Oiherwlse, reject the 
,-• .,1:1:<; :>nd r~peM i.he test. 
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Reference Method 13A !.s amended 
~follows: 

fa> In section 3 .• ·the phrase "300 
11B'/Uter•· is corrected to read "300 mg/ 
liter" and the parentheticl!.l 1>hra.se "(see 
section 7.3.6l" is corrected to read "(see 
section 7.3.4)". 

Cb) Section 5.1.5 is revised to read as 
follows: 

6.1.5 F11ter bolder-U located betWMn the 
probe and first lmplnger, borosU!ca.te gla.a.s 
with a. 20 mesh stal!ll!168 steel &ereen filter 
support and a. sUlcone rubber gasket; neltber 
a glass !rit. filter S\lpport no?' a. sintered metal 
tilter support may be used It the filter Ls 1n 
front ot the lmptngers. It located between 
the third and fourth lmplngem, boroowcate 
gta.aa with a. glasa frit filter support and a 
sU1cone rubber p.slc:et. Othe!:' ma.tenais of 
con.structlou may be used with approval from 
the Adm.1.Dlstrator. e.g., 1! probe liner l.s sta.ln· 
le$.S steel, than filter holder may be sta.l.Illesa 
steel. The holder design shall ptovlde a. post• 
ttve see.1 agalost leakage from the outside or 
around tb.e t!l ter. 

(C) Section 7.1.3 is a...-nended by re· 
vi.sing the first two sentences of the sixth 
paragraph to read as follows: 

'7.1.3 PTeparatlon of collectloa. train. • • • 
Assemble the trnln a.s shown l..D. Figure 

13A-1 with the f\lt.ei- l)etween tb.e thll'd end 
!ourth 1mplnp;ers. Altema.tlvetv. the filter 
may be pl.11.oed betwl!iln tile probe a.nc.\ flrst 
lmplnger tr a. 20 mesn stal.nless steel screen 
Is used for the lil ter support. • • • 

• • • • 
(d) L'1 section '1.3.4. the reference In 

the first paragraph to "section 7.3.6 .. is 
corrected to read "section 7.3.5". 
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METHOD 13B 

Determination Of Total Fluoride Emissions From 

Stationary Sources-Specific Ion Electrode Method 

1. Principle and Appli~abiiily. 
l l Princl!'.Jle Gaseous and p><r<.!cnl.1to f111-

orictes &1·e wlthdra.wn i.soktnetiC{l.lly from the 
. -coir~<' usinf; a sampling tral:1. The fluorides 
are collected ln the implnger wa•cr and on 
tlle fil:er or the sampling irnln. The weigl;t 
ot' c·:-t?.l fluorides 1:1 the trr.ln ls deier:n111ed 
b:: :he spec!.f.c !on electrode me:hod. 

1 ~ Appllcabilily. Tllts me~hod Is ap· 
p~i:nt!e fer the d.etermtna~icn o! nuoni::te 
rL:!bs1c~1s fro::n stntlonary ~01i.rce3 o=~Jy '.Y!H:·1 
s;:iecifted by the test procedures ~or det;•r-
1;1t:1:i:i; co:npl!ance with new so'.irce pcr
rc1r1cnnce s:anct::itdS, Fiuo;ocar"lons such R.S 

F reor.s. ftre not qt1antl:atlvely collected or 
11:rn.,·.1red by this procedure. 

2. Range and Sensitii;ity. 
T:·,c Jluoride speclflc Ion e!ectrod<: ana!ytl4 

cal method co\'ers the range o! 0.02-2.000 ,,.g 
F ml: howc·.er, measurements of les;:; than 
0.1 _g F, ml require e!ttra. care. Sensl:tv:t;· J1a.s 
r:c: b;;en determined. 

3. 1 n tet /t:rG:n.ces. 
Dt~:ru~g the Iaboratcry analysl..s. alumlnl:m 

i~1 e':ce:~s c~ 300 n1'.?;«l1ter und slliC:>H d1ox!de 
t" .~:<cess of 300 ag/liter w!:l prevent complete 
rcrn\'<"n' of fiuorlde. 

4. PrgctsiQ.n, Accuracy and. Stability. 
Tc.e accuracf~de electrode measure~ 

me:1:s hMJ been repor'ted by various re
~er.r<'hers to be In the range of 1-.5 percent ln 
a ccncentrntion range of 0.04 to 80 m>c~l. A 
chan;:;e In the temperntcre of the sample will 
e~1un~e \,:-ie c~ectrodc r::.;~o« .. ,e; a change or 
l 'C will i;.rod:..ice a 1..5 perce1:t relative error 
lu t!,e rne;isuren.er.t. Lack of .;t:.b11ity Jn the 
electro~1~eLei: ns2d ~o n-:e.Jsur(' El\IF can int:-o .. 
ct~:~e errcir_ -"·1 error uf l m:!ll.·o1L in the E:\!F 
measureme:1t pr,,duce1; a re:atlve error of 4 
percen: rcga.:-dless of the absolute conceo.
tr::.:10:1 boin(l me:isured. 

5. Apporat:Is. 
5.1 Sarnp.e :min. Sec FJgurc !3A-l 

p.1c:hnd l:lAi. lt is s!n'.i!a.r tn tlie Mcthcd 5 
tram c'-ceµ'. for tl:e in'.P.rc!P<ngen.bllity of 
the posillo:i r:t: the Siter. Co11:mercin.l mcdcls 
or thl> t~:i.in are" aYa:l:i.hle . .n:.iv:e,·er, if one 
desire~ to b11lld l11s owl!, ccmp.cte ccmstruc
tion Je:ai:s ;uc described in APTD-053!; fer; 
ch:rntcs from the APTD-0581 document ·and 
for al1r1wnble modif:cat!ons to Figure 13A-l, 
see ti1e foilowlnq l'Ubse<::tions. 

The opc~atln!' ,1nd m::mtc:nn~e procedures 
fnr che sampl!ng tram are described In 
APTD~fJ576 s:nce corre~t usflrre ls irnpor
tant !n obtaillil:f' ·:alid resnlts. ~.ll usrrs 
sr.ou~d rrnct the APTD-0576 document :'11d 
ndopt tl:e operating n.nd ma:nten.' -..~e p:o
cet.!ure5 n11thned ln 1t 1 u:1lcs'?- 0U1erwl . ...,c sp~c-
1fied herein. 

5.1.1 Probe nozzle---St,ain'.2ss sterl (::l!G) 
v:tth sharp, tapered leading eclf;e. The angle. 
of rn.per slrnll be :.;:30' 9.r.d UH~ taper shnl! be: 
on the outside to· pre:;erve a constant lnter-'. 
n~l cir'!meter. The nr0be rl<'Z<.:e shn.ll be of, 
the l:lutton-hoolt or elbow design, unless 
oth.,!'wise s;ieclfied by the Administrator. 
"Ihe V.'<lll tliickness of the nozzle shall be 
le3s than or e;,iual to that o! 20 gauge tub
ing, i.e .. 0.165 cm \0.065 ln,) anc. the d.1stance 

from the up <'f the noz<::le tu the i:rst bend 
or point o: dl~c.Jrbance snall be at least two 
time~ tr.e outside 1,0..:zle di.in1ecer. The noz
Zl<~ shfJ.ll te cons~r·-.tttrd in:,;ri. s..::arnlt!SS stain .. 
l:::>s steel tubing. Other C\•11:l~ura:iolls and 
construction urnterial mriy be used wich ap
prou.d from t!1c Adn:ini3:ra:o::-. 

A rJ.ngr· o!' t;:zes S'~titable fo-: isokine':ic 
samplmg shov,Jd be iwaila::ile, e.g .. 0.32 cm 
( ~S in.) \lp tO 1.27 cm (\~ in.) {OJ' t1rgcr If 
higher voluztie s::.mpltng :ralns are us~d) 
lns1de diameter (ID) noz.?.ies ln !nc:·ementa 
of 0.16 cm (1'1,; in.). Each nozzle shall be 
call~mted ac:crdmg to th.? prcce:iures ou:
li:ieti in ;he calibration section. 

5.1.2 Prob<i lmcr-Borosllicate glass or 
stainleos steel (316). When the filter ls lo
cated immediately after tirn probe, a probe 
hea:ing system rr.ay be '.lSed t,o pre';ent filter 
pl ugg!n;: rcsui:lng !rem mc'.$~ure conder.
sation. The tcmpeni.ture !n the probe Shi.ill 
r:.ot exce~d 120±14'C i248:.:_:ll:/F1. 

5.1.3 Pitot tube-Type S, or othc: dei·ice 
approved by the Ad~:mstrntcr, at~achcd :o 
pro!:le to allow con~ta:Jt monitoring of the 
stack gas \'eloci:y. The face openl,.,ss uf t,1& 
pitot tube and the probe nozzle sha!l be ad
jacent and p;::,rane; to each other. :1or ne:es
sa.ri:y ou thr. sar.1e pla11e, du~!ng sam;:il!r.ei. 
The free space betwee:i tll.e nou:e and plrnt 
tube shall be at least l.9 cm ( 0.75 l::i.). 'P.:e 
free sps.ce shall be s~t based on a 1.3 cn1 
(0.5 in.) ID nozzie, which ls the largest size 
no'.i'.zle used. 

The pitot tube mmit also meet the criteria 
specified Jn Y.ethod 2 and be calibrated ac
cord!ng to the procedure In the calibration 
section of that mtJthod. 

5.1-4 Dlfferentlal pressure gauge-In
clined manometer capable of measuring 
•·eJoc!tv head to wlthln 10 nercer.t cf the 
minimum meas,dred value. Below a dl!!cren
tial pres&ure o! 1.3 mm (0.05 ln.l water 
gauge. mtcromanometers wi'h sens! tlvltie'> 
of 0.013 mm 10.0005 in.) should be used, 
However, mlcromanometers are not ea~Uy 
adaptable to field conditions and are not 
easy to use with pulsi'.ting ft.ow. Th.us. other 
methods or devices acceptable to the Ad -
minlst:racor may be used when conditions 
vlarmnt. 

5.15 Filter holder-Borosll\cate g!as~ 
wlth a glass frlt fllter snpoort and a. silicone 
n:bber gasket. o:hcr materlals of cor:.struc
tion may be used with a::iproval from the 
Admlnlstrator. e 1'· lf nrobe line~ Is stain
less steel. then filter holder ID<\Y be stalnlezs 
steel. The holder de~ign shRll prnvide a po!<l· 
tive seal agulnst leakage from the outside 
or arounct the filter. 

5.1.6 Fater heating system-When mois
ture condc~cci.tlon !s a problem, any heating 
system capable of malntalnlng a temperature 
11ro1Jnd the filter holder during sampliZ'lg of 
no greater than 120:!: I4'C (2.48:t25'F). A 
temperature gange capable of measuring: tem
perature i;> w:thin J'O (5.4'F) shall be In
stalled so the.~ when the filter heater ls used. 
the temperatnre around the ftlt;:r ho!der can 
be regulated and m::mitored durln!! s'.\m:i:1:1.:. 
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Hea~ing 5yst-ems other th~.n the one sh:J',•;n 
in APTD-0581 may be i<sed. 

5.l.7 lmpingers-Fom imp!i:gers c:ll:
nected as show:i in Figure 13A-1 with g~o:.1.1d 
gla3S (Or e-qnivale;:tj t VaC\-lUffi t:~ht fitting.s. 
The fir.st, third, and focirth impmger.s arc of 
the Clreenbur.;i;-Smlth de~1g:'l. modlfled o:: re
placing the Up with a l ;~ cm ( \·2 ln.) mside 
die.meter glass tube ei:.tendl:1g to l ~·:'i cit. \ 
in.) from the bottom :if the ftask. The 
lmplnger is of the Greenbur:;-Smith de,ig:1 
with the 5tandard tip. 

5.L8 Mt;ter1ni; sy$'tem-Vacuurn g8.uge~ 

?e:tk-free pt;m9. thermometc·rs capable of 
n1easurlng te~1pern:11re :'=' within 3°C 
( ~6'FJ, dr,• gas meter v.1th 2 percen~ a·c
c11rac}· at the required sarnplln<i r:i.:e. a:1d 
relc.\erl cqui9mcnt, or eq·.il\T.lei::~. R> re011ired 
to n1atntain g,n isok1ne:lc sun1pang rai:e and 
to ctete:-mine o''l.mnle volume. Wr.en t:ie 
metering ;y~tem Is used in conjnnction v.:ith 
e. p.rnt t11be, t11e system stuiJI ennb:e che~.ks 
of i5okinPt1c rates. 

5.L9 Bar:-imeter-:-,rercurv, anercict. or 
other barome:ers capable C:t rneasuri:;g a:
mospher!c press•Jre to \o.'lthin 2.5 mm Hg IO.l 
In Hg J. In r:iany ca~e~. the barometric re:td
lng may be obtained from a nearby weather 
bnreau i;::itlon, In which ca~e the ~>;atlo:1 

value shc.11 be reonested a.nd an adjustrnenc 
for eleYatlon d!ft'erence> shall be applied at a 
m:e of m:!"lus 2 5 mm Hq ro.1 In. Hg) per 30 
m ( 100 f~ l elevat:on increase. 

5 2 Sample recovery. 
5.2.1 Probe liner and probe nnzle 

brusi1es-?;ylDn bristles w!7--h st;:iinle.:;s stC'el 
w!re handles. The probe brush sha'.l have 
extengtons. at lc.•st as :ong as the probe, o! 
stalnle~s steel. tel1.:m. or simllarl;- Inert :::na;e
rlal. Both brushes ~ha!l be prope;-ly slz.ed and 
shn:ped to !:)rush out the p:-obe liner and r,oz
zle. 

6 2 2 Giass wa~h bottles--Two. 
5 2.3 Sample storP.ge con~:i.i;1ers-Wide 

mouth, high density polyethylene bot~les, 1 
lite:. 

5.2.4 P!a.nlc norage contalners-A:r tight 
containers of sumclent volume to sto!'e s1lica 
gel. 

5.2.5 Graduated cyllnder-250 ml. 
5.2.6 Funnel and rubber pc11cemari-To 

a.1d in transfer of sPici gel to contai:ner: not 
.necessary l! slllca gel ls weighed ln tt.e :'leld. 

5.3 Analysis. 
5.3 l Dlstillatton apparatus-Glass di.s"1'.

latlo:::i app!>.ra~'l!I :i>sembled as shown· in ?':;::
uro 13A-2 1 M~thod 13Al. 

5.3.2 Rot plate-Capable of heating to 
5oo•c. 

!J.3.3 E'.P<::rlc muffle furnace-Cap:t:i:e ~f 
beating to 600°C .. 

.5 3.4 CruciD!es-:'l'ickel, 75 to 100 ml 
capacity. 

5.3.5 Beaker-l 500 ml. 
5.3.6 Volumetric f!ask-50 ml. 
5.3.7 Erlenmeyer flask or plastic bottle-

50() ml. 
5.3.8 Constant temperature bath-Cap

able of malntalnlr.g a constant temperature 
of :!:l.O'C in the range of room temperature. 

5.3.9 Trip balance-300 g capacity to 
measure to ::!::0.5 g. 

5.a.10 Fluoride ion actlvlt-y sensing elec
trode. 

5 3.11 Reference electrode-;Slngle junc
tion: s:eeve type. (A oomblnatlon-type elec
trode having the rete.rences electrode and 
the fiuor!de-ion sensing elect.rode built into 
one unlt may also be used). 

5.3.12 Elcctrometer-A pH meter with 
m!lllvolt scale capable of :!:0.1 mv resolu
tion, or a specific ion meter made specifically 
for specific ion use. 

5.3.13 Magnetic stl!'rer and TFE ftuoro
ca.rbon coated stripping bars. 

6. Reagents. 

6.1 Sampnng. 
6.1.l Filters-Wbatma.n :-:"o. 1 filters, or 

cqmva!ent, :::!zed to f1t filter holder. 
d.1.2 Sl!lca gel-In<Hcatlng type. 6-16 

mesh. I! previouolY used, dry at 17.1'0 
(350'Fi for 2 hours. ~ew si!!ca gel may be 
usect a~ recel\'ed. 

6 L3 Water-Dlst1lled. 
6.1.4 Crnshrd Ice. 
6.1.5 S!;opcoclt grease-Acetone Insoluble, 

heat stable silicone grease. This is not neces
sary if screw-on connectors with teflon 
sleeves. or s!mila~. are used. 

6.2 Sample recovery. 
6 2 1 Water-DlstUlecl from inme con

tainer a.s 6.1.3 
6.3 Analysis. 
6.3.1 Calcium oxide (Ca.OJ -Certified 

gr,ide containing 0.005 percent fiuor!de or 
Jes;;. 

6.3.2 Pheno:phtha.leln Indlcator-0.1 per
cent in l: I ethanol water mixture. 

6.33 Sodium hydroxide (NaOH)-Pel
lets. ACS reagent grade or equivalent. 

6.3.4 Sulfuric acid (~SOJ-Concen-
trated, .l\CS reagent grade or equh·alent. 

6 3 5 Fllters-V\"hatman No. 541, or 
equivalent. 

6.3 6 Water-Distilled. from same con
tainer a.s 6.1.3 

6.3.7 Total Ionic Strength Adjustment 
Buffer (TISAB )-Place approximately 500 
ml of distilled water In a 1-llter beaker. Add 
57 m! glacial acetic acid, 58 g sodium chlo
ride, and 4 g CDTA (Cyclohexylene dln!trllo 
tetraa.cetlc acid). Stir to dissolve. Place tne 
beaker in a. water bath to cool It. Slowly 
add 5 M Na.OH to the solution, measuring 
the pH continuously with a callbra.ted pB/ 
reference electrode pair, until the pH Is 5.3. 
Cc0l :o :room tempe:-ature. Pour inLo a 1-llter 
!la.sk and till ute to volume with distilled 
wa:e:'. Comm1:>rcially prepared TISAE buffer 
mr,v be substi:uted for the above. 

ii.3.0 Fluoride Standard Solutlon--0.1 M 
fiuorlde reference solution. Add 4.20 grams of 
reagent gra.de sodium tl.uorlde (Na.F} to r. 1-
11 ter volumetric fiask a.od add enough dis
tilled water to dissolve. Dll·.ite to volume 
with dlst!lled water. 

7. Procedure . 
NoTE; The :!uslon and d!stlllation steps of 

this procedure 'il'lll not be required, !f It can 
be sllown to tne satisfaction of the Admtn~ 
lstrator that the samples contain only water
soluble tluorldes. 

7.1 Sampllng. The sampling shall be con
ducted by competent personnel experienced 
with this test procedure. 

7.1.1 Pretest preparation. All train com
ponents shall be maintained and calibrated 
according to the procedure described In 
APTD-0576. unless otherwise s;>eciti.ed 
herein. 

Weigh approximately 200-300 g of silica gel 
In e.lr tight containers to the nearest 0.5 g. 
Record the total weight, both slllca gel and 
container, Oil the container. More slllca. gel 
ma.y be used but care should be taken dnrlng 
sampling that 1t Is not entrained ~nd carried 
out from tlle implnger. As an alternative, t.he 
slllca gel may be weighed directly in the lm
plnger or Its sampling bolder Just prior to 
the train assembly. 

7.1.2 Prellm!nary determlne.tlons. Select 
the s!lmpllng site and the mlnlmum numb"r 
or sampllng polnts according to Method l or 
e.s specified by the Administrator. Determine 
the stack pressure. temperature, a.nd the 
range of velocity heads using Method 2 and 
moisture content using Approx1ma.t1on 
Method 4 or Its alternatives for the purpose 
ot making lsoklnetlc sampling rate calcula
tions. Estimates may be used. However, final 
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results wlll be based on actual measure
ments made during the test. 

Select a nozzle size based on the range of 
velocity heads such that lt is not nece.ssa.ry 
to change the nozzle size ln order to maintain 
lsok!net!c sampling rates. During the run, do 
not change the nozzle size. Ensure that the 
differential pressure gauge ls capable of 
measuring the minimum velocLty head \'alue 
to wtthln 10 percent, or as specified by the 
Admlnlstra.tor. 

Select a. suitable probe liner and probe 
length such that e.11 traverse points .;an be 
sampled. Consider sampllng from opposite 
sldes for large stacks to reduce the length or 
probes. 

Select a total se.mpllng time greater than 
or equal to the minimum total sa.:rnpllng 
ttme specified ln the test procedures for the 
specific Industry such that the sampling time 
per point is not less than 2 min. or select 
some greater time Interval as specified by 
the Administrator, a.nd such that the sample 
volume that wm be taken will exceed the re
quired minimum total gas sample volUme 
>peclfied In the test procedures for the spe• 
::1:5.c. Industry. The latter ls based on an ap· 
proximate average sampling rate. Nate also 
that the minimum toti:.l sample volume ls 
.:orrected to standard conditions. 

It Is recammencted that a. ha.If-Integral or 
Integral number of minutes be sa.mpl-ed a.t 
each point. In order to a.void timekeeping 
errors. 

In some clrcumsumces, e.g. batch cycles, it 
may be necessary ta sample for shorter 1;t~m1s 
at the traverse points and to Obtain smaller 
gas sample \'O!Umes. In these cases, the Ad
ministrator's approval must tirst be obta!oed, 

i. L3 Prep a.ration of colle0tion train. Dur
ing preparation and assembly of the sampling 
train. t:eep a.JI openings where contamination 
can occur covered until just.prior to assembly 
or until sampling Is about to begin. 

Pla1=e 100 ml of water in ea.ch of the first 
two ;n:pingers. leave the third lmpinger 
empty, az:d place approximately 200-300 g or 
more, if necess:lry, of prewelghed sllica gel in 
the fourth Im pinger. Record the weight o! 
the silica gel and container on the dnt.a sheet. 
Place the empty conta.111n in a. clean place 
for l<J.ter u~e in the sample recovery. 

Pia<:e a filter 1n the tilter holder. Be sure 
that the filter is properly centered and the 
gasket prope!'IY placed so as to not allow the 
sample gas stream to clrcumveCJt the filter. 
Ct.e<'k filter for tears after assembly is com
p!eted. 

Wlien glass llners a.re ~ised, l::stall ~elected 
nozzle uslng a. Vlton A 0-rlng; the Vitan A 
0-ring ls insb.lled as a sea.I where the noz;z;le 
is connected to a glass liner. See APl'D-0576 
for details. \Vhe;i metal liners a.re used, In· 
stall the no?2le as a.hove or by a Jea.k free 
direct mechanical connection. Mark the probe 
wlth heat resistant tape or by some other 
method to denote the proper dlsta.r:.ce lnto 
the stack or duct. for each sampling point. 

Unless otherwise specified by the Admin· 
lstra.tvr, attach a temperature probe to the 
metal sheath of the sarnpllng probe so that 
the sensor extends beyond the probe tip and 
does not touch any metaL Its position should 
be about 1.9 to 2.54 cm (0.75 to 1 1n.) from 
.the p1tot tube and probe nozzle to a.mid in
terference with t11e ga.s 1low. 

Assemble the train as shown 1n Figure 
13A-1 1Method 13Al With the filter between 
the third a.nd fourth impingers. Alterna
tlw1~·. the filter mar be placed between the 
probe and first lmpiq:;er. A fl:ter heating sy3-
tem muy be used to pre·:ent rnoisttcre con
der:Ea.tton. but the temperature a.round the 
filter 1rn;d1>r shell not exceed 1200-H"C 
(248=:25 F). ![Note: Whatma.n No. 1-filter 
de:-cmposea at 150C '300'1")).J Record 

f.l te7 !ocat!on on the data sheet. 
P:ace cruohed ice a.r01111d the !mp!ngers. 
7. l.4 Leak clieck 1ir.ccedute-After the 

Y>amplmg- trnH: has b€cn assembled, turn on 
and _set iif apul!cab:e) the probe and fi:tcr 
heating sy;temfs) to reach a temperature 
suflklei;t to U\ oid coi;r'.eMation in the probe. 
Allow ;1me for tile :c1T.l'ernture to stabilize. 
Leak cneck the train a: c:1e sampling site by 
plug[;in;::: the nozz~e and pulling a 380 mm 
Hg ( 15 in. H;_;l Yacu·.im. A leakage rate in ex
cess of 4 c; of the a\·ero..:e samplll:"' rate of 
0.0057 m'tml11. (0.02 c!m.), whichel'~r is !ess, 
15 ur1.a::cent:'.'lble. 

The foilow1ng leal~ check instruction for 
the sa:npli1:g trr,in ae~cribed. ln APTD-0576 
and APTD-0581 may be h.;lpf:.r'.. Start the 
pump \'l;ith by-pass vnlve fully ooen and 
coarse adjust valve completely closed. Par
tially open the coarse adjust valve a.nd slow
ly close the by-pass valve untll 380 mm Hg 
(15 in. Hg1 vacmun Is reached. Do not re
verse direction of by-pass \'a.l ve. Tills w!ll 
cause water to back up into tl1e filter holder. 
If 380 mm Hg I 15 In. Hg) Is exceeded, either 
leak check at this higher vacuum or end the 
leak check as described below e.nd start over. 

\'.'hen the leak checl!.: is completed. first 
slowlj" rcmoyc the Dlug from the inlet to the 
probe or filter hol<ter and iminediately tor!'.l 
ofi tl1e v:ccuum pump. This prevents the 
w,1ter ln the lmpinger.s from being iorced 
ba.ckwara Into tlrn :liter hole'er \If placed 
oc!ora t'.1e implnge::s) and si:Ica. gel from 
bcrng entrarncd b&.ekwart\ into the third 
imp:ager. 

Leak check> ch.111 be Co!H:lucted as de
taibed whenever the train is <!13eng::ged, e.g. 
for &ill ca ~ 0 : or i11ter changes durmg ti:c test, 
pnor to e:.:.ch tc~t rt1n. and n.t the cvP..1plet1on 
::.r each tc,;: nu;_ If le'l.ks arc f Ju:1d to be in 
ex(·css or fa~ accep:able rate, the tes: will be 
considered invalid. To reduce !•1st time ctl\c to 
leakage occurren::es, It is recommended tha'G 
leak cllecks be conducted bctw~en port 
changes. 

7.1.5 Pcfft!culale train op;;ratlon--Dur!n; 
the sampling rm1, an isokinctlc sa.mpling 
r8.te within JO ':c. or a.s specified by the Ad· 
mlnLstrator, of true 1sakinet1c shall be me.Jn
tl<l!led. 

For each run, record tt:e dat.a. required on 
the example data sheet shown In Figure 
13A-3 tMethod 13A). Be sure to record the 
inltllll dry gas meter reading. Record the 
dry gas meter readings at the beginning and 
end or eJch samplmg time increrr.eut. when 
changes in flow rates a.re made and when 
sampling is halted. Take other' data. point 
rea~ings at least o!lce at each sample po!nt 
durmg each time increment and additional 
readings when signlflcant cLanges 120c~ 
variation in velocity head readings l ne~cs

sltate additional adjustments In flow rate. Be 
s'.lre to le> cl and zero the manometer. 

Clean the portholes prior to the test run 
to minlmi~e cha.nee of sam?llng deposited 
ma.ter!ai. To begin sampling, remove the 
nozzle c,1p. verify (If applicable) that the 
probe heater ls working and filter heater ls 
up to temperature. and that the pltot tul:'"l 
and probe are properly po>ltloned. Posltlon 
the nozzle at the first tra.,~erse point with 
~he tip pointing directly !nto the gas stream . 
Imrnedln!:ely start the pump and adjust the 
fiow to isokmetic conditions. Nomographs are 
available for san:pling trains using Wpe S 
pttot tubes w1th 0.85-t:0.02 coefficients- (C"), 
acid when sampl!ng ln air or a stack gas with 
equivalent density 1molec·c11:i.r weight, Md, 
equal to 29:!:4), w:1ich aid in the rapid ad
justment ai' the 1soki11et1e sampling rat<!: 
without excessh'e comp\l ta~ions. APTD--0576 
details the procedure for using theEe nomo
graphs. It Co and Mo are outfilde the a.hove 
stated ranges, do not use the nomogra.ph un· 
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less appropria.~e step~ .n e Li.>:e::i to com;;c:1~ 
sne !or the devia.t101:~. 

Wbcn the stacl: is under slgn!.ficant neg
ative pressurE (height o! lmplnger stem), 
ta.r:e care t.o close the coarse adjust val'"'! 
before lnsert!ng the pr0be into the stack to 
a.void water bac':{lng Into the ftlt~r holder. It 
necessary, the pumr nm:: be ti.<!ned on with 
the coarse acijust val»e closed. 

Whe.:i the pro!)e ls in p01.itlon. bloc~ off 
the openings armind 'be probe and porthcle 
to prevent un:op!e~entati\'e <!ilt.1tlon or tt:e 
gas stream. 

Truver.;~ tbe stack croseo sertio:1. a') re
quired by Method I or a.s specified b'' the ·\d· 
mlnlsti-ator, being careful no~ to 1Jm1ip rhe 
probe nozzle ln to the s:ac k walls \\"he 11 

earnpling near t;1e wa;Js or when removing 
or 1nse;tlni:; the p~oi;e thr"t;.g;.., the pcrt
hc!es to 1nir?.hhize chaac~ of extr;icLn;:r dt:-
nosited me.tC!'laL • 
• During the t~~·t run, m.:ke pcr!orEc atlj'.'St· 
ments to keep the probe and (lf app!'cablel 
tilt~r t<mperatures at the'.r prnper v;;ill\es. 
Add lllore h:e and, tr neces•ary, sa!: to the 
Ice be.th, to ma!nt~ln a temp<>r:iture of ?ccs 
than 2a•c (68'F) a.t the !mp!nger. sll!ca. gel 
outlet, to a.1·01d exccscrive mo!•t urc losse<. 
Also, perlo<i!cally che-ck the le\·el and zei-o 
of the ma.noml!ter. 

If tbE.> pressure drcp a.Noss the filt"'r be
comes high enough to make l~oklnetlc sam· 
pllng difficult to malntaln, the filter ma.\· oe 
replaced In the midst o: a sample nm. it h' 
reconunended that 11notl1er com::ilete ftller a$
sembly be used rather than attempt'.ng to 
change the filter itself. Afwr the new "':ter 
or filter assemblv Is lnscalled, conduct a 
leak check. The final emission resul'!:s sha'.l 
be lla..~ed on the summation of all filter 
catches. 

A single train shall be used for the entire 
sample run, except for filter and i;111-,a. gel 
changes. However. If approved by th~ Actm1n
!strator, two or more trains mav be u.<ed tor 
a single test. run when there are two er mme 
ducts or sampling port.•;. The final emlssior_ 
results shall be based on the total of ail 
.sampling train catehes. 

At tbe end of the samp'.e run, turn Off the 
pump, remove the probe and nozzle from 
the stack. and record the finnl dry gRs meter 
reading. Perform a leak check.' Calculate 
percent lsokinetic 1 see cakulat!cn seen on i to 
determine whether another test run ~hou:d 
be ma.de. If there ls Cliffieultv in maintainlll'? 
ISOkinetiC rates <!ue to SOUTCe COndit\OllS, Cun: 
sult With th".! Administrator for po;;s1b!c 
variance on the ls(•klnetic ra~es 

7.2 Sample recovery. Proper cles.1:up pr,,
cedure heglns as soon as the pr!:'b<: ls re
moved from the stack a.t the end of the 
6arnpllng period. 

When the probe can be safe:y hand;ed, 
wipe off all external par'lcu!ate matter near 
the tip of i;,:-.e probe nozzle and pl?.cc a c . :i 
over It to keep from losing part of the sar-1 • 
ple. D·:i not cap off the probe tl;J ti;ht-:· 
while the san1pllng tra:n 1s cooli!:g dowu, 
s.s th!:; w;:mld create a ·,-~_cuum in the f.'.t<>.
holder\ tbus dra:•;,·in6 v.,rater fr,)m tl1e :.n1-
plngers Into the filter. 

:Sef0rc rno•;t::~ the Ea.mple ualn to tl'. 0 

cleanup sl~e. remo·;e the pr0be iron: t'.:c 
s!'..mp:e train, wipe o!f ~he s1llconc grea;.,,_ 
a.ud cap the open out.let of the pro'.:!e. Ile 
care:u1 not to lose any condEIHate, ii orP. r 
ent. \Vipc off the siliccne ~Tt:-ase ir~~l:i t!1e 
f.lter i1!l~t where tl1'' probfl wr.s fa.i::c11t<l 
and Cd.l:J it. Remove ihe unibJ.lical ccrd ~~-GOT'. 

the last i::.1j,.>l!'°•ger and ca:;:. n·.e it:lpi'.1t,~r. ;,~:. r 
wiping c,ff the s:llcoi:e gre::.sc, c..1p C'.'. ::,t 
fih,er hoider outlet a?:Jd tmptnger :i::c:. 

'With accepta.b111ty o! the test ~un to be 
bw;ed on t!le sanie criterion as 1n 7 .1.4. 

Gr .... ~·_rn::l ~!~1::::: stopper.:;, pL~: ~~<~ c.:t. .. ")5. rr ?c . .i:.~ 

cao:, m~ .. :: l)~ 1:secl to clo::;e tht:::-.:.e 0!1C;1n::~"" 
Tr~n:f:.,r the ,rcbc and fi1t~r ... 1n:p1n;u:· _:~.' -

sern:,ly- to ~te cleanup area. 7l"ti~ ar~a ;!h:,·..::; 
·JJ? c~c.(;,r1 n.:-:iu protcctect :rorn the w:a C: .~ "l : 

th~ cl:a:H~e5 z_tf contR.n:.i•1a.llnz:_ or lcs!~::;,, u·::..: 
s::i~n~nJe \\'lll be rn1nimizf:d. 

hispcct ~he tra:n prior to ar.ct duri•o :z ch • 
e.s~cn)bl~· arid not.e any abnor:nal condtt~on"'I. 
Usu:g a grt1dl1ated c;.li"!1der, rnea~ure a1~Ci r~

ccrd tl:e <'Cl'-lme of the w;,ler ill the fir.·c 
three ll':lr.tn\;!er~. to t}:e nenresl tul: ?.l: •. \· C'>1'!
dPn~a.te i11 i"11e prvbe sl;J:-uld oe in:::·~1~;··u 11! 

th~s ctete~·r~unation. T::cat the su.~;.1,tJi~.s a.z 
fO!lO\l.S: 

7.2.l contai::-.e:: No. l. Transrer the 111"'.· 
pmger w.i:er from the graduated cy:inder 
t~ tl1is co:-.tamer. Add "he filter t<:> th;s 
container. Was11 au sample expoEed s1.:r
fn.~e~. lnc1t1d1ng the probe tip. prone. first 
three lmp1:1gers. l:np!nger conr.ectors. fi'.~cr 
hoJdcr, and graduated cylinder thoroughly 
with Clis:Hled wat.er. Wash ea.ch oompone:n 
t:n~ee ~eparnt-e times v;1th water and etc~'" 
the pr:.Jbe n'id nozzle wtth brushes. A max
imum W<lSh of 500 ml ls used, arid t!'le wash
l:i.ns are addPd to the sa.mple container 
V:.1~1ch :nust be made of po!;•ethylene 

7.2,2 C.onta!ner No. 2. Trnnsfer the s!Hca 
gee from t:1e fourth lmplnger to tllts con
tainer anc: seal. 

7.3 Analys;..;. Treat the con:ents of each 
s::inp:e cu:nair.er as deiiCt!bed below. 

7.3.l Conta1:'.lcr No. 1. 
1.3 l.l Filter ~his oontalner's contents. !n

eh,dln,;: t.hP W!iatmn.n :-Jo I fil:er, t:'1rongh 
Wht>tn'lan :Ko. 541 filter paper. or eqi.:.:valent 
l::'it·' R l C>OO ml bcal<.~r. :N°OTE: If filtrat~ vol
u~rc exceo('.d5 fH1fJ ml nut:.i:.e fi1trare basic: v.ntll 
N'aOH to p'1enc>phtha1ein and evaporao:<! to 
le;~ th~i~ 900 ml. 

7.3 1.2 Place the V'.'ha:W.an No. 541 n:ter 
c~,nra!:ling eie lnsoluble matte; (i:1cl:.:dt!·g 
t'«c W'rn'. mBn ::"!o. 1 filter) L"l a. r.lckel cru
r::::~~. 1fi~~ ::i. fe 1

.\' rr:l of "";·ater n~1d tn;t1.::e:rate 
t!1c r1::-r v·1:h P~ g~ri5S r;)d. 

Add J(JI, m; Cao to the cr:icib!e ar.d m'.x 
t'1P. conte::its tho~oughly to fcrm a. slurry. Add 
a co:ipie of drop; of phenolphthalein indl
ca:.or. Tne md!ca:.-0r wlll turn red in a ha.;;!c 
medic1m. The slurry should remain basic 
during the evaporation of the water or 
ft·.Jcnde 1on w!ll be lost. If the Indicator 
t;.ircs colorless during the evapol'ation, an 
acidic co!1dltlon ls !ndlcated. If th;s ha.ppeo.s 
acct C30 until ;he color turns red a.gain. 

Place the crnclble 1n a. hood under ln
:rnreu !a.mps or on a. hot plate at low heat. 
E\ apc:>ra.·~e the water completely. 

A! ter evapcra.tion of the w.'iter. place the 
c:·nc!blE.> on a hot p:a.te under a l:lood ar.d 
slowlr increase the teinperature untll the 
;Jlt~~:- Vhars. I~ inay take several hours :for 
co!nplete charring of the filter to oceur. 

Pl:i.ce the cructble in a cold muffle furnace 
ancl g;adually (to provent srnol{li:g) Increase 
the temperBoture to soo·c. and maintain un:!l 
:r.e contents are reduced to an !\Sh. Remove 
·he crucible from the furnace a.1~d allow Jt to 
ccr,J 

7 3.l.3 Add npproxlma.~ly 4 g of crushed 
~aOH to the crucible a.nd mix. Return the 
('l'ltcible to the mu!lle furnace, and fuse the 
samp:e for 10 minutes a.t 600'C. 

Rci:r..oYe the samp:e from the furnace and 
coal to il.Il1.blent tem;>erature. Uslr.g severa.l 
rhsi11gs of warm dlstmed WMer transfer 
the content..;; cf the cruclble to the beal:er 
::):1:«.imng the fil:rate from container No, 
1 11.3.l). To assure complete sample re
llloYaL ~lrcse fl.nally '"'lth two 20 ml portions 
of 25 pe?"cent (V·Vl .'!Ulfurlc acid and care-

sdd to che beRlter. Mix wen and trans• 
rer a or.c-llter volumetric flas'r:. Dilute 
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:o vobme w:th d!.;tllled "'"'ter and mlx 
tho~ougbly. Allow a!'ly undissolved solids to 
settle~ 

7 3 2 Cont:i.lner No. 2. Wei"h the s:>ent 
sll~ca !!£>1 and ~eport !;o the n£>ar~st 0.5 g. • 

7 .3 3 Adjustment of a.ctd/warer ratlo In 
d.lst'.l!ation ftask-!Utlllze e. protective shield 
when ca.rr:rtnir, out ~his procedure). Place 400 
ml of d:stllled water in tl1e dtitllllng fl.ask. 
a:-:d add 2GO :nl of o:incentrate:I H.SO,. Cau
tion: Observe standard precautions when 
ml~ing the H,SO, by slow!~ adding the acld 
to the f!il-Sk wlth constant swirl!::ig. Add some 
<?ft gla.ss beads and S<Jvcra.l sm:.ll pieces of 
b~oI;en glass tubing and asseml1le the ap
pa!n tus as s!mwn Jn :f'lgure 13!\.-2. Heat the 
flcsk untll it re:i.ches a ternpera.ture of 175'C 
to ?.dJU3t the ac!d/water ratlo for subsequent 
dL'"iliations. Di.sea.rd t!'le distillate. 

7.3.'lo D!~tl!latlon-Cool tre ro!ltcnts of 
the d,~':lllatlon flask to below Bo C.· P!pet~e 
an allquo~ or sample conta!nlnJ less 
t:lan 0 6 mg F diractly Into the dist!'.l!ni: 
tla3k ;i:id add dlstllled water to make a total 
vclume of 220 ml added to the dlstll!ing 
flask. [For aet es~imate of wha: size aliquot 
doe~ not e:occeed 0.6 mg F', select an aLquot 
cf the solution a?ld treat as dcc.c:-ibed In 
Section ';.3.6. This wlll gl\·e an approx'.ma
t:on of the fluoride content, but only an ap
prm;imatlon since lnterferl::-ig Ions have not 
been remo~·ed by the distmauon step.] 

Place a 250 ml volumetric flask at the con
denser exlt. Now begin distlllailon and 
gradually 1ncrea.se the heat and collect all the 
dls:illate up to 175'0. Caution: Heating the 
solution above 175'C will cause sulfuric e.cld 
to distill over. 

The acid In the dl.stlll1ng fta.sk ca.n be 
used untll there Is carryover of interferences 
or poor :tl.uoride recovery. An occaslone.J 
check or fiuor1de reco'\'ery with standard 
solutions ls advised. The acid should 
be changed whene\·er there is less than 90 
percent recovery or blank values are higher 
than 0.1 11g!ml. 

7.3.5 Determination of concentratlon
BrJng the distillate In the 250 ml volumetric 
1'13.sk to the mark wtth dlstllled water and 
mix thoroughly. Pipette a. 25 ml allquot from 
the distillate. Add an equal volume of TISAB 
and mLic The sample should be at tl:Je 
same temperature as the callbratlon stand
ards when measurements are ma.de. I! 
ambient lab temperature fiuctue.tes more 
than ± 2 ·c from the tempera tu re at which 
the ce.llbratlon standards were measured, 
condltlon se.rr:ples and standards in a con
stant temperature bath measurement. Stir 
the snm!)Ie w!th a. magnetic stirrer during 
zneasurernent to minimize electrode response 
time. It the stirrer generates enough heat to 
'change solution temperature, place a piece 
of !nsula.t1ng material such as cork 
between the stirrer and the beaker. Dilute 
samples (be:ow 10-• M ftuorlde Jon content) 
should be held in polyethylene or poly
propylene beakers durlng measurement. 

Insert the fluoride and re~erence electrodes 
1nto the solution. When a steady ml!lLvolt 
rea.dln5 Is obtained, record It. This may take 
several minutes. Determlne concentration 
from the calibration curve. Between elec
trode measurements, soak the fiuorlele sens
ing; electrode in dlstllled water !or 30 .seconds 
and then remove and blot dry. 

B. Calibration. 
Ma.lnta.!n a. laboratory log of a.U· 

calibrations. 
8.1 Sa.mpllng Train. 
B.1.1 Probe nozzle-Csing a micrometer, 

measure the !nude diameter or the nozzle 
to the nearest 0.025 mm (0.001 In.). Make 
3 sepa.,,.ate rnee.surements us!ng different 
dl!>rneters each time l\nd obta.tn the ave-rage 

of i:he measurements. The difference between 
the h!!(h and low numbers she.11 not exceed 
C.1 mm CO.OD± In.). 

When nozzles beccme nicked, dented, or 
'co~roded, the;; shall be reshaped, s3a.rpened, 
and reca.llbrnted before use. 

E:i.ch nozzle :;hall be permanently and 
uniquely identified. . 

B.1.2 P1~-0t tu:.ie-The pltot tube shall be 
calibrated r.ccordlng to the procedure out-
1:1:ed In :>.1ethod 2. 

B.1.3 Dry gas meter and orifice meter. 
Botl1 meters shall be calibrated according to 
the procedure oc;tll:1ed in APTD-0576. When 
dlaphra.gtn pumps With oy-pass va.ives are 
used, check for proper metering system 
deslgn b:i· calibrating the dry gas meter at an 
a.ddltlona.1 fiow rate o~ 0.0057 m'/mln. (0.2 
cfm) wtth the by-pass valve fully opened 
and then with It fully closed. If there ls 
more than :t2 percent difference In flow 
rates when compared to the fully closed posi
tion of the by-;Jass valve, the system ls not 
designed properly and must be corrected. 

B.L4 Probe heater calib:Mlon-The probe 
hea.':lng system shall be callbra.ted acCOl"rllng 
to the procedi.1re contained In APTD-0576 
Probe,; constructed according to APTD-0581 
;1eed not be calibrated l! t!le cal!bra~lon 
cnrve;; !n APTD-0576 :>.~ UlSCd. 

8.1.5 Tem,ierature gauges-Calibrate dial 
and liquid filled bulb thermometers a.galr.st 
mercury-ln-f;!la~s thermometers. Thermo
couples need not be calibrated. For other 
devlces, check with the Administrator. 

IJ.2 Analytical Apparatu~. 
8.2.1 Flnoride Electrode-Prepare fiuorlde 

stttndardlztng solutions by serial dilution of 
the CU M :fluoride sta.nd11.rd solution. Pipette 
10 ml of o.l :11Na.F1ntQ a. 100 ml volumetrlc 
flask and rnat:e up to the mark with dist!lled 
wa:er for a 10·' M standard solution. U!le 10 
ml of 10-1 M solnt!on to make a lO-'· 1\1 so!U· 
tlon ln the same manner. Repeat for 10-i and 
10-' M solutions. 

Pipette 50 rnt or each ·standard Into a sep
arate beAker. Add 50 ml o!' T!SAB to each 
beaker. Place the electrode In the most dilute 
i;.t.andard solution. When a steady rnllli'.'Olt 
reading I~ obtained, plot the value on the 
ltnear a.xis of 5em!-log gTs.ph paper versus 
concentration on the Jog axls. Plot the 
nominal vah1e for concentration o! the 
standard on the lag axis, e.g .• when 50 ml or 
10-' M standard Is diluted with 50 ml TISAB, 
the concentration ls stlll des!gm1ted "10-' M". 

Between measuren1entq soak the fluoride 
sensing electrode in cl!st!l!ed water for 30 
seeoncs, and the'l remove and blot dry. 
Ar.l:llyze t':le ~t:mdards going from dHute to 
concentrated standards. A straight-line call
brat!on curve wm be obtained, v.'1th nominal 
concentrations o! io-•, 10"'. 10·•. 10·'. io-1 

fluoride molarity on the log axis plotted 
''ersus electrode potential {In millivolts) on 
t.he linear scale. 

Ca'ibrate tbe fiuorlde electrode dally, and 
check It hourly. Prepare fresh fiuorlde stand
arc'lzlng mluttons dally of 10-• M or less. 
Store fluoride standardizing solutions In 
polyethy!ene or polypropylene containers. 
(Note: CP.rtaln specific ion meters have been 
designed Fpeclf:.cally tor fiuo:-!de electrode 
use and give a d!rer:t readout of fluoride ton 
concentrat!on. These meters mi'\y be used In 
'.ieu or cal!bration curves for fluorlde meas
urements over narrow concentration ranges. 
Callhrate the meter according to manufac
turer's In >tructlons.) 

9. Co.lei ~laticms. 
Carry out calculations, retaining at Jea;;t 

one extra. decimal figure beyond that of the 
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'acquired data. Round off figures after final 
calculation. 

9.1 ~omenclature. 
An=Crcss sectional area. of nozzle. m' (ft"). 
A1=Allquot of tot:i.1 sample added to Stille 

ml. 
Bu=Water vapor !n the gas stream, propor

tion b\• volume. 
C.=Con~entracion of ftuor!de !n stack gas. 

mg.Im', corrected to standard conditions 
of 20• C, 760 mm Hg (68' F, 29.92 In. Hg) 
on drv bagls. 

F1=Total weight of fluoride ln sample, mg. 
I= Percent of lrnkinet:c sampling. 
M =Concentration of ftuoride from caltbra

tlon curve, molar:ty. 
mn=Total amount or partlculo.te matter 

collected, mg. 
llf..,=Molecular we!ght of water, 18 gig-mole 

(18 lb/lb-mole). 
m.,.,,,Mass of residue or acetone after evap

oration, mg. 
p,,,,=Barometrlc pressure at the sampling 

site. mm Hg (In. Hg). 
p, =Absolute stack gas pressure, mm Hg (1n. 
. Hg). 
P.·o=Sta.ndard absolute pressure, 760 mm 

Hg (29.92 in. Hg). 
R=Ideal gas constant. 0.06236 mm Hg-m•/ 

•K-g-rnole 12183 i:l. Hg-ft'/'R-lb-:nole). 
Tm =Absolute average dry gas meter tern· 

perature (see fig. 13A-3J, 'K ('R). 
T,=Absolute average stack gas temperature 

(see fig. 13A-3L 'K ("R). 
Tota=Standard absolute temperature, 293' 

K (528' R). 
Vo=Volume of acetone blank, ml. 
V • .,. =Volume of acetone used in wash, ml. 
V•= Volume of distillate collected, ml. 
v1,=Total volume of liquid collected tn tm-

plngers and s11lc!\ gel. ml. Volume of water 
In slllca gel equals s111ca gel weight ln
creMe In grams tlmes 1 ml/g,am. Volume 
of liquid collected ln lmplnger equals final 
volume minus Initial volume. 

Vm=Volume or gas sample as measured by 
dry gas meter, dcm (def). 

v, .. ,.,.,=Volume of gas sample measured by 
the d.ry gas meter corrected to standard 
condltlons, dscm (dscf). 

v., .. ro,=Volume of water vapor tn the ga.; 
sample corrected to standard oondltlons, 
scm (scf). 

V, =Total volume of sample, ml. 
'lh=Stack gas velocity, calculated by Method 

2, Equation 2-7 using data. obtained from 
Method 5, m/sec (ft/sec). 

Wa=\Velght of residue In acetone wash, mg. 
L'!.H=Avera.gc pressu:-e dlfierer.tia.l across the 

orlftce (see fig. 13A-3). meter. mm H,O 
_(In. H,Ol. 

p.=Denstty or°A.cetone. mg/ml (see label on 
bo':tle). 

Pu =Density or water, 1 g/ml (0.00220 lb/ 
ml). 

e =Total sampl!ng time, rnln. 
13.6=Spccific ;;ra·dty of mercury. 
60 =Sec/min. 
100 ::-: cmworsl011 to pe:-::ent. 

9.2 Ave~age dry gas meter temperature 
and avernge orifice pressure drop. See data 
sheet (Ftgme 13A-3 of Jl.!et'.:"lod 13A l. 

9.3 Dry gr.s voiume. Use Section 9.3 of 
Method 13A. 

9.1 Volume of Water Vapor. I:se Section 
9.4 of ~ie~hod 13A. 

9.5 Mois~ure Co:1tent. Vse SE>ct!on 9.5 of 
:Method 13A. 

9 6 Concentration 
9.6.1 Calculate the amount of fluoride le 

the sample e.ccor~r:g to equatlcn l3B··I. 

wl:ere: 

ll ! 
F -K-tV,) (,U) 

A1 

H. c~ 19 mg. 1 11::1. 
9.6.2 Concen:rn.tio11 of fluortde !n stack 

gas. U>c Sed!on !l.6.2 of Mcthc1d 1~.<\. 
D.7 Isoki~1eflc YErin~ion. t:se Sect~o!1 l1.7 

of ).!cthod l 3A. 
9.8 Accepta::Jle re~ults. Use Sectl':ln '1.8 of 

).lechoct 13A. 
l 0. Refcrencn. 
BeLtck, ErviCJ, "Slmpllfled Fluoride Dist\l -

lat!on '.\!ethod," Journal of the American 
IVat<Jr Works As.•ociatlon .::50: 530-6 (1D58). 

:\11).CLeod, Kathr:cn E. and Howard L. Ctlst, 
"CDmnar'.so~1 o~ :11e SPADNS-Zirccn'.um 
L:>.ke -and Sncclfic Ion Electrode Methods of 
Fluon<ie Determination ln Stack Emlss!on 
Samples." Anal;jtieill Chrniittry 45 1272-1273 
(1973). 

Mart!n. Robert~; ... constructlon Deta'.ls of 
Isoklnetic Source Sampling Equipment ... 
Environmental P:otection Agency. Air Pol
lution Contro! Ofice Publication No. APTD-
0581 

1973 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, P~n: 
23. Des!gnation: D 1179-72. 

Porn, Jerom(; J., ").laintenance, ca:'bration. 
and Operatcon of Iso'.<lnet!c Source S:implir.g 
Equipment," Envircnmc!!t:il Protectlcn 
A<renc\", Air Pollu'.:lo!J Control Office Puhllca
tlon x·a. APTD -0576. 

Standard Methods /<:ff the EraminalioT! of 
\\tater a>•d Waste Water, publL;hed jo!ntly by 
American Public Healt!l Assoclatlo:i, Amer 1.

can WatN Works Association and Water Po!
lution Control Federation. 13th Edition 
( 1971). 
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Reference 11.lethOd 138 is amended 
as follows: 

(a) In the third line of secUon 3, the 
phrase "3001o1g/Hter" is corrected to read 
"300 mg/liter". 

Cb> Section 5.1.5 is revised to read 1:13 

follows: 
5.I.5 Ftltel' holder-II! located between the 

probe 11.nd nrst tmplngar, ooro~IUcate gls.sa 
With e. 20 mesh stainless. steel screen f'.:ter 
support and a slllcooe rubber go.sket: neither 
e. glass t'rlt filter support nor a sintered metal 
filter support ma.y- be used tr the tlltar Is In 
!ront ot the !mp!ngeni. U located betw~n 
the tblrd and !ourt!:I lmpingers, boros!Uca~ 
glass with a. gl::i.ss !rlt filter support and a 
.slllcone rubber gasket. Other materlal.£1 or 
construction roe.;· be used \\.-t~b a.ppro,·al from 
the Adm!ll.lst.-ator, e.g., I! probe litler Ls st3l11-
less steel, then filter holder may be stainless 
steel. The holder design sh&ll provide a posi
tive seal aga.lll3t leakag$ from tha outalda ot' 
around the filter. 

(c) Section 7.1.3 Is amended by revls· 
Ing the first; two sentences of the sixth 
paragraph to read as follows: 

7.1.3 Preparation or collection train. • • • 
Asaemble the train a..s shown ln Fl;::ure 

1311.-1 (Method 13A) with the filter between 
the third a.nd fourth tmp:ngers. Altema.
tlvely, the fitter m::ay be pla.ced between the 
probe the first lmplnger If 11 :JO mesh stain
less steel screen ls used for the filter sup
port. • • • 

• • • 
(d) In section 7.3.4, the reference In 

the first paragraph to "section 7.3.6" is 
corrected to read "section '1.3.5". 
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METHOD 14 

Determination Of Fluoride Emissions From Potroom Roof 

Monitors Of Primary Aluminum Plants 

L Principle and applicabl!ity. 
1.1 Principle. Gaseous and particulate 

ftuorlde roof monitor emissions are drawn 
.Into a permanent sampling manifold through 
several large nozzles. The sample is trans
po~ted from the sampllng m:mlfold to ground 
level through a duct. The gas ln the duct Is 
sampled \\Sing Method 13A or 13B-DETER
MINATION OF TOTAL FLUORIDE EMIS
SIONS FRO'l.I STATIONARY SOURCES. Ef
fluent n:loclty and Yolumetr!c ft.ow rate are 
determined with anemomet€rs permanently 
located lu the roof monitor. 

1.2 Applicability. This method is applica
ble tor the determination of fluoride emis
sions from stationary source;, only when 
speclfied by the test procedures for deter
mining compl!ance 'V:lth new .source perform-
ance standards. · 

2. Apparatus. 
2.1 Velocity 11ieasurem.e:nt a.iYpar(,_tus, 
2.11 Anemometers. Vane or propeller 

anemometers with a velocity measuring 
threshold as low as 15 meters/minute and a 
range up to at least 600 rneters;ntlnute. Eaeh 
anemometer shall ge!'.era te an electrical sig
nal which can be ca.Ubrated to the velocltv 
n::ea.sured by the anemometer. Anemometers 
shall be able to withstand dusty and corro
sive atmoapheres. 

One anemometer shall be Installed for 
every 85 meters of roof monitor length. If 
the roof monitor length divided by 85 meters 
is 11ot a whole number, round the Iractlon 
to the nearest whole number to determine 
the number o~ anemometers needed. Use one 
anemometer tor any roof monitor less than 
85 meters long. Permanently mount the 
anemometers at the center ot each equal 
length along the roof monitor. One anemom
eter shall be 1nsta.lled in the same section 
of the roo! monitor that contains the sam
pling manlrol<l (see section 2.2.1). :i.:ake a 
velocity traverse cf the width of the roof 
monitor where a,n anemometer Is to be placed. 
This traverse ma.y be me.de With any suit
able Jow velaclty measurlllg device. and shall 
be made during D.Ormal process operating 
conditions. Install the anemometer at a point 
of average velocity along thls traverse. 

2.1.2 Recorders. Recorders equipped wlth 
signa.1 transducers for converting the electrl· 
cal s1gr.a.l from each anemometer to a con
tinuous recording of air t!ow velocity, or to 
an integrated measure of volumetric fiow, 
For the purpose of recording velocity, "con
tinuous" shall mean one readout per 15-
mlnute or shorter time interval. A constant 
amount of time shau elapse between read
ings. Volumetric flow rate may be determined 1 

by e.n electrical count of anemometer revo
lutions. The recorders or counters shall per
mit identlfice.tlon of tlle vel'oclt!es r,r !low 
rate measured by each ·tnd1Y1dual anemom
eter. 

2.2 Roof monitor air samplln!!' svs~em. 
2 2.1 Samplin.g ductwork. The' ma.11lfold 

"Y'tem and connecting duct shall be per
manently !nst'illed to draw an air i;a.rnple 
fro::r. the roof _monitor to g:ound level. A 

"typlCitl installation Of duc.t for drav.·ing a, 
oa.mp:e frcm a roof monitor to ground le.,..el 
is shown In P!gu::-e 14-1. A plan of a. manl
f :Id s;:ste1n that Is located ln a ron~ monlt~·r· 
Is shown in Fi;;ure 14-2. These drawings :rcp
reoent a typical lnstal!,ttion for a generalized 
roof mo::ilt-or. The dimensions on these fig
ures may be a:tered sligh:ly to ma.ke the 
!l1?.lllfo:d system flt Into a particular roof 
rnonit:ir, but t:-ie genera.I conflgt;ratlon shall 
be fc :1cwed. There shall be elg':n nozzles. each 
J:-.<n:r:g a dlameter of o.~O to 0.50 tncters. The 
Jenph of the manifold system fr::im t>;,e first 
1;ozzle to the el!;hth '.!;hall be 35 meters or 
.elgh' percent of the '.e!'lgth of the mo: nvml
tor. whichever is grea7er. The duct le:i.dlng 
f~::!m the roc;f monl~or manifold shall be 
round with a.'diameter <:>f 0.30 to 0.40 meters. 
As shown l!:1 Figure 14-2, each of the sumple 
Jezs ot tr..e me.n!fold shall h•we a device, s~1c:n 
:i.s a b:a>t gate :)r val\·e, to enable ad!ustment 
of ftnw Into ea.ch samp:e nozzle. 

L0eate tt.e manltold alonll' the length of 
the rcof mc11tt0r s:.i th::\t It lies r.ear the 
:u!j;;e~ti·On cf t''.lc r:>c~ >nor.ltor. If tl1e c<es!;;n 
oi a pa.rtlcu!ar rc;if moni~or makes t!J!s 'm
p<:;;E:i::iJe, t:1e .r..cn:rold m:iy he Joc:i.ted else
v;hce alor:g the roof mon:tor, but aYreld 
~oc&tt::g tl 1e ma~t~;::ld :-"~ea.r ti:"'~ er:ds rf ~l~e 
r-:-of mon!tor or tn u eec~ion wher~ tt.e 
aJ1.1minum reduction ;i'.'.lt. s"ranr;eme1n Is not 
.tymc-,1 of tt:e re•t o! the p<1t:oom. Center :he 
st:tmo~e nozz1es in. t-he thr .. 1a.t o!' :he r.::;of 
mor;11,or. t See Pisrnre 14-1.} Constru~t all 
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is.imr:e-exposed surfaces within the nozzies, 
ma:·itold and samp:e dtlct of 316 stainless 
steel. Aluminum may be uoed If a new duct
W<'rk system l!i cN1dtt!oned with ftuor!de
ladrn roo! monitor air for a period or ,cix 
\·:eek'> prior t ~ l::! ti al testing. ot:cie: ms.ter!al;; 
c! ·:J1:structi:m mav be used if It is demon
~t:atcd t:·.1.rough cOn.1;;:irative testing th:i: 
t!':ere I• no loss of th:nldes b the sy5tem. All 
CO'."lnections in the dt:ctwork shall be leak 
free. 

Locate two sample ports ln a vertical sec
tion of the duct between the roof monitor 
!i.!d exhaust fan. The sample ports shall be at 
least 10 duct diameters downstream and 
two d!amete;·s upstream from any !low dl.s
turbance such as a bend or contraction. The 
two sa.mplc pert> shall be situated 90' apart. 
one of the sample ports shall be situated so 
that the duct can be trn.versed In the plane 
ot the nearest upstream duct bend. 

2.2.2 Exhai.st fan. An Industrial fan or 
blower to be attached t~ the sample duct 
at ground level. (See Figure 14-L) This ex
hat:st fan shall have a maximum capacity 
such that a large enough vo!ume or air can 
be pulled through the ductwork to maln
t~ln an isoklne~!c samp!l11g rate In all the 
~ample nozz.Jes for all flow rates normally en
cou:i.tered in the roof momtcr. 

The exhaust fan volumetric ftow rate shall 
be adjustable so that the roof monitor air 
can be dre.wn ls::iklnetically into the s:i.mple 
nozzles. This control of flow may be achieved 
by a damper on the inlet to the exhauster or 
by any other workable method. 

2.3 Temperature measurement a.ppara.tus. 
2.3.1 The'l'mocou.p1e. Installed ln the roof 

monitor near the sample duct. 
:2.3.2 Signa! transdJJ.cer. T:-ansducer to 

change the thermocouple voltage output to 
a temper[!.ture readout. 

2.3.3 Thermocouple wire. To res.ch from 
roof monitor to signal transducer and · 
recorder. 

:l.3.4 Sampling train. Use the tra.!n de• · 
scribed In ~iethods 13A and 13B-Determ1· 
nation of tots.I fluoride ern1sslons from sta· 
tlonary sources. 

3. Reagents. 
3.1 Sampling and analysis. Use reagents 

c!cscrlbed In '.\fethod 13A or 13B-Determl
naUon of total fluoride emissions !rom sta.
tio n a.ry sources. 

4. Calibration. 
4.1 Propeller a.nemometer. Calibrate the 

anemometers so that their electrical signal 
outnut corresponds to the veloclty or volu
metric flow they a.re measuring. Calibrate 
a.cc::.rding to mrmufacture:r's ln5tructlor..s. 

4.2 ,-.,fc.ni/old intake noz;,les. AC:just the ex
l~aust fan to draw a vclumctr!c fl.ow rat& 
1rc::er to Equation 14-lJ such that the en
t,-ance velocity into each manifold nozzle 
a;:;pr;nlmates the a·;erage e::!uent velocity In 
t:-ic roof monitor. 11.Ieasure the velocity o! the 
a!r enter'.ng ea"h noz:-le by 1r.sert!ng an S 
t;;;e plt.ot tube Into a. 2 5 cm or less diameter 
h'.11c (s,,;e F1gure 14-2) located 1n the manl
!'old between each blast gate {or valve) and 
n:>z::"'.le. The pltot tube tip shall be extended 
lrc~O the center o! the manifold. Take care 
t'.'.J Insure that ther\!! Is no leal~age around the 
pitot probe which could affect the !ndlcated 
,·e1oc1ty In tbe msnlfold leg. It the velocity 
o~ ?.Ir b(!lug drown into ea.ch nozzle is not 
the same, open or cl08e ee.cb. l:)lMt gate (or 
va.lve) until the velocity in each nozzle l.s the 
sa.me. Fasten ea.ch bl a.st gs.-ce (or valve) so 
tlla.t It will remain 111 tl:J.lS position and close 
t.lle pltot port holes. Th.ts calibration shall be 
performed when the manifold system 18 in· 
st&lled. (Note: It Is recommended that thts 
ca.llbrs.tlon be repeated. at lea.st once a yea.r.) 

5. P1'oced.1tl'e. 

5.1 Roof monitor vel.Oeity determination. 
5.1.1 Velocity value for setting isokinetic 

fl.ow. During the 24 hours preceding a test 
run, determine the velocity indicated by the 
propeller anemometer In the section of roof 
monitor contalDJng the sampllng manifold. 
Velocity readings shall be taken every 15 
minutes or at shorter equal time Intervals. 
Calculate the average velocity tor the 24-hour 

·period. 
5.1.2 Velocity determination d:u.ring a test 

run. Durlng the actual test run, record the 
velocity or volume readings of ea.ch propeller 
anemometer in the roof monitor. Velocity 
readings sha.11 be taken ror ea.ch anemometer 
every 15 minutes or a.t shorter equal time 
tnterva.ls (or continuously). 

5.2 Temperature recording. Record the 
temperature of the roof monitor every two 
hours during the test run. 

5.3 Sampling. 
5.3.1 Prelimina1'1J air fi01D in duct. During 

the 24 hours preceding the test, turn on the 
exhaust fan and draw roof monitor air 
through the manifold duct to condition the 
ductwork. Adjust the fan to draw a. volu
metric flow through the duct such that the 
velocity or gas entering the manifold nozzles 
approximates the average velocity of the e.lr 
leaving the roof monitor. 

5.3.2 lsokinetic sa.mpkl rate adjustment. 
Adjust the fa.n so that the volumetric flow 
rate in the duct Is such that air enters Into 
the manlfold sample nozzles at a. velocity 
equal to the 24-hour average velocity deter· 
mined under IU.l. Equatlon 14-l gtves the 
correct stream velocity which is needed In the 
duct at the sa.mpl-9 ports in order for sample 
gas to be drawn !soktnetically into tbe mani
fold noz<iles. Perform a. p1tot tra.verse of the 
duct at the sample ports to determine 1t the 
correct average velocity in the duct has been 
achieved. Perform the pltot determination 
a.ccordlng to Method 2. Make this determina
tion before the start of a. test run. The fan 
setting need not be changed during the run. 

V 8 (Dn)' 1 m1nute 
•= (D•)" <V.,.) 60sec Eq. l4-l 

where: 
V.i=desired velocity tn duct a.t sample 

ports, meter/sec. 
Dn=dlameter of e. root monitor manifold 

nozzle, meters. 
Dr=diameter of duct at sample port, 

meters. 
Vm=average velocity o! the air stream In 

the roof monitor, meters/minute, as 
determined under sectlon 5.1.1. 

5.3.3 Sample train opera.tton. Sample the 
-duct using the standard fluoride train and 
methods described in Methods l3A and 13B
Determ1na.tion ot total 11uor1de elll.lsslons 
from stationary sources. Select sample tr.a.v
erse points according to Method 1. If a. se
lected sa.mpllng pol.D.t is less than one inch 
from the st.a.ck wall, adjust the loca..t1on of 
that point to one 1neh a.way from the wall. 

&.3.4 Each test run sliali la.st eight h.ours 
()'t' m.O'l"e. If a question exists concerning the 
representativeness o! a.n eight-hour test. a 
longer test period up to 24 holll's may be se
lected. Conduct each run during a perlod 
when all normal operations are performed 
underneath the sampling man.I.fold, 1.e. ta.p
ping, anode changes, matntell&llce, a.nd other 
normal duties. All pots In the potroom shall 
be operated in a. normal manner durlng tbe 
teat period. 

S.3.5 Sample recovery. Same as Method 
13A or 13B-Determlna.t1on of total fluoride 
el'.ll.lsa!ons from stationary sources. 

6.4 Analysts. Sa.me as Method l3A or 13B
Determ.l.na.t!on of total fl.uorlde eml.liS!ona 
from st_at1ona.ry sources. 
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6. Calculations. 
6.1 lsokinet!c sampling test. Calculate the 

mean veloc1ty measured during ea.ch sa.m
pllng run by the anemometer tn the section 
of the roof monitor contaJn!ng the samplUl.g 
:manifold. Ir tile mean velocity recorded dur
ing a partkul11.r test run does not fall wtthtn 
::!::20 percent of the mean veloctty established 
accordlng to 5.3.2, repeat the run. 

6.2 Average velocity of roof monitor gases 
Cplcula.te the average roof monitor veioctts 
u~tng all the velocity or volumetric tlow read. 
ings from section 5.1.2. 

6.3 Root monitOT temperature. Calculate 
the mean value of the temperatures recorded 
in section 5.2. 

6.4 Concentration of fluorides in roof moni
tor air in mg F /m:>. This is given by Equation 

· 13A-5 1n :Metboo 13A-Deterrn!ne.tion of 
tote.I fluoride emtssloll.S from sta.tlonary 
sources. 

6.5 Average voJumet:ric fl.ow from roof Is 
given by Eque.tton 14-2. 

Vmt (A) (Md) Pm (294.}C) 
Qm=(Tm + 273'J(760mroH:gj Eq. l4--2 

where; 
Q .. =average volumetric fiow from roof 

monitor at sta.nda.rd conditions on 
o. dry basls, m'imin. 

A= roof monitor open area. mt. 
V "''""average velocity of a.Ir In the root 

monitor, meters/minute, from sec
tion 6.2. 

Pm=atmospherlc pressure. mm Hg. 
r .. ~roof monitor temperature, ·c, from 

section 6 .3. 
M.1 = l:IlOle fra.ct!on of dry gas, which is 

100-100 (B,.,) 
given by llf•=---wo--·-· 

B .. o=ts the proportion by volume of water 
vapor Ill the gas stream, from 
Equation 13A-3, Method 13A-De· 
termination of total fiuoride ernl.s
slon.s from stationary sources. 

[36 FR 24877, Dec. 23, 1971, a.s a.mended at 
38 FR 13562, :May 23, 1973; 39 FR 9319, 
Mar. 8, 1974; :39 FR 13776, Apr. 17, 1974; 39 
FR 20794, June 14, 1974; 39 FR 39874, Nov. 
12, 1974; 40 FR 33157, Aug. 6, 1975: 41 FR 
3828, Jan. 26, 1976 J 
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APPENDIX H 

FEDERAL STATIONARY SOURCE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

Since December 1971 the Environmental Protection Agency 

has promulgated source performance standards for twenty indus

trial air pollution sources. These regulations have been pre

sented in numerous issues of the Federal Register and can now 

be found in the Code of Federal Regulations under Title 40 -

Protection of Environment; Chapter 1 - Environmental Protec

tion Agency; Subchapter C - Air Programs; Part 60 - Standards 

of Performance For New Stationary Sources. 

This appendix presents a summary of these regulations as 

found in the Code of Federal Regulations. This summary is an 

updated listing as found originally in the following reference: 

L. S. Chaput. 1976. Federal Standards of Performance 

For New Stationary Sources Of Air Pollution - A 

Summary of Regulations. Journal of the Air Pol

lution Control Association. Vol. 26, No. 11; 

1055-1060. 
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Source Al'ected 
Pollutanl Emiuion level Monitoring 

category lac:ili!y requirement 

Subpart D: 

Steam generators Coal fired boilers Particulate 0.10 lb/106 Btu No requirement 
(>250 million Btu/hr) Opacity 20% Continuous 

SOz 1.2 lb/106 Btu Continuous 
Promulgated NOx 0.70 lb/106 Btu Continuous 
12/23/71 (36 FR 24876) (except lignite 

and coal 
Revised refuse) 
7 !26172137FR14877) 
1 0115/73138 F R2 8566) Oil fired boilers Particulate 0.10 lb/106 Stu No requirerr:ent 
6/1417 4139 FR 20790) Opacity 20%; 40% 2 min/hr Continuous 
1 !16!75(40FR2803) S02 0.80 !b/106 Btu Continuous 
101617 5(40F R 46250 i NOx 0.30 lb/106 Btu Continuous 
11122/76(41 FR51398) 
1 /31 /77l42FR5936) Gas fired boilers Particulate 0.10 lb/ 106 Btu No requirement 

Opacity 20% No requirement 
NOx 0.20 lb/10° Btu Continuous 

Subpart E: 

Incinerators Incinerators Particulate 0.80 gr/dscf corrected No requirement 
(>SO tons/day) to 12% CO 

Promulgated 
12/23171 (35 FR 24876) 

Revised 
6/ 14/74 (39 FR 20790) 

Subpart F: 

Portland cemenl plants Kiln P<:rticulale 0.30 lb/ton No requirement 

Promulgated 
Opacity 20% No requirement 

12/ 23/71 (36 FR 24B76) Clinker cooler Particulate 0.10 lb/ton No requirell'ent 
Opacity 10% No requirement 

Revised 
6/ 14174 (39 FA 20/aO) Fugitive Opacity 10% No requirement 
11112/74 (39 FR 39874) Emission points 
10/6/75 (40 FR 46250) 

Subpart G: 

Nitric ac:id plants Process equipment Opacity 10% No requirement 

Promulgated 
NOx 3.0 lb/ten Contim:ous 

12/23171 (36 FR 2 ~":'6) 

Revised 
5/23 f73(38 FA 13562 l 
10/15/7 3 (38F R 285661 
6/14 f74(39 F R20790l 
10/6/7 5(40 F R46250) 

Subpart H: 

Sulfuric acid plants Process equipment so~ 4.0 lb/ton Continuous 
Acid mist 0.15 lb/ton No requirement 

Promulgated Opacity 10% No requirement 
12/23/71 (36 FR 24676) 

Revised 
5123173!38FR13562) 
10/15/73 !38 FR 28566i 
6114/74(39 FR 20790) 
10/6/7 5 (40 F R46250J 
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Seurce Affected 
Pi:illulant ErnlHlon lev.,I 

Monilorlnll 
cale!lo•r leeif!ly require~en1 

Subparl I: 

Asphall concrele plants Dryers; screening and Particulate 0.04 gr/ dscf No requirernent 
weighing systems; [90 mg/dscm) 

Promulgated storage, transfer, and Opacity 20% No requirement 
3/8/74 (39 FR 9306) ioading syste:ns; and 

Re1·ised 
dust handling equipment 

1016175 (40 FR 46250) 

Subpart J: 

Petroleum relineries Catalytic cracker Particulate 1.0 lb/1000 lb No requirement 
Opacity 30% (3 min. exemption) Continuous 

Promulgated co 0.05% Continuous 
3/ 8/74 (39 FR 9308) 

Fuel gas S02 0.1 gr H2S/dscl Continuous 
Revised combination (230 mgldscm) 
10/6175 (40 FR 46250) 

Subpart K: 

Storage vessels tor Storage tanks Hydrocarbons For vapor pressure No requirement 
petroleum llquids >40,000 gal. capacity 78-570 mm Hg, equip 

with floating rool, 
Promulgated 11apor recovery system. 
3/8/74 (39 FR 9306) or equivalent; for 

Revi&ed 
vapor pressure >570 
mm Hg, equip with 

4/H/74 (39 FR 13776) vapor recovery system 
SI 14/74 (39 FA 20790) or equivalent 

Subpart L: 

Secondary lead Reverberaiory and Particulate 0.022 gr/dscf No requirement 
smelle1s blast furnaces (SO mg/dscm) 

Opacity 20% No requirement 
Promulgated 
3/8/74 {39 FR 9308) Pot furnaces Opacity 10% No requirement 

Reviced 
4/17174 {39 FR 13776) 
10/6175 (40 FR 46250) 

Subpart M: 

S.?condary brass and R<:>verbe ratory Particulate 0.022 gr/dscf No requirement 
bro:iz~ plants furnace (50 mg f dscm) 

Opacity 20% No requirement 
Promulgated 
3/8174 (39 FR 9308) Blast and Opacity 10% No requirement 

Re'tised 
electric furnaces 

10/6/75 (40 FR 46250) 

Subpart N: 

Iron ancl steel plants Basic oxygen Particulate 0.022 gr/dscf No requirement 

Promulgated 
process 'furnace (50 mg/ dscm) 

3/8/74 (39 FR 9308} 
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Sourca AHecl&d 
Pollutant Emlulan l&•el Monl!orlng 

category f•Cilily requlrern,.nl 

Subpart 0: 

Sewage lreatment Sludge incinerators Particulate 1.30 lb/!on Mass or volume 
plants of sludge 

Promulgated 
Opacity 20% No requirement 

3/B/74 (39 FR 9308) 

Revised 
4/17/74 (39 FA 13776) 
5/3/74 (39 FA 15396) 
10/6/75 (40 FR 46250) 

Subpart P: 

Primary copper Dryer Particulate 0.022 gr/ dscf No requirement 
smellers (SO mg/dscm) 

Opacity 20% Continuous 
Promulgated 
1/15176 (41FR2331) Roaster, smelting S02 0.065% Continuous 

furnace: copper Opacity 20% No requirement 
Revised converter 
2126176 (41 FR 8346) 

*Reverberawry furnaces 
that process high· 
impurity feed materials 
are exempt 1rom 
502 standard 

Subpart Q: 

Primary zinc: Sintering machine Particulate 0.022 gr/dscf No requirement 
smelters (SO mg/dscm) 

Opacity 20% Continuous 
Promulgated 
1115/76 (41 FR 2331} Roaster S02 0.065% Continuous 

Opacity 20% No requirement 

Subpart R.: 

Primary lead Blast or reverberatory Particulate 0.022 gr/dscf No requirement 
smelters furnace, sintering (50 mg/ dscm) 

machine discharge end Opacity 20% Continuous 
Prnmulgated 
1115/76(41FA2331) Sintering machine, S02 0.065% Continuous 

electric smelting Opacity 20% No requirement 
furnace, converter 

Subparl S: 

Primary aluminum Potroom group (a) Total 
reduction plants (a) Soderberg lluorides 2.0 lb/ton No requirement 

plant Opacity 10% No requirement 
P1amulgated (b) Pre bake (b) Total 
1/26176 (41 FR 3825) plant fluorides 1.9 tblton No requirement 

Opacity 10% No requirement 

Anode bake plants Total fluorides 0.1 lb/ton No requirement 
Opacity 20% No requirement 
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S!H.lfC6 Allee led 
l'ollut~nt Emission !eYcf 

Mon.tor1nq 
c"tcgory filCdit)' requiu~me n1 

Subpart T: 

Phosphate! fertilizer \N1e: process To'.::il 11t;Crid<:s 0.0::> lb!lcn Tola I p rcss w: 
plan1s phonpllor ic ~cid cro~ across 

process 
Prcmulg:i:od scrubbing 
8/6/75 (40 FR 33152) system 

Subpart U: Superphosphorlc acid Total 1luoric:!es 0.01 lb/ton Total pressure 
crop across 
process 
scrubbing 
system 

Subpart V: Diarnmonium Total fluorides 0.06 lb/Ion Total pressure 
phosphate drop across 

pro:::ess 
scrubbing 
system 

Subpart W: Triple super- Total flu::irides 0.2 lb/ton Total pressure 
phosphate drop across 

process 
scrubbing 
system 

Subpart X: Granular triple Tola! fluorides 5.0 )( 10·4 Tola! pressure 
superphosphate lb/hr/ton drop across 

process 
scrubbing 
system 

Subpart Y: 

Coal preparation Thermal dryer Pa rtici.; late 0.031 gr I dscf Tempera tu re 
plants \0.070 g/ dscm) Scrubber 

pressure loss 
Promulgsted Water pressure 
1/15176(41FR2232) Opacity 20% No requirement 

Pneumatic coal Par~iculato 0.018gr/dscf Na requirement 
cleaning equipment (0.040 g/dscm) 

Opacity 10%. No requirement 

Processing and Conveying Opacity 20% No req•Jirement 
equipment, storage 
systems, transfer and 
loading systems 

Subpart Z: 

Ferroalloy production Electric submerged Particulale 0.99 lb/Mw-hr No requirement 
facilities arc furnaces (0.45 kg/Mw·hrl 

("high silicon alloys") 
Promulgated 0.51 lb/Mw-hr 
514176 (41 FR 18497) (0.23 kg/Mw-hr} 

Revised 
(chrome and 

5/20!i6 (41 FR 20659) 
manganese alleys) 

No visible emiss•ons Flowrale 
may escape furnace monitoring 
capture sysier'l in hood 
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Source 
cate!)ory 

Ferroalloy production 
facilities (con!.) 

Subpart AA: 

Iron and steel 
plants 

Promulgated 
9i23175 (40 FR 431350) 

lllfnted 
f~Cil.ty 

Dust handlin;i equipment 

Electric arc furnaces 

Dus. r.andLng e,iuipmenl 

Pollulant 

Opacity 
co 
Opacity 

Particulate 

Opacity 
(a) control 

device 
(b) shop roof 

Opacity 

4J6 

Em1'>sior: level 

No v!sibl;; cmi~sion 
may cc,c;1pc lapping 
sy~tcn for /40% of 
Ee<:1cn lapping period 

1 s~:i 
20~:, voh;11e basis 

101"0 

0 0052 gr/dscf 
(:12 mg/dscm) 

3% 

O,except 
20%-charging 
40%-lapping 

10% 

MorH!or.ng 
reqt .. tr_m~t.t 

Fl::i.,.;ral0 
wcn;tor;:ig 
in ho::i:i 

ContinuOciS 
~'o re:;qu:re:ren: 

No requirerren; 

Flowrale 
mon:toring 
in capture h::od 
Prnssure 
mon'toring 
in DSE syste'Tl 

No rec;uirement 
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